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PREr'ACE 

The SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics met again in 1978 

to concentrate on Weak Interactions -- Present and Future. Three hundred 

and twenty-nine theoretical and experimental physicists, representing 

fourteen countries, sat through seven days of pedagogy broken by afternoons 

of speculation on future machine possibilities. As in previous years, this 

was followed by a three-day topical conference with presentations on state- 

of-the-art experiments. 

None of the speakers from the panel which led the discussions on the 

machines of the future chose to render their opinions in wziting for inclusion 

in these Proceedings; therefore, without mention here, the reader might never 

know that these sessions took place. Those who participated were E. Picasso 

(Chairperson), R. Schwitters (Introduction and Large Electron-Positron 

Colliding Rings), R. Diebold (High Energy Proton-Proton Colliding Rings), 

M. Davier (Electron-Proton Collidi: R-r,gs), F. Sciulli (Fixed Target Xigh 

Energy Experiments), and, halted momentarily in intraplanetary flight, 

C. Rubbia (Antiproton-Proton Colliding Beams). These were lively and well 

atter.ded sessions, and we thank both E. Picasso for chairing them and the 

panel members fo: sharing their ileas. 

Yhr. topical conference was again a very good meeting with lots of 

exciting new data and vigorous interchanges of ideas among the proponents. 

It was, as usuai, crashed by several unregistered physicists, all unidentified 

in the list of participants. The supply of these Proceedings will closely 

match the lumber of registered participants, so we expect that in future years 

such behavior will be a less frequent problem. 

Finally, we would like to thank the Institute's Coordinator, 

Yartha C. Zipf, who once again survived the circumstances that arise at such 

meetings, managed to keep the sessions going, and provided the smooth operation 

and friendly atmosphere that has become the trademark of these meetings. She 

joins us in thanking all of you for making it what it was.1 

Frederick J. Gilman and David W. G. S. Leith 

Program Directors 
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ACCELERATOR NEUTRINO EXPERIMENTS 

3.H. Perkins 
Department of Nuclear Physics 

Oxford. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

These lectures are not intended to be a comprehensive review of 

accelerator neutrino physics Instead, I have selected three widely 

disparate topics in the field, on the basis of current interests and 

developments, and blind personal prejudice. 

To introduce the subject I first discuss briefly the production 

and monitoring of neutrino beams, and the characteristics and limitations 

of the detectors employed. Esnecially cow that single experiments can 

accumulate thousands or even hundreds of thousands of events, sources 

of systematic error which one ~0~111 happily ignore at the hundred event 

'evel, become crucially important in the mOre detailed analyses which 

are now possible. 

Next I consider the slj-called inclusive charged-current neutrino 

rerctions:- v, ; + nucleon + muon + anything. For such reactions, the 

weak interaction itself is very well understood, being of the V-A form 

mediated by single vector particle (W') exchange. Here, the emphasis is 

cn using neutrino beams as a tool to probe the structure of the nucleon 

target, thar is, to study the nature of the strong interactions. The 

particular advantages of neutrino beams are well known. Since I$?~80 GeV, 

the propagator term does not damp down the cross-section for q2 up to 

100 GeV2 or so, in contrast to the l/q4 propagator in electron and 

muon scattering. The second peculiar advantage of such beams is that 

they are naturally spin-polarized, the left-handed neutrinos scattering 

preferentially off quarks, and the right-handed antineutrinos off anti- 

quarks. Hence, the contributions of quark and antiquark constituents to 

the scattering can be separated. Another feature of inelastic lepton 
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scattering is that, whereas the scattering of electrons and muons is 

determined by the square of the target charge, the neutrino scattering 

is determined by the change in the isospin (third component) or strange- 

ness of the target, according to the Cabibbo (or GIM) coupling. The 

neutrino results thus complement those from electron scattering. 

First results from the analysis of differential deep inelastic 

cross-sections, the structure functions and their moments are in sur- 

prisingly good quantitative agreement with the simplest (first-order in 

a,) predictions of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) describing the quark- 

gluon constitution of hadrons. Other, more tentative, predictions of 

QCD relate to the distributions of secondary hadrons, interpreted as the 

fragmentation products of the struck partons (gluons and quarks) from 

the primary collision. There is a lot of activity, both theoretical and 

experimental, in this sector. Theoretically, it is not straightforward 

to separate the perturbative, calculable QCD effects from the non- 

perturbative (and non-calculable) contributions and the best that one 

could claim at present is that there do seem to be broad trends in the 

data which, qualitatively at least, are not in disagreement with the 

model. 

The next major topic discussed is the subject of neutral weak 

currents. There has been considerable progress over the last year or so 

towards anaIyses of inclusive neutral current reactions on nucleons which 

are less susceptible to uncertainties in the hadron models assumed and 

there is now a whole range of data, from inclusive, semi-inclusive and 

exclusive reactions, all consistent with the SU2 x Lll (Salam-Weinberg) 

model with sin28w = 0.20-0.25. 'Ihe study of the isospin amplitudes of 

the neutral current (i.e. the isovector/isoscalar admixtures) is on some- 

what less solid experimental grounds but again points strongly to the SW 

model. The cleanest test of models is, however, in the lepton sector, in 

the process of neutrino-electron scattering. The numbers of events 

however are modest, because of the very small cross-sections. The 

recently-reported large vPe- cross-section from the CFRN Gargamelle 

group appears to be an unusual fluctuation, and if one accepts this, 

the data are consistent with the most popular model ani the above 

value of sin28 w' However, especially in view of the ccxflicting results 

from atomic physics experiments, it is far too early to conclude that we 

are home and dry on a unified theory of weak and electromagnetic inter- 

actions. 

Non-conservation of the "strong" quantum numbers is one of the 

hallmarks of weak interactions, and neutrino experiments nave always 

held out the promise of the discovery of new quark flavours, signalled 

by their leptonic decay and the observation of multilrpton events. 

Dilepton events - now running into hundreds and thousands - seem to be 

very well described in terms of charmed hadron prodvtion. Trimuon 

events, on the other hand, seem to be well described in terms of con- 

ventional sources. The production of muon pairs at the hadron vertex 

at the rate observed in hsdron-halron collisions can account for most of 

the events, and the electromagnetic process of intenlal bremsstrahlung 

of a muon pair at the lepton vertex, an accurately calculable QED process, 

for the remainder. Like-sip dimuon events, at a level significantly 

above background from pion and kaon decay, might indicate the existence 

of cascade decay of heavier quark:. (e.g. b + c -+ s); however, at the 

present time a singal is not positively established. 

Finally, I shali discuss briefly the phenomenon of prompt single 

lepton (neutrino) production in hadron collisions. The results of these 

beam dump experiments are not too easy to interpret in terms only of pair 

production (followed by leptonic decay) of charmed particles. In any 

case, the bizarre situation that the best present evidence for charmed 

particle production in hadronic cc:I'zions, via the detection of neutrinos 
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(and of muons) from the leptonic decays, can hardly go unmentioned in a 

review of neutrino experiments. 

2. CHARGED-'XRRENT NELJTRINO REACTIONS 

2.1 Neutriao Beams 

Neutrino beams at proton accelerators are produced by decay in 

flight (n + VU u' K + Vu !J' K + neve) of secondary pions and kaons generated 

in a target irradiated by the external proton beam. There are three main 

components to the beam: (i) the proton target, followed by momentum 

selecting/focussing elements to direct the pions and kaons from the 

target down (ii) a decay tunnel in which a proportion (S-20%) of these 

particles decay in flight; and (iii) a steel (and/or rock/earth) muon 

shield, whose function is to absorb the hadrons by interaction and muons 

by ionization loss, leaving a neutrino beam with minimum background (i.e. 

the hadrons and muons generated by, and in equilibrium with, the neutrin, 

beam as it traverses the shield). 

Three types of beam are in common use; the so-called narrowband, 

wideband and highband systems. For the narrowband (or dichromatic) beam, 

dipole and quadrupole magnets downstream of the proton target select and 

focus a beam of pions and kaons with a narrow (?S% typically) momentum 

range (see Fig. 1). For a truly pencil beam of unique energy F$ there 

is a one-to-one correspondence between the decay angle, 6 in ~2 or Ku2 

decay and the neutrino energy: E, = Ev(max)/(l + y26') where EvK(max) = 

0.97E and F$“(max) = 0.42E, and y = E/mK,~. At a fixed distance r from 

the detector axis, the neutrino spectrum has a width determined by the 

relative length of the decay tunne.1 L and shielding D (L or D for optimum _ 

flux) 9 the momentum bite of the parents and their angular and spatial 

divergence. A typical energy distribution of events (assuming 

o(total) a E) as a function of radius is shown in Fig. 2 for the CERN 

-wide bond oxis 
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Fig. l(a) CERN narrowband beam optics. C2/C3 is the momentum-defining 
collimator. The neutrino beam axis is at 11 mrad with 
respect to the incident proton beam in both horizontal and 
vertical planes (to reduce wideband background). 

(b) Layout of CERN SPS neutrino area. The steel muon shield is 
shown shaded, with gaps for muon flux monitoring. 
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Fig. 2. ncpendcxe of energy on distance from beam axis in CERN NB 
system, for neutrinos from vu2 and Ku2 decay. The dashed cwves 
indicate the limits inside which 90% of events should lie. The 
dots represent measured event energies in the BEBC experiments. 
Some events in the “valley” are due toneutrinos from Ku3 decay. 

beam. (Not shown in this plot is the background batween the ~2 and 

Ku2 contributions, due to Kv3 decay - of the order of 4%). The whole 

point of a narrowband experiment is to have information un neutrino 

energy I within the limits indicated. For this purpose it is necessary 

to know the momentum bite, composition (K/n ratio) ;.rjd angular divergence 

of the parent beam quite accurately, and this is discussed below. 

Wideband beams employ aluminium sheet conduc,ors (horns, 

reflectors) pulsed with currents of order 0.25-0.5 megamps, providing 

magnetic fields with f:eld lines which are circles about the beam axis. 

These focus secondaries of one si:,m, and defocus those of the opposite 

sign, over a broad momentum band. The optional design of horn and re- 

flector shapes is a highly rechnic.31 subject which I do not discuss here. 

It is actually possible to achieve neutrino fluxes (allowing for secondary 

absorption in the bon‘s, reflectors etc.) which are within a factor of 

two of “ideal focusing”, i.e. that which would be obtained if all 

secondaries from lhe target emerged along the axis. The fluxes are, 

of course, much larger than in the narrowband beam, but peaked to low 

energy. A comparison of narrowband and wideband spectra is shown in 

Fig. 3. Wideband beams are essential for experiments involving detectors 

of low mass (e.g. hydrogen bubble chambers) or in high statistics experi- 

merits. 

The drawback of wideband bC”.v is that the flux peaks at low energ, 

and this constitutes a useless background in an experiment which is 
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Fig. 4 (a) Comparison of CERN wideband and FNAL highband fluxes. 
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oriented to the high energy part of the spec&m. The highband beam 

is designed to optimize the high energy flux and consists simply of a 

triplet of magnets downstream of the target, to focus and sign select 

the high energy secondaries. A comparison between the FNAL highband 

beam and CERN SPS wideband beam is given in Fig. 4. 

The monitoring of neutrino beams has been carried out by a variety 

of methods. One approach, feasible only with narrowband beams, is to 

measure the total intensity of the parent beam (e.g. by means of a beam 

current transformer) and the constitution (proportions of pions, kaons, 

protons) by means of differential gas Cerenkov counters. The neutrino 

spectra from pion and kaon decay are then computed from the decay kine- 

matics. A second method, which can be used for any type of beam, is to 

measure the radial distribution of muons as a function of depth in the 

shield. For a narrowband beam, for example, the muon radial/depth 

distribution depends on the beam energy and angular divergence, as well 

of course on the ionization loss and multiple scattering of the muons in 

the shield. Fig. 5 shows, as an example, the determination of the beam 

divergence from the radial muon distribution in the CERN SPS experiment. 

Absolute calibration of the solid-state muon counters is achieved by track- 

counting in nuclear emulsion (see Fig. 6). Since the muon energy from 

decay of a pion beam of energy E varies from 0.58E to E, while that from 

a kaon beam varies from 'Lo to E, the muon counting method gives a 

measure of the pion flux, and the K/n ratio has to be determined by 

another method (i.e. with a Cerenkov, as described above - see Fig: 4) 

The errors associated with neutrino flux measurements, even with 

the most elaborate monitoring techniques, are in the region of 7-12%. 

The lower figure applies to neutrinos from pion decay, and the latter to 

those from kaon decay, where ez~oss in the K/n ratio are dominant. 

RADIAL DEPENDENCE OF MUON 
FLUX, COMPARED WITH PRED’CTIONS 
AS FUNCTION OF BEAM DIVERGENCE 

h + NORMALIZ& rlON . 

0 5 IO 15- 20 25 30 

RADIUS dni 

Fig. 5 Radial dependence of muon flux at 3Om depth in shield, compared 
with predicted flux as function of n/K beam divergence 
(0 = -0.1 + 0.3 mrad]. 
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Fig. 6 Results of track-counting in emulsion to calibrate muon flux 
counters. The forward peak is due to muons, and the broad 
distribution at wider angles to knock-on electrons from the 
shielding and cosmic rays. 

Wideband beams and highband beams, which rely entirely on focuss- 

ing action for sign selection, always contain contamination from "wrong- 

sign" background (; flux in a v beam, and vice-versa). For horn- 

focussed beams, this varies from al% at low energy to ~10% at high energy. 

Because of the dominance of pv,, decay modes of the parent pions and kaons, 

accelerator neutrino beams consist mostly of u,, or T,, with a background 

of order 1% of ve (or ;e) from Ye3 and u-decay. These features are 

illustrated in Fig. 7. 

2.2 Detectors 

Because of the small neutrino interaction cross-sections (*10-3*E 

CT? nucleon-' &V-I), detectors must be massive, and a corollary of 

this is that they are usually of limited r-solution. 

Counter devices, such as those used by the HPWF, CITF and CDHS 

groups, have effective target m 558, of order 100-1000 tons. For ex- 

amIle the HPWF apparatus, consists of (i) a target/calorimeter of 

l;quid scintillatar, in which t'le iXeractions take place and the energy 

of the secondary hadrons is mecsured (ii) magnetized iron toroids 

fur nsasurement of the muon momzntun. In the CDHS experiment, the solid 

sc:ptillator is sandwiched between magnetized iron plates so that the 

whole volume serves for a target, calorimeter and for muon momentum 

measurement, (see Fig. 8). 

Economy has dictated the use of magnetized iron spectrometers for 

muon momentum measurement in all the counter experiments and the precision 

attainable is therefore determined by multiple Coulomb scattering in the 

iron; in practice, Ap,/p, = lo-15%. The hadron calorimeters can be 

calibrated with hadron beams, and give hadron energy resolution 

AEH/EH = 100/G%, where EH is in GeV. Severe fiducial volume cuts are 

required if the nuclear cascade is to be contained inside the calorimeter. 

without substantial cwrection factors. 



CDHS APPARATUS 

v-be 

Fig. 8 Counter apparatus used by CDHS group at CERN SPS. It consists of plastic scintillator sandwiched 
between magnetized iron plates (Scm or 15 cm thick) together with drift chambers. 
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The large bubble chambers (15l FNAL, 12' ANL, Gargamelle and 

BEBC (CERN)) used in neutrino physics have useful sensitive volumes up 

to %15 m3 and thus target masses of order 1 ton with hydrogen filling 

and around 10 tons with heavy liquid (eg Ne/H2 mixture). The muon 

momentum resolution is superior to that in the counter experiments. 

For example BEBC (35 kgauss superconducting magnet) has Ap,/p, ~4% 

for Eu = 100 GeV, and 2 m of track length. Muon secondaries are identi- 

fied with the help of external muon identifiers (EMI) consisting of one 

or more planes of MWPCs (150 m2 area in the case of BEBC, separated 

from the chamber by %l m iron absorber). The muon momentum resolution 

is improved by using the fringe field of the chamber and the EM1 hit 

coordinates. In comparison with the calorimeters, the hadron energy 

resolution in the bubble chambers is rather poor at high energy. The 

charged hadron energy can usually be well measured, but some of the 

neutral energy may be "lost" - for example, high energy y-rays from 

no-decay may originate in,but convert a long way from,the primary 

vertex, and could therefore be confused with y-rays from secondary 

vertices. To avoid double-counting, distant y-rays therefore have to 

be ignored in measuring hadron energy. Furthermore, the energy of 

charged hadrons interacting closeto the primary vertex must be 

estimated from the visible energy of the products of the interaction, 

and this also leads to underestimate of the true energy. Fig. 9 

illustrates the method employed in the BEBC NE/H2 experiments. Firstly, 

in charged-current events, the transverse momentum relative to the beam, 

of the muon and of the hadrons must balance. Suppose E = (visible 

hadron energy)/(true hadron energy). In a sample of events, an arbitrary _ 

value of E is chosen, and thus, from the corrected values of E = " 

E,, + EH (visible)/c and from p P , the expected angle BH(calc) of the 

hadron momentum vector can be computed. On average, the true hadron 

E 

1.0 (=I 

1.. ' ~ 

- -i-:--:~-~---',-t---i---~---~ ---- ~ ---. 

0.5 

1 , E(hadr,on) GeV I 
50 100 150 

15 

lo- 

(bf 

Fig. 9 (a) Mean value of c= visible hadron energy/true hadron 
energy, determined from pT balance in BEBC charged 
current events. 

(b) E distribution in 70 GeV pion interactions. 
(c) E distribution in 110 GeV pion interactions. 
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direction cannot be affected by missed energ; Hence, the best value of 

e is that which maker the mean difference eH(vis) - aH(calc.) zero. The 

mean value obtained was E = 0.82 i .02, apparently independent of hadron 

energy. This correction factor was checked by measuring, in the same 

chamber and by the same technique, the total visible energy in inter- 

actions of 70 GeV/c and 110 GeV/c negative pions, as shown in the 

figures. What is important in these corrections is that, although the 

ram error in the hadron energy is o = 20%, the distribution is non- 

Gaussian and skew. This is confirmed by observing the distribution in 

the transverse momentum ratio of the muon to that of the visible hadrons, 

in individual events. 

The corrections for energy losses and resolution effects are of 

particular importance in determining absolute values of structure 

functions, especially at high x where the function is falling steeply 

as (I-x)~. Since x = q*/ZME,, quite small errors in EH can have 

relatively drastic effects. 

There are still eminent physicists in the world who believe the 

fundamental limitation of accelerator neutrino experiments, cm account 

of the low cross-sections, is of a statistical nature. The fact is that 

the low cross-sections have dictated the use of massive and relatively 

crude detectors and the important limitations arise from systematic 

uncertainties about the detector resolution and biasses, as well as 

of the neutrino fluxes. The sort of things that can go wrong when these 

problems are not fully understood is well illustrated by the sad Story 

of y anomalies, 

2.3 Total and Differential cross-sections in the Naive Parton Model 

In conformity with our experience from weak decay processes, we 

can describe the inclusive process 

v + nucleon + il + anything 

in terms of the interaction of two currents (J(lepton) an3 J(hadron)) via 

single vector particle (W') exchange. Provided we do not specify the 

;;i;:;ij;i;:i_: p ’ k,,a&ons 
q.P and k.P; q2 = 9.4, E., = v 

MV = P.q and ME = P.K,where k, P, q are the 4-momenta OZ the neutrino, 

nucleon and exchanged boson, v is the energy transfer .n tne nucleon 

rest-frame (lab. system) &nd E is the laboratory neutrino energy. The 

dimensionless "scaling vrriables" are x = 2Mv/q* = ZP.q/q: and 

y = v/E = P.q/P.k. We neglect leptrm masses (k'* <c q2). 

The exchanged Wt bosun has 3 helicity states (!I, 0) and, if the 

txget nucleon is unpolaiizd, the rross-section can therefore be 

described in terms of just 3 unknown structure functions describing the 

hadron vertex.(l) Each must be a function of the two independent scalars 

containing q: q2 and V, or, equivalently, q* and x:- 

d20UJV G*ME 
dxdy=T-- 

Fl, F2- and F3 are different for neutrinos and antineutrinos, and 

for proton and neutron targets. F3 is the V-A interference term, which 

changes sign for neutrinos and antineutrinos. In general therefore, 

there are 12 unknown functions. A great simplification occurs if we 
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consider only AS = AC = 0 prc’cesses (i.e. set the Cabibbo angle Bc = 0) 

and isoscalar targets. Then from charge symmetry we obtain 

F.‘” = F. ;P Fi”p = Fi G” 
1 i = 1, 2, 3 1 

0* FiVN = FiYN 

so that, to the extent that AS = 1 or AC = 1 processes are suppressed by 

a factor tan*Bm= 0.05, and targets used in inclusive reaction studies 

are complex nuclei with approximately equal numbers of neutrons and 

protons, we can describe both neutrino and antineutrino cross-sections in 

terms of just three structure functions:- 

d20 V,3N 
- = 9 dxdy + $*.2xFl(x,qZ) f y(l-;)xF3(x,q2) 

3 
(2.2) 

Since the irreducible error on neutrino fluxes is at the 5% level 

at least, this approximation is well justified. 

The conjecture of Bjorken (2) in 1968 was that in the limit 

q2 + m the structure functions would be scale-invariant:- 

Lt 
q* + m 

Fihq2) + Fi(d (2.3) 

i.e. only depend on the dimensionless ratio, x. Immediately SLAC-MIT 

data on e-p scattering(3) showed that, to within the then experimental 

precision of slO%, the data supported Bjorken scaling, at least for 

q2 > 1 GeV*. In the case of neutrino scattering, hypothesis (2.3) 

implies that, if Mxy/ZE is small (implying that for the secondary muon, 

the angle of emission in the LS is such that cos2(BP/2) 2 l), the x and 

y dependence in (2.2) factorizes. Hence, integrating we get 

helicity -1, +I, 0. Since these o’s must be positive definite, there 

exist positivity constraints 

F2 z 
2xFl XF3 10 

(1 + 4mY/q’) I + 4m2x2/q2 
(2.5) 

The main prediction of (2.4) is that o(tota1) 0: E, and this was 

verified in the early experiments (4) in the l.?m heavy liquid chamber at 

the CERN PS (1968) and subsequent:y in the Gargamelle experiments 6) at 

the PS, although the mean energies involved (<E> *ir 4 GeV, <q*, s 1 CeV’) 

were very low - see Fig. 10. A second very important result was that 

E/o = 0.38 f 0.02 over the range E = 7-10 GeV. From (2.5) we see that 

A > B, hence the proximity of z/o to l/3 implied, from (2.4), that 

A % B 2, 1, i.e. the V, A interferer x term xl- 3 was maximal. 

The interpretation of scale Invariance in terms of the pointlike 

nucleon constituents, or partons, .f Feynman (6) is well known. Scale 

invariance follows if these constituents are regarded as quasi-free 

so t’at transverse momenta are neglected. In a reference frame where the 

nucleon has a large 4-momentum P, the partons move in a parallel stream in 

the dirtztion ;. Let the struck ?arton carry a 4-momentum gP. Then 

(2.4) 

cross-sections, instead 

of being written in terms of Fl, F2, F3, can be expressed equally in terms 

of the cross-sections oL, cc R’ oS for absorption of virtual bosons with 

(SP + q)2 = -a (2.6) 

where m is the mass of the parton. If q2 >> a? or M’(= -P’) it follows 

that 
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Fig. 10 Neutrino and antineutrino total cross-sections 
measured in wideband experiments at the CERN PS, 
using the Gargamelle chamber filled with CF3Br. 
Units are lo- 

38 2 
cm per nucleon. 

(2.7) 

so that x equals the fractional nucleon momentum, 5, carried by the parton. 

Alternatively, one can view the absorption of the current in the parto” 

rest-frame, when q* = 2myand thus 5 = x = m/M i.e. 5 or x is the frac- 

tional mass of the nucleon carried by our hypothetical free parto”. If 

we do not neglect the masses in (2.6) the” the posilive root is:- 

c+ = -v + hL +MqL + m! = x [1 _ ( “$ - m;+ _.. ] (2.8) 

Just retaining the target (nucleon) mass we the” obtain the 

Nachtma”“(7) (or light-cone) variable 

5 
2x M*x* 

Nachtma”” = = x(1 - -$-- + . . . ) (2.9) 
(1 + Jl + 4mLxLlqZ) 

which we shall refer to later on. The main point is that the Bjorken 

x variable has a simple interpretation only if q* > $, m*. For 

modest values of q2, M’ cannot be neglected and 5 < x; this is also the 

case when the recoili- g parton emerges with appreciable mass, as in the 

transformation of a d-quark constituent to a c-qux.k (charmed particle 

production) 

2.4 Physical In-retation of the Structure Functions 

Since we shal! be dealing at length with the behaviour’of the 

functions Fl, F2, Fj it is perhaps worthwhile discussing the physical 

meaning of these functions. For Fl and F2, it is easiest to start with 

the analogous process of inelastic electron scattering, for whichthe form 

analogous to (2.2) is obtained by the substitution G2/v + 8na2/q4, and 

dropping the term xF3 (since electromagnetic interactions are parity 

conserving) : - 
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d20ep - = 
dxdy 

‘h$ [<; _ y _ %)F2ep(,) + $xFlep(x)lNE (2.10) 

d20ep 4na* 
F ep dq'dx = -q- [Cl - Y - %I+- + $~2FlepW (2.11) 

in the limit y * 0, that is, forward scattering 0 ‘i, 0, we get 

do 
( I 

4na* 

I 

1 F2eP (x) dx 

P,,, = 7- x 
0 

which is the Rutherford pointlike scattering formula, so that 

I F2 (x)dx/x = “Qi2 = sum of squares of the parton charges. 

Next, we write down the Dirac cross-section for the elastic 

scattering of an electron by a spin 1 particle of g = 2, charge ze and 

mass m 

Dirac 
(2.12) 

Using the fact that q * = 2EE’(l - case) = 4EE’sin28/2 = ZMExy, 

m* = x2M2 f or free partons of mass m, we obtain 

4nd %Y * 
Dirac 

= yc [Cl - Y - 2E) + $ 122 

and, comparing with (2.11) gives 

2xFl = F2 

Thus, 2xFl/F2 = g/2 = 1 for free, spin 4, pointlike partons; in other 

words, the Callan-Gross ratio (8) A = 2xFl/F2 measures the relative 

magnitude of magnetic and electric scattering, the ratio being unity for 

a Dirac fermion with g = 2. This equality is supported by the early 

electron scattering data, for which 0.8 < xFl/F2 < 1. (9) 

For the case of neutrino scattering, the formula (2.1) or (2.2) 

can be usefully compared with that for the V-A scattering of neutrinos 

(ve) by electrons via $ exchange, which has the form(“), for E >> m:- 

ve 
@..,.- _ d;“,’ _ ‘“‘,-” ; 

dY 

doie da ye 2G2mE -= -= 
dy dy 

y--(1-Y)*; 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

and 
-- _ 

0 ve = eve = 30Ve = 3oYe = ZG*,j$,n 

where y = Ee/E, the fractional recoil energy of the electron. The 

difference in the cross-sections (2.13) and (2.14) is easily understood 

on the basis of helicity arguments. The diagrams indicate the 

+ + -t + 
v- 4--------e ;------+ C---e 

Ja = 0 Jz = +1 

CMS momenta and spin projections of LH neutrino (W antineutrino) and 

LH electron. 

In the L)e case, Jz = 0 and the scattering is isotropic, with a 

flat y distribution as in (2.13). For the ;e case, Ja = +l and back- 

scattering (i.e. J,(final) = -1) is impossible. The angular distribution 

of ?he scattered antineutrino is of the form (1 + COSB*)~, corresponding 

to a y d’stribution of the scattered electron as in (2.14). 

Thus, for an assembly of spin i pointlike particle/antiparticle 

tari,ets, the neutrino cross-section will be 

da @. -= 
dy n 2x[q(x) + 6(x, Cl-y)*ldx (2.15) 

with the antin:: .t.ino cross-section obtained by interchanging q-4. 

Here x = m/M is the ratio of target mass to nucleon mass and q(x), q(x) 

are the particle/antiparticle densities at x. 

Since the neutrino data indicate A = 2xF1/F2 % 1, let us assume 

2XFl = F2 and rewrite (2.2) in the form 

doV’;N G*ME 
F2 ? xF3 7F 

dy =Ti ( --y----l + ( 
F2 --$) (l-y)* dx 1 (2.16) 
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in the approximation E >> M, and comparing with (2.15) we obtain 

2xq(x) = F2 XF3 
-IT-- F2b) = 2x(q(x) + q(x)) 

(2.17) 

2xq(x) = 
F2 - xF3 
2 xF3(x) = 2x(q(x) - i(x)) 

To sumarise; assuming the weak currents are of the pure V-A 

form for both leptons and partons (i.e. they are both pointlike, spin 

1 objects), the quantity F2(x) measures the fractional momentum content of 

the sum of partons and antipartons at x, while xF3(x) measures the 

difference In particular, a value Z/o = l/3 implies $q << 1 so that 

the majority of the partons must be fermions rather than antifermions. 

From (2.15) we have, with Q = 
I 
x q(x)dx, B = 

I 
xq(x)dx:- 

Q/(Q + 6) = (3R-l)/(ZR+Z), R = O/O (2.18) 

For R = 0.40, the relative momentum content of antipartons is 

ij/(Q + 0) = 0.07. This fraction can also be measured from the y distri- 

butions. The value of do/dy at y Q 0 measures (Q + Q). while at y ‘i, 1 

it measures Q for neutrinos and Q for antineutrinos. Typical results 

0 Y 1 0 Y 1. 

from the CDK5 experiment are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. For y > 0.8, the 

x distribution for antineutrinos will be typical of antipartons q(x) and 

is seen to be peaked to smaller x than the corresponding distribution 

s(x) for neutrinos. 

CDHS E = 30-90 GeV 

v 0 

v l 

Fig. I1 
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2.5 Neutrino Cross-Sections in the Quark Model 

The hypothesis that the partons can be identified with quarks is 

best tested by comparing neutrino and electron scattering from nucleons. 

For neutrinos and antineutrinos, the fundamental processes on non-strange 

u and d quarks are 
v+d+p-+u 

+ ;+u+p +d 
(2.19) 

so that from (2.17) we obtain (wiLh t3 Cabibbo = O):- 

F2”P(x) = Zx(d(x) + c(x)) 

F2”$) = Zx(u(x) + a(x)) 

Or F2%4 = x[u(x) + d(x) + U(x) + a(x)] (2.20) 

where u(x), d(x) refer, ty convention, to the quark densities in the 

Fl-OtOn, and, by charge symmetry, u(neutron) = d(proton], etc. If we do 

not neglect the Cabibbo angle and stay below charmed particle threshold 

(2.20) is nodified to 

F2VN(xl = jI u + d + ii + a][i-isin 
2 
e] +sin*8[s + I] 

I 
(2.21) 

while Above charmed threshold 

FZVN(x) = [ xu+d+u+a+s+;+c+s] (2.22) 

where in the last two expressions, F2 represents the average of F VN 
2 and 

F2 
iN - which are not equal, as they are in (2.20). 

The structure functions in electron scattering are given by the 

quark densities weighted by the squares of the quark charges, as 

indicated under (2.11). Thus 

F2ep(X) = X&U + 6) + $(d + a) + $(s + S) . . .] 

F2en(x) = x&d + a1 + $(u + U) + f(s + I) . .] 
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FZeN(. I = &,[(u+d+u+a) + f(s+;) + .1 

Comparing (2.23) with (2.20) or (2.21) we obtain 

(2.23) 

FzYN(x) < FF2eN(x) 

The early Gargamelle (111 results at low energy (2-10 GeV) were compared 

with the MIT-SLAC data (12) at 16-20 GeV with the results 

i 

1 
SLAC-MIT 

SO 
F2eN(x)dx = 0.15 i .Ol 

I 

1 
GGM- PS 

OF2 
VN(x)dx = &(oYN + o iN ) 

= 0.49 i 0.05 

Ol- jF2UNdx,lF2eN dx = 3.3 z! 0.4 : 18/S (2.25) 

Further verification of the quark-parton model is provided by data 

on the Gross-Llewellyn-Smith sumrule (13) From 2.17 we obtain 

Lt 
& 

XF 3vN( x) dx 

9’- 
x =(u+d-u-a)=3 (2.26) 

for the number of valence quarks per nucleon. As described later, a 

lower limit of 2.7 + 0.4 is obtained for q2 > 3 in the BEBC/SPS 

experiment. 

2.6 Deviations from Scaling in Neutrino Reactions 

As long ago as 1973, evidence was presented for small deviations 

from exact Bjorken scaling, in inelastic muon scattering. (14) By now, 

all groups involved in lepton (e, p, v) scattering agree, at least 

qualitatively, that the deviations are there. Hints of these effects 

can be obtained without a sophisticated analysis. Fig. 13 gives a 

compilation of data on total cross-sections o/E and d/E by various 

groups. While o/E seems to be fairly constant for antineutrinos, there 

is an apparent decrease with E in the value for neutrinos. A second 

o GGM 
I * . EEElc: 

A CTF 

t4 4$ 444 + 

0 111 I I I lllll I I I IIll I I 
1 10 100 200 

E GeV- 

Fig. 13 

A N I 
*B BEBC (this experiment) 

I 

40 60 100 

E GeV 

Fig. 14 
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example is shown in Fig. 14, displaying the value of <q’/E> = ?M<xy> 

as a function of energy. For exact scaling, this quantity should be 

constant. The straight lines on this graph - corresponding to 

<q2/E> cc E-o.14 _ are from empirical fits to electron and muon 

data.(“) As a third example, we refer to Fig. 11. From this we see that 

5 as measured with neutrinos at low q2 (y Q 0) is significantly smaller 

than that for antineutrinos at high q2 (y cv 1). 

To discuss these effects quantitatively, we refer back to equn. 

(2.2) in which 

Fi = Fi(x,q2) (2.26) 

Thus, if we accept the current-current form of the weak interaction, 

the structure functions can depend only on the 4-momentum of the exchanged 

boson, i.e. q2 and v, or, equivalently, x and q2. In principle (2.26) 

therefore contains all the information on deviations from scaling, and 

it is therefore more appropriate to consider the q2 dependence of the 

cross-sections at fixed x, than energy dependence of y distributions, 

cross-sections etc. 

The first determination of the structure functions Fi(x,q2) 

has been made by the ABCLOS collaboration (16) , analysing both BEBC 

Ne/H2 events obtained in the SPS NB beam (E = 20-200 GeV) and the 

older GGM events (CF3Br filling) in a WB PS beam. Their procedure 

was to evaluate the numbers of events expected for arbitrary values of 

Fi(x, q2), by integrating over the known neutrino (antineutrino) 

fluxes $(E) (or 6(E)). Thus, in (2.2) if we set 2xFl = 1, F2 = xF3 = 0 

we obtain, in a given bin of x + x + Ax, q2 + q2 + Aq2 

N1Wi2) = S p ;2$GWdyIx q2 

here S = number of nucleons in target. Similarly N2hq2) = s II ?(I-y - ~MW’Edy~x,qz 
N3(x,q2) = s ii e (y - $$GhW1,,q2 

with similar expressions for antineutrinos. Thus, in the (x,q2) bin 

the observed number of events is given by 

N obs = Nl.ZxFl + N2.F2 + N3.xF3 
(2.27) 

R obs = Rl.ZxFl + R .F - R3”xF 2 2 3 

Assuming, firstly, that ~xF1 = F, for all x, q’, the observed ‘. 
numbers of neutrino and antineutrino events then give values for F2 and 

XF3. The raw event rates have first to be corrected for the finite energy 

resolution. This was done by generating events via a Monte Carlo program, 

wing as input, the neutrino and antineutrino fluxes and describing the 

x and y dependence by simple test functions known to reproduce, approx- 

imately, the experimental distributions. The effects of energy resolution 

and losses an1 nuclear Fermi moron were then applied and the “smearing 

factors” (ratio of unsmeared to smeared event rates, in a given, x, q2 

tin) evaluated and used to correct the data. The smearing corrections 

were <lo% for x < 0.6, and 530% for x z 0.6. 

The resulting values for F2(x,q2) and xF3(x,q2) are given in 

Figs. 15 and 16, with G@l and BEBC data points shown separately. Where 

the two sets of data overlap, they are in satisfactory agreement. This 

is a direct demonstration of the validity of the current-current assump- 

tion; F2 depends on x, q2 and not on E (for which the average values are 

<E> 21 4 GeV for Gargamelle and <E> s 90 GeV for BEBC). Also shown in 

Fig. 15 are the p’.ectruu and muon data on F2 ed (,q2) for experiments in 
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deuterium at SLAC(1’) X&C; FNAL(l*) . These have been multiplied by the 

quark model factor FZeN/F2”” = ‘/lS (= $ F2ed/F2”N). The dashed lines 

give the slopes of an early empirical fit (15) to the electron/muon 

data: - 

F2(q2,x) = F2(q,*,x) ($~)“‘25-x ; q,’ = 3 GeV2 (2.28) 
0 

These lines come down to the axis at the pion threshold, q2(min) = 

mn(2M + m,)x/(l - x). The neutrino data show the same general pattern 

of scaling deviations as the electron and muon data; namely, a decrease 

with q2 for x > 0.3, and an increase at small x. It perhaps should be 

emphasized that the neutrino data have been interpolated to the bin 

centres in all cases, using (2.28); these centre-of-bin corrections are 

always quite small in comparison with statistical errors. The two sets 

of data (v, and e, u) are in remarkably good quantitative agreement with 

the fractional quark charge assignment, even for small x in the dominantly 

“49 sea” region.* The values of xF3(+,x) in Fig. 16 show a similar 

behavidur to F2. Note that, for small x, xF3 < F2, as indicated by the 

dashed lines, which are the same as in Fig. 15. 

Values of F2 VN(q2, x) have also been given recently by the CDHS 

collaboration(lg); their results are shown in Fig. 17. The trends in 

the results are similar in form to, but show a somewhat weaker q2- 

dependence than, the BEBC data. 

All these values for F2 and xF3 have been derived from (2.27) under 

the assumption A = 2xFl/F2 = 1. To obtain experimental values for A, 

the y distribution at fixed x,q2 must be analysed. Referring to (2.2) 

* The factor =+l- isin2ec) ? 3.6 for an SU2 symmetric sea; for an SU3 

symmetric sea (; = ;i = S), the factor = 3.0. 

l-w . 
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we note that (do/dy + dG/dy)/E depends on the combination 

(l-y)F2 +(y2/2)2xF1, and (do/dy - do/dy)/E on xF3(y - y2/2). These 

distributions are given in Fig. 18, from the ABCLOS (BEBC) analysis, for 

selected values of q’ and x (the cross-sections again being interpolated 

to fixed q2, x) . From the shape of the upper distributions, best values 

of A can be fitted. There is no observable dependence of A on q2 and X, 

because the errors are large. The average value ob:.erved was 

<A> = 0.89 f 0.12 (.08) (s2 ’ 1) (2.29) 

where the figure in brackets represents the possible systematic error 

(arising from interpolation and flux uncertainties). F-?m this data, any 

deviations from the asymptotic (q’ + m) Callan-Gross relation A = 1 are 

below the 20% level, Alternatively the ratio can br recast 

R = US/UT = (1 + 4M2x2/q2 - A)/A 

giving 

CR> = 0.15 i 0.10 (.04) (2.30) 

The lower plot.; in Fig. 18 are in excellent agreement with the 

expected y-dependelice of tile xF3 ‘:erm. Fig. 18 tyezefore supports our 

original assumption that .Lhe cross-sections (2.2) c:n be described in 

terms of just 3 structl..re f.mctiol.3. 

The effect of changes in A, from the value 1.0 assumed in the 

previous analysis, is fairl:r small for F2 and negligible for xF3. For 

A = 0.8 for example, F2 increases from the A = 1 value by between 3 and 

lO%, while xF3 de ‘reases by up to 2%. 

2.7 Possible Causes of Scaling Deviations 

There may be several sources of deviations from Bjorken scaling in 

the data. Among these could be: 
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(i) “Trivial”effects . L 

The rise of FZeN in the low q* region (q* < 1 GeV’) at small x is 

expected from conservation of the vector current; in fact F2 = $OT’OS) 

and must therefore vanish as q2 + 0 for finite x (or v). (For neutrino 

scattering, the axial contribution does not vanish as q2 + 0, becoming 

proportional to o.(li, N) at energy v). Vector dominance models also 

predict F2(x,q2) rising with q2 at small x. 

(ii) Electromagnetic radiative corrections 

The neutrino cross-sections have not been corrected for radiative 

effects from the charged particles accelerated in the reaction - of 

which the main contribution comes from the muon. Detailed calculations (20) 

(21) show that the main effect is to lead to an underestimate of the true 

cross-sections at large x (the factor being-l-0.2x). However, the 

q2-dependence of the correction at fixed x is very weak (~5% for q2 = 2 -t 100 

GeV*) It appears that radiative effects cannot account for the strong 

q2-dependence of FZYN for x > 0.3. (In any case, such considerations 

would not account for the deviations in electron/muon scattering, for 

which the cross-sections have been radiatively corrected.) 

(iii) Threshold effects 

The excitation of new quantum numbers (c, b, t . . . quarks) would 

enhance the neutrino cross-sections, predominantly in the “sea region” 

at small x and large v. The magnitude of such effects would be expected 

to be quite a strong function of incident energy, and to be different 

for electrons and muons, on the one hand, and neutrinos on the other. 

Yet, the observed dependence of F2 on q2 and x seems to be independent 

of energy and to have a common source for all types of lepton beam. It 

is difficult to see why threshold excitations should strongly decrease 

the value of F2 at large q2 and large x. 

(iv) Failure of the Naive Parton Model 

We have already anticipated that, because of the neglect of 

particle masses and inter-parton interactions, one would not expect 

Bjorken scaling to hold exactly i.t finite values of q2. At the present 

time, this seems to be the most liitely major source of the deviations. 

There are two principal sources of scaling deviation associated 

with the couplings of quark constituents via the gluon field. Olle 

source is kinematic in origin, and has to do with the neglect of masses 

in comparison with q2. The effect of including masses, as indicated in 

(2.9) I is to modify the scaling variable. This effect was actually 

investigated empirically a lon g time ago by Bloom and Gilman (22) , who 

observed that deviations from sxlingatlorq2and low W* were reduced 

by use of x’ = q’/(2Mv + M2) = x(1 - M2x/q2+ .), with a similar 

behaviour to that of the 5 parameter, i.e. a correction term QMZ/q2. 

However, we know that mass terms alone cannot account for all the 

deviations observed, (23) and particularly not those at high x and 

high q2 which mainly concern us here. 

The other source of deviations from the naive parton model 

pr:dictions arises from the interactions of the quarks; the inter- 

quark interaction modifies the naive scaling predictions, based on 

f:ee, non-interacting constituents. The rest of the section on 

charged currents is devoted to this topic. 

2.5 Predictions on Scaling Deviations from QCD 

We begin the discussion with a brief outline of the QCD pre- 

dictions, already derived in the lectures of John Ellis. 
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(i) Screening in QED 

In quantum e’ xtrodynamics, the potential between two charges Q 

and Q’ separated by distance r is modified by virtual pair-production 

(vacuum polarization) as follows (24, W:- 

=+1 + O(a’)... 3 (2.31) 

where a is the (physical) fine-structure constant, ho = K/me is the 

reduced electron Compton wavelength. When r >> A0 the exponential in 

the integral dominates and the potential follows precisely the Coulomb 

form* - how else would we define Q and Q’? However, when r << lo, the 

potential falls progressively relative to the Coulomb value, as I 

increases: - 
A 

V(r) = F” [1 + $(ln+ - i - 1.781) + O(o2) 
3 

The screening effect due to virtual pair creation arises 

(2.32) 

\ 
Q-+ -+ 

a+--- f- 

Q! 

--7; -t&Q 

from the resulting polarization of the vacuum, so the effective charge at 

distance r is Q - 6Q. Evaluation of successive terms in (2.32) becomes 

progressively more complicated - see, for exaaple, the diagrams for the 

* For r large, any possible deviations from the Coulomb potential are 

measured to be miniscule. For example, limits on a Yukawa-type term 

v = .-r/R jr are R > lo5km ( photon mass < 10 
-47 Rm.) For details (including 

the inadvertent discovery of Coulomb’s (‘7”) law by B. Franklin in 1755) 

see the excellent review article by Goldhaber and Nieto(50). 

I 
o3 terms (Fig. 19) involved in computing (g - 2)/Z for the electron/muon 

(and recall that it took ~15 years to get them right!) To avoid these 

difficulties, approximations can be made. To lowest order in pertur- 

bation theory, the r or q*- dependence of the effective coupling 

cx(q2) can be written as 

(rCP2) q2 acq*j = ahe [l + yin--2] u (2.33) 

where q2 = v2 is some arbitrary normalization point. In higher orders, 

one gets terms of the type an(lnq2/p2)r with r 5 n. If one retains only 

those terms with r = n - the “leading log approximation” - the series 

can be summed exactly and one finds 

a(q2) = a(u2) L 
[l - *ln(q2/u2)] 

+ O(a2) (2.34) 

where terms suppressed by factors of lnq2/u2, (lnqz,‘u2y i.e. by 

CL, a2... relative to the first term are neglected. To the ext2nt that 

a(~~) is small, this equation tells us that for q2 > u2 i.e. for a 

probe of shorter waveleLlgth, the new structure which is revealed in the 

form of additional ver::ex currectlons etc. as in the second diagram, 

is equivalent to re-definir.6 the vertex coupling as a(q2) as in (2.34). 
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Fig. 19 a3 contributions to (g-2) of the electron 
or muon in QED. 

The q2- dependence a(q’) is indicated in the sketch. In the 

infra-red region (large r, sma.1: q2) a is well-behaved, while the simple 

formula (2.34) gives a singularity in the very far ultra-violet, when 

(I * = ~2exp[3a/a(~2)]~1056~2. Note that the slope of the lnq* dependence 

is small (a = l/137). 

(ii) Screening in QCD 

In quantum chromodynamics the interaction between quarks is 

mediated by a massless vector field - the gluons - which transmit the 

s’rrong (colour) forces. QCD, is non-hbelian, the gluons (like the 

quarks) carrying the colour charges, unlike QED where photons are un- 

charged. This means virtual gluon pairs as well as q4 pairs contribute 

to the vacuum polarization. 7:le wlpling constant analogous to (2.33) 

is given by(26’ 27) 

as(q2) = as(p2) 11 + *;. ln(q*/p’). (Cl + C2 + C3) + . ..I 

h&are Cl = 2m/3 is the q;i contritution (m is the number of quark flavours) 

ard CL = 5 is the contribution from 

transverse gluons. Both lead to 

screening of the strong charge, as 

in ?ED. The third term, C3 = -16 

involves longitudinal gluons and gives 

an antiscreening effect. Thus 

Cl + c2 + c 3 = -(33-2m)/3, which is 

negative for m 516. 

analogous to (2.34) is then 

a (q21 = 
as (LJ2) 33-2m 

5 1 + Bas(u’)ln(qLlu’) ; B = -iK 
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If one defines A* = u2expI-1/Bas(~*)] then ‘#his can be written 

a (s2) 
s = 12 

II (33-2m) ln(qLluL) 
(2.36) 

which is a first-order perturbation theory expression for the quark- 

gluon coupling constant, valid when as(q2)/n << 1. as(q2) increases 

with increasing r or decreasing q*, and the singularity occurs in the 

IR region rather than the UV. as(q2) + 0 as q2 + m - hence the term 

“asymptotic freedom”. The low qz singularity which appears in the 

first-order expression for as is possibly connected with the phenomenon 

of quark confinement. It does not seem possible to give an intuitive 

picture of antiscreening in QCD, but it is as if, in electromagnetism, 

unlike charges repelled and like charges attracted. Presumably, 

q?P 0.1-l at q2 s few GeV*, so that the q* dependence should be 

much larger than in the QED case. 

(iii) The structure functions and their moments 

The effect of strong radiative corrections on the form of the 

structure functions, i.e. quark momentum distributions, can be easily 

understood qualitatively. As qF increases, more structure is revealed 

as the wavelength l/q of the probe is reduced. For example, a quark at 

x=x 1 at q2 = q’ o may resolve, at q* >> q,*. into a quark of momentum 

x2 < xi and a gluon of momentum (x1 - x2). As the (electromagnetic or 

weak) current cannot be absorbed by gluons (which, have by definition, 

only the strong colour charge), the result is a shrinkage of F2(x) towards 

the origin. Since gluons can form q{ pairs, radiative processes will 

however increase F2 at very small x. 

The processes taking place can be quantified oy writing integro- 

differential equations for the evolution of the quark and gluon densities. 

Let PAB(z)dxdq2 be the probability that a parton A emits a parton B 

with fraction z-z+dz of its momentum, when q* is changec’ to q2+dq2. 

Suppose for simplicity that A and B are valence quarks (as measured in 

practise by xF3). The change in the number Q, of val..nce quarks in 

x + x + dx is then 

dQV as ($1 (/=I q*~(m*)dX = 2n ,y;xPQQ(~+2,(y.s2)dy (2.37) 

where z = x/y and as/in defines the probability that A radiates a gluon 

with some fraction (1-z) of the momentum of A. Multiplying both sides 

of (2.37) by x N-l and integrating: - 

zd 
I 
’ N-l 

q x$ ox 

Upon replaoing x by yz the RH side becomes 

a ($1 dy Q+'>s*) 2 
N-l 

5 
71 

pQQ(W 

where the limits of integration are z = 0 * 1 and y = 0 + 1, as in the 
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diagram. Defining 

A = lZN-l 
0 

pQQWz 

M(N,q*) = 
I 

' N-l 

0 
x Q,hs2)dX 

Y 
0 x 1 

the evolution of the valence quarks 

is therefore expressed by 

- & W,q*) = ($3 M(N,q2) = & $f$$ 

using (2.35) and (2.36). Hence 

M(N,q*) = C/(lnq2/h2jd (2.38) 

where C = const. and d = -A /2nB is the so-called anomalous dimension 

associated with the valence quark moments. The simple prediction of 

QCD about structure functions is therefore that their Foments should 

vary as known inverse powers of lnq2/A2. To find the value of A (hence 

d 1, we need to know PQQ( z) ; but this is the same as PQs(l-z), which 

is known from the Weizsacker-Williams formula for the virtual photon 

distribution in an electron (with a change in constant, due to colour). 

As explained in the lectures of John Ellis, the development of 

quark, antiquark and gluon distributions with q2 follows from suitable 

evolution equations similar to (2.37). Equn. (2.38) deals with the 

simplest case, applying to the valence quarks (i.e. the moments of xF3) 

which are flavour non-singlets. F2, which measures both valence quarks 

and sea-quarks (and antiquarks), contains two flavour singlet terms in 

addition to the non-singlet; there are three terms in the moment 

expression, each with a different power of lnqz/n*, with three unknown 

coefficients Ci on top. To find these, one has to experimentally 

determine the moments of valence quarks, sea-quarks and gluons at some 

fixed value of q2 - or, equivalently, the value of the F2 moment at 

three values of q2. 

2.9 Moments of the Structure Functions in Neutrino Scattering 

The structure function momerrs with respect to the x variable 

are defined by the Cornwall-Norton relations 

1 
Mi(N,s2) = 

xN-; 
Fi(x,q2W (2.39) 

0 

where Fi = F2 or xF3. Values deduced from the BEBC/GCM data are given 

in Fig. 20, for N = 2-7. In order tr get rid of kinematic effects due 

to the target (nucleon) mass at finite q*, however, it is better to use 

the Nachtmann variable (2.9) :- 

5 1x = --. 

1 + 1+ 4m XLI(IZ 
(2.40) 

In terms of 5, the corresprndi?g (Nachtmann) moments have the 

form 

M2 rN,q2) = 
I 

1 N*l F2(x,q2) [N:?N+.'- 3(N+I)~1+4MLxL/q=+N(N+2)4H2x2/q2]dx 
+-- 

0 (N+2) (N+3) 

N+l 
M3(N& = i;;-xF3(x,q2) 

[1+(N+1)J1+4MLxL/q ]dx 
(N+2) 

(2.41) 

These are shown in Fig. 21. For 'q* > 3 GeV2, the differences 

between the Cornwall-Norton and Nachtmann moments are less than the 

experimental errors. 
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(i) Moments of the non-singlet function xF,; first-order analysis r,, 

The QCD prediction for the moments of the structure functions 

in general results in three terms 

3 
Moment = E C./(lnq2/A2) di 

i=l 1 
(2.42) 

corresponding, crudely speaking, to the contributions of the valence 

quarks, quark-antiquark sea and gluons, respectively. The gluons and 

sea-quarks are flavour (SU(m)) singlets, while the valence quark term, 

familiar in the classical unitary symmetry schemes, is a non-singlet. 

As explained above, the developmental equation for the non-singlet is 

very simple and the moment has the single-term form 

M3[Nq2) = const / (lnq2/A2) dNS 
(2.43) 

where the anomalous dimension 

d NS (2.44) 

The term outside the bracket depends on the number of colours and 

flavours in the gauge symetry, while the square bracket depends on the 

nature of the colour field. In particular the last term in this bracket 

is typical of a vector field. For scalar gluons, this last term would 

be absent. 

The experimental data from the ABCLOS collaboration (BEBC/SPS + 

GGM/PS data) has been used to test the QCD predictions in various ways. The 

first predictioqfrom (2.43) and (2.44) is that the moments for different 

N values should be related by power laws, i.e. M(N2)=M(N1) 
(d2/dll 

Fig. 22 shows typical experimental results covering the range 

q ’ = I-60 GeV’ and Table 1 a comparison of the best-fit slopes with the 

predicted coefficients. Note that the predicted ratios (d2/dl) depend 

Log of moment - 

Fig. 22 
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only on the contents of the square bracke? in (2.44)) and thus are 

independent of both A (provided l”(q’/A’) is large) and the numbers 

of flavours and colours. There is rather spectacular agreement betweeen 

experiment and QCD theory; scalar gluons, for example, are excluded 

by the data. 

TABLE 1 

Moments 
Observed 
Coefficient QCD (vector gluons) Scalar Gluons 

Nl = 4, N2 = 6 1.29 + 0.06 1.29 1.06 

N1 = 3, Id2 = 5 1.50 f 0.08 1.46 1.12 

N1 = 3, N2 = 7 1.84 .t 0.20 1.76 1.16 

Nl = 2, N2 = 6 3.00 k 0.45 2.53 1.43 

These results cover the range q2 = l-100 GeV’. They are 

apparently strong quantitative support for QCD. It is perhaps worth 

emphasizing that more than one theory of scaling deviations could give 

the straight-line plots of Fig. 22. For example, a field theory with a” 

ultra-violet fixed point (i.e. us + non-zero constant as q2 + m) would 

also result in power-law relations for the moments, but with arbitrary 

slopes. A similar analysis can be made with the nwments of (F2uP-F2U”) - 

also a non-singlet measuring the distribution of (uv-d,,), rather than 

(uv+dv) - as measured in muon and electron scattering. (31) The slopes 

obtained are also in accord with QCD, over the available range 

9 ’ = l-22 GeV’ - see Fig. 26. 

Some caution in interpretation is required however, for several 

reasons: - 

(i) the results for N = 3-7 do not test either the small ~(~0.1) 

or large x (>0.8) behaviour. The restriction N\< 7 was made to 

avoid possible errors in smearing corrections at large x, as 

well as the large statistical errors due to the low event rates 

in this region 

(ii) The N = 2 moments, when compared with higher ..loments, give 

slopes which are about one standard error larger than the QCD 

prediction. 711is is also apparent in the muon scattering data. 

These effects may have nothing to do with QCD, but arise from 

threshold phenomena (excitation of new quantum numbers) at s-mall 

x, which would make 1412, q2) decrease less rapidly with q* at 

large q2. The small x behaviour is of course suppressed when 

we take higher moments. 

Postponing these and other problems to later discussion, we 

continue with further analysis of the data in terms of first order QCD 

predictions. The second test which can be made is of the prediction, 

from (2.43), that 

[M3(b2j -hs = const. (lnq2 - l”A2) (2.45) 

and is shown in Fig. ;.3, for eve” and odd rwments. The linear dependence 

of ,-‘ldNs on l”q2 ‘1s confjrmed (within the large errors) by the .data, 

for q2 ) 1 GeV*. The linearity is a test of the lugarithmic q*-dependence 

of the QCD moments, wFich is typical of the asymptotically free gauge 

theory. A fixed point thee-y for example would give a stronger 

dependence on q2. The inzercept of the straight line (2.45) gives a” 

estimate for the parameter A. Tl.e following table shows values obtained 

for the N = 3, 5 md 7 moments: - 

TABLE 2 

FIRST-ORDER FITS TO A (GeV) (m = 3) 

q2 ’ 1 q2 > 2 (q* > 1 No Elastics) 

N=3 0.70 + .08 0.85 f .18 0.34 f 0.11 
N=5 0.77 f .07 0.70 f 0.18 0.20 _+ 0.13 
N=7 0.75 + .07 0.95 t .20 0.01 f 0.05 
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Thus, averaged over all three moments (taking into account that 

these are correlated) one obtains 

A = 0.74 -f .05 GeV cq2 ' 1) (2.46) 

where the error is statistical. Possible systematic errors, from 

uncertainty in spectrum shape (i.e. the K/n production ratio) 

corrections etc. are estimated as 0.03 GeV. The choice of the number 

of flavours [affecting the value of dNS) has a small effect; A 

decreases by 0.04 GeV per added flavour. 

It is important to emphasize that elastic events of the type 

v, .; +N+p' + N make a substantial contribution to the moments. If 

these are excluded, the value of A is not stable with N or q2, and 

the x2 of the fit becomes significantly worse. 

(ii) Second order corrections; high twist contributions. 

The agreement between the experunental data and the linear 

predictions in Figs. 22 and 13 from lowest-order QCD is somewhat 

unexpected, since the conditjon as/n << 1 is not fulfilled. Thus, with 

.A = C.74 GeV, as/11 = 0.34 for q* = 2 GeV2 and 0.15 for q2 = 10 G&, 

and as2 terns should therefore be significant. 

For the non-singlet function xF3, the coefficient functions C 

and the a,u,ilblous dimensions d NS have been computed for the as2 terms, 

by Floratos et al (2% and Buras et al(2g). Unfortunately, there were 

errors in these calculations and so the as2 corrections computed by the 

ABCLOS collaboration (16) , based on these papers, were incorrect. 

Meantime, Bardeen et al (30) have recomputed the as2 corrections, and 

on the basis of these, the most recent analysis gives the numbers shown 

in Table 3, where, in the first column, data down to q2 = 0.7 GeV2 is 

include". The value of A is much smaller, and the x2 of the fit is 

slightly better than the first-order fit (Table 2). 
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Fig. 25 The ratio of the N=5 moment of xF3 to the N=3 moment 

raised to the 1.456 power. First order QCD predicts 
a constant, independent of q2. The solid curve shows 
the effect of second-order corrections; the dashed 
curve the additional effect of a (1 + BN/q2) term. 

TABLE 3 

FITS TO A INCLUDING as2 CORRECTIONS 

? > 0.7 q2 > 1.0 q2 > 2.0 9’ > 3.0 

N=3 0.37 75 .025 0.36 i .03 0.39 i .c7 0.32 k 0.14 

N=S 0.43 + ,025 0.43 i- .03 0.42 + .06 0.32 + 0.13 

N=7 0.41 i .O?S 0.42 i ,035 0.40 1.’ .07 0.28 + 0.13 

The average over the three moments gives 

A = 0.40 i ,025 GeV (q2 > 1) (2.47) 

to be compared with the first-order value (2.46). Despite the drastic 

change in A due to the as2 corrections, the linearity of rhe logarithmic 

moment plot (Fig. 22) is virtually unaffected. The revised version 

of Fig. 23 is shown in Fig. 24. 

One cannot of :durse consider that (2.47) is the value of A, - 

since even higher-order corrections (of . .) a-e n It included, but 

presumably the estimate (2.47) <s much better tha? (2.46). There are, 

in addition other urcer’:ainties of a theoretical nature. These are the 

so-called “higher-tw’st” corrections, which are expected to contribute 

factors of the type 

F = (1 + 8Wq2) (2.48) 

with fi of the order of the square of the transverse momentum per parton 

i.e. 6 s 0.1 GeV2. However, there is no solid theoretical derivation 

of (2.45), OF of the constants in it 

Fig. 25 shows the ABCLOS data on the moment ratios M2/(bi1) 
d2’dl 

against q2. The solid curves show,the QCD predictions, including as2 

effects; the dashed curves the additional effects of a term of the 

type (2.48). The data set a limit 16’1 < 0.SGeV2. 
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(iii) The Gross-Llewellyn Smith sumrul,“,’ 

At finite q2, the QCD prediction to the GLS sumrule (the N = 1 

moment of xF3) is 

1 

0 
x-l.xF3(x,q2)dx = 311 - > + . . . ] (2.49) 

Experimentally, the main difficulty in measuring the integral 

is that the integral peaks near x 2. 0. At fixed q*. xmin = q2/ZMEy > 0; 

50, the measured integral is a lower limit, with x ml” a function of q2. 

Data from a recent analysis by the ABCLOS collaboration is shown in 

Fig. 27. These results also indicate a rather low value, A = 0.3 GeV, 

for the strong interaction parameter. Note that, for A = 0.4, 

as/n = 0.24 at q 2 = 1 GeV2. Hence the c1s2 term in (2.49) is really 

down at the 5-10% level, as compared with the first term of unity. In 

this sense, the deviations from the GLS sumrule should give a reliable 

means of measuring A; since, according to (2.48), high twist effects 

should be smaller at small N, systematic uncertainties on this score 

should also be minimized. 

(iv) Criticism of the analysis 

The main criticisms of the above analysis must be that much of 

the data is in the low q2 (1-S GeV2) region, where 

[i) as is not very small, so that as2 corrections have dramatic 

effects 

(ii) the value of A depends crucially on the contribution from a 

single exclusive channel - the elastic channel 

(iii) l/q2 effects can be important. 

Regarding the dominance of the elastic channel, what is the 

nature of the criticism? One may argue thit the p.imary interaction 

is between a neutrino and a quark, as described by V-A theory plus QCD; what happens thereafter, for example whether the struckquark, 

plus the remaining quarks and gluons choose to recoil coherently as 

a nucleon or other low-lying resonance, is treated as a final-state 

interaction, (FSI). The FSI can enhance (or depress) the cross- 

section and hence distort the QCD picture; provided several resonances 

are averaged over, then duality arguments (91) ensure that the moments 

will not be affected. However, if the elastic contribution to a 

particular moment exceeds, say,25%, these conditions would hardly be 

fulfilled. 

All the above problems can in principal b, side-stepped by 

going to higher q2. For example for A = 0.4 GeV, lnq2/h2 changes by a 

factor 3.1 as q2 varies from 1 to 60 GeV2; starting from q2 = 5, one 

would however require an upper value of q2 = 7700 GeV2 to achieve the 

same factor. Over the $r:sentl;. accessible range q2 = S-100 GeV2, the 

range of lnq2/A2 would be halved and the experimental precision would 

therefore have to be doubled. Although the contribution of any l/q2 

term, relative to 1/lnq2/A?, has decreased, its magnitude relative to 

the experimental precision has ?.:r?ly changed; other uncertainties, 

for example in electromagnetic radiative corrections, have become 

larger in relation to the experimental errors. So, precision 

experiments at high q2 will not be without their problems. 
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(iii) The Gross-Llewellyn Smith sumrul!:’ 

At finite q2, the QCD prediction to the GLS sumrule (the N = 1 

moment of xF3) is 

I 1 x-1.xF3(x,q2)dx = 3[1 - 2 + .. 1 (2.49) 
0 

Experimentally, the main difficulty in measuring the integral 

is that the integral peaks near x 10. At fixed q*. xmin = q2/2MEV > 0; 

50, the measured integral is a lower limit, with xmin a function of q2. 

Data from a recent analysis by the ABCLOS collaboration is shown in 

Fig. 27. These results also indicate a rather low value, A = 0.3 GeV, 

for the strong interaction parameter. Note that, for A = 0.4, 

as/n = 0.24 at q2 = 1 GeV2. Hence the as2 term in (2.49) is really 

down at the 5-10% level, as compared with the first term of unity. In 

this sense, the deviations from the GLS sumrule should give a reliable 

means of measuring A; since, according to (2.48), high twist effects 

should be smaller at small N, systematic uncertainties on this score 

should also be minimized. 

(iv) Criticism of the analysis - 

The main criticisms of the above analysis must be that much of 

the data is in the low q2 (l-5 GeV2) region, where 

(i) as is not very small, so that as2 corrections have dramatic 

effects 

(ii) the value of A depends crucially on the contribution from a 

single exclusive channel - the elastic channel 

(iii) l/q2 effects can be important. 

Regarding the dominance of the elastic channel, what is the 

nature of the criticism? One may argue that the primary interaction 

is between a neutrino and a quark, as described by V-A theory plus QCD; what happens thereafter, for example whether <he struckquark, 

plus the remaining quarks and gluons choose to recoil coherently as 

a nucleon or other low-lying resonance, is treated as a final-state 

interaction, (FSI). The FSI can enhance (or depress) the cross- 

section and hence distort the QCD picture; provided several resonances 

are averaged over, then duality arguments C2.2) ensure that the moments 

will not be affected. However, if the elastic con’zrioution to a 

particular moment exceeds, say,25%, these conditions would hardly be 

fulfilled. 

All the above problems can in principal b- side-stepped by 

going to higher q2. For example for A = 0.4 GeV, lnq2/A2 changes by a 

factor 3.1 as q2 varies from 1 to 60 GeV’; starting from q2 = 5, one 

would however require an upper value of q2 = 7700 GeV2 to achieve the 

same factor. Over the presently accessible range q2 = 5-100 GeV2, the 

range of lnq2/A2 would be halved and the experimental precision would 

therefore have to bl doubled. Although the contribution of any l/q2 

term, relative to l/lnq /I 2 2, has decreased, its magnitude relative to 

the experimental prxision has hvdly changed; other uncertainties, 

for example in electromagnetic radiative corrections, have become 

larger in relation to the experimental errors. So, precision 

experiments at high q2 will not be without their problems. 
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2.10 Moments of F2{x,q2) and the Gluon Distribution 

As explained before, the first-order QCD expression for the F2 

mment consists of three terms 

C 
NS + 

C C 

M2W,q’) = 
+ 

d; + (2.49) 

w$/A2) 
dNS 

wd/A2) 

where the C’s are arbitrary coefficients and the d’s are known functions 

of N. If Qo, G 0 and Go represent the moments of the quarks, antiquarks 

and gluons at some reference value q2 = qo’, then, for an isoscalar 

target and with Bc ? 0, it can be shown that 

CNS = $9, + do) = $f2(N,qo2) 
mqo2/h2) dNS 

C 
+ 

(lnqo2/*2) d+ 
= $1 - ANI (Q, + Go, + BNGo] (2.50) 

C 

d = $[A~(Q, + Go) - BNGol 
(lnq2/A2) - 

where AN and BN are corrbinations of the d parameters and are given in the 

paper of Hinchliffe and Llewellyn-Smith. ( 3al The above equations 

can be conveniently re-written in the form: 

YM2(N,q2) = M2(ho21 + X.W’Lqo2) 

where 
- = g2xd+ + x 1 dNS 
Y 

) - >(Xd+ 
d 

- x -1 

d 
x = &Y(x + 

d 
- x -1 

(2.51) 

and 

x = (1nqo2 ‘AZ) l(lnq2/A2) 

Equation (2.51) expresses the q2 dependence of the Nth moment 

of F2 in terms of the moment of F2 at qo* and that of the gluons, G, 

also at qo2, and if we plot YM2 against X, the slope of the resulting 

distribution should give G(N,qo*J - see Table IV and Fig. 28. The 

quantities X and Y are known functions of q*, qo2, N and A - the last 

TABLE IV 

GLIJON MOMENTS G(N,q,,*); q,,’ = 5 GeV2 (ABCLOS Collaboration) 

q2 Energy- Moment 
N W>q-*I range Sumrule of xF,, 

2 0.62 t .15 (.03) i-20 0.45 f .03 0.45 f .07 

3 0.12 t .05 (.02) l-100 0.12 + .02 

4 0.03 i .02 (.02) A-100 0.045 i .Ol 

5 0.02 f .Ol (.02) l-100 0.027 t ,007 
- 

being taken from the first-order result (2.46). The errors shown on the 

glue.. roments show the statistical errors (+), and, in brackets, the 

systematic error arising from the uncertainty in A. 

The N = 2 moment of the gluon distribution measures their 

mcmenturi content, which is known independently from energy-momentum 

conservation . r!2,qo2) = 1 - M2(2,qo2)(1 + E) where E * .03 takes 

account of the momentum content of the s, B quarks of the 588, and 

whose contribution to F2 is suppressed by the Cabibba factor, sin28 c’ 
E is estimated from dimuon data, and discussed in a later section. The 

two independent measures of G(2,qo2) are compatible within about one 

standard deviation. All the measured gluon moments turn out to 

be positive, and roughly comparable in magnitude with the moments 

of the valence quarks (i.e. of xF3). The positivity of the gluon 
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Fig. 28 Moments of the gluon distribution 

moments arises because experimentally, the F2 moments fall of less rapidly 

with q2 than do the xF3 moments; this must be true generally, and not 

only for the first order analysis described here. 

Alternatively, assuming the N = 2 gluon moment G(2, qo2) from 

energy/momentum conservation, eq. (2.51) can be solved to give a 

value 

A = 0.63 + 0.10 GeV (2.52) 

compatible with (2.46). 

Finally, we note that conclusions from Table IV depend on the 

validity of the first-order QCD analysis which is all that is presently 

theoretically available. 

2.10 Distributions of Secondary Hadrons 

(i) Fragmentation functions 

The description of the process of deep inelastic lepton scattering 

as elastic scattering off an individual quark, naturnlly led to a 

description of the secondary hadrons of the collision as quark fragment- 

ation products. Hadrons :r..yelling forward in the hadron centre of mass 

Co=, more precisely, in the parton Breit frame) were in the “current 

fragmentation” region, those travelling backward were the result of 

“target fragmentation”. Early electron and neutrino scattering 

experiments established empirical <n--m of the current fragmentation 

functions(34’ ? ) D:(z) f or the p::obability that a struck quark Q 

fragments to a hadron h carrying a fraction z of the quark energy, (i.e. 

z = s/v). For comparable values of the invariant mass W of the hadron 

system, the form and magnitude of the D-functions for ep, pp. vp and e+e- 

processes are observed to be very similar. Fig. 29 shows examples of 

the D-functions, averaged over positive and negative hadrons and over u 

and d quarks. Essentially z > 0.2 refers to the current fragmentation 

region. 
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R = aS/uT -t 0; A = F2 = 1 + q2/v2 l 1 

1 +R (2.54) 

q2+== 

At finite q2, the quarks have finite interaction and thus an 

intrinsic transverse momentum, implying that both oS and oT are finite. 

On dimensional arguments, one expects the transverse momentum due to the 

process of hard gluon emission to be given by 

<PT2 ’ = q2/ ( 1nq2/A2) (2.55) 

where the divisor represents the probability, as, that the quark emits a 

gluon. The finiteness of is, gL and oR has implications for the azimuthal 

distribution of the hadrons in the current fragmentation region. The 

azimuthal angle 0 is measured about the current direction & and relative 

to the lepton scattering plane. If three helicity states arc present, the 

current amplitude will be 

a=2 +a +a L R s 

If we consider secondary pions emitted at azimuth the appropriate 

current amplitude will become 

a(,$) = aLe 
-i$ +i@ + a$ + a s 

and the intensity 

I = aa* = A + Bcos$ + CCOSZ~ (2.56) 

Thus, in principal one can obtain left-right asymmetries (<cos$> # 0) 

25 a result of a L, aS or aR, aS interference; and also hadron emission 

preferentially in the scattering plane (<0x2$> > 0) as a result of aL, 

aR interference.* These effects result purely from the vector (axial 

vector) nature of the current, and were pointed out some time ago by 

* A cos2@ effect is well known in Compton scattering of real photons; 

the scattered photon is emitted preferentially in the plane normal to the E 

vector of the incident photon. 

The first-order QCD contribution to the coefficients of cos$ and 

cos2$ in (2.56) can be computed.(B/A and C/A being of order us) and their 

measurement has been proposed as a “clean” test of QCD. (38) Unfortunately, 

there are non-perturbative contributions corresponding fo the intrinsic 

Q pT of the quark constituents, in addition to the calculable effect due to 

single hard gluon emission; and effects due to the transverse momentum 
F 

PT of the hadron relative to the fragmenting quark. Thus the non-perturbative 

terms will give a q2-independent hadronic pT of the fcrm 

Q2 pT2(h=d*o*) = z2 (P, ) + F2 (P, ) (2.57) 

yielding finite values of <cos$> s [(pTQ)‘/q2]’ and <cos2$> 01 Q2 2 (pT ) /q , 

in contrast to the l/lnq’ dependence of the hard gluon contribution. The 

data on charged hadrons from the BEBC ABCLOS colla! Jration (39) are shown 

in Fig. 30; the errors are so big that we can learnvery little; further- 

more, the value of <cos+> from the first-order QCD calculation depends 

somewhat on the (unknown) relative fragmentation probabilities of gluons 

and quarks (denoted by 
3 

1” the figures). 

Investigation of the pT distributions of the hadrons seems to be 

slightly more promisin,;. It is however important to eliminate trivial 

kinematic effects. For example, as shown in Fig. 31, <pT> of a.hadron with 

respect to the resultant, hadron ‘:‘.‘..t:r increases slowly with W, the mass 

of the hadronic final state. 

Since W2 = 2MyE + M2 - q2 it follows that W becomes small and <pT> + 0 

as q2 + q2 (max) , for fixed beam energy, E. Fig. 32 shows the different 

q2 dependence of <pT *> for E < 100 GeV and E > 100 Gel!. Fig. 33 shows the 

component of pT out of the u, v scattering plane (which is experimentally 

well determined, and free of possible biasses which plague the measurement 

of pT in the plane, relative to a resultant hadronic vector which requires 
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correction for lost 6 lergy etc.). Also shown is the prediction from a 

“limited pT plus longitudinal phase sPace” Monte Carlo. There is some 

evidence for an increase of <pT2’ with q2 and the data are not inconsistent 

with the QCD prediction (40) for the increase(&pT2> with q2 as indicated 

in (2.55). 

The data on hadronic distributions can also be analysed in many 

other ways - gluon jets, distributions in spherocity, thrust etc. etc. 

In the naive parton model (i.e. in the limit q2 + m) we expect the intrinsic 

quark transverse momentum to be negligible andthehadrons from the 

target and from the current fragmentation Processes to appear in the CMS 

frame, as two oppositely-directed collinear jets of small angular spread 

In other words if we define the thrust as 

T= 
ZEpt(forward hemisphere) 

EP1 
(2.58) 

then T Z 1 for 2-jet events. According to first-order QCD, we also expect, 

at high but finite q2, a widening of the angular distribution due to gluon 

bremsstrahlung, and the form of the cross-section (41) is found to be 

1 d6 2a s 2(3~~ - 3T + 2) 
SC1 - T) + 371 I In ( 

2T - 1 --= 
o dT 4 T(l - T) l-T > (2.59) 

2-jet 

_ 3(3T-2) (2-T), + O(a 2 
(1 - 0 

s I+... 

Fig. 33 shows that the observed T distribution is much broader than 

expected according to the lowest-order QCD formula. Again, this demonstrates 

the importance of the non-perturbative (and non-calculable) contributions 

to the cross-section. 

As a second example,we mention the predictions of Sterman and Weinberg (42) 

for the angular distributions of jets in e+e‘ annihilation, but which can 

presumably be carried over tothelepton scattering case. They give a 

formula for the fraction of events with E of the total secondary energy 
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outside a cone of semi-angic! 6, as defined with respect to the current 

direction in the Cl&:- 

+ 41n61n2~ +n2/3 - ‘12) 
(1 + as/n) (2.60) 

which is expected to hold only when us/v << 1 and E is small, and F % 1. 

Basically this is a statement that the typical angle containing the energy 

flow is of order J<pTL>/q*% l/(lnq’/A*) i.e. it shrinks logarithmically. 

The beauty of the Sterman-Weinberg Formula is that it is free of .infra- 

red divergences of the type which plague the calculation of <cos@>, 

for example. Equation (2.60) can be re-cast as 

-= (l!F) (1 + “,G (6,E) s l 
12 = G2(6,E)U”$ +-I 33-2m 

so that plotting 1/(1-F) against lnq ’ should give a straight line inter- 

cepting the x-axis at q2 =h’exp(-12/27), for m = 3 flavours. This approach 

does not require a knowledge of the 6 and E dependence of (2.60), only 

the dependence of F on as and hence on lnq2. Fig. 34 shws typical results 

from the CERN BEBC experiments. (43) There is a comparatively feeble 

dependence of 1/(1-F) on q2; for limited pT jets, one could expect a much 

stronger q2 dependence. Again, all that one can say at present is that the 

data are not in contradiction with QCD, provided q2 is take” to be large 

(@ > 10 GeV’). 

0 
ti 

2.11 Conclusions on Charged-Current Interactions 

Measurements of “eutrino/antineutrino differential cross-sections 

on nuc1eons, and the structure functions F 1 2 3 seem to be in good accord 
> I 

with the analogous measurements of electron and muon scattering. Further- 

0 0 0 
v-i &j L 

- (j-l)/1 

more, absolute values in the two cases are in excellent agreement with the 
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predictions from the quark charge assigrlments. Deviations from exact 

scaling i.e. Fi = Fi(x,q2) at finite q2 are also in quantitative agreement 

with QCD predictions. It is important to emphasize that, for the most 

part, these are lowest-order (a,) predictions. More accurate data especially 

at high q ’ is badly needed, but the preliminary signs are encouraging - one 

might almost say that things look a bit too good. - 

Regarding the secondary hadron distributions, the QCD “predictions” 

are nowhere near as clean and must be considered qualitative. Until more 

quantitative predictions are forthcoming, it is hard for the experimentalists 

to know exactly how to analyse their data. In any case, early hopes 

of dramatic phenomena, such as well-defined “gluon jets” have long since bee” 

dashed. 

3. WEAK NEUTRAL CURRENTS 

Recently there have been a number of excqllent reviews on the 

subject of neutral currents and their connection with gauge theories. 0” 

(44) the experimental side, there is a historical review by Scuilll , and 

on the theoretical side I refer you to the lectuxs of Helen Quinn at 

this Institute; to the review by Sehgal (45). , and to the monumental works 

of Sakurai(46). This means that I can be fairly brief and concentrate on 

recent experimental aspects of the subject. 

Neutral currents were first established in 1973 by observing 

“muonless events” interpreted as u +N+v 
11 

II + an! Lhing. The analysis 

of the weak coupling itself was however complicated by the fact a model 

was required to describe the hadron vertex. Ps I have tried to explain 

in the previous section, we can hardly claim that the hadron model is 

well understood. For these reasons, it is clsar that the cleanest analy- 

sis of neutral currents rests on experiments cn purely leptonic processes - 

just as the best numbers for charged-current (V-A) coupling came from 

studies of p-decay. 

3.1 Leptanic E’stral Currents 

The only processes of interest in neutrino experiments are those of 

neutrino-electrcn scattering, as indicated by the following first-order 

diagrams .- 

G-9 (u 
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The scattering of ‘li; has been studied at a reactor and can 

pr,xeed via both charged (W') and neutral (2”) currents, while v e 
11 

scattering (at accelerators) can proceed only through Z” exchange 

and its existence therefore constitutes an acid test of neutral currents. 

The cross-sections in both cases are of order 2mEG2 s 1O-42 cm2/electron 

at 1 GeV; this is what has made their study very difficult. 

The effective Lagrangian describing these pointlike reactions has 

the form, assuming V, A coupling:- 

6Y 11 (1 + Y5)Y)(e-(g” + Y5g*)e) 

leading to a differential cross-section, 

do -= 
dy 

$qA + B(1 - y)2 -21 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

where E = neutrino energy, m = electron mass, and y measures the recoil 

electron energy (y = E(electron)/E). The existence of 3 terms follows, 

as in the nucleon case, from the 3 helicity states for the exchanged 

vector boson Z”, $. The coefficients A, B and C = /AB are giver. in 

terms of the vector/axial-vector coupling constants gV, gA in the table, 

so that neutrino and antineutrino coefficients are related by the sign 

change gA ++ -g A’ Note that, for a given type of neutrino (we or vP), 

and that if the C term is not measured (i.e. m/E + O), then there is a 

TABLE 3.1 

A B C 

v ‘” e e (g, + kg2 (9, - g,J2 (9; - g*Z) 

; ; e e (PV - &!,I2 (g, + g*12 (g$ - Q2) 

4-fold ambiguity, i.e. do/dy is invariant under the transformation 

gA-gv =nd gA “++-gA “’ It turns out that if one considers <a scattering 

as well as ” and 5 11 11’ there remains a 2-fold ambiguity. 

The theoretical values of the “pefficients gV and gA depend on the 

neutral current model. The only model of interest here is the standard 

SU2 x Ul model proposed first by Glashaw in 1961. Recall the Gell-Mann/ 

Nishijima formula for hadrons 

Q hadron = I3 + (B ” S)/2 

One can invent, for leptons, a “weak isospin” and “weak hypercharge” so 

that e, v appear in a” isospin doublet:- 
I3 y Q 

Q 
I weak 

lepton = 3 i 
+ yyk + ” +b -f 0 

su2 Ul e -J, -1 -1 
(3.3) 

The char&changing weak current comes from the (x + iy) component 

of the weak isospin, the neutral cL.rent from a combination of the L 

component of the weak isospin, plw the electromagnetic current. Thus, 

according to the prescriptions of Bltdman, Weinberg, Salam, Ward etc. etc. 

we write 

JCC h = Jk * iJ: = J: 

NC Jx = J3 _ Jemsin2e .AA w 
= ; (V3 A + A:) - Jysin2B w 

(3.4) 

where Bw is an arbitrary angle (usually called the Weinberg angle) 

ano, in the last expression, the first term (Vi + A$ corresponds to the 

vector and axial vector components, coupling to the isospin, while the last 

term (JTm) will couple charge. Hence, with appropriate normalization 

factors taken care of, one can write for a lepton of type “i”:- 

gt = 1; - 2Q1sin28w 

i i Ii 1347 
gA 3 
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(3.6) 

while for vee- + v,e- we have to include a charge-changing contribution 

(g, = gV = 1) as indicated in the previous diagram:- 

g: = 1+ g” = ; + 2sin28 w 
v,e- + vee- (3.7) 

1 
&?A = 1 + g* = 1 i 

When (3.6), (3.7) are inserted in Table 3.1 we obtain the predic- 

ted cross-sections in terms of sin2ew, and these are plotted in Fig. 35. 

Note that the Gue- process is sensitive to sin2ew Q 1 and uUe-, 

to sin2ew h 0; when sin*@ = 0.25, gv = 0 and the neutrino and anti- w 
neutrino cross-sections are equal. 

3.2 Early Observations on Leptonic Neutral Currents 

The reaction Ge + e- + G e + e‘ has been observed by Reines et al 

(47) using antineutrinos from a reactor. The reactor spectrum is 

very soft, peaking at 0.5 MeV and falling off exponentially by a factor 

of IO3 by 8 MeV. To reduce the effect of reactor-associated backgrounds, 

only the high energy tail of the spectrum (recoil electrons >I.5 MeV)are 

used, and the effective cross-sections are minute (~10-46,,2/electron). 

In two different energy bands the Irvine group obtained the results 

1.5 < Ee < 3 MeV 0 = (0.87 L! 0.25) cl”-* 

3 < Ee c 4.5 MeV 0 = (1.70 c 0.44)OV-A 

where oVyA is the charged current cross-section in diagram (b) above. 

The reactions V + e- + Gu + e-, vv + e- + v + e- were studied 
P F1 

at the CEKN PS (cE”> % 2 GeV) by the Gargamelle collaboration (48) and 

by the Aachen-Padova Group; (49) the results are given in Table VI. The 
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Aachen-Padova experimen?/was carried out with A& spark-chambers, without 

a magnetic field, and consequently the background level is higher than 

in either the reactor or Gargamelle experiments. Fig. 36 shows the 

TABLE VI 

CERN PS v,,e) iue EXPERIMENTS 

No.of 

Group /Target 1 Reaction 
No of Background 
Events Events o(x1042cm2/E (GeV)) 

GGM(48) CF Br 
qz- 

3 0.4 _c 0.1 +2.1 
3 l.O-0.9 903 

CL 
vue- 1 0.3 2 0.1 <3 

Qt- 17 7Cl 2.2 r 1.1 

vlle- 32 21 ?r 2 1.1 + 0.6 

Irvine and GGM data on gA and gV. Note that, from (3.2), neglecting 

the C term, one obtains the equation of an ellipse in the g,/g, plane:- 

a 
E = k, + 9,) * + $P" - 9,)2 (3.8) 

The elliptical contours in Fig. 36 correspond to the 90% CL limits 

on the cross-sections. The two experiments together place gA and g,, 

inside the shaded area; 1" the case of the Weinberg-&lam model, the 

two experiments give sin2ew = 0.26 i 0.06. The Aachen-Padova experiment, 

alone, gives a somewhat larger value: sin2ew = 0.35 + .08. However, 

all three experiments are compatible within the large errors. 

3.3 Recent Results on Leptonic Neutral Currents 

(i) Characteristics and background 

At the higher energies at FNAL and the CERN SPS, the backgrounds 

typical of CERN PS energies (IO-30% for GGM, 40-70% for Aachen-Padova) 

are greatly reduced, and thus much more definitive experiments are 

possible in principal (i.e. if the experimental resolution is good 

COUPLING PARAMETERS OF ELECTRON CURRENT 

Fig. 36 
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enough to exI .oit the more favourable conditionsJ 

First, the low cross-section for the purely leptonic processes 

are to some extent compensated by the nature of the signature, con- 

sisting of a,single electron projected in the very forward direction. 

For E >> m, kinematics gives 

or E,8e2 6 2m (3.9) 

As previously stated, the cross-section for the reaction 

” +e-*v +e- 
!J 11 (3.10) 

is ~10-~‘E cm* GeV. Single high energy electrons may also be produced 

by the charged current processes on “ucleons, e.g. 

“e + n -+ e- (+p) (3.11) 

ve + n * e- (+p + T”) (3.12) 

where the proton and the y’s from so-decay are not observed (e.g. the 

proton track may be too short, or it may be absorbed in the nucleus). 

The forward cross-sections do/dqL for the reactions (3.10), (3.11) and 

(3.12) are all of order G2/n. The rates of the last two reactions are 

suppressed by (i) the requirement that the proton or y’s be unseen 

(ii) the loo-fold smaller flux of ve, as compared with v . The contri- u 
butions of both (3.11) and (3.12) can be monitored by observations on 

the reaction 

” lJ 
+ n +/LL(+p, TO.. .) (3.13) 

and using the known flux ratio he /&. . 

A second source of background arises from single y-rays (from, 

for example, neutral current r” production) giving Compton electrons or 

very asymmetric pairs. Since the Compton cross-section, and the proba- 

bility that the e+ branch of a pair should be invisible (EL < 5 MeV), 

are both proportional to E -l, Y this is a small background in high energy 

experiments; it can be computed.from the observed number of single 

y-rays and the experimentally determined asymmetry probability for y-rays 

from normal (charged-current) events. 

(ii) The Columbia-Brookhaven experiment (511 

The experiment of Cnops et al was carried out in the 15’ FNAL 

chamber with 64% (atomic) NejH2 mixture (radiation length 0.4~1). 

They observed 11 single e-, 5 single e+ and 22 y -+ e+e- events of 

energy E > 2 GeV, 0 < 3’, in a total of 134 K pix containing 106K 

charged current events. Electrons were identifie” (a) on the basis 

of associated bremsstrahlung y-ray conversions or (b) energy loss 

followed by “spiralisation”; in either case, th, nebative sign of 

charge had to be established on the initial section of track. In 

cases where a” ear’y bremsstrahlung conversion mtde this impossible, 

E 

(a) (b) (cl 

as in (c), the event was still taken as a single electron event if 

E+ < 0.25 E- and the second negative was energetic enough to exclude 

a y-raydon an asymmetric pair. All other possible e- events were 

treated as ambiguous with Y’S. 
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From these criteria,and the observed number of single y-rays, 

~>e y background was calculated as 0.1 events and therefore negligible. 

F?xxn a total of 22 e-p or empn" events, the background from reactions 

(3.11) or (3.12) was found to be 0.7 events. The scanning efficiency 

was rather low, of order 60% per single scan (85% in double scan). 

Some check on this was obtained from the 5 e+ events; from the total 

positron rate, i.e. for ceN -c eCX, (with 108 +_ 23 events] a figure 

of 6 single e+ events was expected. Fig. 3.7 shows the distribution 

in Et?' for the e-, e 
+ 

and y events; the e+ and y events have a 

distribution which is much broader than that of e‘, which is consistent, 

within the errors, with the limit (3.9). Results on the cross-section 

are given in Table VII. 

(iii) The Gargamelle-SPS experiment (52) 

Like the Columbia-Brookhaven experiment, the Gargamelle experi- 

ment was carried out in a WB beam. The filling was C3Hs/CF3Br 

(radiation length 0.6m). First results of this Bari-CERN-EP-Milan- 

Orsay collaboration were published early in 1978 by Alibran et al (52) . 

They observed 10 e- events in 128K pix containing 25K events of the 

type vpN + P-X. This is 4 times the rate observed (later) at 

Columbia/BNL in a similar beam. This very large cross-section implied, 

on the Salam-Weinberg model, a value sin2ew > 0.74 at 90% CL, that is 

incompatible with the value %0.25 determined from the semi-leptonic 

reactions. The relative numbers of e-, e+ and y events of 0 < 3" 

and E > 2 GeV in the two experiments were however in fair agreement:- 

GGM-SPS 

BNL-Cal. 

+ 
e e 1 

a 2 13 

11 5 22 

GGM DATA I 

I I .-- 

IO- a) SlNGLE e’ 

5- 

c) SINGLE y 

5- 

0 , n , l-l, 
0 5 IO 15 20 25 

E8’LMeV) 

Fig. 37 Distribution in EB 2 for single electron events in Gargamelle 

(top) and for electron, positron and gamma events in the 15' 
chamber(Crl~~~'.;a/B~~J 
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The reported single-scan efficiency ah the GGM experiment (85%) was 

higher than the BNL-Col. value (60%). It does not seem possible to 

ascribe the difference in rates to misidentification of y's as 

electrons, since the GGN group did very careful measurements of 

ionization density at the track beginning. 

Since the earlier publication, the GM collaboration have 

scanned 40% more film and have obtained 1 more e- event; but, with 

the use of new e- identification criteria, have x-classified 2 of 

the old e- events as ambiguous. The EEi2 plot is shown in Fig. 37. 

The present situation (54) with regard to em scattering at FNAL 

and the CERN SPS is given in Table VII, which also includes data from 

TABLE VII(54) 

Beam 
- 
Expt. 

Y " 
u u 

GGM-SPS 15' FNAL BEBC-SPS 15' FNAL 
(BCEMO) (CO~/BNL) (BBBERSU)* (FIMS)** 

Filling C3HB/CF3Br k/H 2 Ne/H2 Ne/H2 

X0(") 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.4 

$f vN + LJX 35K 106K 7.5K 6.3K 

o(units 
10%) 5i2 1.8 f0.8 

I/ 
c3.5 c2.9 

90% CL 9cp/ICL 

* Bari, Birmingham, Brussels, Ecole Polytechnique, Rutherford, Saclay, 
UCL. 

** FNAL, Moscow, Michigan, Serpukhov. 

antineutrino runs. The two antineutrino experiments have not found 

any sure e‘ events; however, if it were true t-‘at sinT0,+ = 0.75 as 

suggested by the earlier GGM-SPS result, these two experiments should 

have seen 20 events (recall that the Zu cross-section is large at 

large sin2Bw). So, 3 of the 4 SPS/FNAL experiments are consistent 

with the 2 PS experiments, with a value of sin2Bw in good accord with 

the semi-leptonic data, Leaving aside the GGWSPS result as an. 

incredibly large statistical fluctuation (probability ~10~~) the 

values of sin2Bw from the other experiments are swunarized 1n Table 

VIII:- 

TABLE VIII 

VALUES OF sin*B_ FROM PURE LEPTONIC SCATTERING . . 

Experiment 

Reines et a.(47' ") 

GGM PS(48) 

Aachen-Padova(4g) 

COI.-BNL(~') 

BEBC-SPS 

BeaDI 

“u 

sin2Bw 

0.25 f 0.05 

0.25 ?1 0.15 

0.35 * 0.08 
+0.16 

o~20-o.08 

Yo 07) 
:0.57-0:17) 

(0.45 (90% CL) 

3.4 Hadronic Neutral Curr?nts: Inclusive Reactions 

In this section we consider inclusive processes of the type 

v !lavu +N+;v +X Y’ il (3.14) 

where N denotes an isoscalar target, so that no isospin information is 

obtained. In principle, we can have V, A, S, T or P operators in the 

Lagrangian, which are distinguished by the y distributions they generate:- 
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V,A 1, (l-y)" combinations 

p,s Y2 

T u-Y)2 

The dominance of P and/or S interactions is certainly excluded 

by the data, which is consistent with a V and A admixture. Indeed, 

the strength of the S, P couplings relative to V, A is found to be 

<16% at 95% CL in the CDHS experiments (56) and ~6% at 95% CL in the 

BEBC ABCLOS experiments.(57) However, any V, A combination cati 

always be mimicked by a suitable combination of S, T and P, although 

this is a very unlikely possibility. In what follows, we assume V,A 

interactions only, for the very simple reason that at present there 

is absolutely no evidence for anything else. 

If we describe the nulceon targets in (3.14) in terms of ?he 

quark-parton model, then in analogy with (3.2) for an electron target 

+ g;)2[fi(x) + 9(x) (l-y)21 

(3.15) 
. 

+(g; - @[fi(x)(l-y)2+ ?i(x)] 3 
with the antineutrino cross-section obtained by substituting gAf* -gA. 

In this expression, fl(x), f'(x) represent the densities of quarks and 

antiquarks of type 'i', and gt and gi their couplings. It is usual to 

express these in terms of the chiral coupling constants for the u, d, 

s . . . quarks i.e. (gi + gl) = 2UL, ($ - gi) = 2UR etc., and in terms 

of parameters g-, g+ and f:- 

g- = UL2+ D * L 

k?+ = UR2 + DR* 

f = DL2 + DR2 

(3.16) 

here g- and g+ measure the strengths of the V-A and V+A couplings, 

and in the third expression, f denotds the s, 5 quark coupling which, 

according to the GIM model, will be the same as the d-quark coupling. 

ThUS 

$lNc = + x [g-(u+d+(U+a)(l-y)') + g+((u+d) 

+f.2s(1+(1-y)2) ] 

(1-Y12 + b+a)) 

(3.17) 

he substitution with the antineutrino cross-secticn obtained by t 

g ++g+. The couplings of the u, d, s quarks in the Weinberg-Salam 

model are given in Table IX, using (3.5). This model gives for the 

quantities in (3.16):- 

g- = & + $sin4ew - sin28 w 

g+ 9 w 
= 5si*4e (3.18) 

f = $ + +.in4.3 w - $sin*8 w 

TABLE IX -- 

NC QUARK CUUPLII‘IGS IN SW MODEL 

(9; = 1; - 2i~1sin28w; ' = 13) gA 

QU3-d Qi 
i i 

gV gA .-, (?zv+gA) i $pAP 

u, c i +1. 1 
2 3 2- Sin20 3 w 3 (1 - $sin2ew) - $sin2Bw 

d,s -+ -f -$in20 -+ Cl 3 + &in28 w 

. 
From (3.17) we obtain for the v-i cross-section difference 

d2,vN _ d20GN 
dxdy I 

u + d - u - a,(1 - (1 - y)*) (3.19) 
NC 

On the other hand, we have for the charged-current cross-sections 

(with Bc -+ 0) 
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-I 
d20VN 
dxdy ,,;c = 

!++I + d + (; + ;I)(1 - y)') 

G2MEx - = -..+u + c3 .' (u + d)(l - Y)2) 

hence 

- d20 GN 

dxdy 
= ??$qu + d - u - a)(1 - (1 Y)‘) 

So, (3.16) and (3.19) together give us the important relation 

(3.20) 

(doVN - doGN)NC 

(douN 3N = cg- - g+1 
- do ICC 

(3.21) 

= (1 - sin2ew) 

which, 
(5%) 

as pointed out a long time ago (1973) by Paschos and Wolfenstein, 

is largely independent of the hadron model, and involves only more 

general hypotheses, (strong isospin invariance). 

The traditional analysis of neutral current inclusive cross- 

sections is based on measuring the ratios of event rates (so as to be 

flux independent) 

R = aNc/p = (1 - sin2ew 20 + + 31" Bw) + . . . 
(3.22) 

-NC -CC R=o /a = (h- sin28w 9 w . . + %in+B ) + 

These relations follow from (3.17)-(3.20), if one neglects Q?j 

sea contributions. Furthermore, it is necessary, experimentally, to 

impose a minimum hadron energy to eliminate neutron background. Anti- 

quark contributions, and the effect of the hadron energy cut, modify 

the relations (3.22), to an extent which clearly depends on quark 

distribution functions. In practice, since sin*9, s 0.25, then from 

(3.lR) we see that the (V+A) coupling g+, is small compared with g- 

(V-A); hence since comparison is made with the (V-A) charged currents, 

the effect of cuts, se3 contrihutionr etc. is not too severe. All 

this, of course assumes that one really knows liar to describe the 

charged curret cross-sections in terms of Q, ? distributions. Table 

X lists values of R and i? and the values of sin2Bw deduced from them, 

correcting the raw values for the Eh cuts, and using (3.22) suitably 

TABLE X 

INCLUSIVE NC/CC CROSS SECTION RATIOS 
(corrected for Eh cut) 

Experiment Beam R R sin20 w 

GGM PS WB 0.26 i .04 0.39 f .06 0.32 t .04 

BNL 7' WB 0.25 t .05 3.36 t .09 

HPWF WB 0.30 ?; .04 0.33 * .09 0.23 + .06 

CITF NB 0.27 f .02 0.40 f .08 0.3.' + .07 

CDHS NB 0.28 i .Ol 0.35 I .03 0.24 k .02 

BEBC NB 0.33 ?- .05 0.36 t .07 0.22 2 .05 

BEBC NB y distributions - 0.19 t .03 
-~ _-~ 

modified for Q, c sea contributions. The value of sin2Bw is determined 

largely by the vallle of R, ratner than R, and it is remarkable that 2 

experiments (CITF and CCHS) with virtually the same value of R never- 

theless come up with quite difFewnt values for sin2Bw. In particular, 

it is certain that the values deduced from the low energy (GGM PS and 

BNL 7') experiments are strongly suspect, since the analysis involved 

application of the naive parton model in the region of only a few GeV 

incident energy. 

The very accurate CDHS data (56) 1s shown in Fig. 35, where R is 

plotted against hadron energy E,, for different radial distances from 

the narrowband beam axis (corresponding to different neutrino energies); 
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Fig. 38 CDHS data on NC/CC ratios. 

one: sees that R is independent of,E or EH. The BEBC ABCLOS(57) narrow- 

band data quotes absolute values of the neutral current cross-sections 

(subject to the cut EH > 15 GeV) using events within different radial 

regions and hence in different en&gy ranges (see Fig. 39). Their 

result for sin2ew COIII~S, not from R and R but b, measuring the 

difference ratio (3.21) directly; thur. it is much more model- 

independent than the other determinations. 

The cross-sections or rate ratios R, ii do not utilize all the 

information available. Recently, the BEBC NB collaboration have fitted 

the absolute differential cross-sections do/dy', where y' = (measured 

hadron energy)/(muon kaon neutrino energy at that radius), to curves 

computed by a Monte Carlo method, using the Buras-Gaemers (60) quark- 

antiquark parameterisations, flux data and missing hadron energy 

distribution (Fig. 9). The results are gigen in Fig. 40, showing the 

distribution for CC events (use.~ 0s L. ,>roof of the method) as well as 

NC events. This analysis (57) gave sin2ew = 0.19 t .03, with a systematic 

uncertainty (from flux normalization etc.) also of 0.03. 

In summary, the most relia‘llz inclusive data on neutral currents 

sews 50 be consistent with a unique .'alue of sin'@ = 0.20 z? 0.25. 

Fig. 41 shows the world average data on g- and g+ from Sciulli's 

rev:.ew. (44) 

3.5 Isospin Allalysis 

The discussion about the semi-leptonic neutral currents has so 

far been concerned with inclusive reactions on isoscalar targets. Judg- 

ing from experience with charged current weak reactions and from 

neutral current electromagnetic reactions, we expect both isovector 

(I = 1) and isoscalar (I = 0) currents to be present. Again, there 

is no evidence for anything exotic, like isotensor (I = 2) currents, 
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and we do not consider such possibilities. 'Ihe assumed V, A and 

I = 0, 1 structure leads to four amplitudes which we denote in the 

Sakurai notation(") 

CL V I=1 

% A I =1 

Y v I = 0 

6 A I=0 

In the quark model, terms like (uu - da) are isovector, 

while (uo + da) is isoscalar. The effective interaction Lagrangian 

can thus be written .4 

L \- 
/ 

\-pure Vector 

Fig. 41 World average data on g+ and g- (after Sciulli) 

.5 

L G 
eff = - 

GY,U + Y,) 
I 

iiY,(U + b;)U - ay,:u + 6YS)d 

2A 
+ ~w,(Y + 6Ysh + aY,(Y + 6YS)d + . . . I 

(3.23) 

where + . . . stands for contributions from s, 5 . . . quarks. a, 6, 

y, 6 XII be expressed in terms of the chin1 coupling constants 

defied previously:- 

UL = $(a + 6 + Y + 6) DL = +(-a -6+Y+6) 

UR=+ - 6 + y - 6) DR = +(-a 
(3.24) 

+f3+y-6) 

For an isoscalar target, we obtain 

NC _ pc\ b-e,,/ = g- - g+ = (lJL2+D;) - (UR2 + DR2) 
occ isoscalar 

= ;cas + Y&l 
4 4 

I=1 I=0 

(~)is,,,,l,, = +2 + 62 + Y2 + 62) 

so that one measures the V/A interference and the overall strength, but 

obviously not the I = l/I = 0 interference (i.e. a term of the form 

UY + 66). 
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There is now considerable eviwhce that the neutral current 

cannot be isospin pure. For example, study of the semi-inclusive 

v,;+N+v,;+n++X (3.25) 

was made in Gargamelle (CF3Br filling) for events of E > 1 GeV and 

pions in the “current framgentation region” 0.3 < z < 0.7. Kluttig 

et al found 

(n+/n-)” = 0.77 2 0.14 (n+/n-); = 1.64 to.36 (3.26) 

while a pure I = 0 or I = 1 coupling would predict unity for an iso- 

scalar target. Since n/p = 1.19 in freon, and there’could be 

problems with neutron contamination in the neutral current sample, 

this result is not cast iron. 

However, Gargamelle propane (C3H8) results (631 on the cross- 

sections for the single ~~ production 

o(vnOp) - o(vn”n) 
o(“n P) 

= 0.40 f 0.20 (3.27) 

seem to establish isoscalar /. xovector intereference; in propane, 

secondary nuclear effects should be much smaller than in freon. 

From the inclusive reactions described previously, and a detailed 

analysis of the semi-inclusive reactions (3.25), Sehgal (64) was able to 

extract the values of UL2, UR*, DL2, DR2. For example, the process 

vN + vn+X has a cross-section 

d++hm+~) a (~2 + $J,‘)u(x)“<(z) + (II,,* + &)d(x)D;+(z) (3.28) 
+ 

where the fragmentation functions DE etc. can be found from charged- 

curxnt neutrino data, as well as ep and ed scattering data. So, 

with different combinations of UL, UR, DL and DR from equations like 

(3.25) and (3.17), the chiral coupling constants can be extracted. 

However, in the future, it will be important to check this analysis 
. 

with higher-energy data, where the concepts of current fragmentation 

are more believable than they zre at PS qeutrino xxrgies. 

The determination of the squares of the couplings in (3.24) 

does not determine a, 5, y and 6 unambiguously. in fact, there is a 

4-fold ambiguity; the squares of the couplings are invariant under 

the interchange V++ A, and I = O++ I = 1. These correspond to 

the four solutions A, B, C and D of Hung and Sakurai (61) which are 

listed in Table XI (with the most recent data included (65)) . 

TABLE XI 

NEUTRAL CURRENT COUPLINGS 
a 6 6 

Solution v, I = 1 A, I = 1 v, : = 3 A, I = 0 
-_ 

A +0.58 t 0.14 +0.92 t 0.14 -0.28 + 0.14 +0.06 i 0.14 

B +0.92 +o.sa ‘7.0b -0.28 

C -0.06 +0.2a -0.92 -0.58 

D +o.ie -0.06 -0.5; -0.92 

Solutions A and d are ixwector-dominant., and are strongly 

f avowed by two pieces of evidence. First, in the Ga propane 

data(63), a A sign;1 is cleariy visible, as show? in Fig. 42. 

Secondly, there is evidence from results on vp + up and ;p + <P 

scattering. The :olulrbia-Illinois-Rockefeller experiment (66) ijives 

RP = 
‘(“p + “6 = 0.20 + 0.06 
UC”” -+FP) 

and of the Harvard-Penn-Wisconsin collaboration, (67) 

Rp = 0.11 i 0.02 

a = Oh + ;p) = 0.19 2 .05 
P U(<p + !lfn) 

The relative magnitudes of R 
P 

and iip turn out to favour solutions A and B. 
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In the leptonic sector, the v&~/y high cross-section for vue- 

scattering from a Gargamelle SPS experiment seems to be an unusual 

statistical fluctuation: the other experiments are very consistent 

with the Salam-Weinberg model, with the above value of sin2ew. 

4. MlLLTILEPTON EVENTS AND CHARM PRODUCTION 

4.1 Opposite Sign Dileptons in Counter ExperiTents, and the GIM Scheme 

Over the last 2-3 years, of order 10,000 dimuon (u-u+) events have 

been accumulated in counter neutrino experiments, and of order 300 p-e’, 

u+e-,u+u- events observed in bubble chambers. These events are described 

by thereactions v + N + u- + e+ + X, ; + N + u+ e- + X. 
il 11 

All the observed characteristics of the opposite sign dileptons 

seem to be consistent with the expectations from the standard GIM scheme 

(70) I in which the weak Cabibbo couplings, characterized by the Cabibbo 

angleeare described by the quark doublets 

(4.1) 

resulting in cancellation of the unobserved A’ = 1 hC = 1 neutral 

currents. To orient the discussion, we first discuss the predictions of 

the scheme, regarding single production of charmed hadsons in neutrino 

(antineutrino) reactions. The typical reactions expected are given in 

the table below. Fcr leutrino beams, charmed particles can be produced 

by collisions of both valence and (strange) sea quarks, while for anti- 

neutrinos, only Iroduction of sea quarks is possible. The relative 

contribution of sea quarks and valence quarks is denoted by E. in 

the subsequent dzxintegration oF the charmed hadrons, decay into strange 

particles is enhanced: 

c + s + au cos% 

id+& sin20 
+ -s+e +v (4.2) 

Leptonic decay of charmed hadrons is expected to have a branching ratio 

B ?r 20%. 
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which are used in computing the expected event rates. 

4.2 Dilepton events in Bubble Chambers; Strange Particle Association 

To date (July, 1978), a total of 5 neutrino experiments in the IS' 

FNAL chamber, 2 experiments in BEBC and 1 in Gargamelle (at the SPS) 

have reported dilepton events. Most of the total of 269 events consist 

of p-e+; the average value of the ratio ~‘e+X/u-X = 0.5 t 0.1%. This 

is not too meaningful, because different minimum momenta (pa+ > 0.3 GeV/c 

OF 0.8 GeV/c) have been used in different experiments, but the u-u+ and 

p-e+ rates were measured for the same p+(min); they were equal (within, 

however, a large error). 

Only 2 experiments, both at FNAL, have quoted rates in antineutrino 

*us. On a total of 16 dilepton events, the average value p-e+X/u+X = 

0.22 ?- .06%, apparently less than the fractional dimuon rate for neutrinos, 

in disagreement with the CDHS findings. 

The strange-particle (V') rates are the quantities of main interest, 

since they are predicted by the GIM model. In general K', Z'particles are 

not identified, and we have to rely on the V" rates (K', P, A and z" 

production and decay. Again, in Table XIII all experiments have been 

averaged. 

The first point to make is that the dilepton events have a significantly 

higher observed V" rate than the events with a single muon; 23% compared 

with 6% in the case of neutrinos. Thus the prediction (4.2) of production 

of charmed hadrons, and their preferential decay into strange particles is 

verified. More than 80% of the V"s are due to KoS + T’TT- decay. 

Possible K" L decays were not considered here since, even when they are 

detected, they are likely to be far from the production vertex and cannot 

always be unambiguously associated with it. Taking this, interactions 

in flight and the branching ratio for K's +- 'llll into account, the 

corrected V" (=K') rate is given in the final column of the table. 

Beam 

Neutrino 

Antineutrino 

TABLE kIII 

V-PARTICLE RATES IN DILEPTON EVENTS 

No. of experiments 
averaged 

8 

2 

# v” 

74 

9 

- 

325 

16 

V'/event 

0.70 20.1 

1.8 c 0.7 

From the counter data on E in (4.3) the GIM model predicts on 

average 1.2 strange particles per neutrino dilepton event, and 1.8 per 

antineutrino dilepton event. Making the plausible assumption that 

charmed decays to neutral and charged K's are equally probable, it is 

seen that the predicted and observed rates are quite compatible. The 

difficulty of identifying Kf is un"ortunate; it means that the expected 

prevalence of S--l (rather than S=+l) products in neutrino dilepton 

events cannot be verified. There is some evidence that D-meson decays 

are inwlved in the dilepton events. Fig. 46 shows the Columbia/BNL 

data(78) x! the K"e+mass spectrum in p.e+ events with but a single K'. 

It is competible with that expected from the decay mode D + K'ne+y, 

which is known to dominate over the decay D + K'ev. 

4.3 Eviaence for Non-Leptonic Charmed Particle Decay _.- 

In summary ti-..-refore, the characteristics of the bubble chamber 

di!epton events provide strong support for the GIM production scheme, 

with charmed mesons (and possibly baryons) generated in some 10% of 

neutrino events. 

A systematic search for the (more abundant) non-1ePtonic charmed 

particle decays has been made by the Columbia/BNL group (75) . In a 
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MK”e’ GeV 

Fig. 46 Distribution in invariant mass of K" and positron in 
dilepton events with single V" (Columbia-BNL data). The 

expected distribution for DtKtrev, the dominant decay mode, 
is in good accord with the data. 

Fig. 47 Invariant mass distributions of K"r+n- system in (a) charged- 
current events containing a u- of p > 2 GeV/c (b) events 
without a muon (neutral currents). Columbia-BNL data. 

total of 50,000 charged-current events in the 15' FNAL chamber(Ne/H2 

filling) they observed 1815 examples of Kz -f 7ic=- and 1367 of A'+ r-p, 

the majority doubtless due to associated production of strange particles. 

As shown in Fig. 47, the K'n+n- mass spectrum shows evidence for a peak 

at the D mass (1.86 GeV/c') in events with a negative muon (and none in 

neutral current events). From the known experimental resolution the group 

estimates a signal of 55 + 13 events. Assuming a branching ratio for 

Do +K'n+rr- of 4% they deduce a Do production rate of 

o("N +u-D% = 7 + 3x 
o(vN -v-X) 

which is comparable with the expected rate of about 10% for charmed 

hadron production (of all types) from Table XII. 

4.4 Limits on Single Strange Particle and Charmed Particle Production 

in Neutral Current Events. 

No evidence has been found for flavour-changing neutral currents(i.e. 

AC=1 or AS=l). Table XIV lists 90% CL upper limits for such reactions, as 

Table XIV 

LIMITS Gh FLAVOUR-CHANGING NEUTRAL CURRENTS (90% CL) 

- 

Experiment Reaction E (GeV) Fraction of total Y---- 
NC cross-section 

GGM PS(75) vN + VX + I\',? 2 - 10 < 5.10 -3 

CDHS NBB(76) vN + VX + C 'P+ > 100 -3 < 26.10 

GGM PS(77) vN -f VX + C -+e 
+ 2 - 10 < 13.10 -3 

FNAL 15 ' (78) UN + VX + C +e 
+ > 2u < 80.10 -3 

FNAL 15 ' (7g) ;N + TX + C W + > 20 -3 < 20.10 

I I I I 
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ratios of the AC= AS = 0 reaction cross-sections. Although these limits 

a~< only at the few per cent level, and thus not very stringent, they are 

at least in support of the GIM scheme, in which such neutral currents are 

forbidden. 

4.5 Trimuon Events. 

Considerable numbers of trimuon events have been observed in counter 

experiments by the CDHS (80) group at CERN and by the FHOPRW group (74) at 

FNAL. As indicated in the table below, the rate is strongly energy- 

dependent. Identification of the muons depends on their penetration, and 

this imposes a minimum momentum of 4.5 GeV/c. It turns out that, for all 

Table XV 

TRIMUON RATES 

Experiment 

Beam 

f ?J-u-u+ 

# u-Ll+u+ 

+f background 
(n,K decay) 

P-P-vh- (All E) 

!J-U-ufv- (E ’ 100) 

- 

- 

FHOPRW 

Ep=400, quad triplet 

16 

1 

-1 

(8 k2). 1o-s 

(17 +6) .lO-’ 

- 

- 

CDHS 

Ep=3S0, horn focus 

76 

4 

w6 

(3_+0.4).10-5 

(11 ?3). 1o-s 

models of trimuon production, the apparent energy dependence ( as for 

the case of dimuons) arises entirely from this acceptance requirement. 

The results of the two experiments are compatible; however, it should 

be emphasized that the FNAL quadrupole-triplet beam, with 400 GeV 

incident protons,is considerably harder than the CERN horn beam, operated 

with 350 GeV protons (see Fig.4). For neutrino beams, u-u-u’ events 

far outnumber ~-II+P’ events, all of which can be ascribed to background. 

The possible origins of trimuon events have been discussed by a 

number of authors(sg’73). Three main processes have been considered: 

(i) decay of heavy leptons, (ii) casc-ide decay of heavy quarks, (iii) 

electromsgnetic pair production. 

We denote the leading u- as ~1, the second we as ~2 and the u+ as 

~3. The leading u‘ is chosen so as to minimize (pTu2 + pTu3) relativ? 

to the vector ;, - & Referring to the distributions in Figs.46 and 47 

for the CDHS data, we consider each porrible origin in turn:- 

(i) Heavy Lepton v+N+L-+x 

1, LO+;+ p- 

-t ” + u- + U‘I 

To obtain the correct distribution in invariant mass, Mlz3, ML- and 

MLo are chosen to be 9 GeV and 1.5 GeV respectively. Then, the observed 

distribution in net transverse mownturn, (pTu2 + pTP3), is found to be 

peaked to ,mall values, in strong contradiction k.ith the heavy lepton 

hypothosiz (Fig.49). The SIGHS group estimate ~17% of trimuon events can 

be du.: to heavy lepton cascade decay. 

(ii) Heavy Quark Cascade v + N + i;(4.S)+ u- + X 

t F+v+Ll 
+ 

1 s+v+u- 
The leptonic decay chain following b quark production could give 

rise to trimuon events, However, the distribution in invariant mass M23 

(Fig.48) is again too peaked to small values. Obviously, possible 

heavier quarks would give an even larger discrepancy. The CDHS group 

estimate ~10% contribution from such a source. 
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(iii) Electromagnetic pai;, production 

The third possibiliry considered is that one is dealing with 
+ - 

normal one-muon events, in which an extra u P pair is produced by either 

(a) internal bremsqtrahlung at the lepton vertex, or (b) by muon pair 

production from the hadron vertex. The former can be calculated from 

quantum electrodynamics. Fig.49 shows the distribution in 9, the 

azimuthal angle of cl relative to G2 + ;3, measured about the beam 

direction, and it is seen that the absolute rate of trimuons, for $ i 60 0 , 

is well accounted for in terms of this bremsstrahlung process. 

The hadronic muon pair rate (originating, for example, from 
0 + - 

P +llu , the Drell-Ya" process, etc.) has been measured in hadron 

experiments and, for the range in hadron mass W of the neutrino 

experiments, one can predict the distribution in $ expected. It is 

compatible, in both shape and magnitude, with the trimuon events of 

c$ > 60'. 

The contributions to the 3~1111 ratios from the two sources considered 

here are (0.7 + fl.1).1O-5 and (2.10.') respectively - thus in good 

agreement with the CDHS numbers, although somewhat below those of the 

FHOPRW collaboration (Table XV). 

In addition to the normal trimuons, characterized by one leading 

m"on and two of lower energy, the FHOPRW group 

trimUOnS"; in each case E(vis) > 200 Gev, and 

comparable energies (60 - 90 GeV each). There 

of these events in terms of known processes. 

4.6 Like Sign Dimuons 

have reported two "super 

all three m"ons have 

is at present no explanation 

As stated before, like sign dimuons (u-u-) occur at about l/10 of the 

rate of the unlike sign (u-u+) events. 

The FHOPRW group(74) have measured the rate in targets of three 

different densities; on plotting against the absorption length Xabs, a 

prompt signal is observed at the 2.5 standard deviation level. The CDHS 

group do not have data at 

A different Xabs; they can only 
- - 

/"L*, compare their II-P- rate with the 
/ 

F 
/ 

/ background rate from K,n decay, 
0 I 

based on a Monte Carlo program 
/ 

/ using bubble chamber hadron 
/ 

/ 
t 

x 
distributions as input. The 

ebs 
calculated background is equal to 

L I 
0 0-C dk the signal, within a factor 2. 

At present, it is not possible to decide if like-sign dimuons exist 

as a non-trivial phenomenon. Judging from the FHOPRW data on $, pz Evis, 

m uu distributions, the characterirtics of II I! events seem to be very 
- + similar to those of u u - suggesting a hadronic origin. 

4.7 Prompt Neutrino Production - Beam Dump Experiments 

Curing the last year, two "beam dump" experiments were carried out, 

measuring, the production of prompt single neutrinos (CERN) or muons (FNAL) 

in 400 GeV uroton-nucleus collisions. 

(a) ?zo degree experiment 

In the CERN experiment, 400 GeV protons, which normally fed the 
bea* 

wideband <nd pointed directly to the detectors, were incident on a copper 
I!=- 

block of diameter 0.27 m and length 2 m (followed by iron blocks). 

Ccaventional sources (nr, K') of neutrinos were therefore suppressed by a 

factor f = (interaction length jn copper)/(length of decay tunnel) 

= 3.w4. 

The dectectors used were the bubble chambers BEBC (82) (filled with 

Ne/H2) and Gargamelle(83) (filled with CF3Br), and the iron/scintillator 

array of the CDHS group. The "widehand background" - i.e. the remnant 
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The last line in the tab?,/ shows the computed va flux per incident 

proton and per microsteradian of solid angle in the forward direction. 

While the BEBC and Gargamelle data agree, there is a factor 3 discrepancy 

with the CDHS results, which is not understood. The energy distributions 

of the various event types in the BEBC experiment are shown in Fig.SO, 

2 
w 

where the curves indicate the calculated wideband contribution (n,K decay 

in flight in the dump). 

$0 
w v 
2 +I 

W 
A v 

22 >, 
LLY w 

Before concluding that the anomalously large ratio of e/u events 

signifies a prompt neutrino source, it is necessary to exclude possible 

effects from proton beam halo. For example, since the ratio of decay 

modes K” e3’K0v3 = 1.5, a K” sowce could be responsible. This might in 

principle arise from the proton beam scraping the vacuum pipe, in a region 

upstrem of the dwnp where the proton beam potits to the detectors, and 

there is enough magnetic bending to sweep out charged kaons tw’hich would 

give 4” >> @” 1. The observed rates however require 1% of the proton 
u e 

beam to interact with the vacuum pipe or magnets in this way and this 

possibility is excluded because no abnormal radioactivity was recorded. 

The prompt neutrino fluxes in Table XVI may be compared with prompt 

muon fluxes measured in other experiments; for this purpose, the 

neutrino fluxes are divided by the corresponding II+ fluxes (computed 

from the Hagedorn-Ranft model) into the same solid angle (8 1: 1.8 mrad) 

subtended by the detector (in this case, BEBC, at the target). 
The 

values are given in Fig.51, together with data on prompt muon production. 

Most of the muons are known to be pair-produced (n’) and only %30X are 

single; thus the single neutrino and single muon rates are very 

comparable, and it is natural to think of a common origin, namely leptonic 

decay of a hadron (e.g. D -f TIU+Y or re+ve) . A recent CalTech-Stanford !J 
experiment (“) was done at FNAL under very similar conditions to the 
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Ed30/dp3 = COnSt. Wx)*q+bpT) 

where x = x(Fey”man) = pL/pl,(max), pL is the longitudinal D momentum in 

the CMS and pT is its transverse momentum. Judging from results on $ 

production by incident protons, we expect n = 3 or 4 and b = 2 GeV -1 . 

Study of the energy distributions, at 0 and 15 mrad, of the events 

recorded indicate values of n = 3 - 5 and b > 2. This results in an - 

estimate of a mea” multiplicity for D-meson production in proton-nucleus 

collisions of <nD> = (3+6).10 
-3 per proton. 

If we assume 33 mb for the pp inelastic cross-section, and that the 

D production cross-section on a nucleus of mass number A varies as A 213, 
this analysis gives 

o(pp -t DD + X) = 100 + 200 ub 

If, as seems more likely, the DDprcductio” varies as A per nucleus, then 

o(pp + DE+X) = 25 + 50 ub. These cross-section numbers refer to the 

BEBC and Gargamelle data. As might be expected from Table XVI, the CDHS 

results give a cross-section estimate which is smaller by a factor 3. But 

in any case, and irrespective of the exact nature of the x and pT 

distributions, the experiment indicates 05 cross-sections well in excess 
mu0 n 

of 10 pb per nucleon. The/results yield similar conclusions (85) . 

(d) Comparison with other data 

A large number of counter experiments have been carried out to look 

for charmed particle production in hadron collisions. They give cross- 

sections, or, more usually, upper limits, which are not in serious 

disagreement with the above figures. However, there is a limit of 1.5 lib 

from a” emulsion experiment searching for pair production, and decay, of 

charmed particles in proton-nucleus collisions (86) . In fact, the limit 

depends o” the lifetime T assumed; if T is very small,or very large, the 

probability of detecting a decay is reduced, as show” in Fig.53. The 

prompt neutrino (or muon) results and the emulsion result would be 

compatible if T > 10 -12 or T < 10-l’ sec. The former limit is essentially 

excluded, since measurable gaps would then be found in bubble-chamber 

dilepton events. The second limit is hardly reasonable from a theoretical 

standpoint (i.e. simple application of the Sargent rule of 6-decay, 

could hardly be wrong by a factor 103.) 

(e) Other conclusions 

The beam dump results set interesting limits on other possible 

processes. Some possibilities can be discarded immediately. For example 

r-leptons are not a possible sowce of the prompt neutrinos observed; the 

lepton pair production cross-section is know” from p-pair cross-sections 

and its maximum possible value is at least a factor lo3 - lo4 too small. 

Furthermore, T -+ v7 +n’s would ?ead to v7 interactions, 

(9 T+N+~+X+~ T + hadrons) and values of NC/CC >l. 

A scalar boson called a” axion (33,35,81) has been postulated in 

order to avoid CP violation in strong interactions. Upon interaction 

in the detector the axions would give neutral current-like events, with 

however p- balance since there is no secondary lepton. The BEBC 

grow(32) quotes a” upper limit of <2.10Y67 cm4 for the product of axion 

productior and interaction cross-sections, about a factor 50 smaller than 

thal: expected for t.his particle. 

In summary, a fraction, perhaps even most, of the beam dump events 

may be due to leptons from prompt decay of charmed hadrons produced at 

the target. However, the resulting equality of the excess ve, Te, v 
Li 

and T,, fluxes is not established and further experiments are required. 

Quite different sources of the events are also possible, but heavy leptons 

and axions appear to be excluded. 
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WEAK IKCERACTIONS AT HIGH ENERGIES no reference will be made to alternatives to the gauge orthodoxy. This 

is not because I abhor heresy, but because of a personal feeling that the 

mst fruitful way forward is to take the "standard model" at face value 

and use it as a paradigm for generating phenomenological questions and 

experimental testF,. And the heretic cause is :.dmirably served by the 

John Ellis 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 

and 

CERh' 
Geneva, Switzerland 

General Introduction 

There is a Yiddish saying "May the Lord preserve you from an inter- 

esting life," but we are probably not sorry that life in high energy 

physics has been quite interesting lately. Indeed we seem to be passing 

through an archetypal scientific revolution.' wherein gathering contra- 

dictions dissolve into apparent chaos and confusion, and a new orthodoxy 

emerges and defines a framework for the next phase of nomal accumulative 

scientific development. It is not yet clear whether the gauge revolution 

will have any indirect effects outside fundamental physics, but its in- 

fluence certainly colours the questions we now ask in our high energy 

experiments. The purpose of these lectures is to review the phenomeno- 

logical implications of the modern spontaneously broken gauge theories of 

the weak and electromagnetic interactions, 2 and make some observations 

about which high energy experiments probe what aspects of gauge theories. 

It should be emphasized at the outset that the evidence in favour of gauge 

theories is largely circumstantial--we have yet to find directly incrimi- 

nating evidence for gauge ideas, and these lectures are presented in the 

hope that they may furnish useful clues for future detective work. Almost 

ingenuity and persistence of Bjorken. 3 

These lectures should be devoted to the weak: interactions, but it 

would be disingenuous to ignore the "standard model" for the strong inter- 

actions--quantum chromodynamics or QCD. 4 On a philosophical level, it 

seems quixotic not to believe that if the gravitzticnal, reak and elec- 

tromagnetic interactions are described by gauge Zheoriss, then so also 

are the strong interactions--QCD is an unalien;,..le part of the gauge 

package. On a praotical level, many tests of gauge theories of the weak 

and electromagnet:c interactions rely on the qark-parton model5 for 

hadrons at large momentum trmsfers. We SUYP~J need some theoretical 

underpinning for the phenomenological parton mdel, as a way of exploring 

its domain of app!iability md understanding how it may break down and 

need modification. On a sentimental level, it would be invidious to 

exclude the gluo*l irom a shopping list of gauge-theoretical desiderata. 

Lecture 1 will review some basic QCD phenomenology. including momentum 

dependent ef'ective quark distributions,6 the dais? of the pT cutoff, 7 

and the search for gluons as sources of hadron jets. 8 

We will then move on to the main business, the phenomenology of weak 

and electromagnetic interactions at high energies. Lecture 2 will review 

the status and prospects for the spectroscopy of fundamental fermions 

(quarks and leptons), and how fermions may be used to probe aspects Of 
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the weak and electromagnetic gauge theory. Lecture 3 will deal with the 

pursuit, capture and investigation of the anticipated intermediate vector 

bosons.' Lecture 4 discusses miscellaneous possibilities suggested by 

gauge theories--ranging from the Higgs bosons, 10 which lie at the heart 

of the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism that is supposed to pro- 

vide the masses of other particles and hence make massive vector boson 

theories renormalizable, to speculations about proton decay. 11 

The possibilities discussed in these lectures are generally rather 

conservative and minimal. For example, the simplest SU(2)L X U(1) 

Weinberg-Salam model 12 1s often used to illustrate tests of the unified 

theories of weak and electromagnetic interactions. It has the bare mini- 

mum of three massive intermediate vector bosons, one physical Higgs 

boson, and perhaps as few as six quarks. All other gauge models are 

more profligate in their generation of new particles and weak interac- 

tions. However, we will see that even in this model, the predictable 

discoveries alone amount to an enticing cornucopia. 

1. Will the Strong Interactions be Weak at High Energies? 

1.1 Motivation 

Since these lectures are supposed to concentrate on the weak inter- 

actions, it may be necessary to present some additional apologia for 

first discussing the strong interactions. 

The first reason is that it is difficult to discuss manifestations 

of weak interactions at high energies without relying on some background 

theory of the strong interactions. For example, in e+e- annihilation we 

need the parton model of Fig. 1 for total and jet cross sections, 13 for 

Fig. 1. The quark parton loop dia ram for 
e+e- + hadrons at large Q =s. s 
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calculating weak/electromagnetic interferences, estimating Wi and Z" de- 

cay rates, and so on. In order fir the parton model to be a reliable 

tool for incorporating hadrons into the calculation of weak amplitudes 

and cross sections, we need some way of estimating corrections to the 

naive parton calculations. 5,13 Such a systematic correction procedure 

can only come from a theory which explains the apparent weakness of strong 

interactions at high momentum transfers and the basic validity of the 

pa-ton model in this limit. As another example, consider deep inelastic 

lepton-hadron scattering (Fig. Z), where Bjorken scaling 14 is a good 

first order approximation to the systematic6 of the data, 
15 but where 

deviations from scaling seem to have a coherent pattern. We must seek 

some understanding of these scaling deviations if we are to disentangle 

the appearance of new quark thresholds from other effects in deep inelas- 

tic lepton-hadron scattering. Another process where it is important to 

understand whether the parton model of Fig. 3 is applicable is the Drell- 

Y*nl' process: hadron + hadron -f lepton pair + anything. This process 

is being proposed' as a way to produce the intermediate vector bosons 

and Higgs particles in hadron-hadron collisions. We would like to kcow 

whether the naive parton cross section estimates of Fig. 3 should be 

regarded as reliable, or whether they may acquire large scaling devia- 

tions analogous to those observed in deep inelastic scattering. I5 We 

would also like to know whether the differential cross section might be 

expected to have a different shape from the naive expectations, for 

example whether the <pT> of the produced boson should be O(1) GeV as 

expected in a naive parton model, 5 or might be O(m,J as some field 

theories lead you to expect. 
7 

Fig. 2. The quark parton diagran LOT leptoproduction 
at large Q2=-q2. 

Fig. 3. The quark-antiquark 
annihilation diagram 
for hadron + hadron 
+ R+L-+x. 
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Another reason for discussing the strong interactions was mentioned 

in the general introduction. All strong interaction field theories in- 

voke some sort of bosonic gluon to hold quarks together (e.g., an octet 

of cc&wed vector gluons in QCD), and these are constituents of matter 

as fundamental as the r;, 2' or photon. The experimental isolation of 

the gluon and determination of its properties (mass, spin, colour) is 

therefore of fundamental significance, and it would appear arbitrary and 

unfair to exclude the gluon from a list of gauge goodies to be studied. 

Present evidence for the existence and nature of the gluon is generally 

indirect--there is the classic assignment of the missing fraction of the 

nucleon momentum to gluon partons which do not interact directly with the 

lepton probes in deep inelastic scattering. 17 More recently, there has 

been some evidence from scaling violations in neutrino scattering 15 which 

also indicates indirectly that gluons are present in the nucleon, 18 and 

probably have spin 1. This evidence will be discussed later in this lecture, 

but the interested reader is referred to Don Perkins' lectures at this 

Summer School for a more detailed analysis. These pieces of evidence 

are welcome, but it would be nice to see more direct manifestations of 

gluons as hadronic constituents. One possibility for a gluon search is 

the conjectured gluon jet, a which might show up in a hard (high momentum 

transfer) process when a gluon is bremsstrahled at large angles as in 

Fig. 4. Other places to look include the decays T + 3 gluons" or 

2 gluons + photon 20 which are expected in QCD (see Fig. 5). At the end 

of this lecture there will be a discussion of the phenomenological pros- 

pects of finding gluons in this way. 

Fig. 4. Gluon bremsstrahlung 
in efe- annihilation. 

Fig. 5. The 3 gluon and 2 gluon 
+ 1 photon decays of a 
heavy quark-antiquark 
vector meson. 
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There is a final reason for discussing QCD at the outset of these 

lectures. It is that the author and most other theorists have a strong 

prejudice that QCD is the correct theory of the strong interactions, and 

this inevitably colours the way in which we discuss the phenomenology 

of weak and electromagnetic interactions.' The reasons for this consensus 

are strong but not irresistible. The only 21 field theory which is 22 

asymptotically free at high momenta, and hence has a chance of repro- 

ducing the gross features of the parton model,5 is a gauge theory. Also, 

quarks are apparently not abundant as physical particles in the real 

world, and QCD is one field theory in which quarks are not obviously 

unconfined. 23 But as foreshadowed in the general introduction, the best 

reason for believing in QCD may just be that the gauge principle seems 

to be a common feature of the other fundamental interactions, and it is 

philosophically tempting to believe that the gauge principle is universal, 

although there is no cast-iron motivation for this application of Occam's 

razor. It should be emphasized that much of the appeal of QCD reflects 

the lack of a viable alternative, and that conclusive experimental evi- 

dence in its favour is still in short supply. 18 Nevertheless, no alter- 

native to QCD will be brooked in these lectures. 

The strong interactions result from the QCD lagrangian 4,22,24 

where F= is the non-Abelian field strength 
!Ju 

Fa 
P-J 

3 a,At - avA; + igf 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

and Dp is the gauge-covariant derivative 

a a A a Dp E 2 - ig 7 Au (1.3) 

The theory (1.1) is characterized by a unique, unknown coupling constant 

g to be determined by experiment, and an unknown number of quark flavours 

q, with their number and mas.ses also undetermined by theory. QCD con- 

tains eight gluons AZ which form an adjoint representation of SU(3) acting 

on the three colours of quark: red, yellow anJ blue. There are several 

well known phenomenological motivations for the colour degree of freedom, 

which include: 

--The fact that the lowest-lying baryon octet and decuplet seem to 

have wave functions which are symmetric s-waves in space and syfmnetric in 

spin. For the quarks to have the Fermi statistics appropriate to spin 

112 particles, they must have an internal degree of freedom wherein the 

baryon wave function is antisymmetrized. In the <olour theory, the 

baryon wave functron contains a factor zRYB qRqYqB, and the syrmnetriza- 

tion problem is solved. 25 

--The decay rate for no -. 2~. According t> current algebra and PCAC, 

the amplitude fcr this decay is given by the triangle diagrams Of Fig. 6, 

and is hence prorortLona1 to the number of colours. 26 The rate for the 

decay is calculatei to be 

m3 
r (no N2 + I.() = Y a - 

64n nf* 3 ( 1 
(1.4) 

where N is !he number of colours. If we take N=3 and frr = 94 MeV, Eq. 

(1.4) yields r(n" + 2~) = 7.91 ev, whereas the latest experimental decay 

rate is 8.04 t 0.55 eV. 27 

-IA related reason for colour is the cancellation of anomalous 

triangle diagrams like those in Fig. 6 which is required 
28 to enbure 

the renormalizability 29 of a gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic 
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interactions. In the "standard" SU(2)L X U(1) Weinberg-Salam model 12 

this cancellation occurs between doublets, each of which contributes an 

anomaly 

S = g,(Qz - Ql?‘) = $(&(-1)2) = - 1 
2 

and quark doublets, each of which contributes an anomaly 

s = Ng*(($)2 - (- $)‘) = $y 

If there were no colour factor of N=3 in Eq. (1.5b) we would need three 

times as many leptons as quarks, which does not seem to be a good 

approximation to the experimental situation! 

--The cross section ratio for e'e- + y" -+ hadrons relative to 

e+e- +- 
+Y*+lJU- In the naive parton model5 this is calculated from 

the simple quark loops 13 of Fig. 1 and should be 

RZ ( e+e- +y * + hadrons 

ce+e- -f y* + ll+u-, 
)=N cQ2 

9 q 
(1.6) 

In the absence of colour, this ratio would be 2/3 below charm threshold 

and IO/9 above. Experimentally, the ratio is about 2-l/2 below charm 

threshold and about 4-li2 to 5 above. 30 Allowing for (10 to 20)X sys- 

tematic experimental errors and the contribution of a heavy lepton above 

charm threshold, these values are not inconsistent with the values of 2 

and 3-l/3 expected for R if N=3. 

--A closely related prediction is the ratio of semihadronic decays of 

the T relative to purely leptonic decays. We would estimate31 

r(r- + +&):I6 + e-?ev$i-(~- -+ hadrons +vT) z 1:l:N (1.7) 

if the semihadronic decays could be calculated using a naive pointlike 

coupling of the lepton decay currents to quarks as in Fig. 7. Experi- 

mentally, the ratios of these decays are about 32 
1:1:0(4), but we would 

not expect the pointlike approximation to quark couplings to be exact 

at the low Q 2. mvolved in T decay. The fact that the result (1.7) is 

even approximately correct indicazs that the couplings of the weak 

Current to the low mass hadronic resonances which dominate T decay 31,32 

must somehow average out to look like the pointlike coupling to three 

colours of quark. It indicates that resonance couplings have scme sensi- 

tivity to the number of colours. 33 

The above arguments indicate '-bat quarks have a threefold colour 

degreeoffreedom. QCD4 certainly pmvides colour with something to do, 

but is there some good reason why :Luon- o should not couple to the flavour 

group" The simultaneous consideration of strong, weak and electromg- 

netic. interactions provides a poskiblc answer, in that parity and 

strangeness con~.ervation in O(a) :an only be guaranteed 34 if the strong 

and .x~a!- symmetry groups are disjcint and commute. This condition is 

satisfies by QCD with its couplings to colour rather than flavour. It 

is an example that nontrivial constraints may be imposed on the theory 

of the strong interactions by the requirement of consistency with our 

ideas about gauge theories of the weak interactions. 2,12 Another such 

interconnection arises from cocsideratjons of CP violation, 35 and we will 

return to it in the fourth lecture. In the meantime we will concentrate 

on purely strongly strong interaction problems. 

1.2 The Parton Model and Corrections in Field Theory 

In the naive parton model' of Fig. 2, the collision of a virtual 

photon, 2' or $ with a hadron target is viewed in terms of incoherent 
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Fig. 6. The fennion triangle 
diagram which gives 
anomalies. 

Fig. 7. A parton approximation for 
semihadronic decays of heavy 
leptons. 

collisions with pointlike parton constituents to be identified as quarks. 

Because a point has no intrinsic scale, the deep inelastic cross sections 

would then exhibit naive Bjorken scaling behaviwr, ?.4 and could be simply 

expressed in terms of quark parton distributions q(x), where x E -q2/2p.q 

is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the niuark in an infinite momen- 

tum frame. Thus we have the usual deep inelastic structure functions 

W;N(v,q2) * FiN(x) = + c 
q=u,d 

et(q(x) + q(x)) 
,... 

vW;N(v,q2) + F;N(x) = c 
q=u,d 

e; x(q(x) + i(x)) 
,.,. 

vW;N(v,q2) + FiN (x) = 2x(d(x) + i(x) + . ..) 

vW;N(v,q2) + FyN (x) = 2(;(x) - d(x)) + . . . (1.8) 

Notice that in the naive parton model the Callan-Cross relation 
36 applies: 

2xFl(x) = F2(x) (1.9) 

This relation an‘ tts scaling of deep inelast".: structure functions apply 

only because the 'ransverse momenta of the partons are cutoff arbitrarily5 

--probably to 0 (few hundred GeV). It is also supposed that struck 

partons fragment ilto final state hadrons with finite transverse momen- 

ta, producing jets in the final state, 
13 as indicated in Fig. 8. An 

alternative -;ay of expressing the scaling laws (1.8) is to allow for the 

possibility that the quark distributions may depend on the momentum 

transfer Q ' E -q2 by defining 

vW;N(“,q2) E c 
2 

q=u,d 
eq x(q(x,Q2) + thQ2)) 

,... 
(1.10) 
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and then observing that the laws (1.8) correspond to 

Q 
2 a 

2 q(x,Q2) = 0 
aQ 

(1.11) 

We have introduced the logarithmic derivative Q 2 a 2 in order to keep the 
aQ 

left-hand side of Eq. (1.11) dimensionless, 

In a renormalizable field theory, the Bjorken scaling predictions 

(1.8) or (1.11) do not hold, 37 as can be seen by calculating any Feynman 

diagram. For example, the bremsstrahlung diagrams of Fig. 9(a) and the 

pair creation diagrams of Fig. 9(b) both depend logarithmically on the 

Q2 with which the quark or gluon parton is struck. These diagrams 

therefore tell us that 

0 # Q2 a q(x,Q2) = 0 
aQ2 

0 # Q2 a G(x,Q2) = 0 
aQ2 

(1.12) 

where c(s is the strong interaction coupling constant os = g‘/4n in QCD, 

G(x,Q2) is the effective gluon distribution, and the dots in Eq. (1.12) 

include possible higher orc'er terms from more complicated diagrams. The 

naive parton model' assumes that as/n + 0 at large Q2, so that the quarks 

and gluons can be regarded as essentially free in this kinematic limit. 

The same assumption underlies the parton calculation of the e+e- total 

cross section in terms of the free quark-parton loop 
13 of Fig. 1. 

It is easy to deduce some qualitative physical implications 38 from 

the character of the fundamental processes in Fig. 9. The effect of both 

bremsstrahlung and pair creation is to generate an increase in the den- 

sity of partons at small x as the momenta of the parent quark-partons 

hadron 

Fig. 8. A quark-parton 
fragmenting into 
hadrow. 

q 

x 

a 

8 -78 (a) lb) ,,a*9 

Fig. 9. Strong radiative corrections to leptoproduction 
cross sections from (a) bremsstrahlung and (b) 
pair creation. 
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are degraded. Therefore a typical deep inelastic structure function 

which is quite broad in x at moderetely low Q2 will move in towards x=0 

as Q2 + -, decreasing et large x, and rising towards x=0 as indicated 

in Fig. 10(a). This process may be envisioned intuitively 39 by thinking 

of the virtual photon (or 2, or W) probe as a sort of microscope with 

spatial resolution Ax = 0(1/Q). Therefore a low Q2 photon will have poor 

resolution, while a high Q 2 photon will have better resolution. Perhaps 

it will resolve a parton seen by the low Q2 probe into a larger number 

of smaller constituents, each of which has a smaller longitudinal momen- 

tum fraction x, as illustrated in Fig. 11. For example, in O(as) in 

QCD, a quark may be resolved into a quark + gluon (corresponding to the 

bremsstrehlung of Fig. 9(a)) end a gluon may be resolved into a qi or 

gluon pair (corresponding to the pair creation of Fig. 9(b) in the gluon 

field of the hadron). The fundamental processes et the root of scaling 

violation are therefore seen to be radiative corrections analogous to 

those familiar from high energy electromagnetic showers in QED. 

So far we have not made much use of the specific features of QCD-- 

most field theories have some sort of gluon, and the basic Feynman 

diagrams and resulting qualitative picture (Fig. 10(a)) of scaling vio- 

lations is common to many field theories. 
37,38,39 Thus the observa- 

tion15,40 of this general trend es in Fig. 10(b) is not conclusive evi- 

dence in fevour of QCD rather than any other field theory. However, 

there is one feature of QCD which is unique, yields a connection with 

the parton model end enables quantitative predictions es in Fig. 10(c) 

to be made--the property of asymptotic freedom. 22 

Fig. 10(a). Deviations from scaling in 
leptoproduction--intuitive 
expectation.28*39 
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02 
small 

3 /- \ 

\ :+q 

x-’ 

(a) 

Fig. 11. As 92 increases (a) a quark may 
be resolved into a quark + gluon, 
(b) a gluon may be resolved into 
a quark-antiquark pair es the 
spatial discrimination of the 
probe increases. 

The point is that in a field theory the basic vertex g depends on 

the momenta q which are fed into it. In perturbation theory es in Fig. 

12 

g + g + O(g3 In q2) + O(g5 ln2 q2) + . . . (1.13) 

Fortunately, in QCD the leading logarithms can be summed exactly end 

give an effective constant which decreases to zero as Q2 = q2 + - (Ref. 

22): 

as(Q2) = 9 C -_- 1211 

Q2+-- (33-2f) In 

(1.14) 

In formula (1.14) f is the number of quark flavours and A2 is en a priori 

unknown scale which sets the scale of the Q2 dev=lopnent of the coupling 

us(Q2). The compliration of a Q2 dependent coupling does not concern us 

in QED because the rate of change--O(a In Q2)--js vrry small. In QCD 

the scale parameter A replaces the QED paramete: es a way of specifying 

the strength of th: irteraction. The derivation22 of (1.14) will not be 

discussed in these Lectures, though we will eee a tantalizing reflection 

of it later on in this lecture. Instead we will occupy ourselves with 

exploring the consequences of asymptotic freedom. The general effect 

will clearly be that perturbation theory for the strong interactions 

should become evemore applicable es the typical momentum transfer Q2 of 

a process + -. However, the relatively slow rate of decrease (1.14) of 

2 a,(Q ) means that one does not always recover the naive scaling expect=- 

tions of the naive parton model, es we now see. 
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1.3 Scaling Violations in QCLI 

In the previous section we saw that naive scaling correspond to 

Q2+ qb,Q2) = 0, as in the naive parton modnl, whereas one might 

.,::t Q2 --$ q(x,Q2) = O[$) + . . . in an interacting field theory. In 

QCD where as(Q2) + 0 as Q2 + m, 
a 

we might hope that the 0 ;;" approxima- ( ) 

tion to the Q2 evolution of q(x,Q2) might be very good. In this order, 

as the only contributions in 0 7 are the basic bremsstrahlung and pair 
( ) 

creation processes of Fig. 9, and the rates for them are proportional to 

log Q2. The quark parton distribution is characterized by the longitu- 

dinal momentum fraction x, and the bremsstrahlung and pair creation 

probabilities may be written in terms of the longitudinal momentum frac- 

tion z carried by the final state parton as in Fig. 13. We therefore 

specify PA+B(z) as the probability of parton A emitting a parton B with 

longitudinal momentum fraction z when Q2 is changed by dQ2: by dimen- 

sional analysis 

,,,(z) dz d 
Q2 

The situation in QCD is analogous to that in QED, where in the WeizsBcker- 

Williams equivalent photon approximation 
41 we talk in terms of the photon 

density inside an electron being 

(a( 
1 + (1-z 

z j2) l=(iq 

corresponding to 

P = 1 + (1-zj2 
e+Y ( z 1 

(1.16) 

(1.17) - 

Fig. 12. Some ContrihltLans to the 3 gluon vertex g. 

(0) (b) (Cl 
8 --Is 3462A11 

Fig. 1,. The basic vertices responsible for the 
leading order of scaling violations in 
the evolution equations: w 4 -t q+G 
(b) G + q+;i and (c) G -+ GtG. 

The density of gluons in a quark is analogous, the only difference being 

a group theoretical factor from the colour coupling (1.3) of the gluon 
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field: 

(1.18) 

so that the final "splitting function" for q + G of Fig. 13(a) is: 

1 

2 
P q-*G(z) = + 1 + y ] (1.19) 

We can42 write down the "evolution equations" of the form (1.12) which 

apply in QCD, just by looking at the basic interactions of Fig. 13: 

Q2-$ q(x,Q2) =($)[' $ [dr,Q')p,(;) + GCy,Q2)Pw(;)j (1.20) 

for quarks and 

(1.21) 

for gluons. Because of the slow logarithmic decline (1.14) of as(Q2), 

the evolution equations (1.20) imply that the parton distributions 

q(x,Q2) and G(x,Q2) do not scale exactly. 

The pattern of scaling violation in QCD is well known, 4,22,43 and 

usually expressed in terms of theoretically precise, but experimentally 

arcane, numbers called anomalous dimensions. The connection between our 

physical picture 38,39 and the academic 4,43 
formalism is easily made.42 

Let us consider x moments of the structure functions such as 

Mc2)(Q2) :f dx x"-~ F2hQ2) c1.m n 

which is the type of quantity for which rigorous predictions Of QCD are 

usually expressed. 43 QCD makes predictions 43 of logarithmic violations 

of scaling: 

My)(Q2) 
-d 

'or (In Q2) * (1.23) 

whereas other field theories 21 are expected to violate scaling by powers 38,39 

of Q2. From the parton expression (1.10) we see that generically 

Mc2) (Q2) = ,-' dx x"-l 
n s(x,Q2) (1.24) 

0 

Let us first consider a flavour nonsinglet combination of quark distribu- 

t ions, such as u(x,Q2) - d(x,Q2) which is relevant to the ep-en cross 

section difference, or ;(x,Q2) - d(x,Q2) which is seen from Eq. (1.8) to 

be relevant to F3N(x,Q2). The gluon term in the evolution equation (1.20) 

does not contribute to such a nonsinglet quark distribution q NS(x,Q2) : 

Q2--$ qNS(x,Q2) =(z) J1 9 sN%Q2) Pq+q(;) 
x 

(1.25) 

If we take the moment dx x=-l of this equaticn th' left-hand side 

Is Qza M (Q2) and th? right-hand side of Eq. 
aq2 = 

(.t.25) factorizes neatly: 

QzL M (Q2) = 2 AnMn(Q2) 
aQ2 = 

where 

An E c' 
JO 

dz .P-l P,,(z) 

(1.26) 

The solution of Eq. L1.26) is quite simple: introducing the notation 

as(Q2) % --+ 
33-2f 

b lne 

:b=x (1.28) 

A2 

from Eq. (1.14), we see that Eq. (1.26) implies 

A /2rrb 
M (Q2) % % (In Q2) n (1.29) n n 

Making the comparison with the conventional QCD prediction 4'43 (1.23) it 

clearly is possible to identify 

A 

dn=-2 (1.30) 
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so that we are able to calculate the famous anomalous dimensions as soon 

as we determine the "splitting function" P q+qw .42 

Before doing this, let us just discuss the singlet combinations of 

parton distributions, which obey somewhat more complicated evolution 

equations. If we introduce the singlet distribution 

sskQ2) z &-i&Q2, + $,Q2)) (1.31) 

it is apparent from Eqs. (1.20) and (1.21) that qs(x,Q2) and G(x,Q2) obey 

a coupled pair of evolution equations. If we take the moments 

of these equations we obtain 42 a set of matrix equations 

(1.32) 

where Sn and Gn are the moments of the singlet quark distribution 

Sn(Q2) E /' dx x=-l q%Q2) (1.33a) 
0 

and gluon distribution 

G=(Q~) I /' dx x=-l GkQ2) (1.33b) 
0 

&pectively. On the right-hand side of Eq. (1.32) the matrix elements 

An were defined in Eq. (1.27), while we have introduced 

Bn E 
/ 

1 

0 
dz z=-l P-(z) Cn z /' dz z=-' FqG(z) 

0 

Dn 5 dz z=-' P,(z) (1.34) 

The solution of the coupled equations (1.32) is quite straightforward. 

First you must diagonalize the matrices on the right-hand sides 

(1.35) 

which must be done separately for each moment n. Then the eigenvector 

combinations of Sn(Q2) and Gn(Q2) evolve separately, with the result that 

a singlet moment 

d+ 
Mz(Q2) Q fii(ln Q2) n 

d- 
+ %(ln Q2) n (1.36) 

where the singlet anomalous dLwnsions d: are determined similarly to the 

nonsinglet anomalous dimension 

4 At 
d;=+ (1.37) 

Phus the scaling violations in singlet combinations of structure functions 

(1.36) are somewhat more devious than those in nonsinglet combinations. 

As an added complication, many physically observable structure functions 

suet as F;T{x,Q2) or FzN(x,Q2) are in fact combinations of singlet and 

nonsipglet structure functions, so that all three terms (1.29) and (1.36) 

are necessary to fit the data. 

1.4 Calculation of the Anomalous Dimensions 

We saw in the previous section how the calculation of the anomalous 

dimensions reduces42 to the determination of the splitting functions 

PA+Bw, and we now proceed to evaluate them. First note that,there are 

certain trivial constraints which must be satisfied by the splitting 

functions. For example, quark number is conserved in the bremsstrahlung 
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process, so that 

J- 

1 
dz P q+p) = 0 

0 
(1.38) 

Also, since it is clear that if you have a quark with momentum fraction 

z you must have a gluon with momentum fraction (1-z): 

F q+q(d = Fq"G(l-z) (1.39) 

The relations (1.38) and (1.39) between them imply that the P 
q+q,G(') 

obey the momentum conservation condition 

q-+p(d + Fq&] = 0 (1.40) 

and there is a corresponding condition for gluon momentum conservation 

d1 [ 
dz z F G+q(') + 'G+G w] = 0 (1.41) 

Between them, the momentum conservation conditions (1.40) and (1.41) 

ensure that the total momentum of the hadron target is conserved: 

Q’+ J1 dx Y. 
aQ 0 

(qlx,Q2)+;;$x,Q2))+ Gh,Q2) = 0 
I 

(1.42) 

We will use the conditions (1.38) to (1.41) in a moment to deter- 

mine the contribution to the splitting functions corresponding to partons 

which do not interact, corresponding to 6(z-1) pieces in P ,,(z) and 

F ,(z). 

To determine the P,(z) we first recall the modified WeizsIcker- 

Williams41 formula (1.19): 

E 2 
P ,,fz) = $ 1 + y ] for z>O 

The reciprocity relation (1.39) immediately tells us that 

F ,(z) = $ g 
[ I 

for z<I 

which unfortunately has a singularity at z=l which must be regularized. 

Altarelli and Parisi42'44 choose to do this by replazing 

&- (l-t), 
which is defined for f(z) regular at z=l by 

1 
dz $.+ E 

J- =+ 0 
' & f-zf(l) (1.43) 

The regularized form of F q-tq(z) does not obey the sum rule (1.38) and 

must be supplemented by a suitably chosen piece a P(z-1): 

P q+p = 4 
[ 
&- 

+ 
+ $ S(z-1) 

I 

An elementary calculation 45 of the q-q{ pair creation vertex yields 

F Giq(") = $2 + (W2] 

(1.44) 

(1.45) 

which is symmetric betwren z. and (1-z). Finally one can calculate the 

z<l part of P 
G+G to be 

P&G\Z) = 6 z(l-2) I for z<l (1.46) 

which regularization and the application of the momentum conservation 

condition (1.41) case to become 

F,(z) = 6 i --2- + e + z(l-2) +($ - &) 6(A)) (I++ (1.47) 

It should be emphasized at this point that the form of the splitting func- 

tions (1.19, 1.44, 1.45, 1.47) depends sensitively on the spin of the 
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glum. For example, if we had scalar gluons we would have 

pw 
q-v 

= (1-z) - 3 6(2-l) (1.48) 

at lowest order in the qq-scalar gluon coupling. We will see in a 

moment that the forms (1.44) and (1.48) produce very different anomalous 

dimensions which can be distinguished experimentally. 

We are now in a position to compute the anomalous dimensions by 

taking the moments of the P,(z) (1.19, 1.44, 1.45, 1.47) 

J 
1 

A, E l-l-1 dtz P 
0 

q*(z) 

J 

1 
Bn Z dz z n-lp 1 2+n+n2 

0 ,pCz) = -i n(n+l)(n+2) 

J 
1 l-l-1 

cn z dzz P q,G(z) 

0 

We find 

(1.49a) 

(1.49b) 

(1.49c) 

J- 
1 

Dn z 
0 

dz z*-'PG+G(z) = 3 - $ + --& 

(1.49d) 

which are the familiar results of more sophisticated field theoretical 

calculations. 4,43 Hopefully they have been demystified slightly! 

How do the predictions of QCD for scaling violations in the moments 

of the deep inelastic structure functions compare with the experimental 

data? 15 This question Is addressed in more detail by Don Perkins in 

his lectures, but let us just pick out a few important points here and 

IlO". Consider a nonsinglet structure function, such as Fg'-FT, or FgN. . 

Then QCD predicts 43 that 

(1.50) 

with dn given by (1.30) and (1.49a). The forms (1.50) imply that 

In M,(Q') % -ti n In Q2 + (constant) n (1.51) 

If we compare the logarithms of two moments M, and M,, we shoud find 18 a 

straight line with slope 

(1.52) 

The BEBC18 VN data for the n=3,4,5 and 6 moments of F3 agree very well with 

the QCD predictions (1.52) as shown in Fig. 14. The best fit values for 

d,'d,, obtained from the data are compared with QCD in the table below: 

TABLE I 

d5/d3 d7'd3 d6td4 

QCD 1.46 1.76 1.29 

Scalar Gluon Theory 1.12 1.16 1.06 

Experiment 1.50 t 0.08 1.84 f 0.20 1.29 -c 0.06 

Ear camps-?,-on, we have also included the "predictions" 46 of a scalar 

gluon theory. If such a theory were to have a coupling g which went to 

some small fixed value g* as Q 
2 + ---the only possible way of fixing to 

get approximate scaling in such a theory--then the moments would scale 

approximately as 

-6 
MJQ') * n(Q2) n (1.53) 
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where 

J 1 
6*=a E dz z n 0 

n-1 P;:;(z) (1.54) 

5-B 

Fig. 14. 

i 
1 1 

= -2 +n(n+l) 1 
(1.55) 

Plots of the logarithms of the moments should then be straight lines 

with slopes &n/&n,, which Eq. (1.55) reveals to be very different from 

d,ld,, given by Eq. (1.52). Figure 14 shows that the BEBC 18 data dis- 

47 agree emphatically with the scalar gluon "predictions" (1.55) while 

agreeing very well with the QCD predictions (1.52). This anounts to a 

convincing demonstration that the quarks are bremsstrahling vector gluons 

rather than scalars--the first determination that JV g'uon spin = l? 

Another important ooint about the BEBC 
18 datfi is that they indicate 

a logarithmic, rather than power law variation of tFe moments with 9'. 

If we consider the quautity Hn(Q', 
-l/d 

n, then QCD (1.50) predicts that 

it should vary linearly with In Q2, and this is consistent with the data 

shown in Fig. 15. Suppose :hat the moments had in fact behaved as 

(1.56) 

as might have been expected in a (Abelian or non-Abelian) vector gluon 

0.0 I 0.1 0. I I .o 

LOG OF MOMENT 3391*,7 

BEBc~~ data on several moments ti3)(q*) of the F3 structure 
function plotted logarithmically (cf. Eq. (1.51)). Different 
theories that the data should fall on straight lines with the 
slopes indicated. 

theory with a small fixed point coupling g* as Q2 + m. Then the quanti- 

ties 

In Mn(Q2) = -8dnQ* + (constant)n (1.57) 

as before (1.51), and the theory would also have passed the QCD test in 

Fig. 14. However 

-l/d 

[ 3 Mn(Q2 n = (Q2)' (1.58) 
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which fails4' the test in Fig. 15. Shown for comparison with the straight 

line QCD fits to the moments are fits of the form (1.58) with the power 

6 chosen47 so as to give similar scaling violations to the data between 

Q*=l and 10 GeV'. It is apparent that the data are not well fitted by 

these curves, and we conclude that such fixed point vector gluon theories 

are strongly disfavored. 

So far we have only looked at nonsinglet combinations of structure 

functions. When we look at singlet structure functions, we get contri- 

butions to the scaling violations which come from the pair creation in 

the gluon field of Fig. 9(b), as well as the bremsstrahlung of Fig. 9(a). 

The BEBC 18 VN group have analyzed the F2 structure function using the 

VN amount of bremsstrahlung indicated by their analysis of F,, . They find 

strong evidence for an extra contribution comifig from pair creation. 

The amount of it is sensitive to the gluon distribution assumed, and 

they 18 find that the observed scaling violations are consistent with 

about 3 the nucleon's momentum being carried by gluons, as fcund previ- 

f 

1 
ously by just looking at 

0 
dx F;N'vN(x,Q2).'7 The interested reader 

is referred to Ref. 18 and the lectures of Perkins for more details. 

It seems that the QCD analysis of deep inelastic scaling violations 

is in very good shape, and probably constitutes the best experimental 

evidence to date in favour of the theory. Before abandoning completely 

the topic of deep inelastic scaling violations, it may be worth drawing 

attention to a few interesting aspects of the evolution equation for- 

malism. 

There are some important sum rules for deep inelastic scattering 

which depend on fundamental properties of the quark model. one example 

250 1 

/ 

I 1 
I 

/ 

100 

0 
0 I IO 100 

5-a Q* (GeV*) ,3PlA16 

Fig. 15. Suitably chosen powers of M$3)(Q2) 18 which QCD says 
should vary linearly with In 92 (see text). The 
curves are attempts to fit the scaling violations with 
powers of Q2. 
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is the Adler sum rule 48 glum momentum fractions: 

i1 $(F;PyFy) =f dx[u(x,Q') - ;(x,Q') - d(x,Q') + ;i(x,Q')j 

(1.59) 

The right-hand side should be 1 at all Q2. If we compute Q'+ of the 

J- 

1 
right-hand side we see that it is proportional to dz P q+;:.) = 0, 

0 
since the right-hand side of (1.59) is the n=l moment of a nonsinglet 

combination of quark distributions. Thus the "quark conservation" con- 

dition (1.33) ensures the validity of the Adler sum rule at all Q2. A 

similar analysis applies to the Gross-Llewellyn Smith 49 sum rule 

&lda(P;P+F~) = -2i1 dx[u(x,Q') + d(x,Q') - &,Q') - :(x,Q')] = -6 

(1.60) 

Another interesting sum rule, which is specific to QCD and unobtain- 

able in the naive parton model, is the momentum sum rule. 
43 Let us 

consider the n=2 moment of the F2 structure function, which corresponds 

J- 

1 
to combinations of dx x s(x,Q2). From Eq. (1.32) we have 

0 

~'5 s,(Q') = (2) [APSE + 2f B,G,(Q’;~ (1.61) 

Let us look for the possibility that S2(Q2), the momentum fraction car- 

ried by quarks and antiquarks, is independent of Q 
2 

: this will happen 

if 

2 2 
A2S2(Q 1 + 2f B2G2(Q ) = 0 (1.62) 

The condition (1.62) can be regarded as a relation for the quark and 

S2(Q2) -2fB2 3f 
2=---=- 
G,(Q ) 

A2 16 (1.63) 

Since momentum conservation (1.42) ensures that S,(Q') + G,(Q') = 1, the 

condition (1.63) is sufficient to ensure that the momentum fractions car- 

ried by both quarks and gluons are independent of Q2. The condition 

(1.62) amounts to a sort of equilibrium condition that the amount of 

momentum that quarks lose to gluons by bremsstrahlung is the same as that 

which gluons give to quarks by pair creation. This equilibrium can be 

reached as Q2+= , in which limit 43 

/'fix FqN(X,Q2) = /ldxx c [q(&Q') +;(x,Q2)]e2 
0 0 ¶ q2 

&<e;> (1.64) 
7- 

where the average quark (charge)' <ei>is presumably eoual to 5/18 be- 

cause of equal number:, of charge Z/3 and charge -1'3 quarks. The experi- 

mental data are consistent with the asymptotic behaviour (1.64) applying 

for either f=4 or 6. This momentum equilibrium sum rule clearly cannot 

be derived in the naive parton 1~ode1,~ because it relies on the right- 

hand side of the evolution equation (1.61) being nonzero. In ;he absence 

of interactions it is uever posji~le to reach equilibrium. One might 

wonder what the equilibrium conditions an the higher (n>2) moments of 

the quark and gluon moment Sn and Gn might be. It is easy to satisfy 

oneself that there are two independent equations for each such moment 

which are anly satisfied if 

Sn(Q2) = Gn(Q2) = 0 for all n > 2 (1.65) 
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The only solutions to the combined equations (1.63) and (1.65) are dis- 

tributions with singular support at x=0, as suggested by our intuitive 

reasoning in Section 1.2. The conditions (1.63) and (1.65) are the 

ultimate fate of all hadrons at large Q2: the quantum chromodynamic 

"heat death". 

Before leaving the evolution equations 42 (1.20) and (1.21) it may 

be amusing to point out one intriguing feature of the gluon splitting 

function PGx(z) in Eq. (1.47). The coefficient of the 6(2-l) piece is 

directly proportional to the lowest order term in the renormalization 

of the QCD coupling constant (8 function), the coefficient b in Eq. (1.14) 

or (1.28). Is this a coincidence or a profound truth? I don't know, 

but it would imply that a gluon--whose "gluon in a gluon" distribution 

G(x,Q') would have a 6(x-l) piece--would become more "pure"--the 6(x-l) 

piece would increase as Q‘++-because of the positive value of the 

coefficient of 6(2-l) in PGtG (z) (1.28) if the number of flavours f is 

2 16. The increasing "purity" of the gluon wave function is perhaps a 

harbinger of asymptotic freedom--or perhaps not. 

1.5 Search for the Smoking Gluon 

So far we have only discussed indirect evidence for the gluon, such 

as the scaling derivations induced by bremsstrahlung of it and paLr pro- 

duction from it. However, the gluon is a constituent of hadronic matter 

which is as basic as the quark. Therefore we would like to have equally 

direct evidence for the gluon's existence--from spectroscopy 50 and from 

jets, 8,13 for example. One effect of the gluons will be to induce 

scaling violations in the distribution of hadrons within a quark jet. 

The longitudinal momentum distribution will be softened at large Q2 by 

bremsstrahlung and pair creation in a manner analogous to the effects we 

discussed for the deep inelastic structure functions. For example, if 

we introduce moments of the inclusive hadron distributions in e+e- 

annihilation 

o"(Q') 5 / 
1 

ds z 
0 

*-' $ (z,Q') 

where z : 2Ehadron /Q, then o"(Q') will exhibit logarithmic violations of 

scaling just like those (1.29, 1 56) found for deep inelastic leptopro- 

duction, with "anomalous dimensions" sl.mply related 31 to the traditional 

results (1.40). 

Another characteristic of the bremsstrahlung and other field- 

theoretical processes is their large pT tail. 7,39 Because the basic 

field-theoretical vertices have no dimensional scale, 

<P;>= 02) Q” (1.67) 

Of course as % l/b In Q2 (l.lq), but the <pT> coming from (1.67) is much 

iarge-r than the finite <pT> = O(300) MeV usually observed in hadron- 

hadroo collisions. This means that jets in e+e- annihilation or lepto- 

production are best8 described by angular cutoffs rather than field pT 

cutoffs. For example, let us suppose in efe- annihilation that the 

fundamental quanta (q,G) in the final state produce hadrons with finite 

momenta transverse to their momentum vectors. We can then calc~late~~ 

in perturbation theory from Fig. 4 the probability Fq that a fraction 

(1-c) of the total e+e- centre-of-mass energy Q will be contained in some 

pair of oppositely directed cones of half angle 6: 

as(Q) 
J 5 $= 1 - 7 4/l* (2~) + 3, 3 In 6 + terms with no logs (1.68) 
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For sufficiently large energies almost all of the e"e- events will fall 

into two angular jets. 8 

CL 
On the other hand, a fraction 0 $ of the events come from hard i 1 

gluons radiated outside the angular cones. The usual discussion would 

the" suggest that these should show up as three jet final states, the 

third jet emitting from the metamorphosis of a gluon into hadrons. 8 
The 

cross section for hard gluon bremsstrahlung was easy to calculate: 

x2 + 2 
- + higher orders 
u-xq)U-xq) 

(1.69) 

where x = 2Eq/Q and similarly for x5. Such final states would be con- 
4 

vincing evidence of the reality of the gluon. A possible strategy 53 for 

finding such events might run as follows: 

--First look for e+e- events where the final state hadrons are not 

highly collimated. This could be done by computing the thrust 54 

T 5 max c 
IPiI 

w 
(1.70) 

hadrons 

where the maximization is with respect to the choice of the thrust axis, 

along which the pi are measured. The cross section 5% can be calculated 

reliably 51p54 in QCD perturbation theory , because it does not depend on 

the details of the infrared properties of the theory which we do not 

u"dersta"d53: 

2(3T2-3T+2) 
T(l-T) 

(1.71) 

--In such events, find a plane containing the thrust axis which maxi- 

mizes the sum of the moduli of the hadron momenta out of the plane. 

Events with only three fundamental quanta (q,G,G) should define a" event 

plane quite nicely. 

--Orient events in the plane by setting 8=0" to be along the thrust 

axis and heading into the hemisphere with smaller clp;\. Define the 

angular range O<B<n to be the half of the event plane which has the 

larger amount of hadro" energy. 

--The events should now be oriented as in Fig. It,, and given any luck 

there should be a well-defined jet around 8=0, another in the angular 

range +r, and another in the range ,<9<%. To see whether the hadrons 

really come into three jets, it is first advisable to 1rJk at the half- 

plane - ?;<e+, and check that the hadrons there have finite pT relative 

to the thrust axis. If so, remove these hadrons anti ,>oost 53 the rest by 

an amount 5: 

T sh S-i--- 2-T 

2h-T ' 
chg=- 

2J1-T 
(1.72) 

The remaining hadrons should now have been boosted lack to the centre- 

of-mass of the two putative jets jn the half-plane '- -36<? as in Fig. 

17. Given ariy luck, al axis can be defined for the boosLed hadrons 

relative to which their pT are finfte, and this axis will define the 

directions of the second and third jets. 55 

It will be interesting to see whether three jet events show up 

when this analysis is applied. One potential complication is that the 

<pT> of hadrons i? a gluon jet may be larger than the <pT> for a quark 

jet. As emphasized above, the jets see" so far have a finite <pT> which 

is not perturbative, and the relevance of the perturbative analysts is 

not obvious-. Nevertheless, one can compute 56 that for a gluon jet the 

fraction FG of events with 1-c of the total energy E inside two oppositely 
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Fig. 16. The distribution of hadronic energy in e+e- annihi- 
lation expected53 for different values of the thrust 
(1.70). (a), (c), Cd) and (e) are the results of 
the perturbative cross section (1.60). (b), (f), 
(g) and (h) are the results of smearing quark and 
glum jets with finite <pT> for the hadrons. 

Fig. 17. The effect of the jet boost53.55 
(1.;2) which should put the two 
right-hand jets into their joint 
centIc.-of-mass. 
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directed cones of half angle 6 is 

FG % 1 - + 112 In (2~) - (11 - + f)j In 6 + (finite terms), (1.73) 

The perturbative width for small c and 6 is wider than that of (1.68) for 

a quark jet, but it is not clear whether this is relevant to the gluon 

jets to be looked for at presently accessible energies. An amusing 

aspect of the formula (1.73) is that the piece finite as EMI is again 

(cf. Eq. (1.47)) proportional to the renormalization (1.14) of the strong 

coupling constant as(Q2). Coincidence or . ..? 

Finally, we should note that another good place 19 to look for gluon 

jets, besides the obvious e+e- annihilation and leptoproduction 57 reac- 

tions, is in the decay of a heavy quark-antiquark vector resonance such 

as the T. According to the charmonium model, the dominant decay mode 

should be into three gluons as in Fig. 5, with a differential cross 

section 17 

(l-x,) 
'I 

+--z-T-- 
YX3 YX2 

(1.74) 

This would be an especially pure place to look for gluon jets, using the 

same jet-finding strategy 
53 outlined above. The thrust distribution 

should be 

1 dT2r 3 4(1-T) 
T2(2-T)3 

(5r2-~2T+8) 
I,, 

y 

2 
+ 

2(3TG2)(2-; ) 1 
,(1.75) 

T (2-T) 

and orienting events along the thrust axis should give distributions of 

hadron energy in the event plane like those shown in Fig. lg. Prelimi- 

nary evidence from DORIS 
58 suggests that the final states in T decay are 

not exactly the same as in the e+e- continuum. However, it is premature 

Fig. 18. The distribution of hadronic energy in T decay 
expected for different values of the thrust 
(1.70). Cf. Fig. 16. 
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to think that evidence for the 3-glue" decay yet exists. It will prob- 

ably be much easier to see glue" jets in the decay of the "topsilon" tt 

vector meson, which presumably has a considerably larger mass 2 15 Gev, 

yielding much more phase space for the gluon jets to identify themselves. 

Other promising ways of looking for gluon jets in onium spectroscopy 

include T + GGy, 20 and radiative decays to intermediate states which may 

decay predominantly into 2 gluons. 53.59 

2. Fermions for Fun and Profit 

2.1 Weak Interaction Issues 

In this first of three lectures devoted to studies of weak inter- 

actions at high energies, it seems appropriate to make some introductory 

suggestions as to what are the important physics issues which one is 

trying to resolve. Up till now, no one has ever found any deviation 

from the pointlike four-fermion form of the weak interactions, whether 

charged or neutral. 60 In the regime where the pointlike approximation 

is applicable, a generic fermion-fermion scattering cross section will 

rise linearly with the centre-of-mass invariant 6, as in Fig. 19(a): 

GF o(f1f2) % s x 0 7 ( 1 
The rise (2.1) cannot continue indefinitely, because there is a unitarity 

limit of 1 on each partial amplitude. In the case of the naive form (2.1) 

of cross section this limit will be attained when & z a few hundred 

GeV.61 At this juncture, the cross section may either saturate at a 

constant O(l), or else fall again, as indicated in Fig. 19(b). It is 

generally supposed that the latter occurs, thanks to the presence of 

intermediate vector bosons. It is theoretically appealing that the 

I-,8 (0) (b) Y61Al9 

Fig. 19. Weak interaction cross sections (a) rise linearly 
with s at low energies, but (b) should either 
flatten out or fall at & 1 several hundred GeV. 
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turnover energy & should be rather smaller than the unitarity limit of 

a few hundred GeV. This is because iL is attractive to unify weak and 

electromagnetic interactions with couplings which are O(a). In an inter- 

mediate vector boson theory, 62 GF is related to the boson couplings and 

masses: 

(2.2) 

and weak electromagnetic unification suggests 

m ' = O(e2 GF) (2.3) 

and one is naturally led to contemplate vector boson masses of order (50 

to 200) GeV. There are empirical reasons for liking intermediate vector 

bosons, such as the factorization and universality of weak couplings. 

One of the theoretical reasons for the introduction of intermediate vector 

bosom is that it helps to make higher order radiative corrections to weak 

interactions finite and calculable. This happens because such radiative 

corrections typically involve sums over virtual intermediate states which 

will diverge if weak cross sections do not fall at high energies roughly 

as o(i). Unfortunately, just sticking in intermediate vector bosons does 

not cure all problems. First, it is necessary to include some self-couplings 

(Fig. 20) between the vector bosons, and it has been shown 
63 that essen- 

tially the only way of doing this which yields cross sections falling suf- 

ficiently fast at high energies is to make these couplings those found in 

a gauge theory. Such a theory will be based on a non-Abelian gauge group 

with a charged W' or neutral 2' boson corresponding to each generator of 

the group.64 Fermions (quarks and leptons) must be put into suitably cho- 

sen representations of the gauge group. Unfortunately, just using gauge 

vector bosons with masses acquired in an ad hoc manner does not give a 

F'.g. 20. The 3 and 4 vector 
boson vertices. 



sensible (renormalizable) theory either. The only known way of making 

such a massive gauge boson theory renormalizable 29 is by breaking the 

gauge symmetry spontaneously 12 
using scalar Higgs fields. 65 A theory of 

this type seems inevitable to possess at least one physical scalar Higgs 

boson. 

The road to a sensible renormalizable theory' of the weak interac- 

tions is therefore quite a long one, as indicated in Table 2. Finding 

an intermediate vector boson is only a small part of establishing the 

validity of any spontaneously broken unified gauge theory of the weak 

and electromagnetic interactions such as the Weinberg-Salam 12 model. 

TABLE 2. The Road to a Gauge Theory 

Physical Input Experimental Test Discussed in Lecture 

Weak cross sections fall 
at high energies 

Interactions described 
by a gauge theory 

Choose a gauge group 

Choose spectrum of fer- 
miens and their group 
representations 

Break gauge symmetry 
with Higgs fields 

Do high energy e'e- 3 
or ep scattering, 
look for W+, 20 

Look at 3- and 4- 3 
vector boson inter- 
actions 

Look at low energy 2 
weak interactions; 
Do W*, ZO spectros- 3 
COPY 

Look for fermions 2 

Look for Higgs 4 
particles 

The strategy of these remaining lectures will be to survey this 

road with a view to the experimental confrontation of these theoretical 

ideas. Finally, at the end of the last lecture 4 we will examine a few 

speculative possibilities that go beyond this orthodoxy and help keep our 

lives interesting. We start with ferniology. 

2.2 Row Much Do We Know Alreads 

We have so far established 66 unassailably the existence of 10 funda- 

mental fermions: 

4 quarks - u, d, s, c 
(2.4) 

6 leptons - e,ve; ~l,v~; 'c,v T 

and the existence of a fifth quark is not seriously questioned. so far 

it has only been seen 64,68 bound with its antiquark into the T family 

of meson resonances. There .xre srme indirect indications that this new 

heavy quark has charge - +. They are the smallish coupling of the T 

to leptons (r 
e+e- 

= (1.3+0.4) keV 68), th e rumoured small branching ratio 

>f T -f p+p-, shaky arguments nbout the relative production rates of T 

a-,d T' in hadron-hadron collisions, 69,70 and speculative calculations of the 

next charge=- $ quark mass in the context of grand unified gauge theo- 

cies 71~72 We will henceforth assume that the fifth quark has charge 

- a and call it b or bottom. 73 
3 

We knor. quite a lot about some weak interactions of these fermions. 

The following left-handed charged weak interactions are by now completely 

classica166: 

1 1. (2.5) 

L 

Recently established but apparently quite reliable are the left-handed 

charged couplings 
21,66,74 

J? (5) large; 0 <(,"iL << 1; (E)L << 1; cIr)L dominant (2.6) 



At the present time there is no good evidence for the existence of any 

right-handed charged currents. The fullowing are excluded at anything 

approaching unit (s GF) strength: 

X: ioR; (a,: (f),; (l-) ; 
R 

(ey-) 
R 

(2.7) 

Plausibly excluded at anything approaching unit strength by observations 

of charge-changing charm production 74 and of T decays 32 are 

X? 

There is no time here to discuss in depth the present status of neutral 

current phenomenology which is admirably reviewed in the talk of 

Barnett at this Summer Institute. 75 Suffice to say that the following 

right-handed currents cannot 76 be large: 

X: (,“I,; (OR 
The following current is strongly disfavoured by the recent polarized eD 

scattering data 77 

X? ( -) “: (2.10) 
\e I R 

To the best of my knowledge the following left- and right-handed currents 

are not yet severely constrained by experiment: with 

(O,,,; (Z); (;I!, (2.11) 

As far as the neutral currents of the fermions (2.4) are concerned, we 

only have information at present on those of u, d, e, ve and v,, all of 

which seem to agree 75'78 very well with the SU(Z& x U(1) Weinberg- 

Salam 12 
model. On the other hand, we have as yet no useful information 

on the diagonal neutral currents of s, c, b, p, T and u . We do however T 

have information on the off-diagonal neutral current d++s, which is 

observedz7 to be O(G;), and we have a constraint 66.79 on the AC=2 transi- 

tion Do++? which is related to the AC=1 neutral icurrent u++c, and tells 

us it is also at most O(Gi). These small couplings are just as expected 

in the Weinberg-Salam model, and indeed the smallness dt the s+-+d neutral 

current was the motivation of Glashow, Iliopoulos and Maiani (GIM)80 for 

giving the charmed quark 81 a well-defined role in r.eak interaction 

physics, by causing cancellations like that in the diagram of Fig. 21. 

With the important exception of certain atomic physics experiments, 82 

all present data agree with the Weinberg-Salam model 12 with sin' Bw 5 0.20 

to 0.25. 

It is almost universally expected that there will be at least one 

more quark, with charge e = Z/3 to be called t or LOP. Some reasons for 

its existence are as follows: 

--Aesthetics: perhaps WP should parallel the (so far) 

where the primes on the charge - f quarks indicates that they are (gen- 

eralized) Cabibbo mixed, in a manner to be discussed later. It was just 

such an aesthetic argument that led to the postulation of charm 
81 when 

only three quarks and four le;,tons were known. It was only much after 



s u,c,(t) d 

Fig. 21. A box diagram used 
for calculating the 
AS=2 transition 
KO - i7'. 

this original arbitrary introduction that charm was given 80 
a raison 

d'stre in suppressing strangeness-changing neutral currents. Perhaps 

some similar role will eventualiy be found for t and b--a possibility 

is CP violation35 which will be discussed later in this lecture. 

--Anomaly cancellation: 'The above prescription for constructing a 

renormalizable gauge theory of the weak interactions is in fact slightly 

incomplete. The falling high energy cross sections depend on tricky 

cancellations between differentYorn diagrams. The relations between 

these diagrams can be upset 28 by the so-called "anomalies" of perturba- 

tion theory which arise from the fermion loops of Fig. 6. The anomalies 

must be cancelled if the strict renormalizability 29 of the theory is to 

be preserved. f2 Each triangle diagram makes a contribution 0: gAef. As 

inentioned in Lecture 1, thanks to colour these anomalies are cancelled 

if there are equal numbers of left-handed lepton and quark doublets. 

Aq = Cl (-$) [w2-COP] = - + Cl, 

(2.13) 

Nature has so far endowed us with three left-handed lepton doublets: it 

is natural to want to supplement the b with a t quark so as to get a 

third left-handed quark doublet to cancel the anomalies. However, other 

ways of cancelling the anomalies are in principle possible, and it has 

even been argued 83 that the requirement of anomaly cancellation is not 

to be taken seriously because it only destroys renormalizability in 

higher orders of perturbation theory which are not phenomenologically 

relevant. 
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--Flavour conservation by neutral currents: As mentioned above, AS=Z 

and AC=2 transitions all seem to be supnressed to O(Gi). This was 

explained in the GIM8' charm model through cancellations involving loop 

diagrams with charmed quarks (Fig. 21). When more heavy quarks are 

introduced, the cancellations are no longer automatic whatever the masses 

and couplings of the new quarks, unless these are chose" to occur in 

representations of the weak gauge group identical with those of the 

lighter quarks. 84,71 This would suggest that left-handed quarks should 

always be in doublets of SU(2), and that right-handed quarks should 

always be in singlets. Therefore, given a b quark we should need a t 

quark to partner it. 

The above arguments are swasivious, but not rigorous. Nevertheless 

we will assume that at least one new t quark is yet to be discovered. 

Unfortunately, I know of no stringent constraint on its mass or guar- 

antee that it will be accessible to the next generation (PETRA/CESR/PEP) 

of e+e- machines. 

What constraints are there on the possible existence of other funda- 

mental fermions? We start with the supposedly massless neutrinos. In 

fact, high energy physics does not even determine them to be massless, 

but gives upper limits27 

m < 0.57 Mel! ) m < 250 MeV (2.14) 
'e 

<bOeV, m " " 
IJ T 

and does not yet seriously restrict the number of "massless" neutrinos. 

For example the Kf -f rr'vi branching ratio is expected 85 to be 

B(Kc + n'v;) = O(lO-")N (2.15) Y 

whereas the experimental upper limit 27 is 6 X 10e7 corresponding to 

NV it 6000 (2.16) 

In time a better constraint may be available from the decays of heavy qi 

vector rne~ons.~~ One can estimate 

(2.17) T(V -f z”+v;) =-- 
i"(V + y* + e+e-) 

1-4~eqlsi"2 ew 1" 
4 

% 0.2 x 10 -' x 4 x NV for en = f (2.18) 

For the J/e, a guessed limit of 1 on the quantity (2.18) implies that 

NV < 5 x 10'. However, the ratio (2.18) is O(10e2) f,>. mV 8 30 GeV, 

so that a sensitive search for the decay toponium + vv should be very 

interesting. One way to do it may be to look for eve..Ls of the form 

+- 
e e + (tF)' - + (tt) + nn 

L nothing 

There are however mu& more restrictive constraints 
87 on neutrinos 

than (2.14) and (2.18) if one accepts the standard "big bang" cosmology. 
89 

Very light neutrinos wol.ld have been produced in great profusion during 

the big bang, and would now h;ve slowed t" being nonrelativistic if their 

masses were not exceedingly small. They would then contribute to the 

mass density of the Universe and cause its expansion rate to slow down 

by an experimentally unacceptably large amount unless 
87 (see Fig. 22) 

5: =b < 50 ev 

which bound-can be strengthened to 63 eV by considering the dynamics of 

clusters of galaxies. If the neutrino masses obey the constraint (2.19) 

then they would have been in thermodynamic equilibrium and present in 

vast numbers at very early stages of the U~,L"zrse when the temperature 
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Fig. 22. The mass density of stable neutral leptons 
expected87 on the basis of the standard 
big-bang cosmology88 compared with the den- 
sity (2 x lo-29 g/cm3) required to close 
the Universe and the density ("~10-30 g/cm3) 
"observed" in the Universe. 

& + MeV. Increasing the number of "massless" neutrinos increases the 

early Universe's expansion rate, which increases the n/p ratio when the 

weak interactions drop out of equilibrium, which in turn increases the 

primordial abundance of Helium. It is currently believed that the pri- 

mordial Helium abundance was less than 25X, indicating as shown in Fig. 23 

that there can be at most one more "massless" neutrino after the Us (an 

improvement on the limit (2.16) !). 

There are also cosmological limits on the possible existence of heavy 

stable neutral leptons L o 89 . Figure 22 shows that the upper limit on the 

mass density of the Universe requires MLo,2 GeV which can be improved to 

210 GeV by considering the dynamics of clusters of galaxies. A complete 

display of the allowed ranges of masses and lifetimes is shown in Fig. 

24. The important constraints on semistable Lo production come from 

upper limits on distortions of the 3OK microwave background, and on the 

y-ray background. We see that Lo particles of arbitrary mass are 

allowed if their lifetimes art < 5 x lo3 seconds. An Lo with a roughly 

‘Init strength weak interaction making it decay would obey this lifetime 

constraint if its mass were & O(1) MeV. Hence the cosmological con- 

stralnts on mas:sive neutral leptons are not really very useful except in 

models" where some selection rule impedes their decay. 

Let us now return to high energy physics to see the constraints it 

yields on the possible existence of very heavy fermions (either neutral 

or charged, leptons or quarks). Such objects could have an indirect 

effect on our low energy phenomenology. One such effect is on the ratio 

of intermediate vector boson masses. 
91,92 In the simplest Weinberg- 

Salam model with only 1=1/Z Higgs doublet fields, there is a zeroth 
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order prediction: 

This prediction gets renormalized by any massive fermion loop to become 

where m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the fermions in the loop, and the fac- 

tors of 1 and 3 apply to leptons and quarks respectively. Experimentally, 

low energy neutral to charged current ratios are sensitive to the boson 

mass ratio: 

4 
o(NC) "w -oz- 
o(CC) 4 

5 

(2.22) 

The present data agree very well with the naive Weinberg-Salam predic- 

tion (2.20): Sehgal '* finds 

(2.23) 

This apparent success of the 1=1/2 Higgs assumption leads to interesting 

constraints on ml and m2. For example, for a lepton doublet with mv or 0, 

the limits (2.23) imply 

"L c 400 GeV (2.24) 

It is possible to imagine possible future experiments with e+e- 

machinefig which might determine the 2' mass with an accuracy of O.l%, 

in which case Eq. (2.21) would be sensitive to all y>lOO GeV. In this way 

future e+e- experiments could successfully determine the entire fermion 

0.5 , , I I I 

p Limit pb Limit 

From Dynamics From D 
of Goloxte& v,+v++~ more 

*C - .+4 
- .+3 - . 

: : ::: 

Fig. 23. The Helium abundance Y plotted*7 versus the density of 
baryons with the limits imposed by galactic dynamics. and 
the Deuter'um abundance D. The dashed lines are astro- 
physical constraints ,;y. Y. The curves are the values of 
Y obtained with different numbers of neutrinos. 
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mass spectrum, by finding all fermions with mass c 100 GeV end excluding 

by their indire.t effects fermions with larger masses. 

In passing, we should noteg2 one unaesthetic aspect of very heavy 

fermions. Since their couplings to Higgs particles in the naive 

Weinberg-Salam model are 

gmf 
gifH = x (2.25) 

the Higgs-fermion system becomes strongly interacting if mf is suffi- 

ciently large. Indeed, lowest order perturbation theory violates partial 

wave unitarityg2 for 

mquark % 550 GeV, Yepton % 1.2 TeV (2.26) 

indicating the presence of bound states or other nonperturbative effects. 

For this reason, one might interpret the values (2.26) as plausible 

upper bounds on fermion messes, though there is no rigorously logical 

reason to exclude such strongly-interacting fermions. 

2.3 Finding Heavy Leptons 

Let us now turn from indirect evidence on heavy fermions to the 

phenomenological problems of identifying them in future high energy 

experiments. We start with: 

2.3.1 Charged leptons 

The principles for locating one of these are strongly suggested by 

the saga of the discovery of the R 94,32,66 The decay modes and 

branching ratios are well-defined in the framework of conventional weak- 

electromagnetic end strong (partons, QCD) interaction ideas. 
31 Assuming . 

a conventional, sequential (V-A) heavy lepton h- with a mess in the 

range 6 GeV < mX < mt+mb .X 12 GeV, Tsaig5 has calculated the diagrams 

of Fig. 7(a) and found the dominant decay modes 

B(h- + e-Jevi):B(,J- -, P-J V ):B(a- + +v$:B(X -+ d$:B(X + s;vh) 
!J h 

Q l:l:(; to 1):3:(2 to 3) (2.27) 

The leptonic decay modes A- + --ijevh end h- + U-V u each have branching 
!J h 

ratios 2 10% end should therefore be identifiable. On the other hand, 

exclusive semihadronic decay modes such as X- + II-V 
a or p-va should each 

have branching ratios <2X, which would therefore be very difficult to 

detect. In contrast to the T. the dominant semihadronic decay modes are 

expected to be multiprong, as e-.emp!.ified by the lest two branching 

ratios in the set (2.27). For rllfficiently heavy heavy leptons with 

masses ZlO GeV, these multipar:': It semihadronic decays should show up 

as two jets. 96 A possible signature for X+X- production--which has the 

cross section 

2 ( 1 4n02 
o(e+e-+h*+X+A-)%By -3s (2.28) 

would <hen be a leptol. (from one leptonic decay) plus two jets plus 

Ussing energy from neutrinos. 96 It seems likely that such en object 

c.ould be found in e+e- collisions if it exists. 

2.3.2 Neut;-,s ie tons 

Heavy neutral leptons are expected in many theories, end even in 

the Weinberg-Salem 
12 model doublets like 

cannot yet be excluded. 47 Lower limits on their masses come 

from the absence of K+ + E"ef decay, which tells us that mBo > 0.4 Gev. 

Improved lower limits on mEo *l GeV come from T or F decays. 98 An object 
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Fig. 24. Cosmologically acceptable and disallowed 
(the shaded region) ranges of neutral 
lepton maeses and lifetimes.87 

Fig. 25. The process e+e-+veE' 
mediated by ti exchange. 

Fig. 26. The process e+e- E"Eo 
(or M'=i@,T"T'=) mediated 
by Z=' ex'.a::ge. 
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E" can be produced singly in e+e- annihilation by l? exchange as in Fig. 

25: e+e- + v,E', ; E'. 99 
ee The total cross sections are calculated to be 

right-handed e-E0 coupling 

<< 6 << and a 

left-handed e-E0 coupling (2.29) 

One can also produce pairs E"zo or M'Eo in e+e- collisions through a 

direct channel 2' as in Fig. 26. In the Weinberg-&lam model, massive 

left-handed neutral lepton 100 pairs would be produced with cross sec- 

tionsP8 

o(e+e- + E?,') - $ s 8k sin4 8w(I+$) + (2 sin2 't?w-1)2 [i-$1 

for s << m; (2.30) 

The cross sections (2.29) and (2.30) exhibit the linear rise with s 

characteristic of the pointlike four-fern&x interaction (2.1). They 

are rather small for the SPEAR/DORIS generation of e+e- machines, but 

would be substantial at the highest PETRA/PEP energies. Thus one would 

have 

o(e+e- + v,P) = O(A) o(e+e- + p+p-) (2.31) 

and 

o(e+e- + Eo?) % O(h) o(e+e- + u+p-) (2.32) 

for beam energies % 15 to 20 GeV." At higher energies near and beyond 

the 2' pole (or poles) the ratios (2.31) and (2.32) would be O(1). If an 

M" exists with a mass of a few GeV, visible cross sections for up + M'+X 

could be expected for FNAL or CERN SPS u beams. Very substantial cross 

sections for ep + E"+X are found for ep colliding rings with centre-of- 

mass energies & 1 100 GeV and 1 I@ L + &-. lo1 

As for E" decays, one might expect 98.99 that for 2 GeV 2 mEo & 15 

GeV the decay branching ratios 

B(E' + e-(e'v,)) 2 10% each (2.33) 

with corresponding !J-X, T-X branching ratios for MO, To. Similarly to 

(2.27) one would also expect 

B(E' + a-(&) ?r 307 ?ach 

(4 

(2.34) 

The decay modes (2.33) would have characteristic signatures like eu final 

98 
states with low invariant mass : 

<m >% 
0.5 rnEO (left-handed) 

e-u+ (2.35) 
0.6 %o (right-handed) 

I,le decay modes (2.34) yield the exciting prospect of a peak in an in- 

variant mass distribution e- + (hadsons) 
+ 

. Unfortunately, as mentioned 

earlier heaT; Lavy leptons probably 95 have very small exclusive semi- 

hadronic decay modes, so such a peak might be difficult to track down. 

Possible signatures 
99 for single production e+e- + veEo would be 

(e+u-) final states with the Be spectrum having a forward-backward 

asymmetry, with the e+M- collinearity collinearity angle peaked towards 

fJ".&, and with low e+p- invariant masses as mentioned above and as indi- 

cated in Fig. 27(a). Possible signatures" for double production 

e+e- + E"ko 
+--+ 

events would include events with e P e !J and missing energy 

as in Fig. 27(o), and ep + hadrons events with the ep collinearity angle 
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small, so that the pair recoiled against a hadron jet as in Fig. 27(c). 

In ep collisions 101 one could get events with 

ep + (ue) + (hadron jet) (Fig. 27(d)) 

ep + (e+hadrons) + (hadron jet) (Fig. 27(e)) 

It seems likely that neutral heavy leptons will have sufficiently dis- 

tinctive signatures to be discernible in e+e- or ep collisions at high 

energies. 

2.4 Heavy Quarks 

As was discussed in Section 2.2, we know there is a fifth quark b, 

and generally assume there will be a sixth quark t. In this section we 

will discuss some of the possible phenomenology of these quarks and of 

possible successors. In view of its successes to date, we will assume 

the Weinberg-Salam model in discussing the weak interactions of the b 

and t quarks. We therefore have (at least) 3 quark doublets of SlJ(2)L, 

which will in general mix: 

The charge-changing weak interactions can be described in terms of an 

NDxND unitary-matrix U, where ND is the 

(2.37) 

number of quark doublets. The matrix Ll would appear to need Ni param- 

eters for its characterization, but (2ND-1) of these are relative phases 

between different quark fields, which are unobservable. The matrix U 

therefore has (N,-1)2 observable parameters. If ND were 1, U would have 

no parameters as is immediately physically obvious. If ND=2, one would 

hadrons 

8-78 (a) (b’ (cl (d) 

Fig. 27. Possible neutral heavy lepton signature.? (a) e+e- .+ p-e+ f 
nothing fron e'e- + v,$O, (b) eLe- + p+r-p-e+ from e+e- + E"Eo, 
(c) e+e- e u-e'+ + hadron jet from e+e- + E%?', (d) ep + u+e- + 
hadron jets fxm e-p -L E"+X, and (e) e-p + (e-+jet) + hadron 
jets from e-p -f EO+X. 
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expect 1 parameter, which is just the Cabibbo angle S : 
c 

( 

CO6 e sin 6 
u2 = c c 

(2.38) 
-sin 8 CO6 e c c ) 

If NI,=3, one has 4 observable parameters. 102 Not all of these can be 

absorbed as the Euler angles of a 3x3 orthogonal matrix. The unitary 

matrix IJ has one extra observable complex phase 6: 

c1 -s1c3 -sls3 

u3 = 

l 

16 
slc2 C1C2C3-S2S3e C1C2S3+S2C3f 

i6 

s1s2 C1S2C3fC2S3.Z 
ifi 16 ClS2S3-C2C3e 

1 

(2.39) 

where the Bi, i=1,2,3 are generalized Euler-Cabibbo angles, and 

'i I CO6 Bi, Si 5 sin e i' i=1,2,3 (2.40) 

If the complex phase 6 is nonzero, it will generate CP violation, as 

pointed out by Kobayashi and Maskawa (Dl).'02 It is not at all clear 

whether the observed CP violation in the K"-Bo system comes from this 

source-another favoured source of CP violation is a complicated, non- 

minimal Higgs system 105 --but we will return later to review some pre- 

dictions of the KM mechanism for CP violation. 

First we should take account of the phenomenological swxesses of 

the Weinberg-Salam model and the GIM 80 mechanism, which tells us that 

the observed weak interactions are approximately as described by the 

2x2 coupling matrix IJ2 c.2.38). The new mixing angles in (2.39) must 

obey certain constraints, with 

e1 1~ ec; C2'C3 -u -1, S2'S3 Q 0 (2.41) 

The best constraint on 83 seems to come 104 from the success of Cabibbo 

universality for quarks compared to the p weak coupling. Experiments 

on nuclear S-decay and hyperon decays indicate that 105 

g2 and g 
l-v !J 

differ by(2.17 f 0.27)%. However, there should be modifications 

universality due to weak radiative corrections. In the standard 

Weinberg-Salam model these are 106 

If we take mZ G 94 GeV, COiTesElJnUiI,g to sin2 Bw = 0.20, and the 

vector form factor parameter mA C 1.1 GaV, then Eq. (2.42) gives 

to 

(2.42) 

axial 

a vio- 

lation of u-quark universality by 2.12%. The net discrepancy between 

Cabibbo-Weinberg-Salam12-GIM 80 theory and experiment is therefore 

0.05 +_ 0.27X, so that we estimate the “leakage” of the " quark's weak 

coupling to the b quark to be 

22 
sls3 < 0.003 (2.43) 

since s 2 1 ?r sin2 e =, this result gives an upper limit 104 2 on s 3 Of 

: 
s3 < 0.06 (2.44) 

indicating that s3 is at most the same order of magnitude as the Cabibbo 

sngle. 

The best limit on S2 probably 104 comes from the success of calcula- 

tions8' of the charmed quark mass from the observed K"-K" mixing. In 

the GIM 80 model Gaillard and Lee 85 used the box diagram of Fig. 21 to 

estimate 

(2.45) 

and the experimental ratio of 0.7 x 10 
-14 suggested mc Q, 1.5 to 2 GeV, 
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as subsequently confirmed by experiment. If we now include t quarks 104 

in the loop the equation (2.45) facto1 

sin 2 e cm2 e m2 (2.46) 
c c c 

The phenomenological success of the formula (2.45), and the fact that 

presumably mt > 7 GeV since otherwise toponium would have been seen in 

+- 
the PP -t P P + X experiments, 67 gives us a constraint on 6:: 

2 s2 < 0.1 if Y < 7 GeV (2.47) 

Once again, it seems phenomenologically that this generalized Cabibbo 

angle cannot be much larger in magnitude than the original Cabibbo angle, 

though there is no fundamental understanding of this fact. 

Armed with the constraints (2.41, 2.44, 2.47) we are now in a 

position to make some educated guesses about the decay modes expected 

for bottom and top particles. 
69 It is generally felt likely that heavy 

quarks in new heavy mesons will decay essentially as if they were free 

into light qqq combinations as in Fig. 28. These rates can then be cal- 

culated by scaling up the u-decay formula 

From the weak coupling matrix (2.39) we should anticipate 69 

r(b + c+X) % 
r(b -t u+X) 

(2.49) 

Fig. 28. The class of diagram 
expected to dominate 
heavy quark decay. 

where we have used mb % 5 GeV, mc % 2 GeV to estimate the phase space 

suppression factor 0(1/3). Assuming, as is consistent with the 
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constraints (2.44) and (2.47), that 

2 2 
=2 + s3 + 2s2s3 CO6 6 % o(=G) 

2 1 and using s1 Q z , we obtain from formula (2.49) the general expedtation 69 

that 

(2.50) 

Thus the dominant decays of bottom particles should probably be to 

charmed particles. Analogously to (2.49) we find for top particles that 

l-(t + b+X) 
r(t + 6+x) (2.51) 

for a randomly guessed mt Q 12 GeV. With the constraints (2.44) and 

(2.47) it seems probable that 

r(t + b+X) 
r(t + S+X) ’ ’ 

(2.52) 

though this may not be the case if mt is close to its lower limit of 

7 GeV. 

From the expectations (2.50) and (2.52) it seems very likely that 

multiple cascades bf the form 

T'B+X 

L c+x 

L s+x (2.53) 

could well dominate the decays of heavy quark mesons. At each stage in 

the cascade, the emitted system X may include an (ev) or (pv) pair, 

probably each with a branching ratio O(10 to 20)%. (This comes from 

counting lepton versus coloured quark degrees of freedom, and the belief 

that nonleptonic decays of heavy quarks are not strongly enhanced. 
107,66) 

The cascades (2.53) could therefore yield spectacular multilepton signa- 

tures in neutrinoproduction or e+e- annihilation. 

It is also worth thinking what the lifetime of a top or bottom 

particle might be. Using the standard formula (2.48) and multiplying it 

by 5 to take account of all the possible semileptonic and nonleptonic 

decay modes, we find 69 

r(bottom) b 10 -14/(s;+s; + 2s2s3 CO6 6) < lo-l3 set (2.54) 

if we use the bounds (2.44) and (2.47). This suggests that bottom par- 

ticles may live long enough to leave detectable tracks in emulsions or 

high resolution spark chambers or bubble chambers. How long could the 

bottom lifetime be? If the KM mechanism 102 
is responsible for the CP 

violation observed in the K"-i? system, 104 then as discussed in greater 

detail later 

s2s3 sin 6 Cl0 -3 
(2.55) 

f&is gives us a very weak lower bound 

2 2 '10 -6 s2 or s3 (2.56) 

whicl. combined with (2.54) suggests that the bottom lifetime should be 

.: 10-8 seconds. On the other hand, the KM mechanism may not lie at the 

root of the observed CP violation, in which case it becomes interesting 

to look fa iouger-lived bottom particles. Indeed, it has been sug- 

gested that bottom particles might be absolutely stable (s~=O).~'~ This 

possibility can probably be excluded now, since two FNAL experiments 109 

exclude the existence of any heavy hadrons with T > 5 x 10 -8 set and 

a production cross section as large as that of the T in 400 GeV proton- 

nucleus collisions, as would be expected for bottom particles. If the 

bottom lifetime is 2 10 -12 set, as is perfectly consistent with all the 

constraints mentioned above, then experiments to measure it at e+e- 

machines become imaginable. 110 
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What about the production of new heavy quark particles? The three 

most promising mechanisms would seem L.O be: 

Production in vN collisions. The prospects here are unfortunately 

not very good, 69 largely because of the severe constraints (2.44) and 

(2.41) on the mixing angles. These imply that at present energies, 

where there is a threshold suppression of heavy quark production, 111 one 

probably has 

dhe=vy) < o(lo-3) 
o(tota1) - 

(2.57) 

so the total cross section will not show a" effect and one must look for 

distinctive signatures. These might include dilepton events, with one 

lepton coming from a cascade decay (2.53) and having large pT because 

of the large energy release in the decay, or tri- or tetralepton events. 

Unfortunately, these probably occur--because of (2.57) and the less-than- 

total acceptances of present neutrino scattering apparatuses--at observ- 

able rates 

o(3Ll) 
o(tota1) < o(10-5), & I o(lo-6) (2.58) 

Present experiments are perhaps sensitive to the rates (2.58), but most 

observed 3~ events 112 seem to have a radiative origin, and the two 

published tetralepton events 113 are difficult to assess. 

Production in eN collisions. One expects the production of heavy 

quarks to be relatively small at low Q2, but that the sea of heavy qq 

pairs should gradually build up as Q 2. ~"creases, with distributions 

approaching SU(f) symmetry as Q2 + m. The evolution of the heavy sea 

can be estimated in QCD using evolution equations of the form (1.20, 

1.21)1°1 corresponding to Fig. 9(b). Ideally, one should include in 

these equations the finite mass of the heavy quark. 114 Neglecting it, 101 

one finds production cross sections for t and b quarks in high energy 

ep colliding rings which are several % at low x, being within a factor 

of 2 or 3 of the SU(f) symmetry predictions. 

Production in e+e- collisions. The situation here is most favour- 

able, since the production of heavy quarks is expected to be 

2 s3eq xo(e+e-+p+u-) above threshold, and there may be a threshold enhance- 

ment because of a" analogue of the $(4.03-4.16) just aI-ve charm threshold. 

U"fort""ately, even SU(f) symmetry does not give a large increase in the 

cross section, or large signal-to-background ratio. One finds 

R- 4 
.-x.-2 
R tow.1 

(2.59) 

which makes the experimenal location of a new thrt jhold nontrivial, 93 

and identification of ~.aicnd top L. bottom particles very difficult. 

Several ways have bee" proposed for finding distinctive t or b signa- 

tures. One of them i; suggested 93,53 by the expected dominance of 

t (or b) + qqq decays, which should populate top or bottom meson final 

states with 3 ver.- embryonic "jets" for each b or t, making a total of 

6 embryonic "jets" in a" e+e- + tt or b; final state as in Fig. 29. It 

is very unlikely that these multiple jets could be disentangled except 

if one were at extremely high energies and the t quark mass W~?X Very 

large. Close to threshold, one would expect the hadronic final states 

to be essentially isotropic, 93 rather like phase space. Above threshold 
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one would expect this isotropy to fade away gradually, so that for the 

Fig. 29. Heavy quark-antiquark production 
just above threshold. 

2 

<l-T> 1% 
heavy = ? 0 Q2 

(2.60) 

where QO is the heavy thresho!,l energy as shown in Fig. 30. One could 

imagine locating a new (t?) threshold by doing a relatively coarse energy 

scan looking for a jump in the fraction of events with high sphericity 

which should persist some way above threshold. Once the general loca- 

:ion of such a threshold had been found, one could do a more conventional 

fine scan. A similar idea cm14 be used to enhance the signal-to- 

background ratio for heavy qq f;nal states by making cuts in sphericity 

or acoplanarity. Suppose you ,.?ke u standard sphericity 13 analysis 

of each final state and identify the three eigenvalues Ai (i=1,2,3) of 

the sphericity tnesor: 

Xl > A2 2 x3 (2.61) 

Cm my then define quantititi. 

(2.62) 

Em which different classes of events have the following characteristic 

values: 

Ql (Q3-Q2) 

sphere 1 
? 0 

1 
circular disc 0 0 

(2.63) 
2 jets 0 1 

phase space #O #O J 

It is apparent from (2.63) that (9,-Q,) is a measure of "jeticity", 
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while Q 1 is a measure of acoplanarity. One could imagine selecting 

heavy qq events either by making a "jeticity" cut, or by an acoplanarity 

cut, or by some more sophisticated combination of the two. To see how 

this procedure might work in practice, I have taken the distributions 

in Q,-Q, and in Q, measured by PLUTO 58 in the efe- continuum close to 

the T, and compared them with a phase space Monte Carlo 115 to mimic bb 

events in Fig. 31. Clearly the distributions are very different, and 

it appears that one may make cuts: 

Jeticity: 1 

1 

J/8 of b6 
Q3-Q2 ; y : 

survive 

114 of 2 jet continuum (Fig. 31(a)) (2.64a) 

J/8 of bb 
Acoplanarity: 1 

Q1&~: 
1 l/3 of 2 jet continuum 

(F;;fv;;~b)) (2.64b) 

Thus it seems that the bF signal-to-background ratio day be enhanced by 

a factor of at least 3 bv suitable cuts on the splle-icity eigenvalues. 

Anothef tactic nay be to select single or multiple prompt lepton 

events.32 If one uses the cascades (2.53) one has 

Fig. 30. The quantity <l-T> plotted53 as a function of centre-of-mass 
energy as one crosses the bi threshold including naive parton 
nonperturbative contributions, QCD radiative corrections, the 
narrow resonances T, T' and T", and the effect of the naked 
bottom73 threshold. 

K =lb l R=+=-lb l .--=-. -=_ 
R=lc 2 ’ R=+=-lc 2 (2.65) 

where charm is expected to be tl;e dominant background, while final states 

with e'e*, or 3 or 4 leptons could only come from bg production--until 

the tt threshold is reached. Such triggers suffer from two defects: 

they knock down the event rate by a factor of 5 to 10 for each semi- 

leptonic decay, and it is difficult to reconstruct an invariant mass 

peak when semileptonic decays are involved. 

Before leaving the subject of bg production, it may be worthwhile 

to point out some intriguing asp:c*: of b meson decays which would cast 
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Fig. 31. Distributions (a) in jeticity (see text), and (b) in acoplan- 
arity, comparing PLUTO58 e+e- continuum data with a phase 
space Monte Carlo115 expected to mimic heavy q{ events just 
above threshold. 

strong light on the validity of the KM 102 model and CP violation. 

These topics are treated in more detail in the talk by M. K. Gaillard 116 

at this Surmner Institute. The subject of K*-E* mixing has been touched 

on already, and is expected to be large in the GIM-I@! model, as 

observed experimentally. It is expected that Do-Do mixing should be 

very small O(10 -3 to 10 -4 104 1, since it is sensitive to rnf rather than 

‘ 
mc’ 

and comes from diagrams which are Cabibbo disfavoured by comparison 

with the dominant c -+ s+X decays. In the case of B*(Z bz) - z*(g gd) 

meson mixing, mixing is expected to be intermediate between that in the 

K*-k* and Do-E0 systems. The relevant mixing parameter is 69 

hm 2 

I I 
B%- =t 

rB 700 GeV (2.66) 

where the sensitivity to rn: is intrinsic to the models while the precise 

nunber in the denominator is rather uncertain. Since mt 2 7 GeV, Eq. 

(T.66) tells us that probably 

D*-6' mixing < B*-Eo mixing < K*-E* mixing 

and this could be the only route to a phenomenological estimate of mt 

before the t is found. Mixing would yield 

+- 
ee + BoBoX , B*B+X , i*B-X , BoBoX (2.67) 

final states, whose primary decay leptons could give like-sign e'e' sig- 

natures. Unfortunately, these could also come from cascade decay con- 

fusion, though this may be reduced by making a suitable lepton momentum 

cut117: primary leptons should be harder. 

Since the KM model has interesting results for CP violation in K 

decays, it is natural to ask about its implications for bottom meson 
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systems. In the case of K" and Do meson decays, the KM 102 model gener- 

ally reproduces the predictions of th? superweak theory, 6g'11* with the 

usual CP violating parameters 

lcKl, IeDI % O(2s2s3 sin 6) S 2 X 10 -3 (2.68) 

as foreshadowed in Eq. (2.55). The model also predicts 8 very small 

neutron electric dipole moment, 2 10 
-28 cm and much smaller than the 

present experimental limit $3 x 10 -24 cm I19 . For the B"-Bo system the 

corresponding CP violating parameter is much larger 69 : 

lCBl % tan 26 1, 1o-3 (2.69) 

Thus the CP violation could be substantial. A characteristic signature 

for it would be 

o(e+e+) # ace-e-j (2.70) 

in any region of e' phase space. The expected magnitude of the effect 

(2.70) is strongly dependent on the values of the mixing angles and 

Y' 1*' since both IEBI (2.69) and lAmB/rBl (2.66) must be large to get 

large effects. 

The bottom may not be "just another quark" but may yield important 

insight into the great unsolved problem of CP violation. Maybe that is 

why we need the fifth and sixth quarks, which a fortiori is why we had 

the third and fourth quarks and the muon! 

3. The Intermediate Vector Bosons 

3.1 Introduction 

We now turn to that most characteristic aspect of gauge theories, 

the intermediate vector bosons. We will be primarily interested in 

their spectroscopy and couplings to elementary fermions, but as was 

emphasized in section 2.1, the study of their interactions among them- 

selves is also very important. This is, after all, the feature that 

should make them gauge bosons rather than just any old -'intermediate vec- 

tor bosons. We will start off by summarizing the masses and widths one 

expects for charged and neutral vector bosons in a gaeral weak inter- 

action model, but will often use for illustration the Weinberg-Salam 

model with sin' BW % 0.20. This is the value found in the latest inclu- 

sive VN25 and polarized eD experiments. 77 It leads to r-ther higher 

masses and widths for the W' and Z" than one had previously grown used 

to contemplating. 9 After reviewing their properties, 93,121,i27 we will 

then move on to discuss how the ? and 2' may be discc,vered in hadron- 

hadron collisions,' which seem likely to give our filat glimpses of 

them. We will look at blckgrounds as well as cross sections, using as 

a guide the scale-breaking and differential cross sections expected on 

the basis of QCD. 123 Then -,x will study WC and Z" effects in ep colli- 

sions 101,124 It will transpire tSat these are not zhe best way to 

produce the vector boscxs directl;. but they allow one to observe weak/ 

electromagnetic interference effects in regions of large Q* where they 

are O(1). One should '>e able to see clear derivations from the pointlike 

four-fermion weak interaction, and see the effec'ts of the finite boson 

masses. Next we wt.11 turn to e+e- experiments, 
93,121,122 , dlscussing in 

particular the dramatic Z" peak with its prodigious event rate and the 

opportunities it affords for precision weak interaction studies and 

analyses of-rare decays. The final section will examine phenomena aWaY 

from the Z" peak, including in particular the reaction efe- 
~ w+w- 125,126 

which affords a unique opportunity to see the gauge theoretic cancellation 
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of diagrams at work. The important possibility of seeing the three- 

point couplings between vector bosom will be mentioned. 

It will be clear that while hadron-hadron collisions offer the 

most immediate prospects for exploratory experiments to find the Wt and 

Zn, detailed studies of them will only he possible with e+e- machines. 

3.2 Properties of the Vector Bosons 

3.2.1 Charged bosons 

If we assume that a unique pair of charged vector bosons W' is 

responsible for the observed charge-changing weak interactions, then its 

decay width to e-ie is easily calculated 122 to be 

(3.1) 
- 6nJ2 

If we assume that all other fermions occur only in left-handed doublets, 

their decay rates are simply related to (3.1) by 

r(w- -+ e-;,):r(W- * p-vp):r(w- -+ T-ST): 

r(W- + d;):r(W- + s;):r(W- + d:):r(W- + s:);r(W- + b;) 

% 1:1:1:,x3 co,+%3 sin2f3 :?r3 sin2ec:%3 as26 :'L3 c c (3.2) 

where the factors of 3 come from colour, and we have neglected the gen- 

eralized Cabibbo angles O2 and 'a3. If there are ND doublets of quarks 

and leptons, each with the sums of their masses < "w then it is clear 

that the branching ratio 

B(W- + e-Fe) % &- 
D 

and the minimal "known" three doublets of everything would imply 

(3.3) _ 

In order to fix the mass of the W' we will assume the Weinberg-Salam 

model in which 

^ 
(3.5) 

If we take the latest experimental value of sin‘ Bw % 0.20, then we find 

"w+ h 84 GrV (3.6) 

Armed with this mass estimate we return to Eq. (3.1) to find that 

r(W- -. t Oe) % 230 MeV (3.7) 

while Eq. (3.3) implies that 

r(W- -+ all) % 900 ND MeV (3.8) 

and the minimal ND=3, 6 quarlt. 6 ,e$ton model would have 

r(W- + all) I 2.7 GeV (3.9) 

.his is intriguingly wide so that one begins to wonder whether its width 

can ;,e measczed experimentally in hadron-hadron or e+e- collisions. 

Notlce that according to high energy physics, T(W- + all) could be larger 

hzcaure of ;:,e paltry limit (2.16) on the number of "massless" neutrinos, 

and the lack of any other limits on the number of massive fermions in the 

mass range 5%. Life would indeed be interesting if the W- had too small 

a leptonic branching mode (3.3) to be detectable! 

3.2.2 Neutral bosons 

It is by no means universally accepted that a unique Z" boson is 

responsible for the observed neutral current phenomena, 75 so let us 

adopt a flexible parametrization 93 of the Z"-f-f interaction 

(3.10) 

B(W- + e-<e) t B(W- + u-5") = & (3.4) 
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In terms of the vector (vf) and axial (a,) couplings so defined, the Z" 

decay width is just 

i-(ZO + all) 1 $$ [gtans G+=3 + 3Zarks (kf=:j (3.11) 

In the Weinberg-Salam model 12 the couplings are specified as follows: 

a e =a =a =-1 " =v =v =-1+4sin e P T ' e IJ T 2 ul 
a =l v , v"=l 

(3.12) 
a =a===1 "Z"Z"C 

" c t ' u c t 
1 - $ sin' 9W 

I 

ad = as = =b = -l, "d = "s = "b = -1 + f sin2 ew J 

Inserting these couplings into Eq. (3.11) we find the following total Z" 

decay rate: 

r (ZO 
GIlI; 

+ all) ?r ~ 
24fi II 

1 + (1 - 4 sin2 t?W)2) NQ-+ 2N u 

+ 3 
( 
1 + (1 - + sin2 d2) N2/3 

ew12) N-1/3 j (3.13) 

where we have been agnostic about the numbers of particles of each type. 

If we assume sin2 BW x 0.20 as before, we find the relative decay rates 

r(Z" + v;):r(Z" + e+l?-):r(Z' + ui):r(Z' + d;i) 

2:1.04:3.63:4.67 (3.14) 

To go further, we need to estimate m 20' If the Weinberg-Salam model only 

has 1=1/2 Higgs multiplets, then as discussed in Lecture 2 127 

!I$%“- 
CO6 e w 

(3.15) 

and present data on neutral current cross sections suggest 70 
that the 

mass formula (3.15) is correct to within (1 i 241%. Taking sin' BW%O.20 

as before then yields 

mZ % 94 GeV (3.16) 

which is rather higher than the traditional guess 9,93 of 80 GeV. We then 

see from Eq. (3.13) that 

T(Z' + e+e-) % 82 MeV (3.17) 

and from Eq. (3.14) 

B(Z’ -+ e+e-) I &- 
D 

(3.18) 

Correspondingly the total Z" decay width 

r(Z" -, all) % 900 ND MeV (3.19) 

and if there are the traditional minimal 3 doublets then 

B(Z' -+ e+e-, 5 3% ) r(Z' + all) S 2.7 GrV (3.20) 

Notice that in this case we really do have to worry about the r;umber of 

"massless" neutrinos since the Z" will decay indiscr.'.minately into all 

of then. If the cosmolrgica'l boupd 87 . 1s disastrously wrong, the observ- 

able e'e- decay mode could have a" embarrassingly small branching ratio. 

Before leaving this section, it should be mentioned what general, 

model-independent bounds exist on the masses of the $ and Z'. Bjorken 128 

was able to show on reasonably general gauge theoretical assumptions that 

mWf should be within about 20% of the Weinberg-Salam value (3.61, while 

mZO was only constrained to be ~200 GeV unless more stringent assumptions 

were made. -Gauge theories generally seem to like to have their vector 

boson masses in the range up to 200 GeV. To my knowledge, the only indi- 

cation that they really should have this mass scale comes from the 
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calc"latio" lo5 of radiative corrections to u-quark universality (2.42), 

which would come somewhat unstuck if the hoson masses were as high as 

the unitarity limit. It seems that a conservative hadron-hadron experi- 

ment to search out vector bosons should have sensitivity up to "w+, mZO 

I 200 GeV. On the other hand, the phenomenological successes and 

aesthetic economy of the basic Weinberg-Salam make a gamble on a "2' 

factory" e+e- machine with 50 or 60 GeV energy per beam look like a 

reasonable bet. 

3.3 Production in Hadron-Hadron Collisions 

To estimate the cross sections for ki and Z" production in hadron- 

hadron collisions we will use a cautious approach. First we will derive 

conservative "lower bounds" from the CVC and scaling hypotheses, then 

calculate the cross section using a naive parton Drell-Yang mechanism 

which incorporates these tw" assumptions. Finally, we will use QCD to 

estimate the effects of scaling violations. 129 and the pT distributions 

which are expected to be rather broader than in the naive parton model. 

In order to produce a $ or Z" it is necessary to bring together 

to a point a quark and an antiquark. But the same mechanism is needed 

to produce a y* and hence a massive P+LI- (or e+e-) pair, so one should 

be able to relate the cross sections. The 6 may be produced by ve:tor 

or axial currents, so 

Ow = Pwl, + Pwl, 2 C”w1, (3.21) 

If one neglects 6, c and heavier quarks, then the Wf are produced hy the 

I=1 current id, and one can use CVC in Eq. (3.21) to obtain 

<Ow>' $+lp) + Uw-(PP) + U$$(P") + +e*;l 

3G cos2 9 
L 

4a2 fi 
c nl$ [$(,, + &+1-x) + SCP" + p.+cx;I 

I=1 

(3.22) 

Hence the W and L'+II- continuum ~ro,d sections are related by the 

"conditional lower bound": 

(CT,>? 0.22 GeV": r$($ (9.+L-)h=l (3.23) 

To use the bound (3.13) we must. nake a large extrapolation, because there 

ar, experimental data on pN + !-'+a-X only at low values of s and M2. But 

i' the L+e- continuum is prodaed in a pointlike manner, the scaling law 

dpL t SI 

ap2!.ies. lJs+qg the scaling law in the bound (3.23) and neglecting pos- 

sible I=0 contributions one finally obtains 

1 0.22 GeV -2 f(T) 

As an example, let us take & = 540 GeV, "w = 84 GeV in which case 

experimental data on pN -t l.+P.-+X at & - 27 GeV suggest 

024 ? 2 x 1o-34 cm2 (3.26) 

The above estimate is not very satisfactory, since it depends on 

assumptions about the neglect of I=0 contributions to the cross sections, 

and neglects production. by axial currents. To go further, we use the 
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naive parton model which enables these contributions to be calculated, 

as well as obeying the CVC and sca1il.g assumptions. The simple Drell- 

Y.3"16 collision mechanism of Fig. 3 yields' 

2 (a+b -+ h'+X) = Gn 6 H(r,x) (3.27) 

where x 5 2py/&, T z ~$6 and 

H(T,x) E - ~~wib(x.'%' (3.28) 

where W:b(~a,xb) is the qq annihilation luminosity in ab collisions: 

w~b’x,‘~) ’ 3 (“a(xa)“b(xb) + ia(xa)Ub$,)) COS2 e c 

+ [s,c,...] contributions (3.29) 

and Wib(xa,xb) is d e lned similarly to (3.29) by interchanging quarks f' 

and antiquarks. If one puts reasonable distributions of sea antiquarks 

into the formulae (3.27, 3.28, 3.29) one finds that for mW = 84 GeV and 

& % 540 to 800 GeV (see Fig. 32) 

o(pp * w++x, 5 2 x 1o-33 cn12 

a(pp + w-+x) 4 1 x 10-33 cm2 (3.30) 

o(pp -t w'+x) 5 3 x 10 -33 cm2 

In assessing the observability of the cross sections (3.30), one should 

not forget to fold in the branching ratio into a detectable final state 

such as e-7 e cl* u-v 
P' 

which the lower bound of 3 lepton and quark doub- 

lets implies will be ~8%. 

A precisely analogous calculation to the above can be done for Z" 

production to yield 

a(pp + zo+xj % lx 1o-33 cm2 

57 
E 

s 

b” 

8-78 

1 o-3!5 

. I 1 I I I 1 I I 

J ‘\ 
\‘\ ‘\ (a) _ 

-A ‘\ 

‘1 ’ \ \ \ypp-wc+... - 

- \\\ 

- ‘\,‘,& P;---+$:-; 

‘py+( 
\’ ’ \ ’ \\ \ 

1 \ : \ IIIII \I\III 

0 0.4 0.8 

l/r=M*/A ,.a*31 

Fig. 32. Cross sections for (a) Wf and (b) Z" production 
in pp and pp collisions as functions of m2/s, 
taken from Quig2.9 
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o(Pp -f ?+x) c 2 x 10 -33 cm2 
(3.31) 

in the centre-of-mass energy A% 540 to 800 GeV. The cross sections 

(3.31) are somewhat smaller than for the W' (3.30), and the observable 

t- t- leptonic decay modes Z" + e e ,u p are expected to have somewhat 

smaller branching ratios , 23% for 23 lepton and quark doublets. 

The naive parton model makes predictions for the differential cross 

sections as well as the total. Distributions for the decays k; + p'(+v) 

or W 
i 

-f hadron jets are also easy to calculate because the polarization 

state of the L? is known. Representative calculations from the paper of 

Quiag are shown in Fig. 33. We see that there is a large charge 

symmetry violating forward-backward asymmetry in the distributions of 

leptons from W' produced in pp collisions. Unfortunately, this effect is 

likely to be very small in Z" production which may lead the sceptic to 

question how one knows that the "weak" Z" is being produced, rather than 

just any "strong" vector meson V. Paradoxically, the cross section for 

such an hadron V is expected to be much smaller than that for a Z" of 

comparable mass, since the "charmonium" Zweig rule is expected to sup- 

press r(V + hadrons) to a few dozen keV, while I'(Z' -C hadrons) is O(1) 

GeV, and the production rates are probably roughly proportional to the 

hadronic decay widths. 130 A characteristic of the naive parton model5 

is its pT cutoff for partons, and hence the expected low <pT> for the 

produced Wt and 2 o 16 . This prediction is presumably wrong, since the 

pT of observed P,+.E- pairs in hadron-hadron collisions seems to increase 131 

with M2 if T 5 m2/s is held fixed. Such behaviour is expected in QCD 

(or any other field theory) where the pointlike nature of the funda- 

mental interactions implies <pT> = O(M) x logs. 7,38,39 Field theories 

10-34 

I o-35 

10-36 

I o-37 

+ 
pp--w-+a*. r =0.02 

-2 0 2 

Y 

(a) 

bp-Z”+... r=o.i CL-1 Z” TI0.I 
q 

-2 0 2 

Y 1.0,.13 

(b) 

Fig. 33. Differential cross sections in rapidity for decay products 
of (a) W* and (b) Z" with sin2 ew = 0.3, taken from Quigg.g 
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also expect scaling violations in the cross sections, analogous to those 

predicted and observed (Pig. 10) in deep inelastic leptoproduction. 

Surely we would not expect scaling in pp + aft-+X to be sacrosanct if it 

is violated in ilp + 1+X. 19 

In QCD, modifications to the naive parton cross section formulae 

come from radiative corrections to the fundamental qq annihilation 

process, and from new processes such as qq + Wtq, Gtq + W+q, etc. as in 

Fig. 34. The important changes in the 6 or 2' cross section are three- 

fold. First, in the q4 annihilation luminosity (3.29) one should 1~x1~~'~~~ 

the Q2 dependent effective parton distributions 42 introduced in Lecture 1. 

Analysis of the logarithms of perturbation theory 51,132 shows that the 

leading Q2 (or Mi+e-) evolution of the Drell-Yan cross section is COP 

rectly taken up by this substitution: 

+ [s,c,...(M2)l contributions (3.32) 

with ua(xa,M2), etc. obeying Eqs. (1.20, 1.21). There are also radiative 

corrections to the basic cross section formula (3.28) relating H(r,x) to 

~ab(Xa,q. These will be O(as/n) and not very important relative to the 

effect of going from (3.29) to (3.32). More important is the third 

effect, which is to add to the q; annihilation subprocess essentially 

new subprocesses such as q+G + q+W as in Fig. 34. The cross section for 

these reactions will be superficially O(as/s) or O(~s/n)~, but the 

effective luminosities analogous to (3.29) may be considerably larger, 

at least in pp collisions. 134 In this case the density of i is rather 

small, O(h) of h t e valence quarks, which can compensate for the (us/~) 

Fig. 34 Subdominant QCD subprocesses 
for vector boson production. 
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suppression of other subprocess cross sections. In pp collisions both 

the q and i in (3.32) can be valence, so that the expected effect of 

these extra subprocesses is relatively smaller. 

Figure 35 shows a typical QCD calculation 133 
of the corrections to 

the naive parton formulae (3.27, 3.28, 3.29) due to the effective q(?) 

substitution (3.32). It transpires that the effects on the expected W' 

or z" cross sections (3.30) and (3.31) are relatively small, because for 

the likely range of G/s there is a cross--over in the QCD scaling viola- 

tion effects. This reflects the behavior of the QCD calculations of 

F;N(x,Q2) shown in Fig. 10 (see also the experimental data), which indi- 

cate that for foreseeable values of Q* the structure function does not 

change much in the neighborhood of x = 0.15. On the other hand, the 

effects of QCD scaling violations are potentially rather serious at 

larger values of m2/s. This may pose problems for the production of 

gauge bosons much more massive than 200 GeV in the presently discussed 

generation of pp and pp colliding ring machines, and is one reason why 

a low energy (& ; 300 GeV) pp collider was somewhat unappetizing. As 

mentioned above, the otter QCD corrections to the formulae (3.27, 3.28, 

3.32) are expected not to be very important in pp collisions. This is 

reflected in Fig. 36133 which shows a calculation of the fractional 

modification of the cross section (3.27, 3.28, 3.32) expected in both pp 

and pp collisions. We notice that in the likely range of interest for 

2 
m /s 4 0.01 to 0.1 the modifications to the qq annihilation formulae are 

not even very big in pp collisions, though the effects at large m2/s 

are again embarrassingly suppressive. 
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Fig. 35. Estimates129 of the effects of QCD scaling violations in the 
quark distributions (3.34) on the vector boson production 
cross sections in (a) pp. (b) i;p collisions. 
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Fig. 36. Estimates133 of the QCII modifications to the q;i annihilation 
cross section contribution (3.32) for qi sea distributions 
I/X (l-x)%. 

As mentioned earlier, it is expected that <pT> should be large for 

vector bosom produced in QCD. Generally one expects a typically brems- 

strahlung cross section with 

A typical calculation lZ3 of <p;> is shown in Fig. >7. However, it should 

be emphasized that there is no solid indication yet that the pT distribu- 

tions of Drell-Yan lepton pairs seen so far are well described by QCD. In 

line with the discussion of growing <pT) and jets in section 1.5, one would 

expect that W' or Z" production events with large pT would be accompanied 

by an opposite side gluon or quark jet. 135 

So far we have said relatively little about ho.- one sight look for 

vector bosom in hadrcn-hadron collisions. The be t paspects are appar- 

ently provided by Z" e+e- or p+~- decay, where one has an invariant 

mass peak to find su.erimposed on a continuum bacbgromd which is expected 

to be very small. The large <p?,> of the Z" should not disturb us, as 

long as we have a detector with sufficiently largr lep~on acceptance. 

The next most likely :!gnnture L.o,Jld appear to be Wf -+ e'(v) decay. 

Here there is no invariant mass peak to be found, but the kinematics of 

w' decay give the e' spectrum quite a well-defined Jacobian peak in pT 

as long as the cpT> of the 6 is not too large. Figure 38 shows a cal- 

culation 123 of 'he spread of the Wf Jacobian peaks expected in QCD. The 

smearing is not disastrous, despite the relatively large pT (3.33) 

expected in QCD. The reason is apparently the characteristic bremsstrah- 

lung shapk of the spectrum, which keeps a sharp peak at pTsO. Also 

shown in Fig. 38 is a calculation 123 of the lepton background expected 

in QCD which is two or three orders of magnitude below the peak. How- 

ever, it should be noticed that no experircent has ever found.sUch a 
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nice Jacobian peak, and one could certainly imagine ways in which the 

neat pictures of Fig. 38 could be diluted. 136 For example Wi + T+(V) 

would give prompt leptons which could start filling in the holes at 

pT=O(20) GeV, or there could be large numbers of prompt leptons coming 

from heavy quark decays to push up the background levels. There are of 

course features of the W decay leptons which could be used to suppress 

background contamination. For one thing, the missing unobserved neu- 

trino will cause lots of pT to be missing, and this could be noticed by 

a detector with sufficiently large acceptance. For another thing, 

plausible backgrounds would not have the charge-symmetry violating 

forward-backward asymmetry of W decay leptons in pp collisions shown in 

Fig. 33. It therefore seems likely that the W + ev or pv decays could 

also be seen in hadron-hadron collision experiments. 

Much more difficulty will be experienced with hadronic decays of 

the vector bosons. These should give two jets with an invariant mass of 

84 or 94 (?) GeV, but the background expected from QCD is very large. 

The fundamental q-q, q-G and G-G scattering processes in QCD give a pi4 

hadron background, 137 which will mainly be in the form of pairs of jets 

with a continuous mass distribution at a level considerably above the 

Wf and Z" production rates. Figure 39 shows a calculation 123 of the 

pp -+ jet+X QCD background. (It also features guesses at the prompt y 

and p spectrum which are useful in estimating backgrounds to the search 

for leptonic decays of the vector bosons.) In the absence of a cunning 

trick for suppressing the QCD background, it seems to me unlikely that 

the vector bosons will be easy to find in their hadronic decay modes. 

b Q mm I -w-u 
w 

8-78 
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IO+ 

10-a 

IO-IO 

IO--l2 

lO-‘4 

I o--l6 
20 40 60 80 100 

p+ (GeV) 3462A39 . 

Fig. 39. QCD calculations123 of jet, IT, y and muon cross sections in 
pp collisions at & = 540 GeV. 
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Before leaving the topic of vector boson production in hadron-hadron 

collisions, it cay be worthwhile to remember 138 that the production of 

W+N- or Z"Zo pairs is not totally negligible: 

o(pp * w+w-X) 

o(pp -+ w-0 = O(f) (3.34) 

Some relevant graphs are shown in Fig. 40, and the results of a naive 

parton cross section calculation are 138 
shown in Fig. 41. It seems that 

for pp collisions at & % 800 GeV one might expect cross sections 

o(pp + w+w-X) ?r 10 -36 cm2 

o(pp + ZOZOX) % 1o-37 cm2 

(3.35) 

Given the luminosity 0(1033 cmw2 sex-') expected at Isabelle, it should 

be possible to detect the processes (3.35). It is apparent from Fig. 40 

that the W'W- production process is sensitive to the 3-boson vertex. 

However the measurement of it in this reaction seems much more tricky 

than in e+e- collisions because of the large backgrounds in hadron-hadron 

collisions. 

3.4 Effects in ep Collisions 

Let us first consider 101,124 the direct production of W' and Z" in 

ep collisions. The most important Feynman diagrams are those shown in 

Fig. 42. Production from the lepton vertex is generally larger than that 

from the hadron vertex because the hadron momentum is shared out between 

a number of quarks and gluons, only one of which can participate in any 

given reaction. Forms for the cross sections are rather complicated and 

not of intrinsic interest, so they will not be exhibited here. 101,124 

In Fig. 43 are plotted the cross sections for ep + vWX and ep -+ eZX. 

We see that for immediately foreseeable centre-of-mass energies for ep 

Fig. 40. Diagrams used in calculating 
pp -+ W+h'-X and Z"ZoX . 
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Fig. 41. gross sections138 for pp + W'k+X and Z"Zo+X at & = 800 GeV. 
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Fig. 43. The cross sections101*124 for e-p + uW+X and 
e-p + e-Zo+X as functions of m2ls. 

colliding rings (Ee s 20 to 3Cl GeV, E 'L 250 to 400 GeV, & % 150 to 200 
P 

GeV) and reasonable W' and 2' masses the orders of magnitude of the cross 

sections are 

o(ep + VWX) c 10 -38 cm2 

(3.36) 
o(ep + eZX) % 10 -37 cm2 

so that with the projected lo1 luminosities O(10 32 cm2 set-'1 we are 

talking about very marginal event rates O(1) per week or day at best. 

One asset of these reactions is that they are potentially very clean, 

1 with the final hadronic state X being a single proton about 7 the time, 

and otherwise having a tendency to be a lightweight hadronic system, by 

the general standards of suck a ma-.bine. However, it must be admitted 

that presently conceivable e:, machines offer bleak prospects for detect- 

ing or studying intermediate vxtor bosons. 

Much more interesting for this class of machines 101,124 . IS the study 

c*f rnairect effects of the $ and 2’ from their exchanges, and inter- 

ferenx with y exchange in the case of the Z". The Q2 accessible with 

such a machine range up to 0(104) GeV2, where y and Z" exchanges are of 

equal order of magnitude, and one ca" expect O(1) charge asymmetries or 

parity viola.iv"s, to be compared with the O(10w4) effects detected in 

present experiments. Detailed formulae for the affects are give" in the 

CHEEP report 101: some representative calculations are show" in Fig. 44. 

Figure 44(a) shows the charge asyuaaetry 

o(.e-P) 

o(e+P) 
#l (3.37) 

n 

expected in ep collisions at x=0.25, s=27,000 GeV‘ and varying values of Y. 

The SU(~)~X~J(~) Weinberg-Salam model (A,B), SU(2+,x SU(Z)gxU(l) model (C) 
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Fig. 44. Various weak electromagnetic interference and strong interac- 

tion scaling violation effectslo in ep + e+X. (a) Charge 
asymmetries in o(e-p)/o(e+p): A--Weinberg-Salam model with mZ 
arbitrarily increased to 150 GeV; B--Weinberg-Salam model with 
mZ = 86 GeV; C--SIJ(Z)L X SlJ(2)R x U(1) model; D--Hybrid model 

with (f-"), doublet; E--estimated uncertainty due to 2y contribu- 

tions . (b) Parity violating asymmetry for the Weinberg-Salam 
model with and without QCD scaling violations. (c) Parity 
violation in o(ezp)/o(eip): A--Weinberg-Salam couplings with 
mZ taken to -; B--Weinberg-Salam with mZ = 150 GeV; C--Weinberg- 
Salam with m 

J 
= 86 GeV. (d) Apparent scaling violations in 

o(e-p) + o(e p) coming from strong and weak interaction sources: 

A--(::), doublet; B--Weinberg-Salam model; C--SU(Z)L x SlJ(2)R 

x U(1) model; D--Asymptotic freedom. 

and model with an EO i 1 '- R 
doublet (D) can clearly be easily distinguished. 

We also see considerable sensitivity to the mass of the Z', which can 

be measured indirectly in this way. Figure 44(b) shovs the parity vio- 

lating effect 

o(e,p) 
-+1 
o(e,p) 

(3.38) 

which can be expected for similar values of the kinematic variables. All 

calculations are in the Weinberg-Salam model, but with mZ adjusted arbi- 

trarily while keeping identical neutral current cross sections near Q*=O. 

You might wonder to what extent these calculations are independent of the 

strong interaction model used, which was the naiv? parton model. Figure 

44(c) shows the effect on the parity-violating asymmetry (3;38) of 

including asymptotic freedom effects 101 which modify the quark distribu- 

tions as discussed in Lecture 1. We see that the changes are minimal, 

indicating that strong Lffects do not confuse the weak effects. Figure 

44(d) shows a comparison 101 of the scaling violations expected from 

asymptotic freedom capared with the apparent deviations from a point- 

like electromagnetic CTJGU sections which would be exhibited by weak 

interference effects on o(e-p) A r!?+p) in a variety of models. We see 

that strong scaling deviations are expected to be small in the range of 

large Q2 where weak interferences are large. Conversely, the strong 

scaling violations are big when Q2 z O(lOO0) GeV* where the weak inter- 

ference effects are relatively small. It seems that QCD and weak gauge 

theory effects can plausibly be disentangled in the reaction ep -f e+X. 

Figure 45 shows the effect on the charged current reaction e; -+ v+X 

+ 124 
of asymptotic freedom and/or the finite mass of the W-. There is 
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clearly great sensitivity to deviations from the pointlike four-fermion 

interaction. With a luminosity of 10 32 -2 -1 
cm set one would obtain 

several hundred events a day eves iu the most pessimistic case of a low 

w+ mass. 

3.5 The Z" Peak in e+e- Anni:r'ilation 

Clearly the cleanest and most dramatic place to study the 7' is in 

f- 
ee collisions,g3'121'122 where it is produced alone and with a high 

rate. For comparison, let us nomalize the cross sections of this and 

the subsequent section to 

2 

Opt 
z o(e’.e- + y* -f p+p-j = * (3.39) 

At the centre-of-mass energy cf o!dzr 94 GeV which we are interested in, 

?, 10 -2 

O, t 
nb corresponding to an event rate of 3.6 events per hour if 

32 -2 the projected luminosity of lr mm set -' is attained. The analysis 

c,f section 1.2.2 suggested that we should be prepared for a total Z" 

zecry width of order 2 to 3 GeV. This is much wider then the e+e- beam 

eaerb) evolution whicn is expected to be O(10m3) of the beam energy it- 

self, giving a an energy resolution O(100) MeV. We can therefore dis- 

cuss the Z" peak under the assumption 

l-(P + all) >> A 
Fa earn (3.40) 

whereas the reverse situation applies to the J/$ and T hadronic reso- 

nances. At the peak of the resonance, the condition (3.40) means that 

o(e+e- + z” + all) 

Opt 
= + B(Z' + e+e-) 

a 
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Fig. 46. The shape93 of the e+,- -L v+p- cross section near 
the Z" pole. 

where x was previously defined in Eq. (3.47). The integrated asymmetry 

(3.51) 

is readily calculated from Eq. (3.50) to be 

Af = 
+x (-Qf =,af + ZveaevfafX 1 

+ x2 (v;+=;) (vi+=;,3 
(3.52) 

There is bound on Af from the combination of Lz=O and 1 initial states: 

and a nonvanishing effect clwrly requires ae, af # 0. If we first 

specialize to the low energy case where only the term linear in x is 

retained: 

3 
- ?x =eaf 

Af % -____ 
Qf 

(3.54) 

Since lael = lafI = 1 for all fermions in the Weinberg-Salam model (3.12). 

ic we set 

2 A% 0.07 x = mz 
s-m; 

(3.55) 

correspondinl; an e+e- centre-of-mass energy around 40 GeV, we see from 

(3.54) that 

lApl % 10% , IA, c t( % 7% , IA, s bl % 14% (3.56) 
I , I , 

with the differences being generrted by the differences in the quark 

charges. This type of asymetry measurement may be a good way of getting 

at the weak couplings of the s,c,... quarks which were not accessible in 
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neutral current experiment* 

get more exciting closer ta 

from Eq. (3.52) 

to data Cc.f. section 2.2). The asymmetries 

the Z" pole. Specializing to u+ui- we have 

which goes through a minimum at 

SC 1 
2 

mZ 1 + (pm~)(a*+3"2) 

where it attains the value 

(3.58) 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

For comparison, the value at the peak of the resonance is approximately 

(3.59) 

while the asymmetry is a maximum at 

-y 1 

mz 1 - (pm;)(a2-"2) 
(3.60) 

where it attains the maximum value 

Ap=+; (3.61) 

For orientation purposes, the values and position* of the a*ym!serries 

(3.57) to (3.60) have the following values in the Weinberg-Salsm model 

with sin 2 
SW 

= 0.20: 

Amin = -0.69 =t LG = 78 G~V 
!J 

Aw=k = +O.ll at &- = 94 GeV 
P 

max A = +0.75 at &- = 118 GeV 
!J (3.62) 

in Fig. 47 we plottedy3 generic curves of the a*ymme:ry AP (3.56) for a 

fixed mZ = 83 GeV and an interesting collection of v hnd a coupling*. 

A third class of interesting measurements at and near the Z" pole 

concerns polarization and helicity-dependent effects. If we first con- 

sider the case of unpolarized e+e- beams, the dependence of the cross 

section on the helicity of the final state fermion is of the form: 

daf 
+ha dcos=al f2 (3.63) 

where a 1 
= + do(+;;s-eff) (cf. Eq. (3.50)) and 

(l+cos2e) + 2aevfc0* e 1 
- X[viaf(a~+v~)(l+co*2e) + 2aeve(af.Yf 2 2)~os 011 (3.64) 

with the mean fermion helicity 

a2 <hf> = -<h;> = - E Hf(B,sj 
a. 

(3.65) 

The dependence an initial e' beam helicity hf is 

daf&-) 
-- = 

d co* e 
(l-?+h-')a, + (h--h'):, 

+ (h--h+)if%*) 
3 

(3.66) 

where z2 and Hf are obtained from a2 and Hf respectively by the substi- 

tutions (a,,~*) + (a,,~,). The integrated average final state fermion 
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Fig. 47. The *hape93 of the e+e- + vfp- forward-backward asymetry 
near the Zo pole. 

helicities from unpolarized beams are 

J 

1 

Hf(*) = -&s) = ;; 

a2 d co* E 

J -1 
al d cos e 

Q: - 2Qfxvevf + x2 (+J;) (+J:) 
(3.67) 

It is clear the final state fe,mion helicity is sensitive to the product 

afve at low energies, and afvf close to the Z" pole. A sample plot of 

(3.67) for the mean II (or I tlelicity) is shown in Fig. 48. 93 Unfortun- 

ately, if the Weinberg-Salam model with sin' SW = 0.20 is correct, the 

average helicity is rather small. For example, if we specialize to the 

forward direction cos 8 = +l to maximize the effect, 

sue or T- 
(*~co*~=+l) = p733,:;g$+ 4a2y2,] (3.6a) 

which becomes 0.1 on the re*onance peak. There is a similar effect on 

the cross sections of the initial state electron helicity, which is 

dependent on aevf at low energies and aeve near the Z" pole. Since the 

"f are ':; i .iecessarily small in the Weinberg-Salam model with sin' SW 

2 O.ZO,unlike ve, measurements of the dependence of cross sections on 

the e+e- helicity may perhaps be most interesting away from the Z" peak 

itself. 

One reaction we have not discussed up to now is *'*- + e+e- , where 

there are crossed channel exchange* as well as the direct channel y and 

Z" diagrams. We *re used to the differential cross section for this 

reaction being sharply peaked forward-backward because of the crossed 
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Fig. 48. The average p (of T) helicity93 in e+e- + u+u- (or T+T-) 
near the Z" pole. 

channel y exchange. In the neighborhood of the Z" resonance this asym- 

metry may be sharply reduced. More details can be found in section 3 of 

the CERN e+e- report. 93 

Detailed measurements of the Z" peak will be useful for several 

things besides measuring sin 2 
BW to 3 decimal places. For example, a 

detailed measurements of mZo 91,92 enables us to exclude very massive fermions, 

as discussed in section 2.2. On the other hand, a precise measurement 

of the width of the Z" peak or of the height (3.41), combined with a 

determined search for massive fermions with masses <m Z/2' can tell us 

how many unobserved neutrinos there are. We should therefore be able to 

clear up fermion spectroscopy as well as boson spectroscopy. The pos- 

sibility of precise measurements with lo7 2' decays should enable us to 

probe weak radiative corrections, which might for uample give us a 

look at the effects of very massive Higgs systems. 140 As for rare Z" 

decays, one interesting possibility is 2' -f Higgs + 'u+u- or e+e-), 

which looks to be a pronisjag way of scanning for neutral Higgs particles 

with masses up to O(50) CeV as will be discussed in Lecture 4. One might 

hope that the decay Z" -c tie+, or uiv would be a good way of looking for 

single W' production below the W+W- threshold. unfortunately, the decay 

rate125 

r(z" + w-e+", a 10 -7 GeV (3.69) 

which makes the prospects look bleak, eve" with IO7 Zo decay experiments. 

Even above resonance the e+e- -f Wev cross section is u"aPpetiZi"glY 

small, being 

(e+e- -i w-e+") = o(ro-37 to 1o-36) cm2 
(3.70) 

for & %llO to 200 GeV 
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It seems that the best prospects for W' production will be above the 

pair production threshold, to which we turn in the next section. For 

the moment, we just note that e+e- experiments are a source of Z* pro- 

duction and decays which enables studies many orders of magnitude more 

precise than any other machine. 

3.6 efe- Annihilation Beyond the Z* Pole 

The next most obviously interesting reaction beyond the Z" pole is 

W'W- pair production. 125,126 This reaction is a showcase for gauge 

theories, since it enables one to search for, and hopefully observe, the 

cancellations between different crossed and direct channel exchanges 

which are needed 63 for the renormalizability of the theory. The dia- 

grams involved should be the direct channel 7 and Z*, and the crossed 

channel neutrino and possible heavy lepton exchanges in Fig. 49. In 

particular, one would like to see evidence for the archetypical 3 boson 

interaction, either in the form of the vW+W- vertex which should have a 

specific value for the anomalous magnetic moment, or in the form of the 

Z"W+W- vertex itself. A useful study of the e+e- 
f- + N W reaction has 

been made by Alla, Bayer and Barras, 125 who emphasize that the gauge 

theory cancellations are important even quite close to threshold. 

Let us consider the Weinberg-Salam model, 
141 where the differential 

cross section can be written in the form 

do(e+e- -f W+W-, = Lx2 
dR ' c Mij 

32 sin4 Ew ' i,j 
(3.71) 

where the Mi, are the distinct interferences and cross sections. They 

take the forms 

M M 
vu 

= Fl@,s) YY 
= sin4 eWF2(e,s) 

:)y!yc(:] ;K‘+ 

e- W- 

Fig. 49. Diagrams contributing to 
e+e- -f we. 
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M 1 .2 = zz sin4 ew - 2 sln 'w + $ (& F2(@,s) 

MZY 
= 2 sin 

2 
ew 

1 
r - sin 2 ew 5 F2(B,s) 

s-m Z 

M = VZ sin2 Bw - i + F3@,6) 
S-Ill Z 

M = -sin2 ew F3(8,s) 
YV 

(3.72) 

where the Fi are useful kinematic combinations 

(3.73) 

The definitions of various quantities appearing in Eqs. (3.72) and (3.73) 

are 

a=-, 8=&G, L=l*1+8 
S I ( l-6 ' K2=<-f+:~cose (3.74) 

Meditation will reveal that MLVis sharply peaked forward-backward, while 

y and Z exchanges are relatively isotopic. When we integrate (3.71) over 

the solid angle R to get the total cross section we find 

o(e+e- i w+w-) = 
AS z 'ij = 5 'ij 

where corresponding to Eq. (3.72): 

0 =; 
1 

0 
"V YY 

= sin4 ew Liz 

(3.75) 

0 zz = i 
sin4 Bw - i sin2 

ew+y& ;2 1 

0 
Z-t 

= 2 + - sin2 ew sin2 
i 1 ew 2 OT2 

Z 

Yj = 
VZ 

sin2 ew-$ 
j 

sO 
s-m2 3 Z 

0 = -sin2 e 0 
YJ w 3 

with 

0 = 1 + + B2 + 4 (l-2=) + - 1 
1 

I 
1 

12.9 I 

f 12) 

(3.76) 

2 2 2 
0 = 16 - 3 37 y + 8 $ + + (1-2~1) + L(l-2a) - y (3.77) 

3a 

Getting it all together we finish up with 

cr(e+e- + w+w-) = na28 

2 sin4 ew5 I 
(1+2a+2a2) $ - 2 

L m+~“28w) [2a2 (1+3 +++ 4 
s-m Z 

+ 4 (5 si”4eW - 4 sin2 ew + 1) B’ (1+20a+12a2) 1 
48(~-rn;)~ a2 ! 

(3.78) 

In Fig. 50 we have plotted 
125 C&+e- -+ W+W-, from EC. (3.78) for some 

(rather large) values of sin2 0 w and (rather small) values of mW'. We 

see that the cross section has a rather neat peak about 40 GeV above 
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Fig. 50. The total cross section 125 for e+s- + W+W as a function of 
the centre-of-mass energy and sin2 EJW. 

threshold, of height 0(10-35) cm2 which could be observable given a 

luminosity of 1O32 cmT2 set-l, followed by a sharply falling cross sec- 

tion at higher energies which is a few times 0 pt (3.39). The diagram- 

matic caxellations are exhibited 125 in Fig. 51, and are very significant 

even quite close to threshold. Therefore we may hope to see the famous 

gauge theory cancellations even at low centre-of-mass energies v% 5 200 

GeV. The neutrino exchanges cause the W+W- angular distribution to be 

sharply peaked forward-backward even relatively close to threshold. 125 

On the other hand, it is difficult 141 to disentangle the y and 2' 

exchange effects because they i.ze required by gauge theory to have simi- 

lar structure, but even the determination of the yW+W- vertex would be an 

interesting nontrivial check oi gauge theory ideas. 

Another interesting reaction is the process e+e- + 2' + Higgs, 10 

which may be a good way of producing Higgs particles with masses above 

50 GeV, and is more background-free than the 2' + Higgs + aft- decay 

mode mentioned earlier. This reaction will be discussed in more detail 

3-l Lecture 4. 

Mention should be made of the reaction e+e- + Z ' ' 13' In the Z . 

Istandard model, this only proceeds by lepton exchange in the crossed 

channel. It is therefore less interesting than e+e- -t w+w-, since it 

does not give us a window on the 3-boson vertex. HOWeVer, the cross 

section is quite big close to threshold (see Fig. 521, quite likely 

being as large as for e+e- + W+W- around & = 200 GeV. Is this reaction 

useful for something? 

It would be nice to measure the 4-boson vertex, perhaps in the two- 

photon process e+e- + e+e-w+w- , but... . 
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4. The Funny Farm 

4.1 Introduction 

This last lecture will be concerned with various aspects of gauge 

theories which are more controversial than the topics discussed so far. 

Most of the lecture will be devoted to Higgs bosons in some form or an- 

other. As was emphasized in the introduction to Lecture 2, the renor- 

malizability of present gauge theories of the weak interactions 
2.63 

depends on the masses of particles being generatedby spontaneous sym- 

metry breaking. No fully satisfactory way has ever been found of gener- 

ating masses by some dynamical mechanism which does not invoke elemen- 

tary Higgs fields. Furthermore, all realistic spontaneously broken weak 

interaction models have at least one Higgs boson remaining in the physi- 

cal spectrum. For example, the simplest SU(2jL x U(1) Weinberg-Salam 

model has just one physical neutral Eggs boson if the symmetry is 

broken by just one I=)i multiplet, and there are additional charged and 

neutral bosons if more than one multiplet is used. It therefore seems 

very important to do experimental searches for Higgs particles. 
10 Either 

they will be found, in which case the spontaneously broken gauge theory 

picture will finally be confirmed, or if they do not exist theorists 

will have to totally rethink their ideas. Much of the lecture will. dis- 

cuss empirical and theoretical constraints on the simplest Higgs system 

in the Weinberg-%&m model, and possible ways of doing experimental 

searches for neutral Higgs particles. 

There will also be some discussion of more complicated Higgs sys- 
142 

tams, including possible charged bosons. One possible modification 

of the Higgs system which has attracted much interest recently implies 

the existence of a very light pseudoscalar Higgs boson, the axion, 
143 

which would play a role in prevrnting QCD from having a strong source of 

CP violation. In its simplest form, the axion would be very light with 

a mass < O(1) MeV, but this possibility now seems to be phenomenologically 

excluded 144,145,146 However, a more sophisticated, massive, axion 

could still exist. A search for it then becomes rather like the search 

for a neutral Higgs boson discussed earlier. 

The last parts of the lectur: will be concerned with much more 

speculative aspects of gauge theories. One possibility present in some 

gauge theories was the existelrLe of a magnetic monopole, 
147 with a mass 

O(1) TeV. The phenomenology of monopoles is rather amusing. Unfor- 

tunately, they are not present in the Weinberg-Salam model, which is 

j,lst as well since there are cosmological arguments 
148 that exclude mono- 

@es of the simplest type, as found 
147 for example in the Georgi- 

Glashow modctl. 149 The WeinLeeg-Salam may possess other types of "extended" 

structures on a scale of 1 TeV or more, but they would not be strictly 

(topologicaily) stable. These include rotating dumb-bells 
150 and vortex- 

like151 solutions of the field equations. It is not at all clear 

whether such things do exist, or if they are stable even if they do exist, 

or if they are observable even if they are stable. But their existence 

would certainly make life interesting. 

In the rest of the lectures, we have been relatively conservative 

in our theoretical models, only considering models that unify weak and 

electromagnetic interactions. However, we should clearly keep in mind 

the possibility of unifying them with strong interactions. The last 

part of this lecture will discuss this inspirational topic. 
152,153 
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focusing in particular on phenomenological tests of this grand unifica- 

tion concept. For example, the proton is generally unstable in grand 

unified theories, and may have a lifetime within a few orders of magni- 

tude of the present experimental limit of 2 x 10 30 years. 154,72 While 

not strictly speaking a weak interaction at high energies, an experi- 

ment to refine the limit on this fundamental quantity seems an encour- 

agingly offbeat note on which to finish these lectures. 

4.2 Higgs in the Weinberg-Salam Model 

As was mentioned before, gauge theories' need Higgs bosons if they 

are to incorporate masses and remain renormalizable. Indeed, it has 

been shown that from analyses 63 of the Born diagrams that Higgs particles 

must not only be present, but must have interactions with fermions, 

bosons and each other which are essentially those specified in a spon- 

taneously broken gauge theory. In the Weinberg-Salam theory one needs 

at least one 11% Higgs multiplet H 3(;;) to give masses to the fermions 

through couplings of the form 

JZH 3 FRHi fL (4.1) 

(recall that right-handed fermions are SU(2) singlets, while left-handed 

fermions are SIJ(2) doublets'). As emphasized in Lecture 2, the apparent 

successZ5' 78 of the neutral current rate predictions resulting from the 

relation (2.20) strongly suggests that the vector bosons also get most 

of their masses from I=$ Higgs. We are therefore led to contemplate 

spontaneous symmetry breaking by I=% Higgs alone, and the simplest pos- 

sibility is to use just one multiplet. In this case the Higgs system 

has just 4 degrees of freedom 

HI 
5 

When the neutral Higgs acquires a vacuum expectation value v: 

Ho = i (v+H+& 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

from the minimum (Fig. 53(a)) of a Higgs potential of the form 

v(H) = u2 H+H + ~(H+H)~ 2 : v <o 
(4.4) 

A>0 

3 of the Higgs degrees of freedom (4.2), namely H+, Ii- and %, are eaten 

by the W+, W- and Z" respectively to become their longitudinal polariza- 

tion states, while one degree of freedom H is left .ver PS a physical, 

neutral Higgs particle. 10 The magnitude of v reflects the masses of the 

vector bosons: 

2 1 
V =- 

f5 c 
(4.5) 

with 

++!T, 4 = !z2v2 
4 cos2 ew 

(4.6) 

where g is the non-Abe>ian SU(2.) semiweak coupling constant. The W+W-H 

and Z"ZoH couplings are fixed to be large: 

On the other hand, the fiH couplings are generally small 

gH 3 (Ho+") Tf gffH 

implying that 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) mf = (+ G')m, 'fFH = ; 
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which is small as long as mf is in the range of presently known fermion 

masses. Some ot the implications of fermions with very large masses 91,92 

were discussed in section 2.2. 

The parameters of the potential (4.4) are simply related to the 

value of v: 

hv2 = -u (4.10) 

and the resulting physical Higgs mass is 

4 - -2p2 (4.11) 

It is apparent that none of the formulae (4.4 to 4.11) give us any way 

of fixing %, which is a priori totally unknown. Is it O(mf) << %? or 

O(u$ like other bosons? or >> "w? 

There are some theoretical considerations on the Higgs boson mass 

which come from considering radiative corrections 154 to the Higgs poten- 

tial (4.4). Effectively, they give a lower bound to the interaction 

term, which by an analogue of Eq. (4.10) for the simple interaction 

gives in turn a lower bound 155 on the Higgs mass. The extra potential 

term has the form 

AVl(l$ = w-!.- 
64n2v4 

(4.12) 

and demanding that the gauge symmetry break spontaneously to the minimum 

value of the combined potential (4.4). (4.12) as in Fig. 53(b) yields the 

bound: 

“(5) V(H) V(F) 
u-+4 a, 4, 
B-78 ( 0 1 (b) (cl 3.62A53 

Fig. 53. The Higgs potential (a) in tree approximation, 
with radiative corrections and the Universe in 
(b) a stable vacuum, and Cc) an unstable vacuum. 

(4.13) . 
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where we have neglected the fermion contribution in Eqs. (4.12 and 4.13) 

implying 

2 
%k 

3a2(2 + xc4 0,) 

16fiG sin4 Clw 
(4.14) 

which for sin 
2 BW % 0.20 is 

"H 2 7.1 GeV (4.15) 

This bound is interestingly nontrivial, but some cautionary remarks 

should be made. The first is that the bound disappears lo if there is any 

fermion with mass O(s), because the fermions contribute to (4.13) with a 

minus sign. The second comment is that it is not strictly necessary that 

the Universe must lie in the lowest possible vacuum. 
156 If one allows for 

the Universe to have chosen a nominimal value of the Higgs potential as 

in Fig. 53(c). and demands only that the lifetime for quantum-mechanical 

tunnelling to the lowest vacuum be greater than the age of the Universe 

%lOlO y.?=+*. the bound (4.15) is greatly relaxed, VT7 to 

% 
> 260 MeV (4.16) 

for sin2 BW = 0.33, somewhat higher for sin2 Bw % 0.20. However, it has 

been argued 
157 that the nonminimal vacuum could only be chosen and the 

bound (4.16) attained only if the early Universe initially had enormous 

lepton number L & 108B. If there were no such large asymmetry, one would 

recover a bound of the same order as (4.14). It therefore seems that 

observation of a low-mass Higgs boson with a mass in the range between 

(4.16) and (4.15) would be cosmologically fascinating! Before leaving 

the subject of the radiative correction bound (4.13), it should be em- 

phasized that if there are more than one 113 Higgs mu!tiplet, while the 

bound (4.13) would apply to one of the neutral Higgs particles, some of 

the others could have lower masses. 158 

In view of the above remarks, it seems reasonable to ask for empir- 

ical constraints on the existence of low-mass Higga bosons. The most 

substantial phenomenological bounds are 3 independent arguments 10 that 

s > 0 (15 to 20) MeV. One is the absence of light scalir Higgs bosons 

produced in O+ + O+ nuclear transitions, which exclude m8 < 18 MeV. 

Another is the absence of Higgs exchange effects in matron-nucleus scat- 

tering. which suggest that s is probably >13 MeV. The third is muonic 

atom X-rays, which at one time showed anomalies whicn could be explained 

by the effects of exchanging a Higgs with mass 0 (10-20) Me!!, but which 

have now become complet.~ly canonical. 

The three empirical ;o,rstrain':s above all cant. fran nuclear physics, 

and reflect characteristic nuclear energy scales. On.? might expect some more 

stringent restrictions rn the mass of the Higgs to come from high energy 

physics, but this does not seem to be the case. The closest high energy 

physics comes seems to be in K decay, where the branching ratio 

B(K+ + n+ + H) ?r 0(10-7) (4.17) 

was estimated" for s = O(mr), and there is an experimental upper limit 

B(K+ + n+ + H) B(H -+ e+e-) < 0.4 * 10 -7 (4.18) 

for 140 MeV < s < 340 MeV. Only Higgs particles in the mass range Up 

to 210 MeV are expected to have a substantial (1 10%) branching ratio 

into e+e- (see the next section), but it seem that the bound (4.18) IS 

not even sufficient to rule out 140 MeV c F G q: 2m 
LJ' 
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There are some theoretical arguments 140,159,160 against the exist- 

ence of a very heavy Higgs boson which, while not rigorously excluding 

the possibility, emphasize the problems involved. As in the case of 

massive fermions discussed in section 2.2, the point is that Higgs par- 

ticles become strongly interacting if they are very massive, as is seen 

immediately from Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11). Veltman14' in particular has 

suggested that the Higgs mass should be less than the value which makes 

perturbation theory break down. This would require 

(4.19) 

or m $ 300 GeV. Lee, Quigg and Thacker 160 have done a detailed partial 

wave analysis for WW, ZZ and HH scattering and conclude that partial wave 

unitarity is violated by the Born diagrams unless 

$$,e% 1 (TeV)2 

If the Higgs mass tried to exceed this value, presumably perturbation 

theory would not be applicable, but probably some sort of complicated 

bound state would drop out on a mass scale $1 TeV. One might expect that 

the strong interactions of the Higgs particles would have some dramatic 

lower energy manifestations. Unfortunately, no example of this has yet 

been found, because the Higgs effects are always shielded by the rela- 

tively small fFH or WWH couplings. 

In view of all these inconclusive remarks about the mass of the 

Higgs boson, even in the relatively tightly constrained Weinberg-Salam 

model, it behooves us to consider almost any possible mass, and look for 

the Higgs in many different places. We therefore turn to possible future 

experimental probes. 

4.3 Hipgs Phenomenology 

4.3.1 Decays 

Before discussing experiments to find a Higgs boson, perhaps we 

should first think about what we should look for. 10 The decay modes of 

relatively light Higgs are sir.@ to deduce from Eq. (4.9). In general, 

the favoured decay mode for a Higgs with mass <2mW will be into the 

heaviest available fermlon pair as in Fig. 54(a): 

r(H + f7) % (4.21) 

Thus cc decays should dominate H decays in the mass range 4 GeV < mB 

c 10 GeV, with ?+T- decays svppressed by a colour factor of 3. Between 

the top and bottom thresholds, bi decays should dominate by a factor of 

O(l0) compared with cc decays, and so on. The situation is less clear 

tar light Higgs particles, because the quark-parton model cannot be used 

to zs':imate the hadronic decays. But estimates support the naive guess 

that strange particles will dominate H decays in the mass range of 1 to 

'r GeV, while ns final states should dominate for 2m,, < % < 1 GeV, and 

p'p- decays for 2mp < mH < 2m . Higgs masses below the U+N- threshold ll 

may be some+a- academic in view of the remarks of section 4.3, but it 

is possible that H + yy through virtual fermion and boson loops as in 

Fig. 54(b) could be important for mH 2 30 MeV, with H -f e+e- otherwise 

dominating when mH > 2m,. A compendium 10 of likely Higgs branching modes 

160 
for 1 MeV < mH < 100 GeV id shown in Fig. 55. Heavy Higgs bosons would 
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decay into W+W- or Z"Zo pairs: 

r(H -+ w+w-, 
% 

= 

rol + ZOZO) 

?I 

(4.22) 

where x I 4+4 or 4m;/4 respectively. 

The lifetimes for Higgs particles which result from these available 

decay modes are portrayed 10 in Fig. 56, becoming unobservably short 

lo-l5 set > T H > 10e21 set for 2m1, < % < 100 GeV. The dominant boson 

pair decays (4.22) of heavier Higgs bosons push up their decay rates to 

become comparable with their masses when % ?I 1 TeV. This corresponds 

to the strong interaction "bound" (4.20). 

4.3.2 Production 

We now run through a selection of possible Higgs production mech- 

anisms. 

Vector meson + H+r 

The radiative decajr (Fig. 57) of a heavy qi vector meson, say T(bb) 

or the forthcoming toponium tt into a Higgs particle has a substantial 
161 

branching ratio: 

(4.23) 

where F(III$II$) is a known function162 which is quite well approximated 

by 

r(sec) 

! 

!L-- 
IO IO’ 5 

e+e- i 
fh 

‘. L- 
Threshold 

-,lr+lr- u+u- New Particle 
sholds Threshold Threshold 

8-7, HIGGS BOSON MASS (MeV) I.bl.% 

Fig. 56. The??iggs boson lifetimelO as a function of its mass. 

(4.24) 
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For % Q, & the formulae (4.23, 4.24) yield 

Fig. 57. The decay V + H+y. 

10 -3 
r(v + H+y) 3 x for T 

r(v + U+U-) 
% 

i 3 x 10 -2 for tt if mt = 15 GeV 

Putting in the expected branching ratios 

B(T -, v+u-) 4 3% , B(tf + p+p-) Q 8% 

we find the final branching ratios 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

1O-4 for T 
B(V + H+y) S 

2 x 10 -3 for tt if mt = 15 GeV 
(4.27) 

These branching ratios (4.27) are quite promising, and suggest that the 

decay V + H+v may be a good way of looking for Higv bosons with masses 

up to the es yet unknown mass of the t'E bound state. 

Z -f H + Il+e- 

This can proceed through the diagram shown in Fig. 58, where the 

U'U- pair are produced by a virtual Z, and the relatively large Z"ZoH 

coupling (4.7) is being exploited to get a reasonebre branching ratio. 

Bjorken 122 has calcula'.ed the decay rate 

1 t. - 
dr(f-tHu P ) = a 

r (z” + p+p-) 
dx 4sin2bW cos2ew 

where x P 2E /m H Z' In Fig. 59 is shown r(Zo+Hp+LJ-) as a function of mg 

for sin2 t$ = l/3. 
r(z” + P+v-) 

We see that the relative decay rate is 13 x 10 -5 for 

"H '< 40 GeV. Taking the branching ratio for Z" 
+- 

+!JlJ to be 3% gives a 
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Fig. 58. The decay Z" + H + v+p-. 
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10-6 

I o--? 
0 IO 20 30 40 50 60 70 

mH (GeV) ,011 &,I 

Fig. 59. me rate rW + Hv+p-)/rW + ~+p-) as a function 0f %. 122 
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total branching ratio 

B(Z' -L Hil+ii-) > 10 -6 

+- (4.29) 
or He e 

for "H c 40 GeV. This should be accessible if one really can do experi- 

ments with O(10') Z" decays, as seemed possible (section 3.5) with a Z" 

factory. 

Another decay which may yield Higgs et a rate comparable to (4.29) 

is Z 0 
+ H+y, which would proceed via virtual fermion &ad W' loops. An 

order of magnitude calculation suggests that B(Z' + H+v) 4 10 -6 also. 

Fig. 60. The process e+e-+ZO*+ZO+H. 

I IO too 

MH (GeV) 3162A61 

Fig. 61. Calculationsl64 of o(e+e- + Z"+H)/o 
for different values of &, mH and 

Pt 

sin2 Bw. 

+- 
ee -t Z'+H 

This is the complement of the Z" + H+ucu- reaction. Again one uses 

the large Z'Z'H coupling (4.7) to bremsstrahl a Hiygs. The only differ- 

ence is that the process is now Z * + Z+H instead of Z + Z*+H as in Fig. 

60. The cross section is 163 

+- o(e e + Z'+H) = 
(l-4sin2eW T 8sin4 0,) 

zin20W(1--sin28W)2 
(4.30) 

where K is the centre-of-mass momentum of the Z" or H. 

The cross section for e+e- + Z'+H relative to the QED o(e+e- + u+p-) E LJ 
et 

(3.39) is plotted 164 m Fig. 61 for a range of centre-of-mass energies 

~6, and values of "k- The "error bars" on the theoretical curves repre- 

sent the uncertainty in varying sin2 ew from 0.22 to 0.29. We see that 

et & 4 200 GeV even a Higgs of mass close to 100 GeV could be produced 

with a c&s section 210 -37 cm2 
, corresponding to 1 event/day at a lumi- 

nosity of 1O32 cmv2 xc-'. Furthermore, the event will be relatively 

"clean" and easy to pick out using a Z') trigger. 
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pp -f H+x 

Three possible Higgs production mechanisms have been proposed for 

high energy hadron-hadron collisions. First there is a simple pp + H+X, 

where the dominant production mechanism is probably vie gluon-gluon col- 

lisions,165 and the Higgs-GG coupling is estimated using virtual quark 

loops. 161 Calculations (see Fig. 62) indicate that 

-35 o(pp + H+X) I 10 aa2 for % < 30 GeV, 

t& > 400 GeV (4.31) 

depending somewhat how many quarks are put into the loops. This cross 

section certainly yields a sizeable event rate at a machine like Isabelle. 

Unfortunately, it is difficult to think of a signature which would enable 

the Higgs events to be separated from the less interesting events. One 

possible way of solving this problem is to look for pp -+ Q+&H+X. where 

Q is some heavy quark, and the Higgs is bremsstrahled from the heavy 

quark line. A naive order of magnitude estimate 
166 suggests that the 

cross section for pp + b+i+H+X might be comparabie to (4.31), end the 

presence of heavy quark particles in the final state might serve as a 

useful signature. A still better signature would come from the reac- 

tion16’,164 pp (or pp) + 2 or Z'+H+X. Calculations164 (see Fig. 63) 

indicate that 

(-) 
o(p p -f $ or Z" +H+X) y 1o-4 

f-) 
o(pp+$ orZO+X) 

(4.32) 

for mH % 30 GeV and pp collisions et & = 800 GeV or pp collisions et 

& = 540 GeV. The cross section (4.33) might well be accessible at 

Isabelle, and the W' or Z" could provide a signature through decay leptons. 

fZ4 6= 400 GeV 

fi?l &= 60 GeV 

m fi = 27.4 Ge” 

I( 

z 
3 100 

0 
:: 

bx ‘on 30 

IO 

I 3 Id 30 70 

MH (GeV) 3462A61 

Fig. 62. Calculations165 of pp + H+X es functions 
of mH and &. 
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b 
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,& (GeV) 3,61Adl 

Fig. 63. Calculations164 of pp or pp + Wf: or Z" +H+X as functions of 
~p41 at & = 800 GeV. 1n (a) the solid/dashed/dot-dashed lines 
refer to o(W++H)/o(wt), o(W+H)/o(W) and o(Z+H)/o(Z) respec- 
tively; in (b) the solid/dashed lines refer to o(W'+H)/c(W') 
and o(Z+H)/o(Z) respectively. 

In this reaction the dominant diagram is likely to be that where the 

Higgs is bremsstrahled from the exchanged W line 
10,168 as in Fig. 64. 

For light Higgs and neutrino energies which are not So large that ? 

propagator effect5 are important, 

o(v+N -f p+H+X) %3X10 -8 
o(v+N + p+X) x E"(GeV) (4.33) 

The cross section ratio (4.34) is probably too low to be usable, given 

the absence of a distinctive Higgs decay signature. TF- same remarks 

apply to high energy ep colliding rings, 
101 where the Higgs cross section 

is plausibly C1(10-~') cm2, compared with a possible luminosity of 

O(1035 cm -2 see-l. 

To summarize the above discussion, it Seems that the most prOmiSing 

Sources of the basic neutral Weinberg-Salam Higgs boson may be (in order 

of increasing s): T decays, toponium decays, Z" decays, e'e- + Z'+H, 

with pp + W' or Z" + H as the least unpromising alternstive to e+S- 

colliding beam experiments. 

4.4 More Complicated s$gs Systerls 

4.4.1 Charged Higgs particles --- 

If the Weinberg-Salam model is modified very slightly to include 

"ore than one I=% Higgs multiplet, then 'only one combination of the 

charged Higgs fields ($T,$:,...) can be eaten by the W+, and the remain- 

ing combination or combinations will show up as physical charged SC~LWS. 

There is considerable freedom to adjust parameters, but one would expect 

a general correlation of the Higgs couplings with the "asses of the 

fermions. Thus important decays of H+ might be16' H+ -+ *+v T' 
cs, ti;, 

etc., depending on the mass of the H+. An invariant "SSS peak in S 
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Fig. 64. The dominant diagramlo 
for vf-N -+ I.I-+H+X. 

combination (DK)+ would be interesting! The cross section for producing 

H+H- pairs in e+e- collisions is just 

o(e+e- + Y* -t H+H-, =+ 

opt 
(4.34) 

Such a charged Higgs would therefore not have a big threshold in e+e- 

collisions. However, if the H' were sufficiently massive, H+H- events 

would probably have high sphericity and acoplanarity close to threshold, 

and the sort of sphericity scan advocated in Lecture 2 for finding heavy 

quarks would also find an H+H- threshold. The H+H- threshold would then 

be distinguished by its pointlike structureless nature and the absence 

of resonances below threshol'. If mt (or mb) and mH+ are in the right 

relationship, decays like t + H++b or b + H-+c become kinematically 

accessible.170 Bearing in mind the expected generic correlation of H+ 

couplings with quark mass, one might expect 

(4.35) 

'or a heavy quark Q to decay into H+ and a lighter quark q. In the caee 

of Q=b a(generalized) Cabibbo angle factor might be present, so that 

r(b + H++c, % 10 -' (sin2 0) GeV 

% 1 keV ? (4.36) 

This decay rate would certainly dominate conventional weak decays of b: 

- 171 
it would even be a significant decay mode of T = bb, giving final 

states T + H+BEX! It should soon be possible to exclude such decays at 

the level of a branching O(l)%, which would militate against an H+ with 

mass < 2 GeV, and similar searches could be made in the decays of mesons 
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made of heavier quarks. One can easily add decays like Ho or 2' + H+H- 

to the list of possible places to look, but these are somewhat more dis- 

tant prospects. 

4.4.2 The axion 

The axion143 IS a special type of neutral Higgs particle which was 

proposed as a way of solving certain problems concerning CP violation in 

QCD. 142,172 These are that when nonperturbative topological aspects of 

QCD are taken to account, it turns out that there may be an extra term 

cPe I -+ E Fa Fa 
32n WJPO w PO (4.37) 

to be included in the QCD Lagrangian with 9 an a priori unknown parameter. 

You can see from the form of g8 (4.32) that it has C even and P odd, and 

hence violates CP. In the real world, CP violation due to the strong 

interactions is extremely small. The best limit on it comes from the 

neutron electric dipole moment f , which is known experimentally 27 to be 

D -24 
e ;3x10 cm (4.38) 

This quantity violates CP and would be proportional to 9 if it were non- 

zero but small. One calculation 173 gives 

94x10 -16 e cm 

so allowing for uncertainties in the theoretical calculation, 0 must 

be < 1Qm8. It would be nice to ensure that 8=0 automatically. This 

could be done142 by giving the world's Lagrangian an extra U(1) symmetry 

with an associated current Jz. Similar anomalies to the ones we dis- 

cussed in Lectures 1 and 2 cause the divergence of this current to be 

ncmzera : 

2FIJE - %w F= F= 
16*2 !Jv PO (4.40) 

By making a chiral transformation of the Js type, one changes the 

Lagrangian by an amount proportional to a"J: (4.40), and so may remove 

any possible term 2, (4.37) from the QCD Lagrangian. The next problem 

is to find a way of giving the Lagrangian this U(1) symmetry. One way 

would be if one of t'x quarks--probably the u quark--had zero mass. But 

this hypothesis, while not completely excluded, looks to be in bad shape 

when one looks at meson and baryon mass differences. 174 An alternative 

way of getting a U(1) s)mrmetry is to introduce a pseudoscalar boson 

which is essentially massless. This can be done by extending the sim- 

plest Weinberg-Salam model to two or more Higgs multiplets, and restrict- 

ing their interactions so that the combined QCD-modified Weinberg-Salam 

theory has the requisit- ‘l(1) symmetry. The low 1oas.s pseudoscalar boson 

introduced in this waY is the axion (a). 143 Its mass is not strictly 

zero because of stso?g interaction syrmwtry breaking effects, which cause 

its mass to be generically of order 

2 m a =$X11 (4.41) 

where p is some typical strong interaction scale--0(300) MeV?--so that 

one might expect ma = 0(102'1) keV. Being a Higgs particle, one would 

expect the couplings gaff to be 0 gmf/% , 
( 1 

as for the basic Higgs boson 

(4.9). . 

To proceed further, we will turn to the simplest axion model, 143 

which has just two I=% Higgs multiplets. The theory is then characterized 
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by a free parameter 

where in order to get the ? mass correct 

(4.42) 

2 1 v1 + "; = - (4.43) 
JiFG 

which should be compared with the single Higgs formula (4.5). In this 

model, the coupling to heavy quarks has a form analogous to (4.8): 

tan a+mbEY5b cot ca + . . . 
I 

+ mtty5t tan a + . . . (4.44) 

On the other hand, the axion coupling to light quark systems goes pre- 

dominantly through mixing with the ?l” and n which have the same quantum 

numbers (C=+l, P=-1) as the axion. The mixing is specified by parameters 

tan CL - pg-jcota] 
(4.45) 

1 

where 5 : 2-=14 G112fn % 1.9 X 10v4, and the axion mass in this simplest 

model is approximately 

fxm, f II 21/4 GU2 

% % 
Ab"+m,) sin 2.x 

%- 23 ' f keV 
sin 2ci 

(4.46) 

where f is the number of quark flavours, as usual. The simplest axion 

described by the formulae (4.42) to (4.46) would presumably be lighter 

than 2me and so decay mainly into 2y with a lifetime > 10 -4 
sec. The 

mixings (4.45) would allow the axion to be produced at rates O(10W7) of 

ll" or 17 production in any hadronic process. The couplings (4.44) ensure 

its production in heavy vector meson decays 143,161 v -f a+y at a rate 

tan2 a (or cot2 a) times the V p H* rate (4.23). 

Can the axion exist? Probably cot in the simplest form discussed 

above, but this is not totally excluded. Evidence against it comes from 

several sources. 

&m dump experiments 

In experiments 175,176 at CERN, a proton beam has been dumped into 

a hadron target which absorbed hadronic secondaries before most of them 

decayed, and searches were maue for t'.vents in neutrino experiment detec- 

tom downstream which could have beer.. generated by neutral penetrating 

particles such as neutrinos or the axion as in Fig. 65. Axion-induced 

events would have shown up as .Ip?arent neutral current events with small 

m:.ssjng pT in the hadronic final stnte. It has been estimated 144 that 

(4.47) 

*nplyinz a product of axion production and interaction cross sections 

o(p+p f d+X)o(a+p + X) % (S;+$;)(tf+$;) x 2 x 1o-31 ml4 

L9XlO cm4 -66 (4.48) 

where the lower bound comes from the fact that 5, (4.45) canno; be switched 

off, even though E,can be zero for uncooperative values of md/mu and tan a. 

Various experimental limits on axion production in the CERN beam dmp 

experiments 175,176 are o(10-67) .n14, indicating that the bound (4.48) is 

violated by about two orders of magnitude, 145 so that an axion with 
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Fig. 65. A schematic sketch of a beam 
dump experiment. 

mass f 2 MeV cannot exist. ,146 
An analysis has also been made of a SLAC 

beam dump experiment which also finds an upper limit of an z&on-induced 

events about two orders of magnitude less than would have been expected 

in the simple model discussed above. 

Reactor neutrino experiments 

Axions could show up in these experiments by being produced in 

nuclear transitions and then decaying into yy, or undergoing Compton 

scattering a+e -t y+e, or by causing deuteron disintegratton a+d + n+p. 143 

Unfortunately, theoretical estimates of axion production rates by nuclei 

are rather unreliable. Nevertheless, it has been conservatively 146 

estimated that 

N a-+2y = lO'k?z%) 

axion -t yy decays should have been seen per day, compared with an exper- 

imental limit of (-16'3 i 260) Y events/day. Also 

6 lo3 
a+e n(+e s - tall2 a 

(4.50) 

would have been expecLed. The atuteron disintegration rate is naively 

calculated to be 0(103) larger than the experimental limit, though this 

calculation is partilularl7 sensi:ive to unreliable details of nuclear 

calculations. Despite the uncertainties 143,146 in the nuclear calcula- 

tions, it seems .ikely that reactor neutrino experiments also rule out 

the simplest form of axion. 

Cosmology and astrophysics 

The dest restriction on the axion from these sources comes from 

considerations on the evolution of red giant stars. It is apparently 177 

required that ma > 200 keV, but this is not inconsistent with the mass 

estimate (4.46). 



We believe :hat this decay rate should be comparable with that esti- 

mated101'178 for K' -+ .'+H % O(10T7) (4.17). The relevant experimental 

limit is that on K+ + r+v; < 6 x 10e7. We conclude that K decays do not 

yet exclude the axion's existence. 

The preponderance of the above evidence is against the existence of 

an axion in the simple form given by Eqs. (4.42) to (4.46). However, 

the existence of an axion cannot be totally excluded. 179 For example, 

the parameter a (4.42) could be very small for some reason which may 

seem unnatural in the context of this model, but might be made to look 

less unreasonable in a more complicated model with more Higgs multiplets 

and/or vector bosons. 179 When ca is sufficiently small the axion decays 

mainly into e+e-, which it does too quickly to show up in beam dump or 

reactor experiments. Its phenomenology would then resemble that of the 

very light Higgs bosons discussed in sections 4.2 and 4.3, with the 

exception that being a pseudoscalar, the various nuclear constraints 

that ?I 
> (15 to 20) MeV would not apply to the axion. 

What if there is no axion? No other totally satisfactory method of 

ensuring 8=0 has yet been proposed. Even if 13=0 for the strong interac- 

tions alone, the possibility exists that it may be renormalized by the 

weak interactions and become unacceptably large. In the simplest 

Weinberg-Salam model with one Hlggs multiplet. if one sets 8=0 for the 

strong interactions, the renormalization of f3 due the CP violation in the 

weak interactions generated by the Kobayashi-Maskawe model (2.39) is 
180 

zero in O(a), but nonzero and O(10 -y in O(a2). There is another popular 

model of CP violation which uses multiple Higgs multiplets, 103 which 

has a larger renormalization of 6 than allowed by experiment (4.38). 

There is181 another multi-Higgs model with 0 renormalization which is 

finite and O(10 -6 to 10S7), wbLch is on the outskirts of phenomenologi- 

cal acceptability. 180 It seems that the problem of CP violation in QCD 

and weak electromagnetic gauge theories is still very little understood, 

and in particular we lack any good reason why e should be zero or small 

before weak renormalization. 

4.5 Monopoles, etc. 

We are now at the stage of the lectures where fantasy begins to take 

over, and we examine some more ?pe:ulative possibilities suggested by 

g:'Jge theories. In this section we would look into the possible existence 

rf heavy particles arising frcn extended solutions of the non-Abelian 

field equations. The first e::auple will be the monopole, 147 which is a 

:,ort of topological knot tied in the Higgs system of a spontaneously 

b-oken gauge theory. So far (cf. Eq. (4.5)) we have always discussed 

situations where the Higgs vacuum expectation value was independent of x 

IS in Fig. 66(a): 

<OIHO(X) lo> = " (4.51) 

but it could happen that <OIH"(x)jO> was x-dependent as illustrated in 

Fig. 66(b). This could happen if there were an isotriplet of Higgs 

particles: 

<OIHi(x)IO>+ v j$ 
( 1 

(4.52) 
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Fig. 66. The spontaneous symmetry breaking 
Higgs vacuum expectation value 
(a) independent of x as usual, and 
(b) in the presence-of a monopole. 

as 1x1 + - in all 3-space directions. Solutions like (4.52) exist in 

some gauge theories like the (phenomenologically defunct) Georgi-Glashow 

model,152 but not in the Weinberg-Salam model with its I.=$ Higgs multi- 

plets. 

Nothing daunted, the generic properties of su,h monopoles are that 

they have masses 

(4.53) 

Their couplings to weak and electromagnetic fields are characteristically 

strong: 

$ = o(i) (4.54) 

and they presumably interact strongly with each Dther. Monbpoles are 

guaranteed by their topological properties to be a'xmlutely stable. 

Above the threshold 2mM , one would expect monopo'.es to be produced in 

pairs as in Fig. 67(a), bat not by a single photon. The pair production 

cross section should be C(1) because of the strong coupling (4.54). The 

monopole pair could als:, annihilate into many photons and,'or vector 

bosons as in Fig. 67(b). Ihis process might be particularly important 

close to threshold, and have a Loatic signature in the form of very 

large y showers. The motion of a monopole in a magnetic field is char- 

acteristically bizarre--its momentum tends to align itself parallel to 

any magnetic field as in Fig. 67(c). It should also be remembered that 

the monopole would find it very easy to lose energy by radiating photons 

(and W's and Z's) 101 as in Fig. 67(d). 

can monopoles exist? No one has ever been able to confirm &zing 

one. If one accepts the st?ndard big-bang cosmology for the early 
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(b) 

Fig. 67. Monopoles (a) being produced, (b) annihilating to give 
many y's, (c) aligning parallel to a magnetic field, and 
(d) losing energy by radiation. 

Universe, one can estimate 148 the density of monopoles which should have 

been formed then. The calculation of the monopole density today depends 

on how one believes the production model and estimates of the probability 

of mutual annihilation of the primordial monopoles. But it seems that 

monopoles with the propertie,:, (4.53, 4.54) should probably have been 

0(106) more abundant than the experimental upper limit. But surely some- 

one can come up with a theory containing more massive monopoles which 

would be cosmologically rarer and hence acceptable. 

It was mentioned above that the Weinberg-Salam model does not have 

monopoles. Does it have any other sort of extended, heavy object? It 

has been proposed 150 that ther- may be quasi-stable string-like objects 

which somewhat resemble dumb-%Ls with a sort of monopole at each end 

.IS in Fig. 68(a). These would form Regge trajectories with an intercept 

and Regge slope of order 1 T$:V'. High spin "particles" on the leading 

traiectov--corresponding to rapidly rotating dumb-bells--would possibly 

be somewhat stable because 04 the angular momentum barrier. HOweVer, 

these objects would not be guaranteed stable by any topological conser- 

vation law, and their lifetimes are difficult to estimate. If these 

rtring-like solutions exist, so probably do other string configurations 

such as closed loops 151 which loosely resemble smoke rings or vortices 

as in Fig. 68(b). They would also have Regge trajectories, which would 

correspond to the Pomeron in normal Regge lore, and also have a mass- 

scale O(1 TN). 

Unfortunately, it is not clear whether these string-like objects 

really exist in the Weinberg-Salam model, and if so how stable they are. 

Even if they do exist and are stable, it is not clear what their 
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production cross section is, except that it is probably very small. 

They are in some sense coherent extended field configxations containing 

O(-k) vector bosons, and the overlap with the O(1) vectur boson state 

produced, say, by e+e- collisions is probably very small. 

The prospects for finding anything like a monopole in presently 

conceivable weak Interaction experiments seem rather dim. However, the 

subject is still rather uncertain, and it is hoped that these remarks 

may stimulate more serious theoretical thoughts, becap? objects of this 

type would be very interesting if they exist. 

4.6 Grand Unification Phenomenology 

Up till now, we have been treating the strong and weak electromag- 

netic interactions rather separately. With the exception of the discus- 

sion of CP violation ani the axion, which was not brilliantly successful, 

we have not really addxssed the theoretical interrelationship between 

the different interactions. IIowecer , since we rauher amplacently 

believe we have found the correct theory of the strxg interactions, 

namely QCD, 4 and think we are on Lhe track of the right spontaneously 

broken gauge theory of the weak interactions'--very possibly the Weinberg- 

Salam model"--it is clearly high time to speculate on the next phase of 

unification.152'153 In the proce-,s of this grand unification, we may 

hope first to fim certain consistency conditions that must be imposed 

on the individual strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions before 

they can be unified. We may also hope to predict dramatic new types of 

interact&<, such as those violating baryon and lepton number and 

causing the proton to decay. 

8-78 (0) (b) 3461A68 

Fig. 68. Illustrations of possible extended objects in the 
Weinberg-Salam model: 
(b) a flux 100p.l~~ 

(a) a dumb-bell,150 and 
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Let us consider the type 152 
of theory where a large group G is 

postulated whic.1 has a unique coupling constant, and which is broken 

somehow into component parts 

G -t SU(3) x SU(2)L x U(1) x ? (4.55) 

for the different interactions. Clearly the grand unification syrmnetry 152 

must be considerably broken, because the observed strong and weak coupling 

strengths are very different. However. after Lecture 1 and Eq. (1.14) 

we are used to the idea that coupling strengths depend on the scale at 

which they are measured. We believe that the strong interactions get 

weak at high momenta, so perhaps it is not 182 inconceivable that the 

strong and weak/electromagnetic coupling strengths may come together at 

some sufficiently high Q2 as in Fig. 69(a). In the Weinberg-Salam model 

the SU(2)L and U(1) couplings g and g' are independent, and the ratio 

sin' tlw= g 
r2 

k2+grZ) 
(4.56) 

is a number to be determined by experiment. A symmetry group G would 

make a prediction for g'/g' 2 , and hence for sin' Bw. In the same way 

as the ratio a*/(~, the ratio g'/g" will be renormalized 182 if the G 

symmetry is only exact at very high momenta. 

The simplest grand unification model is the SU(5) model of Georgi 

and Glashow,15' which breaks down into exactly QCD X Weinberg-Salam. 

Simple application of the QCD evolution formula (1.14) for as(Q2) shows 

that it will be O(a) only at very high Q2. In fact, the best estimate 

of the momentum at which grand unification takes place in SU(5) is72'183 . 

mGUM = 0(1015 to 1016) GeV (4.57) 

a(a2) Ink+) 
[u&;(5, 1 M/l?y; 

Mq=Mp 
J I --Q 
IO lOi (CeV) 10 lOi 2”) 

8-78 (a) (b) 3461A70 

Fig. 69. Qualitative sketches (a) of the 
present greatly different weak 
and strong coupling constants be- 
coming unified at very high ener- 
gies. and (b) of quark and lepton 
masses which are equal when meas- 
ured on the grand unification 
mass scale becoming different at 
low Q2. 
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Using this value, one can estimate the renormalization of sin2 BW, which 

is 318 in the symmetry limit, to 72 

sin2 BW % 0.20 (4.58) 

which is not in disagreement with the latest experiments. It is char- 

acteristic of grand unification models that they put quarks and leptons 

into the same multiplet of the grand unification symmetry group G. For 

example in SLl(5)'52 there are multiplets 

(pgi,; e-,QL; GR,sy'sB; L'VJL; (E;,,S,,6,; i,v$, (4.59) 

which put meat on the often-discussed concept of quark-lepton universal- 

ity that was discussed in section 2.2. Because of the large syumetry- 

breaking (4.57) inherent to this type of model, the quark-lepton sym- 

metry will not be exact. But analogously to (4.58). the renormalizations 

of symmetry predictions may sometimes be calculable. Possible examples 

are quark and lepton masses. 71,72 The simplest SU(5) representation of 

Higgs fields which can provide fermion masses is 5 dimensional, and it 

reduces to the usual I=% doublet of Weinberg-Salam. The multiplet 

assignments (4.59) imply that in the symmetry limit 

md=lne; lns=mu; %=mT (4.60) 

Just as as(Q2) > a at present Q2, so we also find that (4.60) gets renor- 

realized to give mq > mQ as in Fig. 69(b). In fact one finds, "sing mll 

and mT as inputs, that72,184 

m s % 0.5 G&J, y, s (5 to 54) GeV (4.61) 

where these masses are to be interpreted as approximately the masses of 

the lightest strange or bottom pseudoscalars respectively. (It is not 

possible to calculate md very reliably, but it does seem to be too small 

by comparison with the usual current algebra estimates of md/ms.) The 

predictions (4.58) and (4.61) of the Su(5) model are quite encouraging: it 

is unfortunate that in this model the masses of the charge 2/3 quarks 

cannot be calculated, so that there is no prediction for mt. It should 

be mentioned that while the calculation of sin2 9W 1,4.58) is insensitive 

to the number of quark flavours, the quark mass calculations (4.61) 

depend crucially 72,184 on the number of quarks, and increase substan- 

tially if there are 8 or more quarks. 

In view of the failure of this simplest type of grand ucified model 

to have totally disastrous phenomenology. it is rearc.lable to continue 

speculating and think about baryon number-violating fxces. 182 There is 

nothing sacred about baryon number conservation: it. is believed to be 

violated by black holes '85 and by nonperturbative weak effects. 186 

Baryon number is almos.. always violated in grand unified models. Indeed 

we see from the multiplet . tructuze (4.59) that gauge bosons changing 

quarks into leptons must be present in the SU(5) moiel. 152 When the mul- 

tiplets involving chap.2 2/.' qua&-, are added to (4.59), one finds transi- 

tions of the general form q+q + r?+s (Fig. 70) which are described by an 

effective low-energy four-fermi interaction (a,B,y are colour indices, 

"L = $(l-Y5)", etc.): 

+ Hermitian conjugate (4.62) 
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Fig. 70. A typical baryon number violating interaction. 

where mGm = m 
X,Y 

the masses of the baryon-number violating vector bosons 

and 

(4.63) 

The interaction (4.62) can give proton decays of the form 

p + e++n", -+a +o -%T 7I , -+P 11 . +... (4.64) 

It is easy to see from the form of the interaction (4.62, 463) that the 

decay rate 182 for p + anything 

r(p + all) 0 + 

mGun 

(4.65) 

More detailed calcula&ns 72 sup.+:st that 

T(proton) % 10 30 (4.66) 

The prrsent loar limit on the proton lifetime is 187 

r(proton) < 2 x 1030 years (4.67) 

ComparLng this limit with the estimate (4.57) of the grand unification 

mass and Eq. (4.66) we see that the SU(5) model makes the proton suffi- 

cientl.y stable. 

Clearly the estimates (4.57) and (4.66) are very uncertain, even 

given the speculative nature of the grand unification ideas, and the 

remote possibility that the specific SU(5) model has anything to do with 

reality. Nevertheless these results may be generic, and suggest that 

experiments to improve the lower bound (4.67) by a few orders of magni- 

tude may be worthwhile. The limit (4.67) was obtained by looking at 

20 tons of scintillator underground for about a year, and looking for 
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electrons with energies of a few hundred MeV, which might come from the 

decays of muons produced in proton decay. A present-day experiment can- 

not run for much more than a year, so an improved version would need much 

more matter to observe decaying. On the other hand, perhaps one could 

lengthen the time-base by looking in a smaller quantity of matter exposed 

over a geological epoch for fossil tracks of one of the types (4.64) 

produced in proton decay. 

Regardless of the theoretical ideas discussed here, any experiment 

to improve the limit on the proton lifetime is of fundamental interest 

and importance. 
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Equations (3.7): 230 MeV 

(3.8): 900 ND MeV 

(3.9): 2.7 GeV 

(3.17): 32 MeV 

(1.19): 900 ND MeV 

(3.20): 2.7 GeV 

(3.56): 7% 

14% 

I have so far found one misprint: 

260 MeV 

1000 ND YeV 

3 GeV 

90 Me-J 

1000 ND MeV 

3 GeV 

14% 

28% 

p. 83: Bsrras should read Buras 

Add to 86: 

Some uselul additional references: 
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0(10): C. Jarlskog and F. J. Yndurzin, CERN pre- 
print TH 2556 (1978). 

For a critique of this suggestion and an extension to 
higher centre-of-mass energies, see K.J.F. Gaemers, 
R. Gastmans and F. Renard, ECFA/LEP hate 45 (1978) 
and for a general discussion of neutrino counting see 
J. Ellis, M. K. Gaillard and C. H. Llewellyn Smith. 
ECFA/LEP note in preparation (1978). 

Add to 125: Fo. rhe inclusion of effects due to beam and W' 
polarization, and an investigation of non gauge 
theory vertices, see K.J.F. Gaemers and G. J. 
Gounaris, CERN preprint TH 2548 (1978). 



GAUGE THEORIES OF THE WEAK INTERACTIONS* 

H. Quinn 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305 

Lecture I 

Nowadays it seems almost unnecessary to motivate a discussion of 

gauge theories of the weak interacti.,Lls--they are fast becoming the 

accepted dogma. Furthermore one particular version, the Weinberg-S.&am 

version, 1 or (more specifically :.I~ the context of charm) the Weinberg- 

Salam-Glashow-Iliopoulos-Maimi* version seems to be able to explain 

most of the relevant data, though some areas are still unclear, espe- 

cially the question of parity violation in atomic physics. My lectures 

will focus on this model. I will try to leave you with some feeling for 

how it 1s put together, which along the way will allow comment on some 

possible variations, many of whish exist in the literature. 

In spite 0:: my first disclairxr let me begin with a short discus- 

sion of the improvement afforded by gauge theories over their predeces- 

SOL, the four fermi theory of weak interactions. That theory was 

successful in describing the phenomenology of low energy weak interac- 

tions (such as angular and energy distributions of product particles in 

S-decay) but was not completely satisfactory for two (closely related) 

reasons: At sufficiently high energy (% 300 GeV) the predictions vio- 

late unitarity, and any attempt to perform higher order calculations is 

plagued by infinities which cannot be removed by renormalization. We 

needed a theory which could remove these two problems without changing 

*Work supported 'my the Department of Energy. 
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the low energy predictions--gauge theories provide such a theory. In 

addition, each gauge model one writes down makes a host of new and test- 

able predictions. Weinberg in 1967 "rote down "a theory of leptons" as 

a first simple example of such a theory. This model, extended to incor- 

porate hadronic weak interactions by inserting the quarks by analogy to 

the leptons, gives a remarkably successful phenomenology. 

When Weinberg wrote his model he hoped it would solve the above 

mentioned problems of renormalizability and unitarity--that it did in- 

deed do so was shown somewhat later. 3 In a four-fermi or current-current 

theory we start with a weak charge-changing current, empirically deter- 

mined to be of the V-A type, for example for leptons 

(I-Y,) (l-v,) 
(I.11 

(I shall use Bjorken and Drell conventions throughout, and notice that 

V-A = l-y5 with my definitions. Also I will often write particle names 

to stand for the Dirac spinor for that particle.) The weak interaction 

amplitude is then 

(1.2) 

(The factor of 4 may look strange, it compensates for the fact that I 

have written jU with (l-y.-)/2 rather than the old-fashioned (I-y5), 

This definition will be convenient to maintain when we get to gauge 

theories since (l-y5)/2 is the correct projection operator for left- 

handed fermions, in fact one usually sees the shorthand uL for ((l-y5)/2)p 

in gauge theory papers.) 

The interaction (1.2) can be represented diagramatically, for 

example, the process shown in Fig. 1 is part of the cross term between 

the electron and muon pieces of the current. The idea of introducing 

an intermediate vector boson to try to damp the high energy growth of 

this amplitude predates its gauge theory realization by some time. 

Naively one might hope the diagram of Fig. 2 for which the amplitude is 

given by 

A = g* ja D""j; 

would give a suppression of m$(s-m$ for large s when g2/g is adjusted 

to give the correct low energy strength. Clearly this requires 4 to be 

large enough that at present energies the propage*or ia effectively a 

constant, in order trt maintain the good results of the current-current 

theory. That is easily enough achieved, however in &his simple form the 

idea does not work :or all posrible processes. In this process 

e-3 @ + UL'" it provtdec the necessary suppressior!, bur when looking at 

other processes, for example, e+e- + w+w- and even e+e- -+ W+W-y one finds 

again problems with unitarity. The problem is that the propagator for 

a massive vector particle has the form 

The term proportional to g 
c-6 

has indeed the desired behavior in all 

cases but the q,qS/m2 term in some processes can give terms of order 

q*/n* which cancel out any large q* suppression from the denominator. 

After gauge theories had been found to be a workable way to cir- 

cumvent this problem several people asked the question "Are they the 

only way?" in the following form: Suppose I start with the vectors and 
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Fig. 1. Typical process in 
four-fermi theory. 

Fig. 2. Introduction of an 
intermediate vector 
boson to modify the 
amplitude shown in 
Fig. 1. 

quarks coupled as in the process (1.3) and allow in addition neutral 

vector and scalar particles in tile theory with arbitrary masses and 

coupling constants. Now I require tree graph unitarity,4 this is that 

the partial wave amplitudes generated by the sum of tree graph diagrams 

2-m for a given process should not grow more rapidly than s for 2 + m 

particle processes. Imposing this condition on a sufficiently large set 

of amplitudes gives relationships among the masses and coupling constants 

(Yukawa couplings and vector-salaL couplings as well as vector-vector 

couplings). In every case the set of couplings so determined are a set 

which one could derive by builGng a gauge theory with the same particle 

content! 

Having come so far, let me now explain how to build a gauge theory. 

The recipe is simple5 

I. Choose a gauge group. 

?I Chocse fermion representation content. 

III. Choose Higgs scalar representation content. 

IV. Arrange for spontaneous symmetry breaking to give a non- 

vanishing vacuum expectation value for some scalar or set 

of scalars. 

Of ccmxe all this needs some further explanation to be meaningful- 

and some cleverness in following the steps to arrive at a possible the- 

ory of the weak and electromagnetic interactions--there are many theories 

I could write following steps I to IV which would not be viable for this 

purpose--for example it is trivial to arrange that only one massless 

vector survives after the spontaneous symmetry breaking but it is some- 

what more complicated to arrange that thatvector has the correct coup- 

lings to be L !>!.aton. 
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Let us start with step I. What do I do when I choose a gauge group. 

In a gauge theory the vector mesons are always in the adjoint represen- 

tation of the group, so choosing a group tells me how many vector mesons 

I have, end defines the way they couple to one another. In less group 

theoretic language "in the adjoint representation" means there is one 

vector meson for each independent structure matrix Aa. In SU(2) the 

structure matrices are the set of traceless unitary 2 X 2 matrices, the 

familiar Paul1 o-matrices, of which there are three ((2X2)-1) so SU(2) 

means three vectors. A product of groups such as XI(Z) X U(1) has as 

many vectors as needed for each factor group separately so SU(2) X U(1) 

has four vectors, SU(3) has eight ((3X3)-1), etc. 

In deriving vector couplings it is convenient to define the matrix 

Au=A;A" . 

Since every term in the Hamiltonian (or Lagrangian) must be a scalar 

(singlet) under the gauge group we can readily construct possible terms 

from the objects (1.5) by taking traces, for example 

TR (A~A”A@) E ifaEY AaAsAy 
PV@ (1.6) 

is a group singlet three-vector term. The structure function f UBY is 

defined by 

Of course the Lorentz indices in (1.6) must also be contracted in some 

way to give it the correct Lorentz invariance properties. 

Now we come to step II, choosing the representation content of the 

fermions. Let us discuss this and subsequent steps in the context of 

SU(2) x U(1) in order to give concrete examples. Choosing representation 

content simply means choosing which multiplets of fermions we are to in- 

troduce. The Weinberg SU(2) is often called week isospin, a priori we may 

choose fermions as weak isospin singlets, doublets, triplets, etc. In doing 

this one treats the left- end right-handed components of the fermions 

completely separately. The choice we make is guided by experiment. Let 

us start by examing Weinberg's choices for the leptons. He chose left- 

handed doublets 

" " e u 

i) 0 

(1.8) 

@L L1L 

end right-handed singlets eR, uR end the standard weinberg-Salam model 

extends this choice to quarks 

c 

( 1 
. . . . y,,, dR, sR, cR . . . . (1.9) 

sc 
L 

where 

dc = d cos 13~ + s sin Bc and s_ = -d sm SC + s co6 Bc 

Why these choices? For the leprons they ere clearly the simplest pos- 

sible choice, which allows us to couple to the SU(2) VeCtors, t0 left- 

handed fermions. Using the gzti+ singlet quantity 

(1.10) 

while the U(1) vector can couple to both left- end right-handed femnions 
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All I am doing here is constructing group singlet objects of the fern 

Clearly if my fermions are in triplets the matrices Mab must be the 3x3 

representations of SU(2) and so on. 

It is immediately clear from (1.10) why Weinberg did not stop at 

SU(2). If we write out this expression we have 

+g 
2 A; (GLYp\t - ZLYp@L) (1.12) 

The charge-carrying vectors A' and A- have been constructed to couple to 

the correct weak currents of (1.4). but the neutral particle is not a 

good photon candidate, it couples to the electron with a V-A coupling, 

and it also couples to the neutrino. Weinberg added the U(1) factor, 

thus introducing an additional neutral vector B. Now by astutely 

choosing the relative strengths of the left- end right-handed couplings 

of the B it can be arranged that there is a linear combination of A* and 

B which has pure vector coupling to the electron and which does not 

couple to the neutrino--thus this linear combination is a candidate 

photon. However there is then inevitably another (orthogonal) linear 

combination of A* and B, call it the Z, which couples with some well 

defined set of couplings, a mixture of vector and axial, to both neu- 

trinos end electrons. It is only a matter of algebra to find it out. 

I recommend that you should carry through this exercise, starting from 

(1.10) and (1.11). Defining g as the coupling of the SU(2) vectors to 

the fermion doublet and g'/2 for the B-coupling to the left-handed 

doublet coupling one finds the relationship 

e = gg’/(g* + g’ ) 
2 l/2 

One free parameter is left, it is usually written as 

sin ew 1 g'/(g* + g**p* 

(1.13) 

(1.14) 

Now to the quarks, or even the muon; whet determines that I should 

make the same assignments for them, @specially for the right-handed 

parts, since clearly I have enough right-handed quarks to put some or all 

of them in nontrivial multiplets too. The answer is phenomenology; the 

following points are important: 

(i) Cebibbo universality 

The relationship between u-decay and S-decay is most readily 

@cXeved by the choice (1.9). For example if I put the u and d quarks 

es neighboring members of a triplet then their coupling to the W+ would 

have a factor of fi relative to the muon end electron couplings (simply 

a Clebsch Gordon coefficient which is different for different isotopic 

F>in assignlE@nts.) 

(ji) The u end d couplings are left-handed, at least et present 

Ienergies. Thus if ug or dR are members of nontrivial multiplets of the 

SU(2) they mdst be in different multiplets, paired with heavier quarks. 

As we will see later presently existing data from v-scattering does not 

allow a doublet right-handed assignments for u and d with q;@rks of 

mase less then about 5 GeV. 

(iii) The repetition of the (u,dc)L by the (c,s~)~ is a manifest@- 

tion of the Glashow-Ilioupolous-Maim1 mechanism to avoid strangeness 

changing neutral currents. That must be such an old story around here 
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these days that it scarcely needs to be mentioned. What may not be so 

well known is that naive generaliz rtions to further flavors such as 

(t,b),, tR, bR,avoids all flavor changing neutral currents--the rule is 

that I must assign all left-handed quarks of the same charge to the @ame 

multiplet (position and type) end similarly for the right-handed quarks 

to avoid the generation of flavor changing neutral currents. 6 
So far 

we have little experimental evidence on the subject, but the theoretical 

literature is heavily biased in this direction. 

I am trying to make clear the ad hoc nature of the construction. 

Within the basic recipe many variations are possible, even once I com- 

plete step I there are many choices at step II. etc. The beauty of the 

game is that each choice gives many predictions. The history of the 

field is a tribute to the experimentalists. who seem to be able to elim- 

inate models almost as fast as the theorists can cook them up (following 

the recipe). Of course, the more that is known the herder the game of 

cooking becomes--there are more and more constraints that a model must 

satisfy before it is even worth discussing. More remarkable yet, the 

one model which seems to be doing best is the original SU(2) X U(1). 

There are some murky points, about which we will no doubt hear much more 

in the next week or so. In particular, in atomic physics parity viola- 

tions and ;ue scattering experiments differ, but there is possible con- 

flict with the models. However the model is doing well enough that I 

will continue to treat it here as the prime candidate theory. 

Let us then proceed to steps III and IV of the recipe which intro- 

duce the Eggs sector. Why put in Higgs at all? The question can be 

asked at various levels of sophistication. Let me begin by proceeding 

naively, which in this context really means perturbatively. From the 

unitarity arguments given earlier, in particular one finds the scalars 

are needed if the W end Z are assumed to be massive. From a theorists 

viewpoint it is a question of writing a Lagrengien with a given non- 

Abelian gauge invariance, which a priori means masless vectors, and in 

addition a chiral invariance which means also massless fermions. Now 

we want a way to introduce vector end fermion messes without destroying 

the renormalizability of that theory. The only way tp do this which 

gives perturbatively calculable predictions is to introduce elementary 

scalars which couple gauge-invariently to the vecrc IS and via Yukewa 

couplings to the fermions. The "Higgs" trick involzs arranging the 

mass ($*) end self-interaction (04) parameters of -nese scalars so that 

a nonvanishing vacuum expectation appears for some scalar--this is celled 

spontaneous syrmnetry breaking, despite the fact that it is about as 

spontaneous es the appearance of a horse in a corral. (I first build 

the corral end herd the norsee if I wish to have r.he effect occur.) 

Whet does a nonvaisPing vn:uum expectation value for a field mean? 

It means that quanta of the theory, to which I can give a particle inter- 

pretation, are simply +entum fluctuations about zero of the v&able 

*s$-” (1.15) 

where v = c+> is the vacuum expectation value, as opposed to fluctuations 

of $ itself about zero. Hence it is convenient to change variables and 

rewrite the Lagrangien in terms of p. I can represent this process 

diagrammetically by writing 

" = ---x 
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for any term v which appears. For example a Yukawa coupling term is 

shown in Fig. 3. Clearly 

YTW = YTPJI + (Yv)C* (1.16) 

and we see that a quark mass term (Yv) has appeared, Similarly the 

terms 

g?$*Ay ' 

gives a gluon mass term as shown in Fig. 4 with 

m2 = g*v* (1.17) 

How do I achieve a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value? Everyone by 

now must have seen the picture many times. I want a potential V($) 

which has the form shown in Fig. 5. Since we are talking about breaking 

a continuous symmetry, the phase symmetry of 0 -+ ele+, the picture is 

three-diwnsional--the Mexican hat potential. In a scalar field theory 

V($) = IA2 + ao4 (1.18) 

where p and X are the parameters appearing in the Lagrangian. Obviously, 

negative values of IJ~ give the desired shape. Notice that although JJ' 

looks like a mass parameter when we change variables there are additional 

scalar mass terms proportional to Xv2, so that there is no problem of 

negative (rna~s)~ for physical scalar particles. 

Before I get too far from this picture let me comment on another 

obvious feature of it. The choice of the direction of vacuum expecta- 

tion value in the Co,, +I,) space is arbitrary, no phase is preferred. 

This means that for any value I choose there is one mode of oscillation 

about that value which has zero frequency, it is along the minimum of 

the potential. This is the Goldstone phenomenon which happens whenever 

Fig. 3. Diagramatic representation 
of the change of variables 
A = p+v. 

8-78 ,a.*2 

Fig. 4. Effective gluon mass term 
generated by vacuum ex- 
pectation value v. 
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Fig. 5. Typical scalar potential for theory 
with spontaneous symmetry breaking. 

a continuous synunetry is spontaneously broken. There is a zero mass 

particle associated with such a zero frequency made. The trick of the 

Higgs scheme is that this zero mass scalar (one degree of freedom) can 

be eaten up by the zero mass vector (two degrees of freedom) to give a 

massive vector (three = 2 + 1 degrees of freedom). Since there do not 

appear to be any real zero mass scalars in thrl world we must arrange our 

Higgs sector in such a way that every such Goldstone boson corresponds 

to a symmetry which is gauged, and hence that tF.err is a vector avail- 

able to eat it up. (The pseudo-Goldstone' boson is a possible evasion 

of this rule, it may happen that there is a synrmetry of Higgs Lagrangian 

which is not a symmetry of the full Lagrangian. If suc.h a symmetry is 

spontaneously broken it will appear in a lowest order calctilation of the 

type just discussed that there is a massless scalar, but keeping higher 

-8 order effects fron the vector mesons will give this particle a mass.) 

After all these prelimiraries we are ready to perform steps III 

and IV. In SU(2) x U(1) with the fermion assignments which we have just 

made we need at least one Higgs doublet. Yukawa couplings are of the 

form 

Y$,$*$. + hermitian conjugate (1.19) 

The right-handed electron is in an SU(2) singlet and the left-handed 

electron is in a doublet. The only scalar representation choice which 

allows such a coupling is a doublet. Here is yet another reason for 

making quark multiplet assignments mirror fermion assignments: it allows 

one to be economical in the Higgs sector. Suppose I were to choose to 

put the right-handed up quark in a high isospin multlplet. First I 

would have to introduce peculiar new quarks (charges other than -l/3 or 
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2/3) to fill up the 

content to contrive 

their masses. Such 

in ugliness. 

multiplet, and then I would need additional Higgs 

to give the up quark and the rest of its new cousins 

games usually rapidly proliferate in particles and 

With standard SU(2) Y U(1) assignments I can get by with only Higgs 

doublets of the form 

$O 9= ( ) $- 
The charge conjugate doublet 

+ 
o= + 

( ) -g* 

(1.20) 

(1.21) 

is then also present. Up-type quarks get mass from Yukawa terms of the 

type %.$*(I),, and down quarks (like electrons) need <s*(i) couplings. 
L 

I have defined the 4 charges in relationship to my previously de- 

fined photon. That photon can only stay massless if only the neutral 

part of 4 has a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value. (Remember the 

photon was defined simply as that linear combination cf the A" and E 

particles which coupled to the electron with a vector coupling and de- 

coupled from the neutrino.) The U(1) factor is a hypercharge, in 

general this photon couples to electric charge, defined as 

Q = T3 + Y/2 (1.22) 

and we can arrange the hypercharge to get the standard quark charges, 

and the charges defined above for the scalars. 

In my next lecture I will write out the Lagrangian to show how all 

this works. A few more comments can be raade without doing SO. I have 

said we need at least one complex Higgs doublet, for most of the rest of 

my lectures I will talk as if there is only one doublet. The existence 

of additional scalar doublets does not change the phenomenology of the 

lepton quarks and vector mesons very much, though it becomes important 

when finer points such as CP invariance and of course scalar particle 

phenomenology are discussed--John Ellis will talk about these things 

later in the school. However the matter of whether there are in addi- 

tion to the doublet other scalar representations such as triplets does 

indeed affect the phenomenology. W,-. will shortly see that assuming only 

Higgs doublets leads to the mass relationship 

m&y = (‘Cd ew (1.23) 

Adding a Higgs triplet with a *onvanishing vacuum expectation value for 

its neutral member would change this relationship, allowing the Z-mass 

to be increased arbitrarily, thus weakening the effective strength of 

the low energy (s << Z) neutral current effects. Using only doublets 

the S'J(?) x Uil) theory predicts the curve shown in Fig. 6 for the ratio 

of neutral current to charge current total cross sections for neutrinos 

arl for antineutrinos. Each point on the curve corresponds to a value 

for sin2 ew. As the figure shows the experimental values' are consistent 

with this predic_ion for a value 

sin2 BW 2, .2 - .3 (1.24) 

so apparently we do not need to add any triplet Higgs. To do so would 

relax the prediction of the model, instead of the line we could adjust 

parameters to yield any point in the cone enclosed by the two dotted 

lines and the Weinberg-Salam prediction. 

All this is just a brief introduction to the rules of the game of 

model building. The main points I want to stress in this lecture are 
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that the idea of a gauge theory of the weak interactions is very general 

and allows many specific realizations, of which the standard SU(2) x U(1) 

model is only one. The structure is very rich and flexible, but flexi- 

bility is usually obtained at the price of introducing more and more 

particles. The beauty of Weinberg-Salam-GIM is that so far it has fit a 

lot of data while being quite economical in particle content. If it 

survives the parity violation test lo (which means if either the 

Novosibirsk experinlent and the theoretical atomic physics calculations, 

or the Oxford and both the Washington experiments, are wrong) we will 

have a remarkable candidate weak interact-ion theory. If not then the 

theorists must go back to work to produce a mca&!. wh'.ch can fit the SLAC 

results for parity violation in polarized elec'xon scattering and the 

atomic physics--no doubt several people are already working on such 

models. 

As John Ellis will discuss next week there is at least one area 

where the predictions 0: these theories remain virtually untested--the 

Higgs sector. So xr no one has seen any direct effect of these par- 

ticles. They have been introduced in a somewhat arbitrary fashion to 

allow us to write a renormalizYoie theory with vector and fermion 

masses; one with which we can perform perturbative calculations. There 

is a school of thought among theorists which says that elementary 

scalars are ugly, perhaps the same effects can occur dynamically from 

formation of boundstates in the scalar channels. The problem is that 

we cannot do much more than suggest the possibility, the idea takes us 

beyond the realm of perturbation theory and hence, for the most part, 

beyond the range of our abjlity to calculate. 
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One could go even further and add that we have no direct evidence 

for the vector sector. (Again John Ellis will discuss the phenomenology 

of this sector later this week.) Bj 
11 for one. has tried to introduce 

a note of caution into the general bandwagon acceptance of gauge theo- 

ries as dogma by discussing how much of the phenomenology can be 

obtained by making weaker assumptions--such as symmetry properties with- 

out necessarily assuming gauge realizations of them--and he concludes 

that nothing in the present data compels us to accept the gauge theory 

picture. However neither does anything preclude us from doing so, so 

for the next week we will continue to ignore all alternatives and dis- 

CUSS) as the title of this lecture series states, only the gauge 

alternatives. 

Lecture II 

Yesterday I managed to be very general and avoided writing any 

detailed algebra. Today's lecture will be much more detailed, as we 

investigate all those generalities in the context of the Weinberg- 

Salam SU(2) x U(1) and see how one arrives at specific experimental 

predictions, a few of which I have already mentioned. 

There are two types of exercise which we must pursue. The first 

is, once I have told all there is to tell about gauge group and particle 

content, to read off from that whatever we can about the physical 

couplings and mass relationships. The second is, given the couplings, 

to compute cross sections. 

I will write dowo the full Weinberg-Salam theory and then we will 

investigate it piece by piece to see the phenomena discussed yesterday 

at work. 

Let me define 

and 

Fa 
P" 

= apA: + avA; + gfaBy ABAY for the SU(2) vectors 
u 1‘ (11.1) 

G 
P" 

= allBu + a B 
vu 

for the U(1) vector . 

Further let 

i 
*; = =t 

i ) b; 

where i runs over both leptons and quarks. Then 

.Y = 1 a 
- z FU"F 

a,lJv - t GpVG'" 

+ 5 I(ap - igAF.oa + i 8.: Iu)Pk12 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 

+ c TY ijk "& *1, + T. bi$* $j + h.c. 
ijk ' 13k Rk L 1 + W,) (11.4) 

Now we skull proceed through a set of trivial exercises in algebra with 

this Lagrangic-. ~*ssuming the Higgs potential is such that the vacuum 

expectation value 

< :'k>vac = (;) (11.5) 

For simplicity we will carry out these exercises as if there is only one 

term in this sum, that is as if there is only one doublet. If there are 

many doublets we can simply define that (normalized) linear combination 

which gets a nonvanishing vacuum expectation value to be $1 and then the 
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following discussion is valid for k=l. 

Exercise I. What are the vector mass terms? We have in the Lagrangian 

z = $ g2v2A+A- + t (g2+gV2)v2 

Thus,identifying the massive neutral state as Z,we have 

z= 
PA0 + g'B 

(g2+g'2)+ 
= cos Bw A0 + sin 8 !a? 

we can read off the masses from (11.6) 

“z = ; (g2+d2)% 1 

""=JTgv 

(11.7) 

This gives the advertized ratio %/mZ = cos BW and the orthogonal com- 

bination to the 2, the photon, 

A = -sin BW A0 + cos QB (11.9) 

clearly has zero mass, by construction. 

Here we have defined a photon as the linear combination of A0 and 

B which gets no mass. Now for Exercise II we can go back and check how 

to choose ai, Bi and 6i so that this particle has pure vector couplings 

with the right coefficients, that is 

-1 for electron, muon, tau, etc. 

q = 2/3 for u quark, c quark, etc. (11.10) 

-l/3 for d quark, s quark, etc. 

To do this we start by simply rewriting the relevant terms in tgrms of 9? 

end using 

A0 = 2 cos eW -Asin BW, B = Z sini3f y cost3 

We find the fermion couplings to neutral vectors are 

+ aiY’l(sineW cosCw) (--l+ai) --y- + Bi [ (Imy5) (!$j]A& 

Z b 
vi 

(11.1) 

The requirement of absence of y5 couplings for the photon immediately 

gives 

Bi = -1 + ui and 6 i =l+ai (11.12) 

The charges of ai and bi are then given by 

= "' 
-1-a k2+gq2P 

(T, - '?i-) 

eqb = 
.a 2 

(g2+g'2)+ 2 

(11.13) 
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where T3 is the weak isospin assignment of the left-handed fermion. 

Hence we can identify the coupling of the photon 

e= gg’ 

k2+g’2P 

(11.14) 

My parameter oi is the negative of the hypercharge. We arrive at the 

right charge assignment for leptons with ai= giving q,=O and qb=-1. 

(Notice that this gives Bi=O as it must since there is no right-handed 

neutrino to form ag type coupling with the B.) For quarks we set 

-1 ai = T giving q, 2 -1 = 7 and qb = 7. Furthermore we have now specified the 

Z-couplings which with a little further algebra we can rewrite as 

-(g2+gt2j4 IT3 (+)- Q sin2 Owl 

Clearly the couplings of the Z are in general a mixture of V and A 

although a peculiar accident may happen to remove the V part, for exam- 

ple the negative leptons e, p, etc. would have pure axial coupling to 

the Z if sin2 eW 
= 0.25. (Experimentally we will find the preferred 

value of sin2 8W is not very far from this value.) I could et this point 

proceed to the next set of terms--the Yukawa coupling terms, and carry 

out exercise III, which is to find the quark and lepton mass matrices. 

I will not do more than make a few comments on this exercise--carry it 

out as a homework problem if you wish. I remark that the Y ijk and Y.. 
1Jk 

do not require that i=j--this has the consequence that the mass eigen- 

states, the quarks, u,c... and d,s... may be linear combinations of the 

ai and bi respectively. This phenomenon has already been mentioned, we 

find Cabibbo combinations 

bl = cos Bed + sin Bcs 

(11.16) 
b2 = -sin Bed + cos Bcs 

are the weak eigenstates. If we introduce further quarks with the same 

charges then they could, in principle, also mix with the d and s. Exper- 

imentally the success of Cabibbo universality tells us that the amount b 

in the doublet with u must be smal~as Stan Wojcicki discussed in Monday's 

lecture. The Yukawa couplings must then be arranged so that this is so. 

Just a few more comments on the rules for putting together theories 

of the Weinberg-Salam type and then on to real physics--that is to cross 

section calculations. One of the advertized virtues of gauge theories 

compared to the old four fermi theory is renormelizability. In fact the 

Weinberg-Salam theory as I have written it is not necessarily renormaliz- 

able--because of anomalies, whi..h mee~ln processes involving the triangle 

of Fig. 7. One can take the attitude that this does not much matter. 

We have to go to such high order '2efore there is any problem that we 

might be being unreasonably optinistic to hope that our present theory 

is valid to that accuracy. However the dogma says we must get rid of 

th.zse an>nalies; that is to say we must have a renonnalizable theory. 

We .an arrange to do so by having a number of such triangle diagrams with 

thex sum vanishing identically. In general-this is achieved by requir- 

ing the sum of .i.- fermion charges to vanish. In Weinberg-Salem, with 

SU(3) color, this happens if one has as many flavors of quark doublet 

as there are lepton doublets, e.g., 

(d;) (6;) (1) 
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Fig. 7. The anomalous triangle graph. 

For each pair of doublets Cq = (0 + -1) for leptons + nc x($ + -$ where 

nc is the number of colors of each quark flavor. For color SU(3), nc=3 

and Zq=O with this arrangement. 

As I stressed yesterday there is no a priori reason for the continu- 

ing replication of similar multiplets. Assuming Such replication leads 

to a prediction that there are no flavor changing neutral currents. In 

the Context of this theory the masses of the various fermions are 

achieved quite arbitrarily by adjusting Yukawa cxplings. 

We have now written a model which tells us everything there is to 

know about the weak interactions of leptons and of quarks. For leptons 

the rest is completely straightforward, we cm simply calculate any 

process we choose. For hadron physics we need something more to relate 

this model to experiment--we need to know how the quarks are put together 

to make hadrons. lhat we do not really know, so we are left somewhat UP 

in the air by our beautiful theory of the weair interactions. HOWEC&T 

there is a great deal we can do, in the framework of the quark-parton 

model. We define a set of functions called the structure functions 

which describe St least part of what we need to know--they are S descrip- 

tion, at least in tho high enerpy limit, of hadron composition in terms 

of quarks. We can then calculate cross sections for a number of proc=seS 

in terms of tuese same functions, and hence test the theory by the con- 

sistency between the various rates--testing whether all experiments CSn 

be fit with the same set of structure functions. 

Let us therefore discuss the familiar example of deep inelastic 

scattering. For sufficiently high energy and momentum transfer we can 

neglect lepton and quark masses, though clearly if we come to a new 
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quark threshold that rule will be in abeyance for a while. This means 

we only have to do very few calculations, since the interactions yP and 

ylly5 each preserve helicity up to corrections of order m/E. The calcula- 

tions are simple enough. I will not go through them here; I will simply 

state the results for deep inelastic scattering. I define the usual set 

of variables for the process shown in Fig. 8. 

2 
" = q.p x=zL 

2v Y = p.q/p.k 

In terms of the quark-parton model the cross sections for various 

deep-inelastic processes can be obtained by assuming incoherent scatter- 

ing off the individual quark constituents of the target and defining 

structure functions f,(x) which, in the high energy limit, represent the 

probability of finding a quark of type q carrying a fraction x of the 

proton's momentum in a frame in which the proton is moving with very 

large momentum. This parton picture interpretation of the structure 

function is of course frame dependent, but the cross sections which we 

write down are functions of the invariants and hence are not. In a more 

general picture one finds that the structure functions could in fact be 

functions of q2 as well as x, the fact that to a first approximation 

they should be q2 independent was first suggested by Bj and hence is 

known as Bjorken scaling. 
12 

In the context of a specific model of the 

strong interactions, namely QCD, one can obtain more detailed predictions 

about these functions and their q2 dependence13--these predictions will 

be discussed tomorrow by John Ellis. For the moment however let us take 

the naive parton model point of view and treat these as functions of x 

alone. Neglecting lepton and quark masses one obtains a very simple set 

Fig. 8. Labeling of momenta 
in deep inelastic 
scattering processes. 
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of predictions, namely scattering left-handed fermion on left-handed 

fermion or right on right gives 

In the standard version we had T:R=O for all fermion types. We notice 

that these formulae apply either for quarks or antiquarks, and imply the 

relationships (11.18) 

Eq = -cq 1 
L 

Eq = +q 
R' R L (11.24) scattering left-handed on right-handed gives 

-& = XfW (1-yj2 (11.19) The strength of the neutral current processes can be compared to those of 

charged currents. For charged currents the amplitude is proportional to 

92124 = l/v2 whereas for neutral currents the comparable factor is 

(g2+gt2) cacb/mi = 2cacb/v2. Thus for example we obtain for neutrino 

deep inelastic scattering, using (11.24), 

Let us look at this for v(G) nucleon + u- (p+) anything. The charged 

weak current sees only left-handed quarks and thus only right-handed 

antiquarks, so the above rule gives the familiar predictions 

AL=- G%E 
dxdy n 2x c [f,(x) + fp(l-Y)2] 

9 do- - = + 8x ; /(s;,'[f,,x, + f;(x)(l-y)i] dxdy 

+ (&q(x)(1-Y)2 + f;(x;lJ 

(11.20) 

; do=& 
dxdy v 2x c 

'q 
(11.25) 

with and similarly 

(11.21) doVw 2 
- = "" 8x C[(E$ [f,(x)(l-~)~ + f:(x)] dxdy 

(11.26) in Weinberg-Salam. 

The same calculations can be made for the deep inelastic neutral 
(An obvious note, if the target contains neutrons and protons then 

current neutrino scattering. To do so it is convenient to write the 2 

couplings as 
f qtarget(x) = Npf$ + NNf;(x) (11.27) 

where Np (NN) is the number of protons (neutrons) in the target. Isospin 

invariance tells UEI that 

i 
-(g2+g'2)4 EL(1-75) + 

i 

AW5) 

2 -%-- 
1 

(11.22) 

For SU(2) x U(1) theories we find f:(x) = f!(x) 

i i 
EL = T3L - qi sin2 BW 

i i 
'R = T3R - qi sin2 BW 

fpd(x) = fN,(x) 
(11.23) 
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(11.28) f@ = f!(x) 

and similarly for antiquarks.) 

I can treat photon exchange in this same formalism, the photon coup- 

lings can be written in analogy to the Z-couplings as 

(1-v5) i (1+Y5) 
- + eBR 2 2 (11.29) 

where obviously 

5; = 5; = qi (11.30) 

The strength factor g2/2G is replaced by e2/q2. 

For deep inelastic electron scattering I can treat the left- and 

right-handed parts of the electron incoherently, but I must remember that 

photon and Z exchanges add coherently. Thus I have 

and 

do 
dxdy (11.31) 

doL 4 41 2 

--,eMEX Et EL 
dxdy 4rr 1 sin2eW cos20W(q2-{) qi 

(x) + f- (x)(&y)2 
41 3 

e qi 2 

'L ER 1 sin2BW cos2eW(q2-4) qi 

(11.32) 

For daR/dxdy one simply makes the replacements 

e e EL -+ qi qi B R ; EL t-t ER 

in (11.32). 

(11.33) 

Lecture III 

Note for the reader--this lecture followed after Lecture I by 

John Ellis. 

I want to start this lecture with some comments on what we have dis- 

cussed so far. In my first lecture I told you how to build a gauge theory 

model. I remind you that it is an extremely ad hoc process, good ad bad 

models are distinguished by experimental tests, not by theoretical rea- 

soning. Even when a model can be cc,.structed to fit all present data it 

makes no definite prediction about how many heavier quarks there might be, 

and there is similarly much arbit,ariness the predictions about the 

scalar sector. These things will be discussed further by John Ellis in 

subsequent lectures, and by Mar) Kay Gaillard in the topical conference. 

In the second lecture I told you how to calculate: Given a model, 

one can read off W and Z masses and couplings and from them proceed 

directly to predictions for deAp inelastic scattering processes. These 

calculations are valid in the n,lLve form only when it is reasonable to 

neg:,ec'; both ~,le lepton and the quark masses. Near a threshold, for 

example, where charm production begins to enter in the allowed final 

states, the model is not capable of giving clear predictions. There exist 

a number of slightly different suggestions for including quark mass cor- 

rections in the near threshold region. They all interpolate smoothly 

between the scaling prediction below threshold and the new scaling pre- 

diction sufficiently far above. They differ somewhat in how rapidly the 

new value is achieved--in other words in how far above threshold is 

sufficiently far. I will not go into this discussion here. The quantity 

y plotted as a function of energy for ; scattering has been used in the 
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literature as a particularly sensitive test for the appearance of a 

threshold corresponding to a right-'landed coupling of a u or d quark to 

a heavier quark. The reason for the choice is obvious enough. With only 

left-handed couplings the valence quark contribution to antineutrino 

scattering is proportional to (l-~)~, so a right-handed coupling, giving 

a term proportional to 1 would give a marked increase in <y>. However 

the scaling corrections discussed yesterday by John Ellis also tend to 

increase <y> with increasing energy. The reason for this is that the 

contribution of antiquarks in the target increases, due to the 

glue -+ quark-antiquark terms which John discussed, giving also an increasing 

contribution of y independent cross section. I think it is now generally 

agreed that these corrections are sufficient to account for the observed 

variation of <y> with energy, thus excluding right-handed coupling of the 

u or d quarks to any quark with mass less than about 5 GeV. 

For the theorists in the audience I want to add one warning (it is 

obvious to the experimenters)--every experiment makes certain cuts in the 

data for purely experimental reasons. In comparing experiment with 

theory one must know about these cuts and take them into account. We 

theorists have a bad habit of trying to extract numbers from the experi- 

ments to compare directly with the simplest theoretical calculations. 

What should be done is the other way around, one extracts numbers from 

the theory (if necessary via Monte Carlo calculations) to compare directly 

with what has actually been measured. 

Let me now go on to discuss further predictions which can be ob- 

tained from a gauge theory model, as before continuing to use Weinberg- 

Salam SU(2) x U(1) as the sample model. Obviously purely leptonic 

processes such as vlie scattering can be calculated by the same rules as 

deep inelastic, simply replacing structure functions by a delta-function 

at x=1. For zee or Tliu scattering one must remember that there is a 

direct channel W-exchange diagram to include as well as the t-channel Z- 

exchange. The predictions are usually given in 'rerms of gV and gA, in 

terms of the previously defined Z-couplings 

pv = 6; + c; + - + + 2sin2 ew 

i 

for standard 
Weinberg- (111.1) 

e 1 gA = EL - c; -+ - 2 
Sal?.m. 

The experimental situation is shown in Fig. 9. Tl*ere is one further 

result from Gargamelle which is in conflict with t\e other experiments, 

and with the Weinberg-Salam prediction, however, -'.t ,ppears that the 

analysis of the seco.td half of the data will significantly change the 

result, so I do not include it here. 

The next area where the t'leory can be tested is in elastic Up scat- 

tering experiments. Ole new unknown function enters--the axial form 

factor of the proto-. However. one can make a reasonable model for this, 

in parallel to the behavior of the vector form factor. In the context of 

such a model the W<:inberg-Salam prediction is in good agreement with the 

measurements, 15 for sin2 Bw in the range .2 to .3. 

Recently Yike Barnett and Larry Abbott 
16 have made a very nice 

systematic study of predictions of neutral current process, including 

semi-inclusive processes. They find this gives them a good tool for 

distinguishing between gauge theory models. Mike will be talking about 

this in the topical conference, so I will not discuss it further here. 
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Fig. 9. Experimental constraints on gv and gA from lepton 
scattering data.l9 

Now we come to the topic of the first morning of the topical con- 

ference, parity violations. Let me start with the easy cases first. I 

refer you to a paper by Bob Cahn and Fred Gilmai7for the details of the 

calculations. Using the deep inelastic scattering formulae given in 

Lecture II one arrives at the following predictions 

L 
A(GY) = & - (111.2) 

For deuterium, keeping only valence quark contributions 

A * ed 2fi TIG 10 [ 
(1 + 2T;R)(1 - $! sin2eW + +TyR - $TiR) 

+(l-4sin28 - W 2T;R)(1 - +;R + 'fd )(l-(l-y)2),(l+(l-y)2ji (111.3) 3 3R 1 

Notice A is x independent. For any target 

P P 
f"(x) = Npfulx) + NNfd(x) 

f,(x) = Npf;(x) + $f;(x) 

(111.4) 

Thus we see that if Np=NN then fu:fd and hence f(x) cancels out in the 

ratit A. I rezrk also that with right-handed singlet assignment for 

all quarks and leptons the prediction becomes y-independent for 
-, 

sin" bw = .25, or slowly varying with y for sin2 Bw near that value; and 

the present best values are quite close to .25. This is in marked con- 

trast to some other models, for example, models with nontrivial T3R. 

Models such as SU(2)L x SU(2)R X U(1) (Ref. i8) have also been con- 

structed to reproduce the standard Weinberg-%&am predictions for deep 

inelastic v-scattering, but can give quite different predictions for 

parity violating effects, in particular for the atomic physics experi- 

ments they predict no effect. The result of the SIX-Yale experiment 
19 
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along with the predictions of Weinberg-Salam and of a theory with the 

right-handed electron in a doublet is shown in Fig. 10. This result is 

also in conflict with the version of SU(2)L x SU(2)R X U(1) which gives 

no atomic physics parity violations. Further information, in particular 

on the relative u and d couplings is gained from data on hydrogen. 19 

The SIAC-Yale collaboration intends to make further measurements for 

smaller y. The results of such measurements, if they can be made with 

errors comparable to those of the existing measurement, will provide very 

interesting further information. 

Cahn and Gilman have also calculated predictions for asymmetries for 

elastic ep and ep + !LA(1236). These predictions, like those for elastic 

vp total cross sections, depend on some assumptions about form factors, 

but one could obtain some further tests of the model by measuring these 

quantities. 

Now we come to the "Mares Nest" for Weinberg-Salam, the question of 

parity violations in atomic physics. These are of cours.e tests of some 

of the same parameters in the model as occur in ep and ed scattering at 

y=o . (One needs both ep and ed to be able to test up and down quark 

couplings separately.) In the atomic physics experiments what is meas- 

ured is the optical rotation of light in a laser induced atomic transi- 

tion. This effect is proportional to the matrix element for the mixing 

of a "wrong parity" state due to the axial coupling of the 2 to an 

electron. In Weinberg-Salam gi = -l/2. At the nucleus we need a gv 

cd 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of SLAC-Yale ed as-yawtry measurement with 
predictions of Weinberg-Salam and a model with the right- 
handed electron in a doublet. 
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coupling, which is given by 

N,($ - f sin2 EJW)+Nd(-+++n2 BW 

= (2Np+NN)(i - $ sin* 0,) + (2NN+Np) (- 3 + 5 sin* Bw) 

= -2 sin i 
2 A-22 BW f-ii- 

) 

However this is the easy part of the calculation, the hard part is the 

constant of proportionality, which is to say the calculation of the 

atomic physics matrix elements 

$= 
<fIDln><nl&wy5eli> <fle%y5elnz<nlDli> 

Ei - En 
+ 

Ef - En i 
(111.6) 

where D is an electric dipole operator. To calculate this one needs to 

know the energy levels and the relevant wave functions for the atom in 

question, which is Bismuth in all experiments carried out to this date. 

The energy levels are well measured, but the wave functions are not 

as easily obtained. One makes models for them, and the models are tested 

by their ability to reproduce certain measured results, such as energy 

levels. I display in Table I as an example a table from a paper by 

Henley, Kaplisch and Wilets. 20 CI in this table means "configuration 

interaction." The point of the paper is that the original calculations 

by Henley and Wilets of the expected parity violating effect used a 

Hartree-Fock independent-particle model, including the configuration 

interaction corrections changes the predicted effect by as much as 0.65. 

You may judge for yourselves from the table the extent to which the energy 

levels confirm these corrections. 

There are independent calculations by Novikov, Sushkov, and Khriplo- 

vich*l which take what they call a semi-empirical approach. This means 

CI .nnuluding CI iocludirg 
LWd W,tho”t CI 7s 6s Expt.' 

6~ yr’(2)6~ r/z 11658 11598 11770 11419 
6P I/lJ 34 903 34 694 33 364 33 164 

6~ ,116~ ~(1)“s 42 674 42 710 44665 
~P,/z~P ,/2(2)‘s 49 696 49 595 49 456 
6S6P I rZ6Pvz’ 81299 84628 

-. 
‘C. E. Moore, Atomic Enc~~]'L.?u&. Nalional Bureau of Standards 

Circular No. 461 (U.S. GPO, Waslllngton. D. C.. 1958). Vol. III. 
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that adjustments are made in the model to correct certain predictions to 

match measured values. Unfortunately some corrections have to be made 

based on measurements in Thallium rather than Bismuth, since the relevant 

measurement is not available for Bi. The relevant quantity is 

‘6 = Jdr r3 R6sR6p3,2 

where R is the radial part of relevant wave function. For Thallium the 

model predicts 

p6 
= -2.9 a0 

and photoionization measurements give lpOI = 1.8 a0. Hence the effect of 

a 6s + 6p electron transition in Bismuth is corrected by a factor 

(1.8/2.9) from the theoretical prediction. There are other relevant 

contributions coming from 6p + 7s and 6p + (higher states including con- 

tinuum) for which the estimates are made similarly, but with reference to 

tests in Bi. In calculating the total predicted effect the relative 

signs of these various contributions are very important. (The above dis- 

cussion was given, with some further detail, in a talk by Peter Rosen at 

the Workshop on Weak Interactions at Ames, Iowa last month.) 
22 

Where does all this leave us--after all corrections have been 

applied the best value for the predicted effect, for either the 876 or 

648 nm line is of order -10 x 10 
-8 using sin 2 Bw = .2 - .25. The experi- 

mental situation will be discussed in detail at the Topical Conference 

next week. There are now four experiments, two from Seattle, one from 

Oxford and one from Novosibirsk. Of these, three including the second 

generation Seattle experiment, give an upper limit about an order of 

magnitude below the prediction while the fourth, from Novosibirsk finds 

an effect in agreement with the predicted value. Obviously not everyone 

is right--there are several options,among them 

1. Novosibirsk, Atomic Theory and Weinberg-S&w are right 

and Oxford and Seattle are wrong. 

2. Novosibirsk and Atomic Theory are wrongs and Weinberg- 

Salam, Oxford, and Seattle are right. 

3. Novosibirsk and Weinberg-Salam are wrong and Atomic 

Physics, Oxford, and Seattle are right. 

4. Everyone is wrong. 

I do not intend my previous discussion to be a judgment on the atomic 

physics the&y. I have not studied it carefully ewugh to make such a 

judgment. Clearly there are some uncertainties, hut tie question is 

whether they are at -he factor of 2 level or ah. much as an order of mag- 

nitude. One must also look very carefully at th, ex:leriments to try to 

understand what might possibly be going wrong in any one of them, since 

they disagree. These :re difficult measurements but I do not know of 

any telling point which has been raised against any one of them, all I 

can say is the discussion next Wednesday promises to be interesting. 

The situation may z.1~0 be resolved by further experiments. An experi- 

ment in Thallium is being worked on at Berkeley, which has the virtue 

that certain cross-checks of the model can be made at the same time. 

From the theorists point of view the ideal experiment is of course in 

hydrogen. This will come; groups at Michigan, Seattle, and Yale are 

working-on it. Results are not expected for some time. (Predictions 

vary from a few months to more than a year.) 
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For the most part the composite quark picture of hadrons, together 

with a gauge theor:- of the weak interactions, gives us a good description 

of the observed weak interactions. Let me list some salient points: 

We do not see second class currents. 
23 

(Their existence would be a 

serious problem, if not a disaster for these theories.) 

Deep inelastic neutrino scattering data is for the most part well 

fit by the model; we do not need to invoke scalar component, which would 

give a term proportional to (l-y) in do/dxdy, though such a contribution 

is also not excluded by the present data. One outstanding problem here 

is the ratio oL/oT which is found in electron scattering which, even 

including higher order gluon effects, is predicted to be somewhat smaller 

than the measured value. 24 This quantity must be dominated by terms in- 

volving mass corrections, terms dropped in all the standard asymptotic 

(scaling) treatments. Various attempts 25 have been made to estimate such 

effects, it is a pretty grubby business. From a pragmatic point of view 

it is fair to keep the magnitude of oL/oT in mind as a measure of the 

order of magnitude of possible corrections to the quark model plus QCll 

treatment which we have discussed. 

There are some areas where the theory ceases to be useful. It is a 

theory of the weak interactions of quarks and not of physical hadrons. 

In deep inelastic scattering we could absorb our ignorance of the hadron 

wave functions into a few structure functions and then compare experi- 

ments. For explaining hyperon decays however we need to know more. 

Certain absolute rules like AQ = AS arise as a natural consequence of the 

structure of the quark currents. However the AI = l/2 enhancement, which 

Stan Wojciki discussed on Monday, is a detailed property of the hadronic 

matrix elements of two quark currents. There are both AI = l/2 and 

AI = 312 operators formed from these currents. Empirically we find the 

AI = l/2 parts dominated by a factor of 50-100. Keeping higher order 

gluon corrections, anomalous dimensions as discussed in the context of 

scaling violations by John Ellis, gives some AI = l/2 enhancement, 
26 

but 

it is my judgment that with reasonable values of the parameters involved 

it is not enough to fit the data, It is nwre like a factor of 5 than the 

factor experimentally observed. That does not mean the theory is wrong, 

simply that the effect is dominated by the part which we cannot calculate, 

the long distance part, rather tbz 1 by the short distance part for which 

this calculation can be made. If de really understood hadrons as quark 

bound states we should be able to explain the effect, but that of course 

is a strong interaction problem, gauge theories of the weak interactions 

can at present only make useful predictions where such problems can be 

avoided. 
27 

Tl.ere is another area of we:k phenomenology which I have barely 

menticnel--the xea of CP violation. As Stan Wojcicki told you on Mon- 

day a six quark version of Weinberg-Salam in general has some CP violating 

phase in the quark-mixing matrix which defines weak eigenstates in terms 

of mass-eigenstates (or vice versa). Adding more than one Higgs doublet 

can also introduce CP violating effects. John Ellis will tell you more 

about how these things work. I just want to comment that these theories 

naturally incorporate CP violating effects without having to add anything 

radically new. The simplest Weinberg-Salam theory with just four quark 

flavors and one complex Higgs doublet does not have CP-violations, but 

experimental results are already pushing us beyond that model anyway. 
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A complicated Higgs sector can lead to CP violations of the milliweak 

type, with a predicted value for the neutron dipole moment not much below 

28 
the present experimental upper bound. The CP violations coming from 

phases in the quark sector are typically superweak in character. The 

CP violating phase in this case, like ever+thing else coming from the 

Yukawa coupling terms, is a free parameter in the model. 

I have tried in these lectures to give you some feeling for the 

generality of the gauge theory idea, as well as of the status of the 

"standard model". There clearly are some questions yet to be settled, 

but in the last year much progress has been made. A year ago there were 

many candidate models to discuss--now there is just one, and that is a 

very economical one. A viable model Bust at least reproduce the neu- 

trino phenomenology of the Weinberg-Salam model. There is a large class 

of models of the type SU(2) x U(1) x G which do ~0;~' the parity viola- 

tion situation may force us to extend the model in this way. There are 

many areas yet to be explored. I have focused on what we know now, 

leaving John Ellis with the problem of spending his next three lectures 

talking about things we know practically nothing about, at least experi- 

mentally speaking. 
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I. Introduction 

These lectures will attempt to cover a subject of weak decays from 

the phenomenological point of view. Clearly, a subject this wide cannot 

hope to cover all of the possible material in 3 lectures, and thus a choice 

needs to be made as to what should be included and what excluded. In 

making this choice I have been p‘lidcd by Lhe following considerations: 

=) the last few years have witvexxed a whole spectrum of new theoretical 

and experiroental successes ~_na Lhus it appears reasonable to empha- 

size these new results and ideas. 

b' In the same last few years thtre has been a profound change in our 

ideas as to the number of "elementary"quark and lepton fields. 

\ccordingly, I would like to emphasize the relation of the recent 

results to this new "standard" theoretical model. 

c) Some of the burning questions of five years ago appear to have been 

settled experimentally in the last few years. Accordingly, as far 

as the "old" physics is concerned I would like to limit myself to 

the discussion of those topics that either have received recent 

experimental attention or else are relevant to the "new" physics 

being pursued rrore recently. For more detail on this subject I 

refer the interested reader to the lectures on this topic at the 

SLAC Summer Institute of 1972 1) or to several other more recent 

reviews in the intervening time. 2) 
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These lectures will thus divide themselves naturally into the 

following topics: 

Introduction, discussing the general framework within which we view 

the weak decays, some of the relevant fundamental questions and the 

standard model against whose predictions the new results on new 

particles can hopefully be tested in the near future. 

Discussion of the weak decays of "old" (i.e. noncharmed) hadrons. 

Discussion of the decays of heavier leptons, i.e. p and T decays with 

the emphasis on new results. 

Discussion of the decays of charmed particles. 

I shall start out the introductory discussion by reviewing very 

briefly some of the sacred tenets of the weak interaction theory. The 

general Lagrangian thought to be responsible for the weak interactions 

in general (and hence weak decays in particular) is 

cf eff =; Jxt Jx 

where G is the weak interaction coupling constant and Jx is the current 

which can be decomposed into the hadronic and leptonic parts, i.e. 

J. = J.(h) + J-(-e) 
h h n 

The individual components of the current are written in terms of the 

fundamental fields, i.e. quarks and leptons, based on the belief that the 

subsequent "dressing" of the quark fields into physically observable 

hadrons will not obscure the basic features of the fundamental weak 

interactions. 

'Ihus to understand the full structure of the relevant currents one 

has to understand the full spectrum of quarks and leptons. It is here, 

that there has been a very profound revolution in the last few Years and 

I would like to briefly summarize what is our current understanding of 

this topic. One might start out with some general features that appear to 

be emerging from both the theoretical and experimental work. 

=) 

b) 

C) 

d) 

=) 

f) 

SU(2) x "(1)3) appears to be an important gauge theory group. The 

spectacular recent successes 4) supporting the Weinberg-Salam model 

strongly suggest that this group must piay an important part in the 

ultimate theory of weak interactions. 

Charged weak currents have a lefthanded nature. 

Leptons and quarks appear in doublets. Some of the empirical evi- 

dence for T lepton not being a singlet will be discussed in Part 3. 

An "elegant" theory demands an equal number of quark and lepton 

doublets to cancel the divergences in the triangle graphs 

(Adler anoma:its). 

Quark mass eige?state doublets are different from the doublets di- 

agonalizi>g the weak interactions. The natural question arises here 

whether the saa: statement holds true for the leptons. 

The discovery of the m 5,6) and the rapidly growing evidence con- 

firming theleptonic rature of the T suggest that a six quark, six 

lepton picture is the most economical one that can accommodate all 

of the known particles. 

_ I would like to end this introduction by elaborating rrore fully on 

these last two points. It has been known for a long time that the up 

(or p) quark couples both with the down and strange quark, the latter coup- 

ling leading to the obrervable effects of strangeness violation. In the 
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conventional language this has been known as the Cabibba mixing, 7) where 

the relative strengths of the AS=0 and AS=1 transitions were given by 

co*% and sin*0 c c* The observed strong suppression of the strangeness 

changing neutral current transitions 8) as evidenced by the absence of the 

decays q + lJ+u- and k + n+vv,coupled with the observation at CEBN, 9) 

10) and later at Fermilab, of the strangeness conserving neutral currents 

in neutrino interactions,led to the hypothesis of the fourth quark and 

the so called GIM model. 11) This model provided a natural, up to second 

order, suppresion of these phenomena, and the spectacular verification of 

its many predictions, culminating in the discovery of the bare charm 12) 

led to the acceptance of this 4-quark picture. 

The ideas described above can be recast and generalized in an 

n-quark formalism where the bare quarks can be placed in mass eigenstate 

doublets (PiNi) with the charges of the two members given iy Q 
P 

= Z/3 and 

Q,=-l/3. On the other hand the lower members of the doublets that diagon- 

alize the weak interactions are now given by 

di = Aik Nk i,k = 1, . . . n 

and Aik is an n x n unitary matrix. Because of arbitrary phases of the. 

quark fields and the one overall arbitrary phase, one has (n-1)' free 

parameters in the A matrix. In the conventional 4 quark picture, we have 

n=2, and hence 1 free parameter, traditionally called the Cabibbo angle, 

Bc. This leads to the A matrix given by 

which relates the traditional bare quark doublets (p n) and (c A), to the 

9=-l/3 members of the weak interaction doublets i.e. 

nw =n ~0.56~ f A sine= 

A = -n sinec+h costl 
w c 

These ideas have been generalized to the 3 doublet picture by 

13) Kobayashi and Maskawa. The 4 free parameters are now 3 "Euler angles" 

and 1 phase,and the whole matrix can be written as 

A=~~ 

where Si = sin Bi and Ci = COS ti. 

71early, if S2 and S3 are small, as appearsto be indicated by the 

dat;,14) (see below) one recovers all 3f the standard 4 quark phenomenology, 

with only small couplings for the potential new (t, b) doublet with the other 

2 o;d Z>ublets. The other attractive feature of the K-M model is the 

natu,al appearance of a small amount of CP violation without the necessity 

of introducing a very small, i.e. a10 -3, parameter characterizing the CP 

violation. 

The obvious question, and one that can only be answered experimentil- 

lY,iswhether this dichotomy between the mass eigenstates and the weak 

interaction eigenstates is also present in the lepton sector. If so, then we 

cmexpect transitions between different lepton doublets, leading to ex- 

pectations of possible p + ey decay mode. We shall say more about this 

in the chapter on lepton decays. 

Finally one must Pose the fundamental question, i.e.can we say anything 

about maximum potentia! rtzoliferation of quark and lepton doublets. The 
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theory says very little here and the number of flavors in principle is 

unlimited. However therehave been Lecently put forth cosmological 

arguments, 15) based on the big bagtheory and the relative abundance of 

helium in the universe. This argument is summarized in Fig. 1, which 

shows that with the present measurement of the helium abundance, the 

number of additional lepton doublets cannot exceed 2 or 3. 

Another limit, albeit far less stringent, can be obtained from the 

limits on the partial widths of the bound heavy quark states, i.e. $,T,etc. 

into neutrinos, as pointed out by J. Ellis in a parallel series of lec- 

tures. 16) In principle, those states have to decay via 

and existence of more lepton doublets will provide more open channels, 

leading to a larger width. Experimentally, this decay mode could be 

observed 17) in a step reaction 

*' + * n+rr , $+vi. 

Finally, more recently Ma and Okada 18) have suggested measuring the rate 

for e+e- + TV; as a means of obtaining total number of possible lepton 

flavors. 

II. "Old" Hadronic Decays 

In this section we shall discuss several topics dealing with the 

weak decays of "old" i.e. noncharmed hadrons. Specifically the 5 distinct 

questions we shall address are: 

=I Status of the Cabibbo theory 

b) Form factors in the semileptonic decays 

pe Limits 

M vI,vrt 5 Marsless Leptons 

10-78 
BARYON DENSITY ,oB (T-2.7 OK) 

3493Al 

Fig. 1 Helium abundance in the universe versus baryon density aS a 

function of number of neutri,o types. 
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C) AI-l/2 rule in hadronic decays 

d) Status of the CP violation 

=) Status of the AS=1 neutral current decays. 

In each case we shall emphasize both the most recent results, as 

well as the relevance of those ideas to our extended "standard" model of 

six quarks. 

=) Cabibbo Theory. The Cabibbo theory was able to extend the basic 

ideas of Feynman and Gell-Mann's CVC theory to strangeness changing cur- 

rents by applying the symmetry ideas embodied in SU3. More specifically 

the theory firstly provided an elegant framework which incorporated many 

of the observed regularities in the semileptonic decays of the hadrons, i.e. 

1 - Suppression of the hyperon leptonic decays with respect to the 

nuclear S decays 

2 - The AS-AQ rule 

3 - AI=l/2 rule in semileptonic decays 

4 - Absence of AS=2 transitions. 

Furthermore, however, the theory had a considerable predictive 

power and its predictions were readily subjected to the experimental tests 

in the immediate future. We shall start out this section with a brief 

outline of the basic ideas of the Cabibbo theory, followed by a discussion 

of the comparison of the experimental results with the predictions of the 

theory. 

The CVC theory incorporated the strangeness conserving charged weak 

current as a member of an isotopic spin triplet, whose neutral member was 

the vector part of the electromagnetic current. The Cabibbo theory 

extended these ideas to strangeness changing currents by postulating 

that all currents have transformation properties of members of an octet 

under SU3. Since we have not only vector weak currents, but also axial 

weak currents, two distinct SU3 octets are necessary to incorporate all 

the possible currents. 

To be more specific, the construction of the actual currents can be 

seen by considering the direct product of two octets, i.e. a baryon and 

antibaryon one where the baryon octet is given by 

anC thele is a comparable octet for the antibaryons. The direct product 

of 7 ocirts can be decomposed as follows: 

Th,ls we see that there are 2 possible octets in the final sum, i.e. 2 

possible ways LO couple 2 octets to give us an octet. These are tradi- 

tionally decomposed into the symmetric coupling (II coupling) and anti- 

symmetric coupling (F coupling). Thus the most general formulation of 

the weak currents would involve two terns (and thus two arbitrary coupling 

strengths) for both the axial and vector currents, i.e. we could write 

symbolically : 

for the vector current: \ 8s + FV8A 
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and for the axial current DA gs + FA SA 

where the DV, DA, FV, FA are the coupling constants and the 8s and 8*, 

the synnnetric and antisymmetric couplings of the baryon antibaryon octets. 

The requirement that CVC be incorporated automatically into the Cabibbo 

scheme imposes some constraints however. These can be seen most readily 

if we examine the exact nature of the AS=0 coupling for both the symmetric 

and antisymmetric case. 

For the symmetric case we have 

2 7u+ 
1 

p+21:A+pf-E” 
VJiT & 

and for the antisymmetric case 

Thus we see that the symmetric coupling generates a transition between 

members of different isotopic spin multiplets i.e. Z + A, a transition that 

is contrary to the CVC hypothesis. The only way to reconcile the CVC 

requirement is to demand that this particular coupling vanish, i.e. 

DV=O (note that no corresponding requiremeat exists for the axial currents). 

Furthermore, by the CVC hypothesis, the strength of the other vector 

coupling is now completely determined. 

The additional Cabibbo hypothesis involves the idea that there is a 

mixing between the AS=0 and AS=1 parts of the hadronic current. This 

mixing is parametrized by one number Bc, in such a way that the strength 

of the AS=0 transitions is given by cos20cand of the AS=1 transitions by 

sin20 
c* 

Thus we have 3 free parameters in the theory, DA, FA, and Bc. In 

principle, the mixing angle could be different for the axial and vector 

currents giving rise to an additional free parameter. In practice, however, 

the overall global fit to all of the data is not improved if we allow this 

extra degree of freedom, so for the purpose of subsequent discussion we 

shall deal with but one Cabibbo angle. 

We have to ask next how do we relate these parameters to the actual 

observable6 that we measure in the laboratory. As the bulk of the inform- 

ation comes from the baryonic semi-leptonic decays we shall consider them 

in some detail. The matrix elements for the vector -.>d axial transitions 

can be written as 

AAA = (zn:@. [ gi(q2)vxv5 + ig2 (q2)o'pvsqp + g3(q2)u6q" uj 1 
where cosec (sing=) is the multiplicative factor appropriate for the 

AS=0 (AS=l) transition, ui and u 
j 

are the biryon spi~rs and fi and gi 

the form factors that :y Lorentz invariance can fiepenj. only on the 

4 momentum transfer between the two baryons. 

We can now make some assumptions that simplify the whole situation 

considerably. Firr.t?y, as q 2 is quite low in all the "old" baryon weak 

decays, we assume that the form factors are constant in the physical 

region. Secon-lly, since the contribution of g3 is multiplied by mi2, 

that term is irrelevant for the electronic decays. Thirdly, f3 end g2 are 

forbidden if second class currents are absent, so we also neglect them. 

Finally; the contribution of f2 is small, so it is customary to assume 

for it the theoretical value. 

The form of the symmetric and antisymmetric couplings discussed above 
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yields then the following values for fl and g1 expressed in terms of 

D and F axial coupling strengths for the baryonic semileptonic decays 

accessible to the experimental study: 

Table 

Decay 

n -t pe-v 

Ad" 

~--w-v 

/I+-v 

a--m-v 

I, 

1 
5 r, - . . . r*,gl IOT cnls aecay only 

I Cabibbo expressions for form factors. 

fl g1 f2'fI 
Mixing 

Multipliei 

1 D+F up-u* 
CO6 ec 

0 J2/3D -3/2!~n/D* CO6 ec 

-1 D-F !Jp+2!Jn sin Bc 

-3/G - L (E+3F) 
6 

'p sin .ec 

-3lG - 1. (D-3F) up+'ln 
v% 

sin ec 

Thus a measurement of gl constitutes a measurement of a specific 

linear combination of D and F coupling constants, and OIICE Scis known, 

this measurement determines a straight line in the D-F space. The predic- 

tion of the Cabibbo theory is that there exists an angle SC for which all 

of these lines will intersect at a point (within the approximation of the 

theory and the experimental errors). The position of this point will 

determine the D and F coupling constants. 

It remains accordingly to discuss the kinds of measurements that 

allow us to determine fl and gl. These can be divided into five categories 

and are summarized briefly below: 

1 - Decay rate (i.e. branching ratio combined with the lifetime) is pro- 

portional to IflIz + 31g112. 

2 - Measurement of the recoil spectrum of thenucleon (identical to measur- 

ing the angle between 9. and v, i.e. I3J. More specifically we 

must have 
jfll 

2 2 

--.-=-1.,,+ do - I%( 
dcoseev 2 

axv cos BLv) with aev = 
If,? + 31g112 

3 - Shape of the lepton spectrun.. 

4 - Decay asymmetry (if the initial baryon is polarized). 

5 - Polarization of the final state baryon. 

At the present time the availaTe experimental input can be grouped 

into 9 different kinds of experiments. Some of these reactions must yield 

the same ansuez-independent of the Cabibbo theory, as a "more fundamental" 

symmetry principle is also operative. In these cases the two reactions 

are grouped together, as they contribute only one independent piece of 

data to the overall Cabibbo fit. The individual experiments are listed 

belw in Table II. 

Cable II 

Different experiments ate-ring into the Cabibbo fit 
- 

Reaction b-m Type o'f Measurement comment 

1) n -f pe-v 

2) A + pe-v- 
A -+ pu-v 

3) E- + ne-Y 

4) E- -t ne-v 
z- -+ *p-v 

Overall decay 

Decay rate 

e-v correlation 

Decay rate 

-- 

Connected by the p-e 
universality 

--- 

Connected by the 
v-e universality 

5) A + pe-v 

6) E; + he-v 
I: + Aie+v 

71z- - -f ne v 

8) z- - + ne v 

Decay asymmetry 

Decay rate 

Decay rate 

Decay asymmetry 

--- 

Connected by 
charge symmetry 

--- 

Measures sign of gl/fl. 
Two measu+ements 
disagree. 

9) E- - + Ae u 
E+ + ne+v 

Decay chain Tests CVC.Does not effec 
the parameters resulting 
from the Cabibbo fit. 
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The main part of the original work on hyperon semileptonic decays comes 

primarily from low energy K-p bubble chamber work and electronic low energy 

associated production experiments. The last few years have seen the ex- 

perimental innovation of hyperon beams and the bulk of the recent information 

on this topic has come from primary beam hyperon decays. 

There have been two new high statistics experiments measuring the 

neutron spectrum in the Z- + ne-v decays, which disagree however with each 

other at the level of three standard deviations. The Yale-NAL-BNL experi- 

ment at the Brookhaven AG AS) obtained for the ratio of form factors 

Igllfl/ = 0.435 + 0.035 while the Orsay-Ecole Polytechnique grouz'huotes 

lgllfll = 0.17;';; based on their work at the CERN PS. The overall situ- 

ation on the I: decay is summarized in the accompanying table. 

Table III 

z- -t ne- C e Form Factor Measurements 

Group Method Events lgllfll 
Maryland 49 0.23iO.16 

Dalitz plot and 
Heidelberg (e, v) Correlation 33 o.37+o.26 

-0.19 

Columbia - Stony Brook 36 +0.28 
o*2g-o.29 

Yale - NAL - BNL 3507 0.435kO.035 
Neutron Spectrum 

Orsay-Ecole Polytech- 519 o 17+0.07 

nique . -0.09 

Heidelberg Lepton Spectrum (+) 0.20f0.28 

Berkeley 

BNL, Mass, Yale 
Electron asymmetry 
with polarized z- 

61 +017 
(-) o.19-o*20 

63 (+I 0.33foo*;; 

Oxford et al. 

I I I 43 (+) 0.40fh.Z2 

Two new pieces of experimental information on the decay I- -+ Ae-v 

fmmthe I: beam work have been published in the last few years. The Yale- 

NAL-BNL group has performed an analysis of their 55 reconstructed 

Z- -t Ae-v events to obtain fl/gl = -0.179.35 based on the assumption that 

the weak magnetic form factor is given by the theory. The Pittsburgh-BNL group 

has measures') the branching ratio for that decay mode to be(0.6C!+0.06)x10 -4 . 

Finally, in the same experiment, the Pittsburgh-BNL group has measur- 

ed the branching ratio for the decay 5 + he-v as (0.31+0.11) x 10 -3 and 
22 

obtained a preliminary upper limit & or the mode E- + Z'ev of 1.3 x 10 -4 . 

As Yet, there are no new results from the w,ik on the neutral hyperon 

beams, although there is in progress at this time an extensive high statis- 

231 tics study of lambda beta decay by the LiMass-BNL group Involving some 

150,000 examples of this decay. 

Regarding the overall fit of all the baryon data to the Cabibbo theory 

one can probably say that the .:it is quite gooo but the numerical values 

of the parameters (especially of the D and F coupling constants) are un- 

certain due to the confusion regarding the E- + ne-9 situation. As an 
24 

example the fit by Roes 2 o all the data in 1971 (i.e. before the hyperon 

beam data were availale) gave 

ec= 0.239 + 0.003 

G = & = 0.638 f 0.009 

That fit utilized the world average value of Igl/fl/ of that time of 

0.23 + 0.10 and a negative sign i.e. in agreement with the Berkeley result. 

On ;he other hand, a subsequent fit performed by the Yale group 19) 

which included their new Z- data end a value 

p- = 0.413 + 0.033 
fl 

r 
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gave for the values of the parameters 

ec= 0.232 + 0.003 

CL = 0.651 + 0.008 

Clearly the CERN result is closer to the old average of Iglifl/ hut an aver- 

age of the different experiments is probably not meaningful because ofthelarge 

discrepancy between the two measurements. The other recent results quoted 

above are consistent with the predictions for the overall fit and their 

inclusion would not change the value of the fit significantly. In over- 

all summary one might say that the two sets of values quoted above 

probably represent a reasonable estimate of the systematic uncertainty on 

these parameters, due to possible systematic uncertainties in some of the 

measurements. 

For completeness, one should summarize here the results obtained for 

the Cabibbo angle ecfrom other data. 

a) from the rates for K" + pfv and n+ 
+ 

+ p v one obtains 

fK 
fn tan ec= 0.2755 f 0.0007 

In the limit of perfect SU3 symmetry, i.e. fK = f 
?T' 

one obtains ec0.269. 

b) from the K 
=3 

rate and form factor analysis one obtains 

f+(O) sin Bc= 0.220 f 0.002 

Again, if one takes f+(O)=l, since SU3 symmetry breaking effects 

should be here of second order, one obtains the results ec=0.222f0.002. 

C) finally a comparison of p decay with nuclear S decay transitions 

yieldi a fter inclusion of the radiative corrections 

cos2ec= 0.948 f 0.004 

One might combine this last result with the value of sin ec 

from the baryonic decays to obtain (using sin e,= 0.235 f 0.004) 

sin2ec+ c062ec = 1.003 + O.CO4. 

This last comparison is very interesting in the framework of the heav] 

quark phenomenology. In the Kob.lyashi-Maskawa picture this sum becomes 

2 
CO6 e1 + c06’e 3 sin20 

1 = 1.003 f 0.004 

and thus the difference of this sum away from unity.is a measure of 

sin2el sin2e3. Thus at the 95% confidence limit we obtain the 

re:;ult that 

sin2el sin28 3 < 0.005 

2 
*I? sin 0 

3 
< 0.09 

giving us an upper limit on th. strength of the possible coupling of the 

p quark to the b quark. 

b) Form factors in K semileptonic decays. This topic has been a subject 

of conriderable experimental controversy as recently as 5 years ago and 

also appeared to be one area where the theoretical ideas of current algebra 

might be in sxe disagreement with the data. In the last several years, 

however, considerably improved experiments appear to have converged upon a 

cownon answer, one that appears to be in good agreement with the theoreti- 

cal predictior.6. In this section I shall attempt briefly to summarize 

some of the recent work on this subject. 

I start out by reviewing briefly the formalism used iu the form 

factor analysis. The general V-A matrix element in KQ3 decays is 

where sine= is the sine of the Cabibbo angle, and f+ and f the two form 

factors describing rht ,?~ay. It is convenient to define two other form 

factors, i.e. 
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5 (q2) E fJs2)/f+ (q2) 

2 - 2 2f (q2) and fo(q) =f+(q)+q2-2 

TPTT 

f (rnK2) fK 0 =- 
f+(O) f$+(O) 

and since the range of q2 in the region of interest (i.e. physically 

accessible region) is relatively small,we might hope that a linear ex- 

pansion of the form factors is justified, i.e. 

f+(q2) = f+(O) (1 + A+ q2/m,2) 

fo(q2) = fo(0) (1 + ho q2/m n2) 

It is conventional to use here fo(q2) rather than f (q2) since this is the 

form factor that is more meaningful from the theoretical point of view. 

Traditionally,the KL3 studies have provided a rich testing ground for 

some of the theoretical ideas that form the cornerstones of the weak inter- 

action theory. More specifically one can test here: 

1) General V-A nature of the decay (i.e. absence of S, P, and T 

interactions). 

2) AI=1/2 rule, which predicts that the form factors for the K" and K* 

must be the same. 

3) p-e universality, which states that h+ as derived from K and K 
e3 u3 

must agree with each other (contribution of f-($) to K 
e3 

decay is 

negligible). In addition, under this hypothesis the K /K branch- 
p3 e3 

ing ratio must be entirely determined by h+ and X0. 

4) SU3 breaking effects. In the limit of perfect SLJ3, c(q2)=O; further- 

urxe up to second order in SU3 breaking effects, f+(O)=l. 

5) Current algebra, i.e. Callan-Treiman prediction. 26) Specifically, 

it states 

which gives fo(mk2) = 1.26 f+(O). The test of this prediction 

involves extrapolation to the unphysical ratgion, since the physical 
ITA2 

region extends only to about q2 % * . Assuming linear extrapolation, 

as motivated partly by the Dashen-Weinstein theorem, 27) this pre- 

diction yields A0 ry 0.021. 

6) K*(890) dominance of the f+(q2) form factor. Assuming this pole form, 

and fitting to a linear variation of the fo:n fhctor,one obtainsk+=0.029. 

It was mainly on these last three points that there appeared for a 

long time to be a serious confrontation both betveen different experiments, 

and also between the experiment and theory. Before discussing the situa- 

tion in detail, one must enumerate three kinds of experiments that can 

provide information on f'F and .io form factors. 

1) Measurement of the Dalitz plot population jields A+ from a study of 

K 
e3 

decays and A+ and ho from a study of Kp3 decays. 

7-j Direction of polarization of the muon in K 
"3 

decay gives the value 

of E(q2), and thus of fr(q2) if f+(q2) is known. 

3) Ke3% branching ratio gives a quadratic relationship between 
3 

A+ and h . cl 

There are several general experimental comments that one can make 

about these experiments, that, at least in my mind, help to understand 

some of the potential difficulties in obtaining and understanding some of 

these results available in the literature. 

1) The branching ratios for the K+ decay modes are rather low (10 -2-10-l). 
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Thus the sample of k 
p3 

decays can be easily contaminated by the 

process Ki + r+lr", followed by n+ e p+v decay in flight. 

2) A 2-fold ambiguity in reconstructing the K" decay provides some con- 

fusion on an event by event basis. 

3) It is important for the polarization measurements to have the capa- 

bility both to precess the p's and to reconstruct the position on the 

Dalitz plot. This technique allows one to measure directly the 

direction of the polarization vector rather than its magnitude along 

some direction. The relative sensitivity to the level of under- 

standing of the Monte Carlo, polarimeter, etc. is considerably reduced 

in this kind of arrangement. 

4) At low q2, the sensitivity to variations in fo(q2) is considerably 

poorer than at high q‘. This is true both for the Dalitz plot and 

polarization measurements (see Fig. 2). 

5) Partly as a result of the spinoff from CP violation studies, there 

has been in the last few years a considerable statistical improve- 

ment in the K" Dalitz plot studies. 

Raving made these rather general comments, I would like now to 

sumarise the experimental status of the KI1 3 form factor situation. Rather 

than quoting world averages, a job that is done much better by the Particle 

Data Group, I limit myself to a personal assessment of the present status. 

Regarding the h+ situation, I feel that a world average is probably 

meaningful for K+ 
=3 

decay since these experiments are relatively bias free. 

On the other hand, the K + 
p3 

experiments are much more bias prone, and the 

existing expertients do not really allow one to disentangle the strongcorre- 

lation between h and X0 
+ *Thus a Simple average is probably not very significant 

100 

IO-78 

150 

Ep WV) 3.9312 

250 

Fig. 2 Muon polarization as a function of Dalitz plot position for 

Re 5= 21, Im F,=O. The orientation of the momentum vector is 

shorr it the top of the figure. 
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in this case. Finally, the situation regarding K" and K" ' 
U3 

dominated by the recent two high statistics experiments, 
;G,'f;r:':hi,k 

it is more rreaningful to just quote those two results. In Table IV i dis- 

play the averages for the two Ki decays from the Particle Data Group com- 

ilation3') and the values for K" decays from the two high statistics experi- 

merits. As can be seen, the agreement is excellent even for the most sus- 

pect average, i.e. K+ . 
p3 

Furthermore, the values agree with the K*(890) 

dominance prediction. 

r- Table IV. A+ status in Kk3 -L&r---I 

I Decay Aa Reference 

K"+e+li"" 0.0285i.0043 30 

K+-,,+,"" 0.026 t.008 30 

KO-te%FXJ 0.0312+.0025 28 

KO-tp'l& 0.030 t.003 29 

K+ dominance 
prediction 0.029 

As far as the status of the X0 is concerned, I choose to be even 

more arbitrary in quoting the relevant results. I quote only the 2 recent 

high statistics polarization results 
31,32) from experiments that both pre- 

cess the muons and reconstruct the event; the world average 
30) for K+ ; 

Donaldson et al.27) value for KE3; the world averages for the X0 frli K+ 

and K" branching ratios, but also separately the one from the most recent 

experiment 33) measuring the K13/K13 relative branching ratio. For reasons 

mentioned above, the K+world average values are probably the most suspect 

ones. All the values mentioned above are summarized in Table V. Even 

though the agreement is far from excellent, there appears to be no reason 

to doubt the validity of the Callan-Treiman prediction, especially if the 

two suspect averages are partially deemphasized. 

Table V. ho status in Keg decay 

Experiment Reference 

K+-W+n"v Polarization 0.008+0.021 32 

K"+u'nh Polarization 0.044+0.009 31 

K+-t!~+n'" Dalitz Plot -0.003+0.007 30 

K--W*& Dalitz Plot 0.019+0.004 29 

Kt3t~+ 
=3 

Kz3f~+ 
e3 

BR 0.014?0.012 30 

BR 0.019+0.010 33 

BR 0.037i0.011 30 

I would like to end the discussion of ftrm fa-.:ors with a few 

comments about KL4 decays. In the last few years a Geneva-Saclay experi- 

ment 34) studied a sample of 30000 K 
=4 

decays, a:taining a considerable 

statistical improvement over the previously published data. Their over- 

all results can bc! brit;fly summarized as follows: 

=I the form factors are in fair agreement (~25% level) with the curren't 

algebra preaictions. 

b) T--TI phase shifts obtained from this analysis of Kf.4 decays are 

consistent with those tiLtdined from the 7-n scattering experiments. 

C) scattering length is consistent with the PCAC prediction. 

d) there is no evidence 35) for AS/AQ forbidden decay K++~+li+e-v. 

The obtained 95% C.L. upper limit is 

r(K+ (e-))/l'(K+e4(e+)) < 3.4 x 10 
-4 

=4 
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C) AI=l/2 rule in hadronic decays. We examine here very briefly the 

general theoretical framework in which this rule has to be viewed, its main 

experimental implications, and the present experinental status regarding 

the validity of this rule. 

We can start out with two very simple minded ideas. Firstly, if we 

look at a 4 quark coupling e.g. (s$)(np) that is presumably responsible 

for the strange particle decay, then we see that a priori the effective 

Hamiltonian can involve either AI=112 or ~I=312 in this transition. On 

the other hand, experimentally the AI=312 transitions appear to be relative- 

ly suppressed. The assumption that AI=312 transition is identically zero 

leads to several quantitative predictions; alternatively we can say that 

the deviation of the experiment from these predictions will allow one to 

estimate the size of this amplitude. The wide range of the hinds of pre- 

dictions that are obtained under the assumption of the vanishing of the 

AI=3/2 amplitude are illustrated below: 

1) Branching ratios: A-tpn-/h+nrr'=Z K;+n+a-/K;-trrnn'=2 

7-j Lifetimes: Tzo = 2 T-- z 

3) Decay asymmetries:a(Z") = atn-) cr(A+pn-)= cr(A+nrr') 

4) Suppression of decay rcodes:Ki$nirro 

5) Dalitz plot population: Gl = G2 = 0 

"he== Gl = g+. - gioo 

1 
G2=g+t-+2gi-0 

and g is the coefficient in front ofthe T 
110 

term (or odd T term) 
n 

in the expression for Dalitz plot density for K -t 3~. 

It should be added that the above predictions must be corrected for 

the obvious electromagnetic effects, e.g. mass differences. 

The second observation (which may or may not be related to the 

question of AI=112 rule) has to do with the apparent enhancement of the 

decays Aqp?l- (i.e. purely hadronic eecays) with respect to the semi- 

leptonic decays (e.g.A+ pe-v). In a simple quark picture the two types 

of decay proceed viathe processes illustrated in Fig. 3. If the coupling 

of the W boson to quark antiquark system is of the same strength as to the 

iv system, as indicated by universality, then the relative strength of 

these diagrams (for a single color state in the case of the quark diagram) 

should be equal except for phase space arguments. This simple minded 

picture predicts that the electronic decay of the A would be of the order 

of 20% times phase space correction, a prediction that appears too high 

by at least an order of magn.tude Other more complicated possible diagrams, 

however, would upset this simple prediction. 

Are these two observatir,ns related? The answer would be yes if for 

:.ome reason the AI=1/2 part of the purely hadronic weak Hamiltonian were 

"enhanced" with respect to the naive prediction. 

This is basically the origin of the ides of octet enhancement. If 

the Hamiltonian is of the current-current form, each current being a 

member of an octet, then their direct product can be written ss 

Bx8=27@1O@i6@8@8@1 

The AI=312 part (which is contained only in the 27 representation) would 

be suppressed if the effective Hamiltonian itself also transformed like 

an octet, i.e. the octet part in the sum were enhanced. 

How valid are these simple minded arguments? This is certainly a 

complex question and we shall limit ourselves here to two statements. 

Firstly, the theoretical situation 36) is not very clear and it is not 

obvious how big a special dynamical enhancement is really necesssry here. 
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lo- 78 3493A3 

Fig. 3 Simple quark picture for A hadronic and beta decays. 

Conceivably, a test of AI=112 rule in a system involving another SIJ3 

multiplet, e.g. R- decay, might shed some light here. Secondly, these 

ideas and questions can be extrapolated to the higher group of SU4 that 

we have to deal with when we discuss the questiop of charm non leptonic 

decays. We shall return to this specific point in the last chapter on 

charm decays. 

We might briefly end this section with a short summary of the 

experimental situaticn on the status of the AI=112 rule. In general, it 

appears that there does exist a finite AI=3/2 amplitude, above and beyond 

purely electromagnetic corrections, whose magnitude is of the order of 

few percent of AI=112 amplitude. Furthermore, in decays where such 

amplitudes could a priori contribute (e.g. K-On) there appears to be no 

need for AI=5/2 or 7/Z at the level of 1% of the dominant amplitude. 

As an exsmplz we quote several illustratjve, and thus by no means 

exhaustive, examples oi the relative msgnitudes of the ~1=3/2 and 

AI=112 amplitudes: 

1) %/2’%/2 
:n K + 2n decay 36) = 0.0448 f 0.0002 

2) S3/2/S1,2 :in h decay3’) = 0.027 f 0.008 

3) s3/2’s1/2 in B decz; 38: = 0.041 f 0.015 

In addition, the analysis of the decay rates and the slopes of the 

various charge states for the K + 3n also indicate 39) clear violation of 

the AI=112 rule. 

d) CP violation. The observation in 1964 by Christenson et al. 40) of 

the apparent decay process KL o+T+n- has led during the next few y&s to 

a burst of experimental and theoretical activity. This activity appears 
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to have culminated after a decade of hard work in the conclusion that no 

presently experimentally accessible CP violation effects exist outside 

of the K" system and that the superweak model of Wolfenstein 41) appears 

to adequately explain all the data. The question of CP violation received 

recently renewed theoretical interest, by virtue of its possible manifes- 

tation42) in the weak decays of the anticipated heavy quark states. In 

this section we briefly review the experimental situation that led to the 

conclusions stated above. 

The fact that the process observed by Christenson et al. was 

indeed due to CP violation and not to some other strange phenomena was 

established shortly after the initial discovery. Possible effects due to 

cosmological forces 43) were soon excluded by lack of any energy dependance 

in the branching ratio 44) and the possibility that the observed process is 

really due tDthe decay of some new particle was killed by an interference 

observed between the c and the regenerated Kz component. 45) The spectacu- 

lar difference that can be seen in more recent experiments, between the 

no interference and interference hypothesis is illustrated in Fig. 4, 

46) taken from the latest high statistics work at BNL. 

To discuss the experimental work on CP violation in the K"-2 system 

one must define a minimum amount of formalism: 

K”> + 12, 0 6 
Defining IKT > = and I$, > = IK ' - IK ' 

a- JF 

IK; > + cIK’1 > IK; > +o /K; > 
and I< > = 

JiqTp lKZ> = /q-p- 

leads to ccIKns> = 2 Re E 

IO7 

IO6 

--g to5 
0-J - 

0 

b 
; IO4 

In 

-F’ 

F 

:; IO3 

3 

IO2 

IO’ 
0 4 8 I2 

10-n 
34P3Arl PROPER TIME (X IO'-" set > 

Fig. 4 Time distribution of K" -f ~l+n- events behind a regenerator. 

Cur7.a A i;c the best fit obtained under the assumption of no 

interference between $ and Kz; curve B is the fit with inter- 

ference effects. 
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i.e. E is just a measure of CP violation in the mass matrix. In addition, 

CP violation effects can exhibit thaselves also through a violation in the 

K-tZn decay amplitude itself. 

We define A 
0,2 

as the amplitude for K+Zn decay leading to the 2n 

system in T=0(2) state. Taking A0 to be real, we define 

E’ =A.- ei(62-60) Im A /A 
fi 2 0 

where 60,2 are the n-n scattering phase shifts in the T=0(2) state.Thus CP 

violation in the decay amplitude simply means a non zero phase between the 

T=O and T=2 amplitudes. 

We can furthermore define two "experimental" parameters that are 

related more closely to the actual empirical observations: 

n+ = 
A(K++n-) A(~+-&?) 

n 3- 
A(K;-trr+n-) 00 A(K;+n'n') 

These two sets of complex amplitudes are related by 

“i- 
= E + E’ n = a- 2 E' 00 

We should next mention the different rypes of experiments 

that can provide some of the information about these parameters 

1) Measurement of ~-vx+,- determines In+_1 
2 

2) Measurement of <-qn~~' determines In,,/ 
2 

3) Interference between $-VI+,- and K>n+n- gives phase of Q. 

4) Interference between $-wr"nO and K~-v'v' gives phase of non. 

5) Charge asymmetry in Kk3 decays yields Re E. 

In addition two other pieces of information can be obtained from the 

Cl V-II phase shifts measurement (from T-V scattering or KL4 decays) 

yields phase of c*. 

7) From the unitarity condition one obtains the .-elation 

-icy-ms) + + <<I$> = ;<f/T@*<flTIK;> 

Because of AI=112 rule and very low decay rate of Kz into any other 

than 2n channel, only important state If> is 12n's in T=O state,. 

The right hand side can then be simplified to lsc* and we obtain 

the relation 

2(y-ms) 
tan arg E = ___ 

YS 
since y 

6 
>> y 

L 
. 

A graphical way to summarize these data ha: betn suggested by Wu and 

Yani7i nd UI schemati:ally illustrated in Fig. 5. 

The statistic91 and systematic precision ol ths recent experiments 

is extremely high and the para-neters of the CP violation discussed above 

can now be determined rith very high accuracy. L) We enumerate here 

2) briefly some of tho:e results 2~ compiled by Kleinknecht, and compare 

them with the predictions of superweak theory (which demands ~'-0). 

Experimental-.y we have 

*+- = 44.9 -+ 1.3c 

@ = 48.0 f 13.1' ch 

to be compared with the superweak prediction for both of these of 

-1 tan %!?d = 43.8 f 0.2’ ., 
‘6 

For the ratio of amplitudes we have experimentally 

/noo(/lq+I = 1.008 -I 0.041 
data from non-CP experiments. 
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to be compared with unity in superwrak theory. 

And finally, from charge asyrmnetry experiments 

2 Re ~//n+l = 1.448 + 0.055 

to be compared with the prediction of 

2 cos (43.8 f .2') = 1.443 f 0.005. 

0 
Clearly the agreement of the data from the K"-K system with the 

superweak theory is excellent. Thr. rdsults are displayed graphically in 

Fig. 6 in terms of a Wu-Yang triangle. 

For the sake of completeness one should mention that IU) statistically 

significant CP (or T) violation has been seen in any other system. The other 

kinds of experiments looking for chose effects included a whole variety 

of diverse phenomena, such as detailed balancing in nuclear and particle 

rexLions, n and n' charge asymmetry, T violation in AQ=-AS KP 3 decays, 

transverss polarization in K 
p3' 

charge asymmetries in pp annihilations, 

hyperon decays, etc. 

Re z 

By far the most promising place to look for T violating effects appears 

to be the neutron electric dipole moment which must vanish if either parity 

or time invariance are good,i.e. absolutely conserved. The present experimental 

limit48fi.e. Dn-(0.4 f 1.1) x 10 -24 e cm,where D, is the neutron electric 

dipole moment,appears to exclude all but superweak models from among the 

"conventional" models of CP violation. 

Fig. 5 A schematic representation of the Wu-Yang triangle. One can ask to what extent the Kobayashi*askawa 13) model, with 

its natural small CP violation, is compatible with all of these experi- 

mental results. The answer is that the predicted effects would befar 

smaller than the existing limits and thus within the present experimental 

uncertainties, 42) t';a xperweak model and the K-M model are undistinguishable. 
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Fig. 6 The K" CP violation data displayed on the Wu-Yang triangle. 

The values come from the compilation by Kleinknecht (Ref. 2). 

For example, one would expect a finite electric dipole moment for the 

neutron due to contributions of diagrams illustrated ir. Fig. 7, but anti- 

cipated order of magnitude is only about 10 -28-10-31 e cm. One does 

however expect in this model potentially observable effects in the decays 

of new particles composed of heavy (i.e. b and t) quarks. 

4 Status of the AS=1 neutral current decays. It was the apparent 

absence of the AS=1 neutral current decays, demonstrated most dramati- 

cally in the processes 

that led to the formuli:ion of the GIM mechanism. In addition, however,the 

8) original search by Clzrk et al. for the decay mode 
,o +- 

.t+p 11 set an upper limit 

for this process that was significantly lower tha? the so called unitarity 

limit due to the 2y iuternediate state (see Fig. 8). S<nce that time, 

however, three differe-it groups4g'50'51) have studied this process, and 

all obtained mutually consistent results that were also slightly above 

the unitarity limit. T5e original Berkeley result has been recently re- 

vised slightly upward,") taking into account a new value of ln+( that 

was used in the flux determination, and correcting small errors in the 

original Monte Carlo calculation. It still remains however significantly 

below the unitarity limit. The overall situation is summarized in 

Table VI.- 

For completeness, we should mention that the rS=O counterpart of 

the +,+,- decay, i.e. ."+e+e- process, has now been observed 53) with a 

+2.4 
branching ratio of (2.23-l 1) x 10 -7 (90% G.L.). This number should be 
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lo-78 3*93A7 

Fig. 7 Typical diagrams involving heavy quarks that give rise to a 

finite neutron-electric dipole moment. 

compared with the unitarity limit of 4.75 x 10 
-8 

, and is in fair agreement 

with the calculations for the second order electromagnetic process 

by vector mesons. 

Table VI 

status of +pt- 
* 

'jranching ratio measurements 

Group Value(xlti7) Reference 

Berkeley <3.1(90X C.L.) 52 

Columbia - BNL 1:. +8 
-4 

49 

Princeton - U. Mass 8.8 +10.7 
-5.5 

50 

Chicago-Argonne u.4 
+2.8 

-1.8 
51 

Unitarity Limit 6 
--- 

* 
All measurements have been adjusted to the value of 

0.21% for ~+lr+~-/K+ll. 

We finally end with some comments about the decay K+*+u;. The 

evperinent 8) of J. H. Klems et al. designed to search for this mode set 

a 90% C.L. limit of 1.4 x 10 -6 on its branching ratio by looking for 

c.,lergetic n's unaccompanied by any other particle. Thus this apparatus 

would have been also sensitive to the possibie decay: 

where h is any light, non-interacting particle. Because of the two body 

nature of this decay, the sensitivity of the experiment to this mode is 

even higher and one can interpret the result as setting a branching ratio 

limit for this mode 54) of 2.7 x 10 -7 (90% C.L.). The importance of this 

result stems from the fact that the existence of a low-mass isoscalar 

pseudoscalar meson (referred to as axion or higglet) is very attractive 
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from the theoretical point of view 55) since it prevents the appearance 

of strong interaction CP violating effects in QCD and gauge theories of 

weak interactions. If the axion exists, the theory gives a branching 

ratio54'55$or the d ecay K+-+rr+h comparable (within an order of magnitude 

or so) to the upper limit quoted above. 

III. Lepton Decays 

We divide this chapter into three sections: 

4 discussion of p decay with special emphasis on the new results on 

exotic decay rode6 of the muon 

b) few brief comments about neutrinos 

C) our present understanding of the T lepton. 

Clearly in the spirit of trying to emphasize the newest results, 

the large fraction of this chapter shall deal with the T. 

a) J.I decay. For a long time the muon decay 

was the unique accessible purely leptonic process. Accordingly, it was a 

good testing ground for the theory of weak interactions, insofar that this 

transition is unencumbered by the difficulties associated with the presence 

of hadrons. This uniqueness aspect of p decay has disappeared in the last 

few years as technological improvements and new discoveries have provided 

us with several new laboratories of pure leptonic interactions. For ex- 

ample, in neutrino interactions we can study the processes 

ve -+ ve 

ve + vu (i.e. inverse p decay) 

"2 + .~.+Jz,- v Z (in the field of the nucleus) 

lo-78 349JA8 

Fig. 8 The diagram for the $ + p+!~- decay via a two photon intermediate 

state. 

,4 
Fig. 9 Conventional diagram for p+ + e+ve;p decay. 
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and in the colliding beams 

r + evv 

T -t VY" 

e+e-+ p+ii- (or ~+r-) for weak-electromagnetic interference. 

The historical importance of the muon is still there, however. Furthermore, 

the p decay provides an opportunity to do very high statistics experiments, 

albeit in the low q2 region, and thus test the weak interaction models to 

a high degree of accuracy. 

It is important to remember that to a very high accuracy the muon is 

a point particle without any anomalous interactions. This conclusion is 

reached on the basis of the remarkable agreement between the theory and 

experiment in a variety of experiments involving the muon, i.e. the hyper- 

fine structure of the muonium, 56) the g-2 of the muon, 57) and the pro- 

duction cross section of muon pairs in high energy e+e- collisions.58) 

Thus we can have great confidence that the 11 decay does test solely the 

weak interaction diagram illustrated in Fig. 9. 

We shall commence our discussion by seeing how well do the p decay 

data agree with the standard model of weak interaction, 59) i.e. a model 

incorporating universality in the framework of the Cabibbo theory and a V-A 

interaction. Rather than looking at the most general complete theoretical 

expression for the 11 decay, we shall examine it piece by piece in such a 

way as to be able to compare specific experimental measurements with the 

predictions of various models. It is conventional in this kind of compari- 

son to look at 6 different experimental parameters. 

1) The decay rate i.e. the lifetime of the muon. This is the test of 

p-e universality and of the Cabibbo theory, since the integrated muon 

decay rate measures weak interaction constant squared G2, and nuclear 

B decay G2cos2Sc. We have already previously discussed Cabibbo theory 

universality in a slightly differtat context. Here we merely restate the 

result as 

sin2ec + cos2Sc = 1.003 + 0.004 

i.e. an excellent agreement with Cabibbo universality. 

2) Overall spectrum of the decay electron. If we define a parameter x 

x= E /Emax e e 

and integrate over all the othe. vaziableti, then we obtain the expression 

for the electron energy spectrum 

N(x) dx a x2 
[ 

I - x + f p (4x-3) 1 dx 

In general, i.e. for an arbitrary mixture of S, P, T, A, and V 

interactions, we have the restrictions 

osp_<1 

where&s V-A demands p = 0.75. 

The experimental value is 0.752 + 0.003. 

3) Decay asymmetry parameter (averaged over all x). Defining as I3 the 

angle betweal, ;ne direction of the p spin orientation and the momentum 

vector of the decay electron, the most general distribution in the 

variable CCJS E is 

N(cnsB)dcose a(1 + P 5 cos6) dcosS 

For the nest general case, the restrictions on E, are 

osIE153-$l 

whereas V-A dictates 5 = 1 

The experimental vale is 5 = 0.972 f 0.013. 
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4) The decay asymmetry parameter is in general a function of x, and 

thus can vary in magnitude (or even change sign) as the energy of the decay 

electron is varied. This variation is described by a parameter conven- 

tionally called 6, and the double distribution is given by 

N(x,cosB)dxdcosB a x2 [l-x +$(4x-3)]+ 3 case [l-x + 2U4x-3,lj dxdcose 

The most general restriction is 

1561 5 P 

and the V-A predicts 6 = 0.75 

The experiment gives 6 = 0.755 + 0.009. 

5) Helicity of the decay electrons. In general, since parity is violated 

in u decay, the decay electrons will be longitudinally polarized along 

their direction of flight in the muon rest frame, i.e. have a non-zero 

helicity. 

The general requirement on the helicity h is 

06 Ih( 5 1 

whereas V-A demands h, = +l, h- = -1 

and the experiment gives: 

h+ = 1.03 + 0.13 

h = -0.89 f 0.28 

6) The low end of the electron energy spectrum. That end of the energy 

spectrum is influenced by a parameter TI, as the general formula for the 

spectrum contains the term 

N(x)dx a x2 rl 1 dx 

The mast general restriction on rl is 

whereas V-A predicts that n = 0 

The experimental value is n = -0.12 + 0.21. 

In conclusion we can say that the p decay skdies are in excellent 

agreement with the V-A theory. However one can still pose several import- 

ant questions relevant to this decay. The remainder of this section shall 

be devoted to the study of those points. 

1) How good are the limits on possible admixtures of other possible 

interactions and how well is the V-A phase determir‘?d? In spite of the 

excellent agreement of the data with a pure V-A theory, rhere is a sur- 

prisingly great deal of room for admixtures of ,,her couplings. We quote 

here the results of a review by Derenzo 60) 

lgsl 5 0.33 /gvl 

!gTI 5 0.28 lgvl 
lgpl s 0.33 IgJ 

“he== gs, gT, etc. arc the strengths of the S, T, etc. couplings. 

The V-A phase $ 1:: measured to be 
.+ = 180 f ls" 

2) Are the neu-rims really massless? Assuming that the electron 

neutrino in p deczy is Identical to the one in 6 decay and the muon 

neutrino identical to that in S-YV decay we can quote the following upper 

limits on their masses 

m -c 60 eV61) 
"2 

m < 550 KeV62) 
"!J 

However, there is a considerably better limit on these two neutrino's 

mass difference from the neutrino oscillations. We shall return.to this 

point in our discussion about neutrinos. 
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3) What is the exact nature of the 2 neutrinos emitted in the p decay? 

More specifically, can we have a multiplicative conservation law opera- 

tive, where we cc-~erve Le+ Lu and (-l)L' but not Le and Lu separately. 63) 

Such a law would allow a process 

+ 
P + e+; 

e y!J 

in addition to p+ + e+ve ; u 

The present data do not exclude completely this situation even though this 

would be a rather inelegant theory from the point of view of universality. 

To discuss this question quantitatively we define the ratio r by 

r I 
BR(p+ -+ e+"j ) 

u+ -f all 

Then r will be 1.0 or 0.5 for additive and multiplicative laws respective- 

ly. The results from the recent Gargamelle exposure to the PS Y beam 

yield: 

from the neutrino exposure: r = 0.9M.3 (from excess of e 
t 

events) 

r = l.W.6 (from lack of e- events) 

and from the antineutri-m exposure: 

r = o.ayo.2 (from excess of e- events) 

+ 
+ = 1.3fo.6 (from lack of e events) 

Clearly the data show no evidence for violation of the additive law but 

are not able to put a very significant limit on the contribution from 

the multiplicative law. I understand, however, that an experiment currently 

in progress at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory will soon be able to 

improve on these numbers by almost an order of magnitude. 

4) Are there p-e transitions at any level, or are the Le and Lp quantum 

numbers conserved rigorously? Specifically are the processes 

1;’ + e+y 
+ P -+ WY 
+ tt- u +eee 

!A-z -+ e- z 

totally forbidden? This is the question that has received a great deal 

of experimental and theoretical attention in the last couple of years and 

we shall conclude the discussion of J.I decay by giving a summary of the 

present status on this point. 

The upper litits given or these exotic processes by the recent 

experiments are summarized in -able VII. 

Table VII 

Reference 

Montreal-LXX- 64 

/ + + e+y 
Victoria-TRIUKF- 

/ P -Melbourne 

1.1 x 1o-g SIN 
ETH-Zurich-SIN 65 

2.0 x 10 -10 LASL 66 
LASL-Chicago-Stanford 

+ 
P -+ e+w 5 x 10 -8 Theory t p+ey limits 67 

ll- + Sulfur -c e- 4 x lo-lo SIN 68 
+ Sulfur BeKne 

+ -9 
u + e+e+e- 1.9 x 10 Dubna 69 
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These limits, although representing a significant improvement over 

what was known several years ago, still allow a wide range of theories 

with a finite rate for u-e transitions (see discussion below). Accord- 

ingly, one might ask how much further one could push the existing limits, 

and what are the fundamental background and/or flux limitations on im- 

proving these numbers. To be specific we shall consider the decay p + ey. 

The two serious backgrounds appear to be: 

=) simultaneous u decays, one ordinary decay with an electron near 

the tip of the spectrum, the other a radiative decay with the y energy 

being almost half of the muon mass. Alternatively, the electron from 

the other decay could give an energetic externally radiated y ray (for 

example in the stopping target). 

b) p -+ e vvy process with the two neutrinos almost at rest. 

We can estimate very roughly the limitation imposed by each of 

these potential backgrounds. To avoid the accidental problem, we would 

want to look at individual u's, 1 at a time, i.e. u's should stop in a 

target with a time interval between different u's that is long compared 

to u lifetime, e.g. 10 psec. That would give us about 10 10 
u's a day, 

and assuming a I&I of 100 days a potential branching ratio limit of 10 -12 

with a 100% detection efficiency. 10% is probably more reasonable, but 

on the other hand the spatial extent of the stopping target can be made 

large enough so that there is no ambiguity problem between p's stopping 

in different parts of the target. That factor can probably gain us 

the loss due to detection efficiency, so that 10 -12 
appears to be an 

achievable limit. 

The background due to radiative decays can be reduced only by im- 

proving spatial and energy resolution of the detector. The expression 

for the branching ratio for p+avvy with a and y going off at 180' with 

respect to each other is 

B 
rad 

(180') = & [(I-x)~ + 4(1-x)(1-y) 1 y dy dx dcosRev 

where we have defined 

x f E /E “Iax 
e e 

The radiative decay will look like a u+eY decay i. wikhin the resolution 

of our detector all the kinematical variables will be consistent with 

the 2 body decay. Defining our normalized energ, resolution parameters as 

'e = AEe/Ea- 
5 

= AE /E max 
Y Y 

we obtain 70) the achie\nble branching ratio lilit as 

<ad % 2.4 x 10 -2 ra r 68 
Y 

where 68 is the error on the e-y angle. 

To give an idea of what has been achieved already, one can quote the 

relevant parameters for the Stanford-Chicago-LASL experiment 

r = 3.6% 
e =-Y 

= 3.3% By = 1.9O 

These set a limit on achievable branching ratio of about 10 
-12 . one 

can probably improve the resolution on each of these parameters by at 

least 50%. leading to an order of magnitude improvement on the rate limit. 

We conclude accordingly that the accidentals probably present the most serious 
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limitation on the quality of the potential upper limit measurement, and 

that this limit is somewhere in the vicinity of 10 
-12 . 

We turn next to some of the theoretical arguments for the importance 

of searching for u-e transitions. The basic point is that in general in 

gauge theories p-e transitions can occur at levels that conceivably could 

be as high as 10 -9 of the total decay rate. The experimental limits on 

these exotic processes discussed above can thus put stringent limits on 

determining which of many possible gauge theories are still viable. We 

shall briefly enumerate some of the possible models predicting finite 

rate for v-+s transition. 

=I standard model with a heavy neutral lepton (Fig. foa). If the neutral 

lepton accompanying the T is massive 71) then in general there will be 

mixing among the neutral leptons, and weak interaction eigenstates will 

not be eigenstates of mass matrix in a manner comparable to the quark 

situation. The limit on the amount of the mixing is given by the avail- 

able data on hadron-lepton universality, p-e universality and nonortho- 

ganality between v and vp. For BR % 10 
-9 one needs e mL" @ 

12-30 GeV 

(the branching ratio is preportional to (~+,~/rnw)~ where mw is the mass of 

the intermediate vector boson. 

b) Presence of right handed doublets, i.e. 72) 

with massive neutral partners Ne, N 
P' 

in addition to the conventional 

left handed doublets (see Fig. lob). The transition rate here wili be pro- 

portional to coso 
[. 

sin 0 (mN 2 - y$2)ig 1' where $ is the mixing angle 
e 

'and will yield branching ratios ~10 -10 for a mass difference squared 

Y 
w W 

P A Lo 
0 

(0) lb) 

(d) 3493AIO 

Fig. 10 Fxamplas of possible diagrams generating 11 -f ey transitions. 

h, k in (c) are postulated doubly charged leptons; Q in (d) 

is the Higgs boson. 
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of 1 GeV2. 

Cl Left handed lepton triplets, with the third member of the triplet 

being doubly charged. 73) The doubly charged leptons (called heptons by 

the authors) mix with a mixing angle C$ and thus give rise to u-e transi- 

tions (Fig. 10~). The transition rate has a similar dependance on the 

parameters of the theory as the theory with the right handed doublets. 

d) Existence of several scalar bosons 74) (Higgs particles). The 

dominant contribution in this case to a u-e transition is via two-loop 

diagrams, with the scalar boson coupling once to leptons and the second 

time to some intermediate heavy particle (e.g. Z', wf, or the Higgs boson 

itself). An example of one of these diagrams is illustrated in Fig. 10d. 

The order of magnitude of the branching ratio for ~+ey transition is 

ii- z + e- z 

3 
(a/n) . 

Clearly, there can beconstructed a variety of other models involv- 

ing larger gauge groups that can also generate u-e transitions. The dis- 

cussion above is by no means meant to be comprehensive but rather lllus- 

trate the order of magnitude of various effects that can be expected 

within the framework of recently popular models. 

Finally, one should say a few words about the relative sensitivity 

of the various "forbidden" processes involving p-e transition. Clearly 

a detailed answer can be only given in the framework of a specific model. 

In general, however, the decay p+3e is suppressed with respect to the 

decay u+ey by a factor comparable to u/n which one might expect a priori. 

The exception is the triplet model 73) where the p+3e process can occur by 

virtue of non-zero transition charge radius and where this rate can act"- 

ally be larger than the u+ey rate. The nuclear capture process, 

turns out to be generally the most sensitive probe of potential effects 

generating ue transitions. 74) The reasons are quite general and stem from 

the fact that this process can occur coherently pn all the nucleon6 in 

constrast to the "allowed" p- capture in nuclei: 

u- z + VI1 (Z-l). 

There is an additional enhancement factor, as large as an order of magni- 

tude for copper, originating from the Pauli principle suppression of the 

allowed process. The p-e capture process, 1eavi.n; the capture nucleus 

unchanged, is not subject to the same suppression factor and thus is 

relatively enhanced. There are,however, models -herd the p + ey experiment 

is predicted to be r.?re fruitful. For illustrative purposes we present in 

Fig. 11 the relatp-e rates calculated by Altarelli (.t al. 75) for three 

of the forbidden processes as a function of neut.ral T lepton mass assuming 

standard 6 lepton llodcl and maximum mixing compatiblu with the data. 

b) Neutrino deca-re and oscillations. ----- In this section we briefly 

discuss the available limits on neutrino decays and make a few remarks 

about neutrino oscillations, a topic that has received renewed interest 

recently in light of the enlarged family of leptons. 

If neutrinos have a finite mass, then jn principle it is possible 

for them to decay, the natural mode being 

v+x+y 

where Xis some lower lying state. As an example, if m > m and lepton 
vp "e 

number is not rigorously conserved, then we could have 
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10-1’ 

IO--‘2 

10-m 

IO I02 

M (GeV) 319x11 

Fig. 11 The fractional rates for !J capture (R,,), u -f ey decay (R,,), 

and u + eee decay (R,) as a function of T neutrino mass accord- 

ing to the calculation in Ref. 75. 

In the exposures of large bubble chambers to the accelerator beam of 

neutrinos a considerable neutrino path length has been accumulated, the 

appropriate measurement scale being of the order of light years (2.3 light 

76) years for the Argonne experiment). If the general decay mode mentioned 

above exists, then one should se'! in the bubble chamber e+e- pairs point- 

ing aiong the v beam direction, and having a typical energy of the order 

of half of the neutrino energy. Since this technique measures the decay rate 

in the lab,that is related to the more fundamental quantities by 

rLAB = =L UEvLAB, 
one can set limits only on the ltloduct of mur, r being the decay rate in 

the neutrino rest frame. The upper limits obtained by different experiments 

are enumerated below in Table VIII. 

Table VIII. 

Experimer.tal Limits on mvr 

i 

Lirir (90% C.L.) 

4.6~10~~ HeV/sec. 

1.4x10 -4 
MeVJsec 

2x10 -5 MeVlsec 

0.8x10 -8 MeVlsec T - 
Experiment 

--ANL 12' B.C. 
Argonne-Purdue 

Gargamelle B.C 
Milano 

Gargamelle B.C 
Milano 

Reactor 
U.C. Irvine 

eference 
76, 77 

78 

78 

79 

One might ask about thr significance of these numbers in the content 

of general gauge theories, by comparing this limit with the limit on p+ey 

results discussed previously. The latter corresponds to a partial rate of 

sl x 10 
-4 -1 set . We would expect the decay to be proportional to (m 

5 
lepton) * 

Thus if we take the existing experimental upper limit for rnVv. we obtain a 

crude theoretical limit on mu TV <lx10 -16 MeV/sec on the assumption 
P u 
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that the same "ecbar..sm contributes to the decay Wey as to Y 
lJ + VeY. Clearly, 

the existing experimental limits do not approach anywhere near this number. 

The neutrino mixing idea has been introduced by Pontecorvo 80) some 

time ago who observed that if ye and vp are not both massless and non 

degenerate, then the observed states (v 
LJ' 

ve) will be different from the 

mass eigenstates N1, N2. 81) Specifically they will appear as linear com- 

binations of N1 and N2, characterized by one parameter 0". i.e. 

Y 
11 

= Nlcos Bv + N2 sin 6" 

ve= -N1sin 8" + N2 cos '0" 

Thus in analogy with the 8-2 syste",a beam, composed initially cnly of 

"v' 
can give rise to ve after traversing a certain distance .¶,. This proba- 

bility for effective v,, + v transition is a function of the mixing angle e 

and difference of squares of individual "asses, i.e. 

2 2 
ml-"2 I! P = sin2 (28") sin2 (4 pc' 

The present limit on this effect allows us to set a limit 78) on the 

difference of squares of "asses 

2 (m -Ill 
1 22) < 1 ev2 

on the assumption that mixing is maximal (i.e.Sv=n/4). This is considerably 

smaller than the limit on individual neutrino "asses obtained from direct 

measurements. 

Just as it is with the quark mixing, the situation here also becomes 

"ore complex as the number of different leptons increases. The situation 

for the 3 neutral lepton case has been discussed recently by Cabibbo 82) who 

showed that in that case phase factors will occur in the mixing matrix, 

just as for the 6 quark case, which will give rise to time reversal and 

CP violation effects. 

C) Status of the T lepton. The initial observation 83) of 2 prong eu 

events in e+e- annihilations at SPEAR was accompanied by a conjecture that 

these events are due to the production and subsequent decay of a pair of 

new particles, denoted initially by U (for unknown) i.e. 

e+e-+ $ LF 

L 

L-p e'+ . . . 

li- + .,. 

The absence of any other visible particles besides the eu pair led to the 

natural speculation that one or "ore neutrinos are emltted in the decay 

together with the charged leptons. 

This hypothesis of production of new particles had to overcome tWO 

potentially serious objections, namely: 

1) Are these events genuine or could they be misidentified hadrons? 

One must remember here that the probability of misidentifying hadrons as 

leptons in this init!al experiment was close to 20%. 

2) If these events &r-e indeed real, could they be somehow associated 

with charm production? This question was relevant since the apparent 

threshold for UC production appeared to be the same (within the experi- 

mental uncertainty cf 100 MeV or so) as that for the charm production. 

The first of these quest+??= was soon answered 84) by the PLUTO group 

at DESY who confirmed the SPEAR results with a much better lepton-hadron 

discrimination. The unambiguous dissociation of U particles from the char" 

phenomena was achieved by the observation of 2 prong ep events below char" 

threshold; at the g' by the DASP group 85) and at several other energies by 

86) the DELCO group. These data dispelled the last remaining objections against 

the existence of a new phenomena, and the proposed hypothesis of a new 
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lepton, henceforth referred to as T, became well accepted. 

In the followi.lg, I shall try to discuss the evidence leading to 

the point of view that the T is most likely another sequential lepton, 

which together with its own neutrino forms a third doublet of leptons and 

appears to satisfy e-p-~ universality. The outline of the discussion will 

follow the following steps: 

1) The 7 is apparently a spin l/2 lepton (i.e. a point particle). 

2) The T needs to have its own neutrino, - i.e. the economy model of 5 

leptons appears excluded. 

3) The 'I is unlikely an ortholepton or paralepton. 

4) The T appears to couple to the standard weak interaction current 

with the standard V-A coupling. 

The arguments for the T being a spin l/2 lepton have been recently 

summarized by Tsai. 87) These are by no means unique arguments and a great 

deal of additional data support this point of view. They do, however, 

form a rather brief but cogent argument in support of this thesis and 

we shall summarize them briefly below. 

The T cannot be a baryon (assuming baryon conservation) since if it 

were a baryon decay, its deca'y products would have to include a baryon. On 

the other hand, the missing neutral(s) in the decay 

7 + ev + neutral(s) 

has been shown to have a mass well below the mass of a proton. 88) 

The T also cannot be a boson,since the T production threshold clearly 

exhibits s wave behavior. 86) (see Fig. 12). Since a boson and its antiboson 

have opposite parity, we cannot have a T+T- production in an s state from 

an initial .I P 
state of I-. The only possibility is the production process 

e+e-+ TT 
* 

0.15 

- 
0 0.10 

0.05 

1-n 

t 

Spin I 
/’ 

- 

-ii 

.‘~ 
.’ 

.’ + 
_--- _-,-= 

/ __-- 
/* _--- Spin 0 

C- 
_- 

0 
I+ f ’ 

I I I 
3.6 

J 

3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 

E c.m. (GeV) 338281 

Fig. 12 T production cross section near threshold as measured in the 

DELCO experiment. The curves indicate the expected threshold 

behavior for a pair of spin 0 (dashed), spin l/2 (solid) and 

spin 1 particles (dash-dot). 
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where T* is some excited state of the hypothetical T meson that has 

opposite parity. In that case the decay mode of T* would be expected tti be 

* * 
T + T + To or T +T'y 

leading in either case to a large number of‘y rays associated with the 

ep events. Experimentally, this is not observed and the only possible out 

is to require the T*--T mass difference to be small enough so that the 

photons would be below the experimental detection threshold. 

Finally, the spin of a point particle 'I could not be greater or equal to 

3/2, since that threshold behavior is much more divergent. That point is 

dramatically illustrated in Fig. 13, taken from Ref. 87. One is thus led 

to the conclusion that the T is mxt likely a spin 112 lepton. The argu- 

ments made further on in this section will only reinforce that conclusion. 

We consider next the question whether 'I could be a lepton singlet, 

or do the data require it to have its own neutrino? Clearly, the T would 

be stable in the former case (contradicting the data), unless there is u-e-~ 

mixing. We need to see, therefore,to what extent other available data set 

limits on the amount of possible p-e-r mixing, and what do those limits in 

turn tell us about the T properties. This point has been considered in 

detail by several authors 89) with a conclusion that the singlet possibility 

is excluded. We review briefly the relevant arguments. 

The SU(2) x U(1) classification of the leptons in this case would 

consist of two lefthanded doublets and one left handed singlet, i.e. 

(le)L, O)L, sL 

where E, M, and S are linear orthogonal combinations of e,p, and T. 

R-r 

I 

0.8 

0.4 

I 1 I I I I 1 I I 

. . . . . . . s q 1 ) K = 1 

- s= 3/2, A=l, B=O, C=O, D.=O 
-- s=l/2 

3.6 4.0 5.0 6.0 
& (GeV) 

Fig. 13 Expected threshold behavior for a pair of particles with 

different spins. K, A, B, C, D represent constants related to 

the gyromagnetic ratio and multipole values of the produced 

particles (see Ref. 87 for details). Note that the scale of 

the ordinate is linear up to 1; logarithmic above 1. 
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The aixing is defined in terns of two real parameters, called .y and 8. 

One can now impose the following limits 90) on y and 8. From the lixlt 

on the process 

p- + Cu + e- + Cu 

one obtains 82y2 5 5.3 x 1o-g 

and from the limit on the lifetime of the 7, and hence its total decay 

rate: 52 + YL > 1.0 x 10 -1 . 

The only way to make these two limits compatible with each other is 

by requiring imbalance between t32 2 
and y , i.e. E2 >> y2 or y2 >> 8 

2 
. 

There are, however, two sets of experimental consequences, violated by the 

data, which are demanded by this imbalance: 

1 - the ratio R 
w= 

2 r(r + uvv)/l'(~+av) must be very close to either l/2 

or 2. The experimental value is very close to unity. 91) 

2 - there would have to be an appreciable decay rate into 3 leptons, i.e. 

of the order of 2-3%. The experimental limits at the 90% confidence 

limit are better then 1%. 921 

Accordingly one concludes that the economy model of a T singlet is 

excluded. We turn now to the possibility that f is a paralepton, g3) i e . . 

either a paraelectron meaning that the lepton number assignment for r + 

is identical to e-, or a paremuon, which would assign to T -I- identical 

lepton numbers as to u-. The basicargument which excluded this assign- 

ment has to do again with the value of R defined above. 
ue 

A paraelectron 

+ 
T could decay either via 

+ + 
T + !A +vp+ v e (2 distinct neutrinos) 

+ or T -+ e+ t ye + v e (2 identical neutrinos) . 

Recause of the Pauli exclusion principle the rate for the second process 

would be twice as large as for the first one. Thus for a paralepton 

assignment, R =2orR 
w w 

= 112. It has been pointed out however recently 

by Rosen 94) that this result strictly holds only for a pure V-A assignment 

for the decay process. which does appear to be favored experimentally 

(see discussion below). For a more general interaction one could have 

R 
w 

= 1 for a paralepton assignment. 

An experiment that is relevant to the paralepton question is the 

search for electrons unaccompanied by muons produced by interactions of 

predominantly \lll beams. Such events could be potential signatures of the 

process 
vu+Z+c+... 

Le- + . . . 

+ 
and similarly for T . These events were looked for by the Columbia-BNL 

group in tha FNAL. 15' bubble chamber filled with neon 95) . All the events 

of this nature which were four&d were consistent with being produced by the 

\e (or ve) contamination in the beam, allowing one to set a limit on the 

production cross section times branching ratio for a paramuon of an arbit- 

rary mass. These upper limits could then be compared with the theoretical 

production rate for such a heavy muon assuming a V-A coupling of standard 

strength (see Fig. 14). This result can be interpreted in several ways. 

It excludes a simple paremuon hypothesis for the T; if &he T does have a 

muon lepton number then the strength of V~-T coupling must be only 2.5% 

of the vu-u coupling. Finally, for a mixing model, it limits the mixing 

angle to tan20 < 0.025. 

Another kind of a possible lepton is an ortholepton, i.e. a lepton 

with identic.-.!. Llarge and lepton number as the electron or the muon but 

with a heavier mass. Thus a possible decay mode for a T orthoelectron 
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IO-78 MASS (L’) (GeV) 3493814 

Fig. 14 The expected ratio of heavy lepton to muon production in the 

Columbia-BNL experiment as a function of the heavy lepton mass 

together with the experimental 90% confidence limits. 

would be 

f T +e+fy 

and similarly for the orthomuon possibility. 

The standard orthomuon picture is again excluded by the bubble 

chamber experiment discussed above, since that wolld require &gain a full 

strength coupling between vu and 7. The orthoelectron possibility is 

rather unlikely in light of the low reported branching ratio 96) for 'I * ey, 

i.e. r(r + ey)/r(T + all) 5 2.6% (90% C.L.). 

We conclude accordingly that the possibilities other than that of 

sequential lepton appear to be highly unlikely for the Y, and the most 

reasonable possibility is that T forms a new lepton doublet (T ~~1. The 

typical decays of the T might thus be expected K prl c?ed via diagrams 

illustrated in Fig. 1.5. The subsequent discus&,ion then naturally will 

break up into 2 parts; firstly, is the current tr whi.ch T couples the 

standard weak interaction current, i.e. we examine the right hand side 

of the diagrams of Fig 15; and,secondly, how do the T and vT couple to 

this current, i.e. i-he tlature of the lert hand side of the vertex. 

The first question is answered by studying the different decay modes 

of the T and cornpa:-iqg them with the predictions based on the assumption 

that we are dealing here with Lhe standard current. 97) 

1 - equality of electronic and muonic branchingratios. The various 

measurements relevant here and available as of April, 1978, have been 

summarized by Feldman.gl) -His overall fit to all the data gives R v= 

= 1.07 k 0.17 to be compared with the theoretical prediction of 0.97. 

Clearly the agreement is excellent. 

2 - absolute value of e,p branching ratios. The theoretical numbers are 

here less certain because 1-f the uncertainly associated with the rate into 
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Fig. 15 The standard diagrams for the decay r+nv and ?+e\lv. 

3493A 15 

multipion final states. The best theoretical estimates are 16.4% for the 

evv mode and 16.0 for the vu" mode. These numbers should be compared with 

Feldman's fit yielding 17.4 f 2.1% and 18.7 f 2.0% for the electronic and 

muonic decay modes respectivelv, and a recent number for the pvu decay 

mde from the DELCO experiment 98df 21*5x. 

3 - EIV decay mode. 'Ihe theoretical estimate for this decay rate is on 

very firm ground, insofar as the calculation relies solely on the r+pv 

decay rate sod the assumption that we are dealing in T decay with a 

standard weak current. Accordingly. the early low value for the branch- 

ing ratio for this mode reported @the DASP group, 99) 2.4 f 3.0% to be 

compared with the theoretical '1.8X.fi.a~ rise to serious doubts as to 

whether the T does indeed fir into the standard weak decay picture. Subse- 

ouently, however, 3 different ,xperiments have yielded results in very good 

egreement with the theory, so the issue of the xv decay also appears to be 

settled in favor of the standard mcdel. 

l'he mst direct observation of this mode has been made by the DELCO 

&=ouP 
100) who used a hadron filter to identify T'S and the Cerenkov counter 

'xz identify electrons and thus were able to isolate a sample of the events 

of the type 

e+e- + $ Tj 
I I 5. 

and quote a branching ratio of 8.0 f 3.2 f 1.3%. where the first error is 

statistical and second systematic. The spectrum of T'S and ,,'s (from 

WV decay) shown in Fig. 16 agrees very well with the Monte Carlo calcula- 

tion, supporting the hypothesis of correct identification of the events. 
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Fig. 16 Momentum spectrum of the p in e!~ events (a) and of the TI in 

en, Oy events (b). The dashed lines indicate the predicted 

shapes expected from the T decays. The data is from DELCO. 

The SLAC-LBL group used a more indirect method 
101) by looking for 

2 prong events with an energetic pion and no detected 7 rays. A clear 

excess (Fig. 17) is observed over what one would expect if no T+W mode 

were present. Estimating the hadronic backgrounl: on the basis of a jet 

model, they calculate the ~TU branching fraction to be 9.3 + 3.%. 

More recently, the PLUTO group 102) has looked for 2 prong events 

with an identified hadron and no photons to obtain a branching rate for 

this mode of 9.0 + 2.9%. 

4 - Kv decay mode. This should be the Cabibbo surpressed mode and the 

theoretical expectation is 0.62%. The only-experjaental input here is by 

the DASP group who find 99) BR (Kv) < 1.6% (90% C ',.). 

5 - p" decay mode. ?~is should beone of the major decay modes, with the 

standard model predicting 23%. To my knowledge '.he 3x11~ information avail- 

able on this subject is the prrliminary data presented by the DASP group 

at the Hamburg meeting9') who quote 24+9X. Thei? evidence rests on the 

observation of the channel 

e.' e- * nf no + 1 charged track 

where the &r," mas; .?pectrum, and the mollentum of the n+n" system (Fig. 18) 

is consistent with those events coming from the process 

e+e- .+ $ ,T - 

1 

4 PS To 
InTI 

1 charged track + . . . 

6 - Multiprong decay modes and their composition. The rates for these 

decay modes, as well as their composition can be calculated from the e+e- 

annihilations in the appropriate energy range since the isovector electro- 

magnetic current is believed to be directly related to the weak hadronic 



o- I- I I L-- 
0.50 0.62 0.74 0.86 

Fig. 17 The ratio of the pion momentum to its maximum value for T decay 

for the SLAC-LBL events with a pion, another charged particle, 

and no detected photons. The solid curve is the expected dis- 

tribution if the 7 decays normally; the dashed curve if ilv 

decay is absent. 

5 

0 cn I- 
2 
W m,:,o ( Gdf/c’> 

= 10; 

0.5<m,+,o<l GeVlc’ 

P&o (GeV/c) 340742 

Fig. 18 The DASP invariant mass distribution of the nit-no system 

(a) and the mcmentum distribution of the 11+x0 system for the 

events in the p mass band (b). The shaded events have the second 

charged particle identified as electron. 
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103) current. The results of the standard model are listed in Table IX. 

Table IX 

T branching ratios into various multibody channels 

Mode Predicted branching ratio 

* 
half of this mode will go into single prong topology. 

The experimental situation is in good agreement with the theory, 

although there is room for considerably mre work here on the experimental 

side. We attempt to sumarize the experimental situation very briefly. 

The PLUTO collaboration 104) has reported a branching fraction of 5 + 1.5% 

for the decay mode ,+-t u p'~l+. They argue that the mass spectrum of the 

3a system is consistent with coming from an Al (see Fig. 19). A similar 

measurement has been performed 105) by the SLAG-LBL collaboration, who however 

do not claim to be able to separate out the events with extra n"s. 

Accordingly, they choose to quote a total rate for T+" "n+*-7r+(nn O's) as 

18 f 6.5%. Again, there is some enhancement in the data in the 3n mass 

spectrum around the Al mass, as demonstrated in Fig. 20. 

The total branching ratio into multiprongs has been measured by 

several groups. The DELCO group has obtained a branching fraction of 

32*5% in 2 different ways, i.e. by measuring 86) the rate for eX events 

which yields 2be(l - b - bmp) and by plotting 106) the ratio of the observed e 

multiprong events with an electron to the eX events as a function of minimum 

electron mmentum cutoff.The asymptotic value of this ratio will be free of charn 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

5 -1s mT+a+n- (G&/c*) 3407*3 

Fig. 19 The PLLTTO invarisc.1 xss distribution of par' combinations in 

events with electrm and 3 n's, compatible with T+T- hypothesis. 

Th solid curve represents a nonresonant P"ni spectrum from 

'I decay; the dashed line is an estimate of the background. 
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Fig. 20 SLAC-LBL mass spectrum of 3 ~l's from events with a p, 3 charged 

n’s, and no detected y's. The dotted line represents 

vmfv+n-noy hypothesis, the dashed line non resonant ~+r?n+n-v, 

and the solid line T + A v, 

1.1 GeV/c' and 200 MeV/c 1 
with mass and width of Al being 

respectively. 

contamination and thus measures the ratio of multiprongs to 1 prong 

non-electron decays (corrected for slightly different detection effici- 

encies) in 'F decays. These data me displayed in Fig. 21. 

The DASP group has measured 85) the same quantity utilizing the rela- 

tionship b 
mP 

= 1 - be - bns where bns is the branching ratio into a non- 

showering single charged prong. They obtain 35 + 11% for the multiprong 

mode. Finally the PLUTO group 107) has obtained 30 f 12% for this rate by 

looking at multiprong events associ.ated with a muon. 

7 - Rare decay modes. The standard current model predicts that there 

should not be any exotic dersl modes, besides those discussed above. 

This is indeed the case experimmtally, as can be seen from Table X 

reproduced from the Hamburg O.~ference proceedings. 

Table X 

Upper Limits on T Rare Decay Modes 

Expertmenta;. GKOUE 
rr Detector 

PLlr'lO Group 

P,J'KI Group 

SLAC-LBL Mag- 
ne;ic Detector 

LBL-SLAC Lead 
Glass Wall 

LBL-SLAC Lead 
Glass Wall 

Mode 

r-43 charged particles)‘ 

~-43 charged particles)- 

~~'(3 charged particles)‘ 

r-e p-+ II 0 

T-+ e-+ y 
T-+ ,I-+ y 

T-+ e-+ y 

T-+ p-+ y 

U 
B 

L 

pper Limit on 
ranching Ratio 

0.01 

0.01 

0.006 

0.024 

0.12 

0.026 

0.013 

-- 
C.L. 

95% 

95% 

90% 

90% 

90% 

90% 

90% 

- 
Ref. 

- 
108 

108 

92 

109 

108 

96 

96 
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3 

R’ 

2 

R’= e’+ 2 2-Prong 

e’ + I - Prong 

I I I I , I 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

:a-& MINIMUM ELECTRON MOMENTUM (GeV) 

Fig. 21 The ratio of observed multiprong electron events to the observed 

two prong electron events at electron momenta above the value 

indicated on the horizontal axis. The dashed curve is drawn 

to guide the eye. Note the suppressed zero on the vertical 

scale. The data is from DELCO. 

In summary, we conclude that the branching ratios of the T lepton 

are in excellent agreement with the standard model Zredictions and thus 

the evidence is very strong that the 7 couples to the same weak interaction 

current that appears to be responsible for all the other hitherto observed 

weak processes. 

We can now turn to the other vertex and discuss what we know about 

the T-v~-W vertex. We first consider the electron -pectrum which can 

distinguish between the V-A and V+A couplings. One can characterize the 

spectrum by the Michel parameter, p. which taker on the value of 0 for V+A 

hypothesis and results in a spectrum peaked near the center of possible 

electron energies, or the value of 0.75 for V-A which gives an electron 

energy distribution peaked at the maximum possible value. These two dis- 

tributions, illustrated roughly in Fig. 22, become less distinguishable as 

we go from the T rest frame to the laboratory system because of Lorentz 

smearing. The radiative corrections 110) effect significantly the lower 

part of the spectrum and have the phenomenologica:. effect of reducing the 

expected P value for each hypothesis by about 0.1. 

The experimntal data is in good agreement with the V-A and appears 

to exclude the V+A hypothesis. The most powerful data statistically comes 

from the DELCc experiment 111) and is displayed in Fig. 23, both for all 

the energies and the energies near threshold, where the statistics are 

poorer but the sensitivity considerably higher. The preliminary result 

quoted by the DELCO group is p=O.66 + 0.13. 

The overall T decay rate, i.e. its lifetime, measures the strength 

of the T--v~--W coupling. In the standard model, i.e. assuming universality 

and no lepton mixing, the expacta< decay rate is 3.3 x 10 
12 -1 set yielding 
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a lifetime of 3.0 x 10 -13 sec. Such a value appears to be below the capa- 

bility of the present measurements, but an upper limit would nevertheless 

be useful in putting a severe constraint on the various models incorporat- 

ing lepton mixing. The best limits came from the DELCO 111) and PLVTO"') 

groups who quote TV < 3x10 -12 
set and TV < 3.5x10 

-12 
set respectively, ob- 

tained by looking for a finite distance between the annihilation point of 

f- 
ee and T decay point. 

The final question has to do with the nature of the neutrino associ- 

ated with the T. On the assumption that it is indeed the T neutrino that is 

emitted in T decay we have the following most recent experimental limits 

on its mass: 

from the DASP group 85) mv < 0.74 GeV (90% C.L.) for V-A 
T 

m < 0.54 GeV (90% C.L.) for V+A 
113) yT 

from the PLUTO group III" < 0.36 GeV (90% C.L.) 

88) 
for V-A 

and from the DELCO group my ' < 0.25 GeV (90% C.L.) 1 
T 

On the other hand there exists the possibility that 4 ' m114&d 
T T' 

'I decays via a non zero mixing angle between vT and v and " 
P e* In that case 

we observe either the electron or muon neutrino in the decay and those ex- 

perimental limits are meaningless. One should point out, however, that 

this possibility is probably already ruled out experimentally. 81) 

The mixing in the six lepton picture involves two parameters, a and b, which 

are bounded from below by the limit on the T lifetime, i.e. 

.s2 f b2 ' 1.0 x 10 -1 

for TT<- 3 x lo-l2 sec. On the other hand, the relative rates for wev 

2 2 Specifically there is a 1.50 difference 
115) 

and rr-tuv put limits on b -a . 

in the ratio of these 2 rates from what one expects from theory giving 

b2 - a2 = (3 f 2) x 10 -2 
. 

Thus this inequality may be interpreted as setting a bound on the value 

of 1b2-a2/ , i.e. 

lb2 - .a21 < 7 x lo-' 

within 95% confidence limits. 

Finally, in the framework of this model there will be a finite proba- 

bility for the muon neutrinos to turn themselves into electron neutrinos. 

Experimentally, this would allow a neutrino beam, that is initially a pure 

vu beam to produce electrons unaccompanied by muc~ns. This rate is given by 

VP + N + e-+ . . . . 

vu + N -t LI- + . . . 
= .2b2 

and the experimental 95% confidence limit bound obtained from the Gargamelle 

experiment of J. Blietschau et al., 63) is 

a2b2 < 1.2 x 10 -3 

Interpreting these last two numbers literally, we obtain an upper bound on 

the higher of a2, b 2. 
, 1.e. 

Max (a2,b2) < 6.3 x 10 -2 

The value of the smaller paraseter corresponding to this limit would then 

be 1.3 x 10 
-2 

, thus ba--.ly disagreeing with the limit on b2 + a2 and rul-. 

ing out the hypot:zsis of a heavy neutral T lepton. 

A similar conclu;:on can be reached in a slightly more direct way 

by considering the Cabibba usi?rsality, i.e. comparison of muon decay 

with the nuclear 6 decay. Ir. Chapter I we have shown that 

sin2Bc + cos2e c = 1.003 -f 0.004 

i.e. at a 95% confidence limit the violation of universality is 16s~ than 

1.1%. -In terms of a2 2 and b , this limit can be written as 

b2 < 1.1 x 10 -2 

in the approximation that terms O(sin20c) can be ignored. Combining this 

with the data from the n+'ev/a+pv rati>. we obtain a clear contradiction 
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with the lower limit on a2 f b2 from the lifetime limit, thus ruling out 

the heavy T neutrino hypothesis. 

One can conclude this section with a summry of what we know today 

about the T. 

1 - It appears to be a sequential spin l/2 lepton with its own neUtrin0. 

2 - Mass of the T neutrino is probably low, and a mixing scheme with mv >mT 
* 

appears to be ruled out by the data. 

3 - The three precise measurements of the 'c mass are in good agreement 

and are listed in Table XI. 

Table XI 

T Mass Determinations 

~: 

4 - Branching ratios are In good agreement with the standard model 

5 - Coupling appears to be of the V-A form. 

6 - Decay rate consistent with universality but within rather large limits, 

however. 

On the other hand, one would still like to obtain better informa- 

tion on the following points: 

1 - how exact is the e-p-T universality. 

2 - what is the nature of vT? Is it massless? If no, what is the mixing 

with the v and v 
u =- 

3 - better branching ratio measurements in the multibody sector. 

Unless these last three questions will be answered in a surprising 

and unexpected way, we can assume that most likely T is a standard sequential 

lepton. If so, and the mass of its neutrino is zero, then unfortunately 

we shall not see any of the exciting experimental possibilities like 

neutrino oscillations, CP violation in the lepton sector, and p-e transi- 

tions due to mixing phenomena. One has to regretfully conclude that the 

standard model is a dull model. 

IV. Charm Decays 

In this chapter we shall iiscms thr available experimental informa- 

tion on charm decays and compare it with the standard charm model. As 

shall be hopefully apparent frr... this dlscussion, there is still a lot to 

be learned on this topic and many questions remain unanswered. This can 

b: contrasted with the question. of T decays, where we appear to be much 

ClOSZ to the ultimate under.ct.mding. 

We shall discuss in this chapter the following topics: 

a! expect4 charm spectroscopy 

b) evidence for weak decays 

Cl comparison with GIM predictions 

d) semileptonic decays 

=) pure hadronic decays 

f) DO-7 mixing 

9) F meson and charmed baryons 

h) the status on the lifetime of D meson. 

4 expected charm spectroscopy. We shall review here very briefly some 

of the fundamental ideas put forth for the first time in great detail by 
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Gaillard, Lee, and Rosner. 
117) 

Their classic paper is remarkable in itsgreat 

predictive power and in the good accuracy of their quantitative predictions. 

In the quark picture the mesons are bound states of a qy system. 

Before the introduction of charm, different mesons could be obtained by 

allowing the general q{ system to be a different combination of the u, d, 

and s quarks and the ;, 2, and s antiquarks. The introduction of the new 

quark, the c quark, will allow one tocreatenew meson states by forming 

system composed of a c quark plus an antiquark. Thus the expected mesonic 

states with c=l quantum numbers are: 

+ .a=+ D 

c;=+ Do 1 
T = I/2 

and their antiparticles 

ci+ F f T=O 
1 

We also indicate above the isotopic spin multiplets and the conventionally 

assigned names to the new quark states. Fig. 24 exhibits the expected 

mesonic states (old and new) displayed in the 3-dimensional space defined 

by the C, Y, and I3 (Y is the hypercharge). 

Clearly, if the charm quantum number is to be conserved by the strong 

and electromagnetic interactions in analogy with strangeness,then at least 

one of the 3 new meson states should be stable against those interactions 

and thus have to decay weakly. In the conventional picture,all three: 

D+, Do, and F, were predicted to decay weakly, since the electromagnetic 

splitting is expected to be less than a pion mass and the predicted masses 

of the quarks were such that the transition F -t D + K would be-energeti- 

cally forbidden. 

The baryons are qqq states and thus we can form charmed baryonic 

states with charm quantum number equal to 1 by replacing one of the old 

dii= -IT 

C 

t 

,0--I* 
sC=F- 

Fig. 24 The predicted meson spectrum in the charm scheple. 
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quarks with a c quark, or equal to 2 by using 2 charmed quarks. The three 

c quark state would be expected to be a 3/2+ state in analogy with R-. 

Accordingly, we can expect to have: 

9 C = 1 states i.e. s=o triplet and singlet 

S = -1 two doublets 

S = -2 singlet 

and 3 C = 2 states i.e. ecu 

ccd 

CCS 

T = l/2, S = 0 

T = 0, S = -1 

Together with the l/2+ ground state octet of the old baryons, they will 

form a 20 representation of SU4 which is displayed In Fig. 25 in the 

3 dimensional C, Y, 13 space. The figure is a truncated tetrahedran and 

each of the 4 large sides represents an SU3 octet composed with a differ- 

ent set of 3 out of the 4 quarks. 

Considering the charmed baryonic decays in general, we have 2 distinct 

possibilities, i.e. 

1 _ Bcharmed +B old + Mcharmed , i.e. strong decay 

2 _ Bcharmed +Bold + @d , i.e. weak decay. 

Whether the first process goes is strictly a kinematical question, 

i.e. is it energetically allowed. If the answer is yes, then we would see no 

weak charmed baryon decays. That is the possibility that appeared mre plausible 

to Gaillard, Lee, and Rosner. The nature, howevel; appears to have chosen 

the second possibility as we shall discuss towards the end of this chapter. 

b) evidence for weak decays. We would like to consider next two points 

that appear to confirm the theoretical prejudice that the D decays proceed 

via weak interactions, i.e. their narrow width and the existence of parity 

violation in the decay process. 
Fig. 25 The predicted baryon spectrum in the charm scheme. 
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The evident- for parity violation parallels very closely the arguments 

relevant to the old ~-8 puzzle. We recall that in the days before the 

discovery of the parity violation, the two distinct decay modes of the K 

meson 

were believed to have to have been two distinct mesons since the parity 

of the two final states had to be different for the same value of angular 

momentum. 

The experimental situation in the case of the D is very similar. A 

1201 
sharp enhancement around 1870 MeV is observed both in 'the Kz A' and 

in the Kr I? n' spectrum 
119) 

(see Fig.26d and e). The identical value of the 

mass for both of these cases leads one to believe that these are two decay 

modes of the same particle. 

Considering now spin-parity assignments for the 2 decay modes, we 

note that K'n' is a system of 2 O- mesons. Accordingly, its .Jp assign- 

ment has to have natural spin parity, namely P = (-l)J i.e. Of, l-, 2+, 3-.... 

On the other hand, the Km system is composed of 3 O- mesons and as such 

has to have a vanishing population at the boundaries 
121) for natural 

spin-parity assignments. This is not the case, as illustrated by thz 

dataI*') shown in Fig. 27. The symmetrized Dalitz plot shows no depopu- 

lation around the boundaries for the resonant K%r'rf events (Fig. 27a). 

For comparison we also show the non-resonant K-n II events in the same +Sf 

mass region. 

For low values of the spin, the argument can be made even more 

quantitative. We consider the .Jp assignments of O+, l-, 2+. The first 

state is absolutely forbidden for 3 O- mesons. The l- assignment would 

Fig. 27 Synmetrized Dalitz plots for the Kna system in the mass reginn 

of 1.86-1.92 C&c'. (a) Exotic combinations K'II%*; (b) Non- 

exotic cxhinations K%',-. Q is the sum of the kinetic 

akergies of the 3 final state mesons. The data is from the 

SLAC-LBL collaboration. 
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predict an additional zero at the symmetry axis and the 2+ on additional 

zero at the top of the Dalitz plot. 121) Accordingly we can now consider 

the size of the enhancement in the K'f$ mass spectrum for both the 

allowed and forbidden regions of the Dalitz plot under the hypothesis that 

the Jp assignment is either i- or 2 f . The dividing line on the Dalitz 

plots was chosen in such a way that for a O- assignment (i.e. a flat Dalitz 

plot population) the two peaks would be equal. As is clear from Fig.28, 

the two enhancements are equal within statistics (the ratio of the enhance- 

ment in the allowed to the forbidden regions would be 8.2 and 5.6 for the l- 

and Z+assignments respectively)excluding the natural spin parity assignments. 

Accordingly,we must conclude that the parity is not conserved in this process. 

C) Comparison with the GIM predictions. We have already seen how the 

central prediction of the GIM model, i.e. existence of narrow states 

characterized by the new quantum number charm has been verified experi- 

mentally. In this section we shall consider how well does the data agree 

with the other predictions of the GIM model. 

The GIM model requires that the final state of the decay products 

of D* have exoticquantum numbers, i.e. quantum numbers that can not be 

possessed by any q4 combination. This is because in terms of quark 

transitions, the D decay corresponds to 

c+s+w + 

and thus the final physical state can have quantum numbers S=-1, Q=l 

(for D + 
the quark composition of the initial state is ca) which are in- 

accessible to any q< pair. 

Thus, more specifically,we have the prediction that 

D+ + K-',r+s+ 

should be an allowed decay whereas 

1.6 

10 -78 

Fig. 28 

I .7 1.8 1.9 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 
M K~TkTr+ (GeVk2) 

1493A28 

Mass plot for the exotic Knn system. Forbidden (a) and 

allowed (b) regions for l- matrix element and fokbidden (c) 

and allowed (d) regions for 2+ matrix element. The data is 

from SLAC-LBL callabcxtion. 
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D+ - K+,fn- 

should be forbidden. This prediction was confirmed in the first observation 
123) 

of a bump in the K?rn state by Peruzzi et al. whose data is displayed in 

Fig. 29. The sharp enhancement present at 1.876 GeVlc‘ in the exotic com- 

bination is totally absent in the nonexotic channel. 

The second quantitative prediction of the GIM model has to do with 

the Cabibbo favored nature of the c -+ s transition, and hence the Cabibbo 

suppressed nature of the c + d transition. Thus the former decays should 

be enhanced by a factor of tan28 as compared to the decays into non strange 

final states. This prediction will be somewhat modified by the phase space 

factor that will enhance the non-strange decays by%2 and by possible dy- 

namical effects. The experimental data at 4.028 GeV for both 2 and 3 

body decays 124) 1s summarized in Table XII. 

Table XII 

Comparison of Cabibbo suppressed and forbidden decays 

Even though the Cabibbo suppressed decays have not yet been observed, 

the data does indicate strongsuppression of AS=0 transitions 2 la GIM model. 

Finally we can ask what is the measured number of K's associated with the 

D production, since the GIM model predicts this number to be very close to 2. 

Experimentally, one looks at multihadron events with an electron, on the 

hypothesis that those events represent associated Droduction of 05 pair, 

followed by a semileptonic D decay. and measures the K* content in those 

60 
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? 
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2 
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20 

IO 

0 

(a) 
75512 
Events -.+ 

1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.1 

lo-78 MKsrT (GeV/c2) 3493AIP 

Fig. 29 The Knn mass distribution with the cuts designed to enhance 

the signal to background ratio: ECM= 3.90-4.25 GeV and 

M =1.96-2.04 GeV/c*. (a) Exotic combinations; (b) non-exotic 
ret 

combina:-Ions. The data is from the SLAC-LBL collaboration. 
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events. The result is 0.90 f 0.18 K*/electro" event, in excellent 

agreement with GIM if one doubles this number for possible K"s. 

d) (Semi) leptonic decays. We shall start by making some comments 

about purely leptonic decays of the charmed mesons. I" general for the 

decay 

M-t?"V 

where f 
M is the coupling constant that in the limit of perfect SU 

4 
would 

be equal to fn, and ax20 (sin2S) is used for the Cabibbo favored 

(suppressed) decays. We now make some general observations: 

1 - electronic decays are totally negligible 

2 - F leptonic decays will be enhanced over D leptonic decays by roughly 

a factor of tan20. Specifically, we expect 

i- (D -f p+") & 2 x 10 a -1 set 

l- (F -t u+v) % 3.6 x 10' set -1 

Compared to a total estimated 126) semileptonic rate of the F of % 

1012 set-l. 

3 - expected decay rate for 

F+ + ?+" 

should be about 16 times larger than the F +pv rate. 

Not surprisingly, none of these decays have bee" observed as yet. 

We turn next to the question of semileptonic decay modes of charmed 

meSOnS. The first interesting problem here is the total semileptonic 

branching ratio. That number tells us right away whether there exists in 

the charm decays an enhancement of the purely hadronic decays analogous 

to the situation in strangeness violating decays (6~ our previous dis- 

cussion of AI=112 rule). 

Very crudely we can estimate the total D semileptonic decay rate by 

assuming that it proceeds via the fundamental process 

C+S+.t+V 

and then the rate can be related easily to the total muon decay rate via 

r 
tot 
Dtevx = rEpvx = (y ry 

This kind of calculation gives % 3 x 10 12 -1 set for the total semileptonic 

rate into ev + hadrons (or uv + hadrons). In this simple pizture, the 

total hadronic decay rate would then be given by 

c-+s+u+a 

resulting in a comparable rate times the appropriate hadronic enhancement 

factor. 

There appears to be some theoretical disagreement whether the mechan- 

isms believed responsible :27) fox the octet enhancement in "old" particle 

decays will be relevant when carried over to the case of charm decays. 

More specifically the quantitative estimates for semileptonic branching ratios 

range from a 10" 12SJ 
f about l%,coyresponding to a" enhancement equivalent to 

one found in strange particle decays to about 25%. corresponding to essen- 

126) tially no enhancement at all. We shall say more about the details of 

hadronic enhancemat when we discuss the nonleptonic decays, but in the 

meanwhile we turn to see what do the semileptonic decay data have to say 

about this question. 

There are now several independent measurements of the total semi- 

leptonic rate, obtained by means of slightly different primary measurements. 
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One can measure the total semileptonic rate by comparing Re(Ru) i.e. 

cross section for p_oduction of hadrons associated with an electron (muon) 

expressed in terms of point cross section,with R charm i.e. total charm 

contribution to R. We have then 

BR(e) = 2 Re/Rcharm 

We should note that this procedure gives the branching ratio for all 

charmed ground states (i.e. states decaying weakly) weighed by their 

production rate, i.e. 

2 Re/Rcharm = $ oi %Ri/Zoi 

Alternatively one can compare the rise in R vs. the rise in R at e 

$1' . This has the fundamental simplicity of measuring effectively an 

average branching ratio for Do and D" since their production rates there 

are almost equal (except for phase space factors). 

Finally, the branching ratio can be extracted by a comparison of 

R 2e with R, (R2= is the total rate of hadronic events accompanied by 

2 electrons). The last 2 measurements together can in principle disentangle 

any possible difference between the Do and Df branching ratios. 

We shall discuss first the experimental measurements at low energies: 

1 - The lead glass wall (LGW) collaboration 129) has measured the Do-D* B.R. 

into evX at the $" (3.77) to be 7.2 + 2.6% by looking at the total 

number of eX events. The result is mildly dependent through the de- 

tection efficiency on the assumption that the two dominant decay modes 

Kev and K*(890)ev are equal. 

2 - The DELCO group 130) 
has measured the same branching ratio at :he +" by 

comparing the relative sizes of the Breit-Wigner peaks in both R, and 

R (see Fig. 30). They obtained 11 f 2%. 

Fig. 30 

t -1 
(a) 

4 # 

R I- : t 

++ t 
*++I + 

3j_j 

+% 

R 

2.5 

0.25 

3700 3750 3800 
E c.m. (Me\‘) ,,.., 

DELCO data used in extracting the D semileptonic branching 

ratio at the $I'. (a) raw R plot, (b) R plot after subtracting 

the $ and ;.' tails and (c) R, plot. The curves are P wave 

and S wave fits to the resonance. 
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3 - The DASP group 
131) has obtained 11 f 3% for the eX branching ratio 

overaged over a wide energy range. The majority of their data however 

comes from 4.03 GeV total energy point, and thus should reflect mainly 

Do and D' contributions. 

As we can see, all the experiments are consistent with a number 

BRe Q lo%, indicating that the hadronic enhancement discussed above is 

probably not very important in the charm decays. 

The lead glass wall collaboration 132) has also published their 

determination of %Re as a function of energy. Their average value, 

8.2 + 1.9% is consistent with the DASP value quoted above and with the 

low energy (3.77 GeV) measurements. Taken at face value, that implies 

either that there is very little F and charmed baryon production or that 

the F and the charmed baryons have a semileptonic rate comparable to that 

of the D mesons. As seen from Fig. 31, however, the experimental errors 

are large enough so as yet no strong statement on this point can be made 

from the published data. 

We should finally mention two values for the electronic branching 

ratio obtained from the comparison of R2e and Re, i.e. 16 * 6% from the 

DASP collaboration 
131) and a preliminary value from DELCO of 16 f 4%!33) 

The experimental uncertainties are too high to be able to conclude anything 

meaningful at this time about the possible difference of D 
f and D'semileptonic 

branching ratios. 

We turn next to the question of specific exclusive channels responsible 

for the D semileptonic decay rate. The most likely candidates are the Kev 
* 

and K (890)ev final states, the K*(1400)ev final state being suppressed by 

phase space, and the Kev(nn) channels expected to be negligible by virtue 

of the soft pion theorems. 117,134) One rough theoretical estimate 126) 

-1 

OL------ 
‘6 .‘. 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 

10-78 E C.m. (WI 149,&l, 

Fig. 31 The average branching ratio for charmed particle decay into an 

_ electron plus additional particles vs. the center of mass energy 

(a) DASP data; (b) LGW data. 
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indicates that the Kev rate should form about 30% of the total semileptonic 

rate. 

Experimentally, the electron momentum spectrum appears to be the 

most sensitive way to extract this information from the e'e- annihilation 

data. The two expected spectra, however, i.e. for Kev and K*ev decay modes, 

do not differ very much 134,135) and one has to exercise considerable care in 

understanding the experimental backgrounds and detection efficiencies.to be 

able to draw correct conclusions. Some of the relevant backgrounds are: 

1 - hadrons misidentified as electrons 

2 - 5 multibody decays 

3 - Cabibbo suppressed decays. 

The first source would tend to enhance the lower end of the spectrum, 

the latter two the higher end. The experimental situation at the present 

time is inconclusive,appearing to favor sizable contributions from both 
* 

the Kev and K (890)e" modes. Figs 32 and 33 display the published DASP 131) 

and LGW132) data together with some curves giving an estimate of the ex- 

pected spectral shapes for the two hypotheses as well as the shape of the 

backgrounds. The DASP collaboration quotes 35 f 30% as the fraction of 

Kev in the total semileptonic rate. The preliminary data from DELCO 13.6) 

is shown in Fig. 34. A 50-50 mixture of KeV and K*ev gives an adequate fit 

to the data. This problem can probably be best settled by looking at DE 

events at 3.77 GeV where one D is tagged by its hadronic node and then 

doing kinematical reconstruction on the remaining particles. 

A slightly more indirect information on this question can be obtained 

r from the study of D* + K f X inclusive rate. The hadronic rates contri- 

buting to this process would be K-rr+n+, K-n+n+n', and other final states 

involving 4 or more pions. Furthermore, the Kev state cannot contribute 
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Fig. 32 The electron momentum spectrum from the electron multi-prong 

events from the LGW experiment for the 3 different center of 

mass energies. 
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** + 
here (final state is K*e+v) but 2/3 of the K e u state will decay via 

K-*+e+\, . Thus we can see whether the purely hadronic states already satur- 
* 

ate the experimental inclusive rate, or is there still room for some K ev 

and K*u" decay. 

137) 
'Ihe published experimental number from the SLAC-LBL collaboration 

for the inclusive rate is 10 f 7% to be coinpared with the K-n+n+ rate of 

3.5 + 0.9% and the expected contribution of the 4 and 5 body hadronic 

states with a charged K of about 20-25% according to the statistical model 

of Quigg and Rosner. 
138) A 100% K*ev contribution to the semileptonic 

rate would add another 13% to this rate (assuming 10% BR each for e and 

p semileptonic rate of D'). Thus the room for an appreciable amount of 

K*e" appears limited. 

Some information on the Kev/K*ev ratio question is also available 

from the high energy v-Ne interactions at FERMILAB. The Columbia-BNL group 

has observed both the u-e+ events13g) and the process 140) 

" 
P 

+ Ne + p- + Do + . . . . 

I K'n+n- 

(see Fig. 35). Thus, at least some fraction of the p-e+ events must be 

due to 

vP 
+ Ne -+ p- + Do + . . . 

L -----? e+ + . . . . 

and therefore study of pe events with a K', 
0-b 

and specifically of the K e 

and 0 - K n mass spectra should provide some information about the relative 

strenths of the Do + Kev and Do -I. K*ev decay modes. 

The experimental situation 141) on these points is far from clear 

for the following reasons: 

oati 

1.5 1.6 1.7 I .8 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 

.0-m M(K”-rr+-rr-1 GeV 3193*35 

Fig. 35 K"n+n- mass spectrum for events with a II- from the Columbia- 

BNL V-Ne experiment. 
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1 - Presumably some of the p-e+ events come from semileptonic decays of 

charmed particles other than Do, i.e. D+, F, charmed baryons, etc. 

Thus, we should have the inequality 

-+ 
!Je 

p-iK*n+x-) 

I BR(Do+e++...) 

Do BR(D'+K'n+tr-) 

irhere the left hand side represents the number of events of each type 

from the Columbia-BNL experiment and the right hand side can be ob- 

tained from e+e- annihilation measurements on the assumption that the 

Do and D+ semileptonic decay rates are equal. Using the data of 

ref. 140 and the LGW data on branching ratios, the inequality reduces to 

(0.7 f 0.3) 2 (1.8 f 0.9) 

Use of the DELCO or DASP numbers would raise 1.8 on the right hand 

side to 2.7. Maybe even more importantly, if one also uses the DELCO 

and DASP data, the error on the right hand side becomes essentially the 

fractional error on K*n+rr- branching ratio, i.e. 4 30%. Thus there 

appears to be a discrepancy here, possible explanations of which are: 

a) statistical fluctuation 

b) BR (D+ -t e+) >> BR (Do + e+) 

c) an error in one of the data inputs. 

2 - The mass spectrum of the Kz ef system (Fig. 36) appears to favor the 

K*ev decay hypothesis rather than the Kev hypothesis. It must be 

remembered, however, that if it is the Do's that are dominantly produc- 

ed here, then the 3 body semileptonic decay mode would not give a K" 

(since Do + K-e+"). The majority of the K*'s that are observed would 

then be produced directly rather than come from the D decay (i.e. we 

have charm production from the sea s quarks). 

3 - There appears to be no significant enhancement in the K’T- spectrum at 

890 MeV for those events where m(K"n-ef) < 1900 MeV, i.e. K*8- combina- 

tions compatible with having originated from a'D" decay (see Fig. 36a). 
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Fig. 36 (a) K'n- mass spectrum for Columbia-BNL events of the type 

-o+- 
vp+Ne + p K e n + . . . with M(K'e+n-) < 1%. 

(b) Koe'mass spectw.v <or events of the type vu+Ne + p-+K"e++ . . . . 

Only single V events have been included. 
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Clearly, no conclusioli can be drawn here and the resolution of some 

of these experimental discrepancies must await further data. 

4 Hadronic decays of the D mesons. We start by reviewing briefly the 

theoretical ideas leading to the possible extension to the SU4 of the 

octet enhancement concept in SU3. Consider a product of 2 hadronic cur- 

rents i.e. (;d)(sv); its transformation properties will be those of a 

T-K+ system and thus the isotopic spin decomposition will give 

qj l/Z, -l/Z > - -!- 1 3/2, -l/2 > 
G- 

i.e., both T=1/2 and T=3/2 pieces. Experimentally, we have the AI=112 

rule which appears to work to a few percent; theoretically 127,128) it is 

attractive to explain it through the idea of octet enhancement. The 

Hamiltonian in general can have transformation properties of a" octet or 

a 27 representation; it is only the latter that contains a T=3/2 pieces 

and thus enhancing the 8 will automatically generate the approximate 

AI=112 rule. 

I" su4, the 8 is replaced by the 15, so again if our Hamiltonian is 

to be of the current form, i.e. 

H, = JJ+ + h.c. 

then we must decompose 15 x 15. If we limit ourselves to the symmetric 

terms since Hw is symmetric, then we are left with I@ 1.50 20084. 

The presence of charm and strangeness changing transistions excludes the 

singlet, and the 15 does not occur for the GIM current. 142) we can now 

consider the SU3 decomposition of the two remaining representations, i.e. 

20 and 84. The charm conserving SU3 multiplet in the 20 is the 8; in the 

84 we have 1, 8, and 27. Thus it is clear that to eliminate the 27 in SU3 

one should eliminate the 84 in SU4, and the SU4 equivalent of octet en- 

hancement in the 20-plet enhancement. 

To consider the experimental ramifications of this ansatz we 

decompose the 20 into Xl3 multip'ets i.e. 

20=6@8@6* 

* 
where the 8 gives us the charm conserving transitions, and 6 and 6 AC=+1 axd 

AC=-ltransitions respectively.The sextet dominance reduces the "umber of para- 

meters needed mdescribe the AC=+1 transitions and thus leads to some rather 

stringent relations between different possible decay modes. Specifically, 

all 26 charm changing decays of a pseudoscalar meson into two pseudoscalar 

mesons can be represented in terms of one common parameter. 143) As men- 

tioned before, there have been arguments put forth 
126) to the effect that 

the 20 enhancement in SU4 will be minimal, a point of view at least parti- 

ally supported by the semileptonic total branching ratios. What we want 

to emphasize here, however, is that t'le enhancement hypothesis is subject 

to a rather direct experimental test. 

Experimentally, the most sig"<fica"r pieces of information have to 

do with the mr:asured branching ratio for D+ -f 7 Ti+, -t Do -, K n , and 

Do + K-s+?. The interest in the tw body decays stems from the fact 

that iu the sextet dominance model we have the prediction, 

6+ r(D++Kn)=O i- (Do -t K-n+) # 0 

Oil the other hand, the experimental branching ratios for these two decay 

modes are comparable, i.e. 120) 

BR (D+ +&) = 1.5 f .6X 

BR (Do + K-n+, = 2.2 f .6% . 

To reconcile the data with the prediction of the sextet dominance we have 

to require that the D+ lifetime be significantly larger than the Do life- 

time. We can define ratio R by 

R z rTOT (D+)/r,,, (DO) . 
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The model would be in good shape if R were s;tliill. Accordingly, we shall 

consider next the general theoretical considerations regarding the value 

of R. 

If the Hamiltonian for the charm charging decays is of the current 

current form then it must be mainly of the AT=1 type. This can be seen 

easily if we consider the relevant transition in the quark picture, i.e. 

c+sua. This has the implication that in Dt decays the final state can 

be only T = 3/2; in the Do decays however, it can be a mixture of both 

T = 3/2 and T = l/2 (to see that consider for example D" 
-t+ 

-+Knn and 

Do r,+- 
'Knrr). This difference leads to bounds on R, i.e. 

OSRS~ 

as first pointed out by Peshkin and Rosner 144) and independently by Pais 

and Treiman143); 

We consider next the experimental information on the D + Knn 

channels that has a bearing on this question. 

The experimental facts are the following: 

1 - The two relevant branching ratios are 

BR(D+ + K-~+ir+) = 3.9 f 1% 
120) 

BR(Du + K-n+~') = 12 + 6% 
1[:6) 

2 - The Dalitz plot population for the K-~+TI+ decay mode is consistent 

with being flat 122) 1.e. there is no evidence for any Kp or K*n 

contribution. 

In addition,from the consideration of the AT=1 rule in this decay, 

we have a theoretical prediction 

I'(D+ + K-~+n+) = 4 r(K-rr+n') 

which is valid for the case of no important intermediate state (i.e. 

flat Dalitz plot). 

Combining the experimental information with the theoretical prediction 

one obtains R=12 f 6. The errors on this number are still large, but should 

this result hold up with better statistics, it would be a serious 

-24G- 

problem as emphasized by Rosen. 148) The least painful way to get out of 

it would be to accept important contributions due to K*n and/or KP which, 

in light of limited statistics at the present time, might still be com- 

patible with the data. 

We see thus the fundamental contradicting demands made on R; the 

2 body data requires R to be significantly less than 1, the 3 body data 

wants R as large as possible. One should emphasize here that the Knn 

problem is independant of the idea of sextet dominance; even if we abandon 

the sextet enhancement, on much more genera.1 grounds ,e have the require- 

ment that R 5 3. Parenthetically, we should remind the reader that a small 

R would also solve the apparent discrepancy discLs.ed previously between 

the vNe data and the D branching ratios. 

In principle, at least, the question discussed above can be resolved 

by extracting the separate semileptonic branching ratios for Do and D+, 

since the absolute rates for these decays have tr be equal. 149) That -- 

question should be aswexed soon, either by comparing the Rze/Re rates or 

by comparing the D branc:7ing ratio numbers extracted at 3.77 and at 4.03' 

where the relative iroduction rates for Do and D' are significantly 

different. 

We finally say a few wo:L ibOut some more general treatme*tS of 

hadronic decays of charmed particles. Quigg and Rosner 138) have used a 

statistical model to estimate the relative branching ratios. That kind 

of model would be expected to be very good in the limit of very high mass 

of the parent particle and large multiplicity. On the other hand, for 

decays involving only 2 or 3 particles special dynamical effects might be- 

come important. The general predictions of this model are illustrated in 

Fig. 37, for both the D'.and Df decays. The predicted branching ratios 
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Predictions of the statistical model for (a) Do hadronic decays 
* and (b) D hadronic decays. The shaded areas are the experi- 

mental results from the LGW collaboration. 

have been renormalized to take account of the fact that the model does not 

calculate the semileptonic decays (or decays involving n's for D*). The 

shaded regions represent the experimental measurements. 

In general, as can be seen from Table XIII the node1 predicts a 

higher charged multiplicity than is observed experimentally. 

Table XIII 

Comparison of statistical model predictions with experiment 

kki 

-- 

S. Kaptanoglu has adopted a different approach, 151) namely one utiliz- 

ing PCAC with an extrapolation to physical region that takes final state 

interactions into account. He also explicitly requires the validity of 

AT=l. He finds that final staie interactions without requiring a specific 

resonant state contributions, cba give significant enhancements for some 

of the decay modes. We should also mention that L. Maiani 152) has calcu- 

lated the two body decay rates of charmed particles using the parton model. 

HE gets a good agreement with the experiment for the ratio of the branch- 

-t ing fractions Ear Do -+ K li and D+ -+ K 0+ II . 

In summary, we can say thar: the situation of the hadronic decays of 

D mesons is far from understood. As can be seen from Fig. 37, the experi- 

mental data is very scanty, and some of these questions probably will not 

be answered until more information is forthcoming. 
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f) Do - ;;d mixing. We expect here an analogous situation with the 

K"-K 0 system, i.e. physical states wi',l be 

$=-1_(DO+D) 0 

J2 - 

where $J is a state characterized by a definite mass and lifetime. In other 

words just as we have second order transitions, i.e. 
- 

K’tt i- K” 

where i is some intermediate state that can communicate both with the K" 

0 and K system via 1st order weak interaction so we expect also to have 
- 

Do '-f i H Do 

There is, however, an important difference here: whereas in the Ko, 

0 
K system one of the intermediate states could have been In'n->, i.e. the 

dominant decay mode, here the allowed intermediate states are the Cabibbo 

suppressed states i.e. 1 nn's> since the states with non zero strangeness 

cannot communicate with both Do and Do. 
0 Thus, whereas for K"-K system 

we have rs s Am, in the charmed system the ratio of the off-diagonal to 

diagonal terms is expected to be c tan40 i.e. % 10m3. c 
The experimental 

a ramification is that D'(or D ) will not live long enough to transform it- 

self into the state of opposite charm and mixing effects will be negligible. 

In addition, as pointed out by Kingsley et al. 143) in the limit of exact 

su3, the mixing would vanish altogether, and thus the effects could be con- 

siderably smaller than 10 -3 . 

On the other hand, one could have 153) first order IAC/=2 neutral 

0 currents which would create Do-D mixings effects on a time scale of the 

order of Do lifetime. This interaction then would manifest itself as a 

50% mixing effect. The experimental data exclude the latter hypothesis 

but is far too poor in sensitivity to approach the standard model prediction. 

In the 3.9 < ECn < 4.6 GeV region in e+e- annihilations a search has been 

performed 154) for charm events exhibiting apparent strangeness violation. 

The absence of such events allows one to put a limit of 18% (90% C.L.) on 

this kind of a process. 

A search155) in the 5 < E cM < 7.8 GeV region for the process 

D *+ -t n+D" 

K+n- 

has yielded a 90% C.L. of 16% for this process. This dxay chain, 

representing a AC=-AS transition, would also have to result from some 

a sort of Do-D mixing mechanism. A better limit on this mixing parameter 

should be soon forthcoming from the DELCO experiment, from the search for 

2 electron hadronic events, where the 2 electrons have the same charge. 

The Do-Do mixing phenomena can also give rise to observable CP 

0 violating effects in an;llogy to the K"-K system. Since these effects are 

expected to be small, how?v, r, and as yet no experinrntal data is avail- 

able on this subject, we refer the interested reader to the extensive 

156) literature on this top'c. 

9) Status of the F 2nd charmed baryons. - The experimental situation on these 

two topics is very scanty. Let bs fust summarize the totality of relevant 

experimental data on the subject of charmed baryons. 

1 - One famous event 157) of the type 

vpp -f 11- A .+lI+,+ll- 

has been observed in a BNL 7' bubble chamber exposure. None of the 

other possible interpretations are stated to have a probability in 

excess of 3 x 10 -5 and thus the event is most likely an example of 



AQ=-hS which could be understood as a production and decay of a charmed 

baryon. The effective mass of the A4n system is 2426 4 12 Mev. 

2 - A narrow peak has been observed 158) III a photoproduction experiment at 

Fermilab in the xn+rr-n- system with a mass of 2.26 + 0.01 GeV/c'. 

(see Fig. 38) The quantum numbers are consistent with the state being 

a charmed baryon. In addition the experimental width of the state is 

consistent with the resolution and thus compatible with a weak decay. 

One should note that one of the 3 possible Arin+rr- combinations in the 

BNL event has a mass of 2.26 GeV/c*. 

3 - The inclusive p(p) cross section (expressed in terms of the point 

cross section) is reported to have a step 159) 
around 5 GeV center of 

mass energy. (see Fig. 39) To a lesser extent a similar behavior is 

seen in the h(A) cross section, but the statistics there are much less 

significant. 

4 - There appears no significant step in the inclusive antiproton cross 

section in the preliminary DASP data 160) 
as evidenced by Fig. 40. 

Note, however, that this plot is in terms of absolute cross section. 

5 - There is some weak evidence 161) 
from the UCLA-SLAC collaboration for 

a rise in the L production in efe- 7 annihilations at 7 GeV as compared 

to 4 GeV. The evidence comes from a presence oi a significant peak in 
f 

the ;In mass spectrum at the mass of C It at 7 GeV, whereas no such peak 

iS seen St 4 GeV (Fig. 41). 

Clearly the data are very scanty and some of the results quoted above 

may not hold up with better statistics. One can however draw some tentative 

conclusions accepting on face value the main features of the results quoted 

above. 
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Fig. 38 Mass distribution for (a) 5 n+n-rr- events and (b) xv'n+n- events 

from the photoproduction experiment at Fermilab. 
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Fig. 39 Plot of the R value for (a) pp production and (b) hA production 

as a function of the center of mass energy. The data is from 

the SLAC-LBL collaboration. 
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Fig. 44 Distribution of m for (a) Em between 4.10 and 4.22 GeV 
YY 

without soft photon requirement, and (b) at 4.4 GeV with the 

soft photon requirement. The data is from the DASP experiment. 

For each event the mass of the F (or F*) were allowed to be a free 

parameter but the mass was forced to be the same for the 2F's (or F*'s) 

in any given event. The events fitting one hypothesis generally also 

gave a satisfactory for the second one with slightly different mass 

values . The event.s satisfying the firsthypothesis are displayed in 

Fig. 45. The cluster in the upper rl'.ght hend earner is interpreted as 
* 

coming from theFFproduction giving mF = 2030+60 MeV and m * = 2140 F 

rt 60 MeV. 

4 - The SLAC-LBL collaboration 164) has studied the Kfr (nn) combinations at 

the E cM energy of 4.161 GeV. Their preliminary data analyzed on the 

hypothesis of e+e- + FF is show1 in Fig. 46 indicating a possible F 

wirh r inass of 2039.5 + 1.0 MeV. The channels into which ttie F is 

for',jdaen to decay according to the GIM scheme, show no such enhancement. 

Again, to summarize the situation, we can say that there appears now 

to be a reasonably good and self consistent evidence for the existence of 

an F meson with a mass in the appropriate range. Its apparent weak decays 

support the conventional charm picture. 

h) Charmed particle lifetime. We shall finally discuss the theoretical 

and experimental situation on the il lifetime. As we saw above, only crude 

hand waving arguments can be made about the total decay rate; on the other 

hand, one can estimate the D -+ K& rather reliably, since presumably one 

knows the matrix elements reasonably well, and the only uncertainty comes 
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from the value of the form factor f+ (the other form factor, f-, will not 

contribute to the Kev decay). If K9.3 data can be our guide, then one can 

probably assume that f+(O)=1 and pole dominance (F* in this case) are 

reasonable assumptions. 

The calculations for constant form factors give 16') I'(D + Kev) 

% 1.1 x 1011 set-1; inclusion of form factor dependance raises this to 

11 -1 1.4 x 10 set . The less reliable calculations 165),147) for T(D -+ K*ev) 

and T(D + Kn9.v) give 0.8 and 0.5 x 10 11 -1 set respectively. This is in good 

agreement with qualitative indications from DELCO that Kev is responsible 

for 50% of total electronic decay rate of the D. These arguments give us 

%3X 10 -13 set for the D lifetime, and a pretty rigorous limit of 

T D29x lo -13 set , on the assumption of constant form factors and no 
x 

K ev or KTiev contribution. 

There is indirect experimental evidence on the question of D lifetime 

through measurements of lifetime dependent limits on charm production on 

one hand, and positive results which can be interpreted as observation of 

charm production in hadronic interactions on the other hand. We shall end 

these lectures with the discussion of these experiments and comparison 

with the numbers discussed above obtained through theoretical arguments. 

In principle, the most stringent limits on charm production in hadronic 

interactions come from the emulsion exposures at Fermilab. These experiments 

look for short tracks emenating from a proton interaction, and to avoid 

backgrounds require two such tracks (i.e. associated production of charm) 

to classify an event as a charm producing one. The two most sensitive ex- 

periments by G. Goremans-Bertrend et al. 
166) and by W. Bozzoli et al. 167) 

have comparable sensitivity, insofar as the latter experiment looks at a 

smaller sample of events but accept, a larger field of view. Neither 

experiment sees any double decay events, but the limit that corresponds to 

it is very highly lifetime dependent since the efficiency for detecting 

two decays varies strongly as a function of lifetime (see Fig. 47). 

Three CERN experiments have recently reported evidence for excess of 

electron neutrino events coming from the beam dump. Both the Cargamelle 168) 

and BEBC16') collaborations have been able to identify the individual 

electron neutrino events; the CDHSB collaboration 170) has seen an excess 

of stparent neutral current events whose characteristics were such that 

they are most readily interpretable as the ve events. The details of the 

three experiments have been summarized by Wachsmuth 171) and his comparison 

of expected and observed event rirre.s i? reproduced below in Table XIV. 

If one interprets these da::a a.s due to the process 

p + nucleon -f DE + anything 

followed by semileptonic decay of the D then one obtains the following 

pp c1oss sections, on the assumprion of A 213 dependance 

BEBC, Gargamelle 100-200 ub 

CDHSB 40 ub 

A linear A dependance, which might be a more reasonable assumption on the 

basis of the 31 production data 172) would give cross sections a factor of 

smaller. We can make several comments about these data: 

1 - For the purpose of subsequent comparison with the emulsion data the A 

dependance question is irrelevant since the value of A in emulsion and 

the beam dump experiment (which used copper) is very comparable. 

2 - The CERN experiments do not contradict the most stringent lifetime 

173) sdependent experimental limit on charm production in this energy range 
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obtained by looking for Do + K++ ?r* decay. With some assumptions 

about y dependance a their limit is about 25ub for Do and D produc- 

tion. It thus should be multiplied by at least a factor of 2 (to allow 

for D+, F's, charmed baryons) for comparison with the CERN beam dump 

experiments. Clearly the A dependance assumption is important here. 

3 - There is clearly an internal inconsistency between the bubble chamber 

experiments and the CDHSB experiment. The data relevant to the 3 

detectors has been summarized by Wachsmuth 171) and is reproduced in 

Table XV. The origin of the discrepancy is not understood at the present 

time. 
Table XV 

Comparison of the signal in the three detectors 

mass (t) 

solid angle (per) 

length (ID) 

interacting protons (1017) 

distance from target (m) 

0 

c 
(Scaled 10 400 GeV/c) 1. 

L IO ----Yl I 

Theoretical Value 

MEAN LIFETIME (set) 3‘P3*48 

big. 48 The relevant data that has a bearing on the production cross 

section and lifetime of charmed particles. For ease of com- 

parison all the experiments on nuclear targets have been 

converted to the nucleon cross sections by assuming A 213 
dependence. 

* 15 mr data were obtained with a Be (rather than Cu) target 
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Recently the Cal Tech-Stanford collaboration has presented results 174) 

indicating the produotion of single prompt 11's ir. p-Fecollisions. Their 

preliminary analysis indicates that the observed rate, if interpreted as 

due to production and semileptonic decay rate of D mesons, would corres- 

pond to a cross section of about 40 ub (uncertain to a factor of 2) if one 

assumes linear A dependance. 

There are a couple of final experimental comments to be made about 

the D li'etime L . The Fermilab neutrino emulsion event, 175) interpreted as 

a possible charm candidate, had an observed lifetime of 6 x 10-13sec. 

Furthermore, the analysis of 2~ events in the v bubble chamber exposures 

appear to exclude lifetimes longer than 2-3x 10 -12 =ec 176) 

The experimental data and theoretical considerations discussed above 

are displayed in Fig. 48. The translation of the emulsion limits to a 

curve in the oDD - T D space has been taken from the analysis of Crane11 

et .l.177) There is probably a narrow window i.e. 

5 x lo-l3 < TD < lo-l2 

with which all the pieces of information can be made compatible. Whether 

this is indeed the case, or whether this topic. contains some deeper myster- 

ies, will be hopefully answered in the future with more experimental results. 

The lifetime range quoted above, coupled with a y @ 10 gives a typi- 

cal me=* decay path of the order of one millimeter. These distances 

unfortunately fall into the awleward region of being too short for a bubble 

chamber or electronic detectors, but unconveniently long for the emulsion 

experiments. The newly developed high resolution steamer chamber 178) 
should 

however be able to cover well this lifetime range. 
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Bozdiuse the clsymu,rtcy given by <r,J. 2 violates parity 

conservati3", and One does not expect such a violation in 

p4rely electrodynaaic processes, measureneat of such an 

a;ymnetry provides a unique opportunity to observe 

interference effects hetueen the weak and electromagnetic 

aaplitudes. Furthermore, because recent gauge theoretical 

madels provide specific predictions for the asymmetry (2), 

its wasurement can test current theory at a rather 

fdnaamental level. 

1n virtually any weak/electromagnetic theory the asymmetry is 

exl>ected to be of the form 

2 
ti;! -4 2 

A =w..-.wf(mo~el)~ 10 C f, (3) 
u7Ta 

Yhzro G is the Fermi coupling constant, CL is the 
2 

eLcctrom.3gnetic coupling conz5tnnt, p is the square of the 
2 

momentum transfer (in :cV ), an.1 f is some model dependent 

function 5' (31. Co"seque"tly one expects the size of the 

asyxaetry to he ,$lf4 9’. Specific calculations fron a number 

of theO.CetlCdl models give predictions in accord vith these 

simple drgumeats. The ?cime difficulty of the experiment 

tnrn bec~mos the measurement of such a ssall asymmetry. 

The edjor elements of the experiment are shown schematically 

in fig. 1. Polarized electrons whose hrlicity could rapidly 

ba reversed were produced from an intense gallium arsenide 

source an.1 injected into the SL3.C accelerator. An extensive 

baas monitoring system was used to stabilize the accelerated 

baam and to verify the absence of systematic effects due to 
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Firi. 1. Schematic illustration of the experiment. 



asymmetries in bran olrametcrs. vlectrons inelastically 

s.attcrel from a druterium targc' vcre momentum analvzel bv a 

three element maqnetic spectro?Cter 1nd detected in 1 gas 

Cerenkov z>unter and a lead nlns;: nhswr counter. 3ec1use of 

the high rates required -hv the erppriment, the dftwtor3 were 

instrumented to flleaS”~P the s:attered Plcetran fLuu rather 

than to ,-:~lln t individual scattered elPct Cons. The 

polarization of the incident aleltron redo was measured after 

acceleration Iusinq rloller scatterinn from a longitudinally 

magnetized supcrmendur foil. 

II. POLABIZPD ELFCTFON SO'lRCP 

Fhc high statistical precision of the evperimcnt required the 

Iesclopneat of dn intense source of pslnrixed electrons. 

Purthcrn,re, the minimization of systematic effects placed 

strin3cnt requirements upon the source. In particular, it 

Y1S important that the bean helicitv be rapidly reversible, 

tna that changes in the beam parameters upon hnlicitv 

reversal should be negligibly small. 

The sour-e utilized optical pumping by circularly polarized 

light of electrons in a gallium ?rseniile crystal from the 

5=3/Z valence band to the 5=1/Z conduction band (u), as 

(hopefully) can be nn3ecstood from fig. 2. The circularlv 

polarized light has a wall defined spin component alon the 

incident Crcction (7). Hence for a qiven photon hclicity 

I'/- 11, simple consideration of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 

indicates that the ratio of (Ja= ?3/2-->+1/2) to 

J= l/2 
Conduction Band 

- I /2 -312 

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the electron spin 
structure for the valence and conduction bands of 
qalliom arsenide crystal. 
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Tt12 9our-3 -I tpparatls is shown s?hen-iticallr in fiq. 3. A 

pu lse?i 4ye Laser ~8s zse? to prcrducc Light zf 171004 which 

pisse3 tkrou-rh an opti?+ polari7inq svstem to produce the 

zirculac rolarizati3n. TbP circuJarlp polarize4 light 

inciient on the GaAs crystal caused the emission of 

13ngitudinnlly polarirrrd elprtrons. These were accelerated 

thtquqh 3 65 k.8 potential in rl structure very smilar to that 

of the unpolarized th-rsionic electron sources normally used 

at LiLAr L_ 'PhP p3lac L7@? clectr3ns uere then magnetically 

ieflectrd by R9o and inie?te!d into the accelerator. 

12 

Dzaa intensities of ?YlO e?ectrons per l.Su set long pulse 

(altche:! to the accelerator duty cycle) hefore injection were 

achieved, l-4 x 10 
11 

resulting in beams of electrons per 

p u 1 se aFtzr acceleration. The average beam polarization 

obtained wds 377. 

The a?ti?al polarizing svsterr hy which the beam helicity was 

ce versed is shown schematically in fig. 0. Because the 

h?licity of the electron beam is determined by the sense of 

circular a?lnrization >f the incident light, the objective is 

t> prdu-e a circularly polarized light source whose sen.se of 

p>lariration can k~ rapidly reversed with minimal changes in 

Insulator 

Focussing Coils 

1 
4 

90” Rend 
M -1gnet 

Dye 
Laser 

Mirror 

- To 
zl Accelerator 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of the polarized gource. 
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Rapid Reversal 

Slow Reversa I 
(rotated by 90”) 

Pockels Ce I I 
(circular polarizer) 

Calcite Prism 
(linear polorizer 1 

Mirror 

1-7, OPTICAL REVERSAL SCHEME 1118A1 

Pig. 4. Schematic illustration of the source optical 
polarizins srsten. 

other parameters. Light from the laser V?lS first linearly 

polarized nsiog a calcite (clan) prism. The linearly 

polarize1 light vas then circularly polarized using a Pockels 

-211, vhich may be thsuqhu. of as an electrically driven 

fcactional vave plate vhose retardation is proportional to 

the applied electric field. kpplication of a voltage of s2 

kv resulted in a quarter-vave plate, producing the required 

circular polarization. The retardation in the Pockels cell 

is reversible with voltaqe, so that changing the sign of the 

applied voltage reversed the sense of circular polarization. 

PhUS the only change required to reverse the beam helicity 

vas the reversal of the sign of the voltage applied to the 

Pockels cell. In particular, no mechanical motion vas 

required, and no changing magnetic fields vere involved. 

The Pockols cell voltage could easily he reversed vithin the 

8.’ ~sec between beam pulses, so that the beam helicity conld 

be reversed on a pulse to pulse basis. This ability to 

obtain many reversals vas important in eliainatinq the effect 

oE long-term drifts in the source, accelerator, and detection 

systen. R=ther than using a fixed pattern cf helicity 

changes, the helicity for each beam pulse vas chosen randomly 

in order to avoid accidental correlations betveen helicity 

and any Periodic patterns vhich might he present in the 

accelsator beam parameters. The random helicity selection 

vas obtained using the number of disintegrations detected 

from a p-iir of radioactive sources. 
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III. BEASURE4EHT OF THE BEAlt POLARICATJOR 

The polarization of the heam vas measured after acceleratiL 

using floller (elastic electron-electron) scattering from a 

q ignetizsd superaendar foil as shovn scheaat ically in fig. 

5. The foil vas tilted at 20° with respect to the beam axis 

in order to provide a large looqitndinal polarization, and 

was magnetized using a Selmholtz coil. BIectrons elastically 

slattere-1 in the horizontal plane at 96 in the center of 

mass vere momentum analyzed in the vertical plane by a septum 

magnet and detected in a proportional vire chamber placed 

bahind 4 radiation lengths of tunqsten to enhance the 

electron signal. The wires of the chaa ber vere spaced 

horizontally to provide an angular distribution. Because of 

the high countinq rates involved, the vire chambers could not 

casolve individual scattered electrons. Instead, the outpnts 

from the chamber vere integrated over each beam pulse to 

provide a siqnal vhich, vhen normalized to the incident beam 

for that pulse, vas proportional to the cross section. 

The asymmetry measured, calculable from quantum 

electrodynamics, is the asymmetry in the differential cross 

saction for longitudinally polarized incident and tarqet 

electron spins parallel vs. anti-parallel: 

A~r,ll= ‘p - ‘.a = -7 at 9o" in c.m. (4) 
Up + 0a 9 

PWC HODOSCOPE / 

Fig. 5. Schematic illustration of the noller scattering 
apparatus. 

when the finite target polarization, the non-'loller 

backqrounda, and the angle of tacqet aa?nrtiration with 
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respect to the bean axis are taken into account, one obtains 

an experimentally ob'served asymmetry of 

A.;pl? 0.05% 

uhare P e is the polarization of the electron beam. 

Simple results of the angular distributions obtained are 

shown in fig. 6. The Holler peak is clearly visible in both 

the cross section an3 in the measured asymnetry. The 

background is principally due to the radiative tail from 

szattering off nuclei. The Finite asymmetry at small angles 

is due to the radiative tail of loller scattering. 

Bacanse of the high countinq rate available, the beam 

polarization could be measured uith good statistical 

precision ( 6P, /Pe N- 3%) in approximately 20 minutes. 

Systematic errors are estiaated to be dPe/P, 1! 5x, 

pcincipally due to uncertainty in the background snbtr.actioa. 

The beam polarization was measured roughly once every eight 

hours. 

IV. SPECTBOKETEP 

Because of the factor Q2 in eg. (3), one miqht be tempted to 
^ 

parforn the measurement at very large Q‘. Bowever, the 

relative statistical precision OF the experiment is 

proportional to bv4, and the cross section falls Easter than 
4 

Q - Consequently, one does not gain statistically by 

increasing Q2, and we content ourselves with Q2 % 1 GeV. In 

r 
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Fig. 6. Anqular distributions from floller scattering: a). 
cross section: bl_ asymmetry. 
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oc3er to maximize the detected scattered electron rate, a 

spectrometer was constructed vhizh, at least hy End Station A 

standards, had a verv large acceptance. As shown in fiq. 1 

the spectrometer consisted of two hending magnets and one 

quadru?ole. Electrons were scattered from the 30 cm liquid 

fiauteriur target at 4' in the vertical plane, and aoaeotum 

Inalyzed in the borirontal plane. The quadrupoln was 

horizontally focussing in orler to provide momentum 

resolution within the spectrometer acceptance, although this 

faature was not used hv the present experiment. (To the 

extent that the target may be considered a point source in 

the vertical plane, vertical focussing is not necessary to 

obtain angular resolution.) 

most of the data were taken with a beam energy of 19-U GeV 

and a spectrometer mornntum of 14.5 GeV/c. Pig. 7 shows the 

cross section at 19.4 GeV for electrons and pious as a 

function of noaentua, toqether vith the spectrometer 

acceptance. As cao be seen from the figure, the monen tna 

acceptance is sufficiently broad to have some acceptance in 

the elastic and resonance region. For hean energies above 19 

3PV, hoverer, the elastic and resonance cross sections 

contribute only a few percent to the total yield. 

It should also be noted that the pion rejection of the 

detectors was rather poor. Pion backgrounds were kept to a 

few percent of the electron siqaal by the simple expedient of 

operating ia a kinematic region where the pion to electroa 

ratio is very small. 

z - 
2 0.8 

! 

z. 0.6 
:: 
0 

0.4 

I .6 

0.2 

0 

Pig. 7. 

I- 

i I I 

px~e;um 

8 q 4.0 deg. SLAC (1975) 

Momentum 1‘1 
Acceptance 1 

\ 
\ 

12.5 15.0 

E’ (GeV) 

17.5 20.0 

Mm*, 

Spectrometer acceptance and,electron and pion cross 
sections from denteriam as a fonctioR of l onentae 
for a bear energy of 19.4 6eT and scattering angle 
of 4O. 
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statistical accuracy. This is important both in Verifyinq 

that the de+ xtors *ere operating properly, and in 

unlerstanling the definition of the statistical uncertainty 

of the measurements. 

Table IT 
Flux counter characteristics 

Non-linearity 
Stability 
Pion contamination 

Shover counter 
Cerenkov counter 

St ray IYlc~~rounl 

-4 ; lrl0 /x 
-0.57 over 3.5 hour run 

25 
us 
<< pion contamination 

Par dn Lieal counter the statistical uncertainty in the 

maasureeent 0f the 57 CQSS section ut for a single pulse is 

datermined by the number of detected electrons ?ff for that 

pllS0: 

(7) 

iihzre Ti is the incident beam intensity, and C is a constant 

relatin4 t he incident and scattered beam intensities. The 

3 onstant C was measure? by runninq with a Very low heam 

intensity and operatina the detwtors in the countinq mocle to 

determine the number Of aca tterccl ~1ectc0n.s per unit of 

incident beam. (Note that the constant C was used purely for 

calibration purposes, and YIS pot used ir! the data analysis.) 

3prcatiny the detectors in the fL?lX moi'e at higher 

intensities one COlllS measure Goi/Oi at a given intrn5it.y 

simply hv messurinq the rms fluctuations in the value of ci 

over many pulses. Thus ue could compare the performance of 

the detectors with that expected from eq. (7). The measured 

values of 60/u for the shover counter are shorn in fig. 8 

platted against l/% The solid line shows the behavior 

expected from the independently measured calibration constant 

C. The agreement betveen the observed and expected behavior 

is quite good, indicating that the statistical behavior of 

the de tee tors is indeed dominated by the statistical 

fluctuations in the number of detected electrons. 

To combine the cross section measurements of aamy pulses (of 

parhaps different heaa intensity) me vish to veight each 

pulse by l/y2 , which ve have nom verified to be 

proportional to incident beam intensi y It. The average 

noasored cross ser.tion <a > and its statistical uncertainty 

60 are then qiver by 

2 
60 = (:02>-<lJ>2,,n (9) 

where n is the number of measured pulses. 

By maintaining separate sums over beam nulses with each 

halicity (vhich ve designate by super-scripts + and - (5)) Ye 

deEine -the experinent.ally measured asymaetry A~mn and its 

ralntionship to the Aesired physics asyemetrv A as 
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* <o+>-< a-> 

AExp = 
< CT+; + < q:-> 

= Pe4 (10) 

6& =k 
CO> 

(11) 

0.2 

Scdd 

0. I 

Shower Counter 
Relative Width vs 

- 

3388AP 

Fig. 0. Relative vidth of the shover counter distributions 
as a function of beam intensity, compared to the 
behavior expected from countina statistics. 

At this point I wish to emphasize that, because of lon7-term 

drifts in the system, YP could not measure the absolute cross 

saction -5 to within the statistical errors of <lO . However, 

banause of the canc0lLition of drifts ohtained hy the 

frequent helicity reversals, the requisite accuracy could be 

obtained in the relative aspmnetry measurement given by egs. 

(10) and (11). Two tests were made to verify the legitimacy 

of the 7uoted statist ical uncertainties in the asymmetry 

oaasurements. 

The first test vas to medsure a UUlL asymmetry using the 

normal SLXC unpolarized @@gun" beaa, rather than that from the 

polarize4 source. Tht same random bit qenerator as was used 

to set the source helicity was used to tag each beam pulse as 

hiving t or - nheLicity*w, and an asymmetry vas measured 

3L33ording to eguation (10). The resulting asymmetry obtained 

Y3S 

A 
EXP 

/0.37 = I-2.5 2.2)x10-5 

which is consistent with the expected value of 0. Bere 0.37 

i; the average value of the beam polarization obtained with 

the polarized source, averaged over the entire experiment. 

(Je divide by this average polarization so that the results 
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aiy be conpared with the oh serve4 physics asymeetry of 

-16x10-5.) 

3ne 3an furt~.er test. the stat!stical consistency of the data 

b? lookin at the data an a run hy run basis, where a sinqle 

r4n consisted of a few hours of data takirq. Tte individual 

asymsetcy measurements for the 7un how data are shown as a 

fiunction oc run sequence in fiq. n, from which it can he seen 

that there are no grnss departures from the calculated 

statistical nncertainties, This is shown more quantitatively 

in fig. 19, which shows the distrihution of variances, 

A/68. of the individual measurements. This distribution 

should be a qaussian of unit standard deviation, consistent 

with the results ol-tained. .In particular, ve obtain a 
2 

standard deviation of 1.02%.13, corresponding to a X of 27 

with 26 degrees of frcodom for the agreement of the 

individual runs with zero. 

The second test of the statistic31 consistency of the data 

alS.0 measured a null asymmetry, but in this case used the 

po1arize.i heam data itself. In this test, the "helicitiesn 

JE the beam pulses were artificially juqgled such that a 

false asymmetry vas measured between sets of beam pulses 

which in reality had the . helicity. sase The resulting 

observed asymmetry was 

AE xp 'Pe =(l.l + 1.2)x104. 

The result is again consistent with the expected value of 

zero, and vith run to run distributions about iero consistent 

vith the calculated statistical Vlncerta-inties of the 

A 
a” 
7 

2 
cr 

In 
0 - 

z 

-60 
t 

8-78 

0 IO 20 

RUN SEQUENCE 3388A18 

Fig. 9. Individual asymmetry measurements using an 
unpolarized beam. 
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maasurewnts. 

VI., UEAY 'WNtTOSING 

Unpolarized Beam 
26 Runs 

S.D. = 1.02 + 0.13 
1 

I , 

Fig. 10. Distribution of variances about zero of asymmetry 
measurements using an unpolarized beam. 

While the test.:; just describe3 establish that the statistical 

uncectainties oc the asymmetry measurements are being 

properly cnlcu!ated, they ,o not address the potentially more 

s2rinus problem of systematic errors. Since the observed 

cross section clearly 8npend.s upon parameters such as beam 

anecyy and position a t. the target, as well as upon heaa 

h:?lizity, it is important to establish that there are no 

significant changes in these Fjarameters vhich are correlated 

uith beam helicity. An extensive beam monitoring system uas 

USed for this putyose. R Lixt. of beam parameters which were 

ui?i.sured for ennh beam P'JLYA is civen in Table III and shown 

s-hematically in fig. 11. 

Table III 
ream monitors and corrections 

Pnrametor Device nesolution 6-f ld &A/Q2 
per pulse (correction) 

'Ll Sesonant toroid 0.027 0.01% -0.03 
b Resonant toroid 0. n-J41 O.OlR 

Y uuave position monitor 0.017 2x10-4 4 
-0.03 
-0.35 

I+ pwavo pnase difference O.Olq 2*10-4 9 -0.35 
x puave position monitor 10 P 0.09 p -CO.06 
Y puave position monit>r 10 p 0.03 

-Y 
-0.03 

e 
ex 

pvave position monitor 0.3 pral 2x10 prad <o.os 

Y p 
wave position monitor 0.7 pral %1o-5 prad (0.01 

rpIit= bean intensity was measured using two independent 

resonant toroid aoni+7rs (6). 1n these devices, which have 

been in IJSI' For a number of year+, a signal is induced which 
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is proportional to the the electric charge of the beam 

BEAM MONITORING 

Lb 
Target 

d 

passing through the toroid. At the beam intensities used in 

this experiment, resolutions of Q 0.02% for a single beam 

pulse were ohtained. 

The horizontal and vertical beam positions just upstream of 

the tarqet were seasured usinq resonant microvave beam 

position monitors (7). 1n these devices the 2856 LIIir 

structure of the SLAC beam is used to induce a signal in a 

tuned mizrouave cavity. The cavity operates in the TM120 

mjje, givinq a node at the center of the cavity (located on 

the beam axis) in the plane of interert (horizontal or 

vertxal). Th R operation of the monitor can best be 

understood by analogy with a piano wire. 1: the wire is 

stcuck exactly i.1 the center, no first harmonic will be 

3znecate.d. Tf ‘he vice is struck i saall distance 

oft-center, however, a first harmonic vill be generated which 

is proportional to the distance off-c,enter and to the 

strength of the impulse v?pliezl. By analoqy, the microwave 

position monitors Produce a signal proportional to the 

listance off-ax-i., of the beam and to the beam intensity. 

Rasolutions of ~10~0: in position were obtained at typical 

beam intenrities. 

f’iq. 11. Schematir illustration of the beam monitoring 
systprr. 

The angle of incidence of the beam was measured usinq a 

s.Az:,nJ -.;e t 13 f mirrow3vo position monitors N50m further 

tupstredm. A fifth horizontal position monitor, placed in the 

bzaa svitchyard at a point where the heam is momentum 

iispzcsrl, was use11 to measure th? beam enerqv with a single 
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pulse rezolutioc o.i t&E/? ;O.OlX. An additional measurement 

oE the energr, with comparable resolution, was obtained :usino 

aicromave inten.;itv wnitors located before and after the 

bean suitchy,3rl (8). The relst.ioe phase of tho two monitors 

gave a la 3asut-P i) f the pathlength throuqh the switchyard, 

which is determined almost solely by the beam energy. 

1n addition to being read by the main online computer, the 

beam monitors vcre also read hy an LSI-11 microcomputer used 

ta drive vernier steering magnets ana a pair of vernier 

klystrons in order to stahilive the areraqe beam position and 

enerqp. Because most steering changes were associated with 

changes in the accelerator rather than in the svitchyard, an 

additional set of four position monitors and vernier 

correction magnets were installed at the exit of the 

accelerator in order to stabilize the beam steering going 

into the beam switchyard. 

The correction to the physics asymmetry due to an asymmetry 

in some beam parameter X is given hy 

-1 do 6X 
6&c --- 

PeodX 2 
(12) 

rtlere 6X = <x+>-cx->. Hence in addition to measuring the 

difference between the average parameter values for the two 

beam halicities, one lust also know l/O dc/dX. This cross 

section coefficient could be determined in several ways. For 

most of the beam parameters, the coefficient could be 

calculated from the known kinematic dependence of the cross 

sdzt ion, usinfr a honte Carlo prorram to 

3 ” d act-Dt.ancP effpcts. The coeffic 

m:aasured exp~~rimt~ntallv bv ct,anging t,he 

known a:tJur,ts ,n d ohservinc the assoc 

section. 

include qeometrical 

ients could also be 

lx-am parameters by 

iated change in cross 

rhe CTO'iS s e c t. i 0 n coecf icien tr: CO214 also be measured 

axperimcntnlly Ilsinq tl.e data of the experiment itself. To 

S?P tt:at this can easily be accomplished, ve simplify 

sliqhtlv to t h P case in which the only important beam 

parameters are helicitv and enerqp. (This simplified picture 

I .i , in fact, a reasonable approximation to the actual 

physical situation.) Typ'cal pulse to pulse changes in the 
-5 crz3ss section .lue t3 helicity flits were %5x10 , whereas 

chInyes iue to randon Fluctuations in energv were s3x103 _ 

Bkcalse the correlation between energy and helicity was 

extrewly small, one could measure the helicitr dependence of 

the cross sect.ion hy averagina over energy. Tt should be 

-Lear, however, ttat one could also measure the energy 

d?pendance by areraginq over hnlicitp. 

Th2 simubtaneous measurement of the cross section 

coefficients in addition to the energy is somewhat more 

crmplicated because of the presence of stronq correlations 

hetneen beam parameter;. Consequently, the simultaneous 

3atermination of multiple coefficients required the 

accumulation and inversion of a cornlation matrix hetwsen 

beam parameters. 
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A Jc+?3ent Imop.‘: “YOSS SP7CiOn co+ff il:‘ients a_; determine3 b 

the thr?r sethods vaa -nite satisfactory. The agreement of 

the cwfficiont:; dotervine tram the mat.rix inversion with 

tiose obt aincd hv more straiqhc-forward weans was important 

in e.;tat Lishinq the absence Jf unmeasured hean parameters 

whic’l signiCicant Ly ?=fQct t hP CfORS s-action. If such 

piraaeters Y-II? rjrnsont, ?nn wuld expect the matrix 

invnrsi.)n to result in artificia?lv larqe values of *oRIF! of 

the coefficients because of correlations between these beam 

plraaet.rrs and the unmeasured parameters. 

C3rrecti3n.j to tne final, asymmetry (divided bY QZ, due to 

avysmetries in beam narameters are shovn in Table III, from 

which it can he seen t.hat the only significant correction is 

that ZlU? to heam energy. This asymmetry was due to a small 

intrnsitv difference between the tva l-earns of opposite 

halicity. Because of the presence of beam Loading in the 

a:celerator this resulted in a small (s2x1o-6 ) energy 

differrnze at th- tarqet. For some cf the bean parameters ve 

zould det.erminc only an uwe= limit on the corrections. 

Kauevec, the limits vere siqni?icantLy stringent to 

demonstrate that corrections for these parameters vefe 

neqligible. The net corrcc tion due to beam para meter 

asymmetries was only 47 of the final measured asymaet.ry, 

which is %.1/2 Of the statistical uncertainty of the 

axperiment (9). UC thus conclude that beam parameter 

asymmetries, rhile present, are not inportant. The 

znrrection has been applied to the final ansver’obtained for 

the experiment, but not to the other fiqures shown in this 

I 
/ 

p3pt?L-. ‘de have assiqned a svstematic uncertainty to the 

correction of 100% of itself. 

VTT.CONSTSTEnCY CRECFS 

Tka asymmetry measure1 at a beam enerqy of lg.4 GeV iS shown 

a* a rln hy run hasis in Fig. 12, vhere a single run 

tppizally consisted of 3.5 hours of data takinq. It can be 

sawn that an asymmetry is clearly present, and that the 

effect is present ttrnuq:lout. the data rather than being due 

t* isolate1 anolrolous runs. The distribution of variances 

lbnut the mean, (A-CA>) /&A, is shown in fig. 13. again the 

33ta are consistent with a gaussian of unit standard 
2 

deviation, and give a K of 44 with 43 degrees of freedom for 

txe agrcennnt of the individual runs vith the mean. 

It shoulj. be noted t’lat +:che data shown consist of tvo 

szpacate periods of rnnnioq, between which the source uas 

alaost completely dismantled and reassembled. The consistent 

behavior of the measurf1 asymmetry is in marked contrast to 

the behavior of asyametrion in the bear .parameters, uhich 

ware quite sensitive to the alignaent of the source optics 

and showed large variations over the course of the 

experiment. 

To further verify that the measured asymmetry ras indeed due 

t3 beam helicitp, it was desireable to devise tests ia’uhich 

the observed effect could be made to change in predictable 

ways. TYO such tests nerc ,fis.rormed. 
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The first test tilizr? the rotation of t.I?e source calcite 

prism to chancre the heam bclicity by a means independent of 

the Pockels cell. The helicitj of the heam at the source is 

determinxi .by the plane of linear polarization incident on 

the Pockels cell as well as tv the vol tag9 apnlied to the 

2~11. Tn particular, refercinq to Eiq. a, the plane of 

polarization must he at 45' with respect to the fast and slov 

axes. of the nef: in order to obtain circular polarization. 

If the prism (and consequentlv the plane of polarization) is 

rotated ny 9o" ahout the beam avis, then, &or a given sign of 

v3ltnqe on the Pockels cell, the sense of circular 

polarization is rcversnd. Furthermore, if the prism is 

c3tated bp U5q , the Plane of linear polarization is paralle1 

t3 either the fast or slow aris of the Pockals cell, and the 

haam remains linearlv polarivrd. This results in an 

unPolarizrd electron beam from the GaXs crystal and provides 

in opportunity t-J measure a null asymmetry in the presence of 

any systematics associated with the reversal of the P.ockeLs 

7211 voltaqe. 

The experiment was run with rouqhlv equal amounts of data 
0 

taken in the nominal 0 and 90' prism orientations. The 

prism ias rotated approximately ,once per day. In the data of 

fiq. 12, the orientation of the nrism has heen taken into 

a-count in calculatino the nsvmmwtry. FiT. 14 shows the same 

11tn, in v!lirt ,onlv thp .;iqn of the ?ockels cell voltage, but 

n2t the prlss orientation, i.; used to datermine the' beam 

"nr Licitvl'. Tt is cLcar that, a? f3xnrctcd, the 99' rotatian 

5 
2 

a 
In 
0 - 

60 

30 

0 

-30 

-60 

Polarized Beom 
I I 

* Prism 0” 
1 Prism 90” 

0 IO 20 30 40 
RUN SEQUENCE >,“.I. 

n; .*,* ?U. I,i:!lvidua? asvmsetrv measurements usinq the 
polarized beam, in which the prism orientation has 
not been takan into aczount. 
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A set of special runs ~1s also taken with th- prism in the 

45' orientat+on in oc.lrr to meaS"re the expectel n2ll 

ajyaaetry. Thp measured valun obtained was 

$xp/0.37=(1.0t~.0~x10-~, again ronsistwt with the rTpectea 

value of 0. 

The data for t 1. P three different prism orientations are 

siaaari7ed in fig. 15, in which the prism orientation has 

again been isnored in determining the beam "helicity". As 

can be seen, good aqreenent is obtained with the expected 

behavior. The asymmetries measured by both the shover 

counter and the Cerenkov counter are shown in the figure. 

giving good consistency. 

The second test in which the experimentally observed effect 

was made to change in a predictable fashion also involved 

changing the beam helicity. In this CdZ3-2, however, the 

helicity change was completely independent of the polarized 

s3urce, and utilized the the spin precession of the electrons 

in the beam suit&yard. The electron beam is deflected by 

24.5' in going from the accelerator to the experimental area. 

The anomalous magnetic aonent of the electron causes the 

electron spin to precess relative to the momentum direction 

by an amount 

In 
I 
0 
x 

20 

IO 

T a 
\ Q 0 x 
d 

-10 

-20 
6 -70 

~ I~ I I 
0 Cerenkov Counter 

l Shower Counter /’ 4 ‘\ 

Orientation 

Piq. 15. Behavior of the observed experimental asymmetry as 
a function of prism orientation. 

Consequently the electron beam at the target is 
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longitadinally polacived Ilalv for enecgios which .4 CP 

multiplea of 3.23'1 I;eV, ~ransrecsc corponents 3E the spin at 

high enccgies ace erpccted to have a negligible effclt in 

rlrctcon scdttecing (19) SO ttat only the longitudinal 

o,rpanent is OF iannctanse, and the effective beam 

polarization hccoscs 

E.lI 
Peff = ?eCOS - ( 1 3.231 

(14) 

The enec3ies (g) anti spectrometer momenta (El) at which aah 

Y3ce taken ace shown in Table TV. If the spin precession is 

naylectc-l in determining the t!edlO **hrlicitv*', then the 

erpecioent.allV observe1 asyasetcv foe these four kinematic 

s3t tinqs should ShOW the cos(Ev/3.237) dependence of eg. 

(14) - In particular, for the point at E=17.8 GeV. the 

longitudinal b?am polarization is O., and ve again expect a 

null asymmetry. The measured asymmetry for this point was 

A exp/0.37= (-1.222.1) r1f5 

Tatle IV 
Kinematic opecatinq points 

2 

(L&, &y 
R' 

(3, 
<r> 

(c,ev) 

16.18 5.0 n 12.5 1.05 0.18 
17.80 5.5 m 13.5 1.25 0.19 
19.42 6.0 q 14.5 1. 4h . O.?l 
22.20 6.9 n 17.0 1.91 0.21 

because the :lata points at the othec energies have different 

kineaatios, SOlllC assumptions concerning the physics of the 

asymmetry ace required to relate the data at different 

eneclies. In most current models, the asymmetry for a 

j?utecium ticget is exnectod to be of t&e f?cm 

A 0: c:f(Y) (1% 

where y = (R-F')/E. Pecnuse t he function f(y) is highly 

m3,lel 4epenIent, the spectrometer momentum settings mere 

chosen to maintain constant y, allouing Q* to vary. To 

J"mpaCe the 3ata at diffecent energies ve then remove the Q* 

Iapendrnze by Tlottino Paxp /(DeQ2), vhich is shown in fig. 

16. Go?d agreement is okt.ained betreen tba data and the 

expected enecqy dependence Of the evperimeltally obsecved 

sffect. 

Ths final tests required are to demon&rate that the observed 

effect arises from the scattered electron, signal, and not 

from the small badcon background seen by tbe detectors 

(although we have no reason to expect such a hadron 

3synmetry). From the lath of asyaaetry in Zhe pion counter, 

me uece able to place a limit of 
-6 

$10 on the contribution of 

ha3rons to the mensored valle of I/Q'*. A ~15c0na test, vbich 

gave a similar limit, vas obtained from special runs in vhich 

tile spectcoaetc,r nas set to accept positively charged 

particles. These cnns were sensitive both to hadron 

asymmetries a.d to asymmetries in pair proluced positrons. 

VIII:RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The final result obtained bp coabining the shover ‘counter 

fata at beam energies of 19.9 and 22.2 GeV is 
-5 

= (-9.5’O.9~O.81x10-~ = (-9.5*1.6)x10 , 
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Pig. 16. rehavior of the observed experimental asymmetry as 
a function of beam enerqy. 

I 
! 

where the first error quoted is the statistical uncertainty, 

and the second error is the estimated systematic uncertainty. 

The measurements made at a beam enerqy of 16.7 Gev have not 

baen included hecause of uncertainties in the elastic and 

rzson3nc4 rcqion contribl.tions, which are significantly 

larger than at higher energies. The average value of Q2 for 

t. he combined data is 1.6 Gev* and the average value of y is 

0.21. In addition to the 3X correction for beam parameter 

asymmetries, the result also includes corrections of 2% for 

the hadron hackground and 31 for radiative corrections. The 

systematic error YTIS obtained by linearly adding the 3% 

uncertainty lue to hcam parameter asymmetries and the 5% 

(SP,/P,) uncertainty in the beam polarization. The quoted 

total error of 
-.C i.6xin uas obtained by adding the 

sLatistica1 and systematic errors linearly rather than in 

::aadrature. It should be emphasized that the results are 

brsed on a Treliminnry analysis, and, vhile we do not expect 

the answer to change niL!nificantly, the quoted systematic 

PCCOL ce7resen ts mocc of a guess than a scientific 

Iztersinatioa. !iowever, on the basis oi the consistency 

zhccks which I have already described, ve feel confident that 

the systematic errors cannot he siqnificantly larger than the 

statistical errors. 

In a;ddition to the measurements from the deuterium target, a 

limited amounted of data was taken with a hvdrogen target at 

3 beam energy of 19.4 GeV, qiving a result of 

4/c? 
2 = (-9.7t2.7)x1fl-5. 

Current theoretic-1 models (2) predict a somewhat smaller 
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asymmetry from hydrogen than from depterium. Our results are 

not inconsisten with this expectation, but are not of 

sufficient statistical precision to verify the expected 

iifferen:e. 

The most iiapsrtant conclusion of the experiment is that 

plrity violation has been obs"rve4 in electron scattering. 

Certain classes of oauge theory models predict (at Least to 

first order) no parity violation in experiments such as ours. 

&son7 these are left-right svmmetric models in which the 

lifferrnze between neutral current neutrino and anti-neutrino 

szattering cross sections is explained as a consequence of 

the hanledness os the neutrino and anti-neutrino, while the 

undeclving dvnamics are parity conserving. Such models are 

iocoapat.iCle with our results. 

The siapLest qaune the>ci.es ace based on the gauge group 

SU (2) xIJ (1) . iiith in this framevork the original 

Y*inberg-Salao (u-s) moflol (11) makes specific weak isospin 

assignments: left-handed electrons and quacks are are 

aasiqnrd to louhlets : riqht-handed electrons and quarks are 

sssi Jned t> singlets. other assiqnments are possihle, 

hovevcr. Soocific predictions for a variety of isospin 

assiqnnents have been made by Cahn and Gilman (2) - The 

authors consider either sinqlet or doublet assignments for 

right-handed electrons and u or 1 quarks, allowing all 

possible sinzlot and doublet combinations (for a total of 8). 

In addition t;, the original H-5 model, the most interestinq 

of these, whir;) cannot he rule1 ogt bv neutripo data, and 

which is compatible with those atomic experiments vhich fail 

to ohserve parity violation (12), is the ehybcicl* model in 

which right-handed electrons are assigned to a doublet, vhile 

right-handed quarks are assigned to singlets. 

To make specific predictions for the asysnetry one must have 

a model for the nucleon, the simplest of vhich is the naive 

3dark model. For a deuterium target the quark distribution 

functions for u and d quarks are the saae. Coasequently, to 

the extent that one can neqlect contrlbr;ions from the 

quark-antiquark sea, the x-dependence of the asymaetry 

zincels >ut. Thus the predictions are noi. strongly affected 

bY the details of the model. For a given set of isospin 
. 

azsiqnaents the magnitude and v-dependence of A/QL can then 

be specified in teems of the Weinberg angle 8". 

The nsymmetry measurt,d in Vhis experiment gi.ves a Heinberg 
2 

angle of sin fjw = 0.20~0.03 in the H-S a:del, and a value of 
2 

sin ew= -0.14+0.'1 for th. hvbrid model. Comparison vith 

VllUeS leterxined from neutrino data clearly favors the U-S 

model. Phe pred:.cced y-dependence of the asymmetry in the 
2 

tuo models for various values of sin 0, is shown in fig. 17. 

It can he see? that a measurement of the y-dependence of the 

asymmetry vould provide a further means of distinquishinq 

between the t.UO (or other) models. Plans for such a 

asas:lr~olrnt are in progress. 
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Pig. 17. y-dependence of A/Q2 for the Weinberg-Salan model 
and the hybrid (elecpron doublet) model, 
parameterized by sin 6v, and compared to our 
measured data point. 
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beam is not 1001, an!! b,. for reasons which vi11 become 
clear Ln?or, T aa heing intentionally vague in the 
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however, 

The meaning, 
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is use,-l. 
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th+t OF ref. 1. 

{IO) [n the one photon exchange approximation effects of 
transverse electron polarization on the virtual photon 
polariza-$ion matrix are 
lk=5xlO . 

supressed by a Lorentz factor 
For those vho demand experimental proof, 

ve note that the scattering plane of the experiment is 
rrrt,icaL and the electron spin precession is in the 
horizontal plane. Aence the point at 17.3 GeV provides 
direct confirmation thata. dterms are small. 

(11) s. Weinberg, Phys. Rev. Lett. 19,1264 (1967) : A. 
Salam, in Elementary Particle Theory: Felativistic 
Groups and Inalyticity (Nobel Symposium No. i3), edited 
by N. svarth?lm, {Almqvist and Wiskell, Stockholm, 
1968), p. 367. 

(12) P.?.G. Baird, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39,798(1977) : 
L.L. Levis et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 39,795(1977) ; L.H. 
Rackov and fl.S. Zolotorev, Zh. Eskp. Teor. Piz. Pis'ma 
Red. 26,379(1978) (also available as SLAC-TRANS-180, 
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EXPERIMENTAL SEARCH FOR ?ARITY NC-GCONSERVATION IN ATOMIC TBALLIm+ 

BY 

E. D. Commins 

Physics Department 
University of California 

and 
Materials and Molecular Science Division 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
Berkeley, California 94720 

In this lecture I will describe an experimental search for parity 

nonconservation (PNC) in the 62Pl,7 - 72P1,2 transition in atomic , 

thallium (see the energy level diagram fig. 1). A somewhat similar 

experiment on cesium is being dtae in Paris 1 
. 

Our group consists of P. Bxksbaum, S. Chu, R. Conti, and myself, 

with new students P. Drell and L. Hunter. I will first explain why we 

chose this particular transition then describe our method, give results 

to date, and conclude with a brief description of our future plans. 

1. 2 2 
why the 6 pl/2 - 7 ?1/2 

Transition in Thallium? I 

In an atom, according to the Weinberg-Salam model, an electron and 

the n-lcleus are coupled not only by the usual electromagnetic interaction, 

but aiso by a neutral weak interaction of very short range arising from 

ZCi exc:iange. The latter interaction has both scalar and pseudoscalar 

t This work supported by the Division of Chemical Sciences, Office of 

Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of Energy 
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(a) 
2 

8s I 
72P I ‘z 
4 --fXD F=l 

3- F=O 
2.1 Ghz 

LA- F=O 

parts, the pseudoscalar portion arising from coupling of the axial 

hadronic current to the vector electronic current, and the vector 

hadronic current to the axial electronic current. (A similar effect 

couples atomic electrons to one another but it is too small for 

observation at present.) In a heavy atom the p,rtion Vhadron x Aelectron 

is dominant. It gives rise in the nucleon non-relativistic limit to an 

effective PNC potential VP which takes the approximate form: 

VP =&Q" [a * p S3(r) + S3(r)o * PI 
442 - - . - (1) 

(2) where Q, = (l-4 sin 20w)Z - N, 

G is Fermi's coupling constant, 0, is Weinberp's angle, 0, p and r -- I 

refer to the electron and we employ units me = h = c = 1. 

Since VP is pseudoscalar and of zero range it couples only those 

atomic states of r,pposite parity with finite magnitude/gradient at the 

origin (2P 2 2 2 
l/Z' s1,'2 

stztes). Thus, for example, the 6 Pl,2, 7 p112 

states of thallium are perturbed as follows: 

16'P 
lI12S 1,2 )(n2sl,21vp162P112) 

l/2 
) + 16'P' 

l/2 
) = I~'P,,~ ) + 

L n E6p - EnS 
(3) 

I 72pi/2 
Ill28 112 Hn2sl,21V 172Pl,2 ) 

E7p - EnS 
(4) 

Let's now consider the magnetic dipole transition 62P 112 + 72P 
l/Z' 

TO 

first order in V 
P' 

the transition amplitude is, from (3) and (4): 

Fig. 1 
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A = (7'P' 112 IHmI6’pi/2 ) = 

(72P 1/2!yEMI6’P 

(5) 

The first term on the RHS of (5) is the ordinary magnetic dipole 

amplitude AJ. For an allowed Ml transition as in the bismuth exper- 

iments, this would be of order p,, = eh/Zmec. However, the 

6p1/2 * 7pl,2 transition in thallium is forbidden (in the non- 

relativistic limit I( would be zero); in fact kd -v/c pO - (10-4-10-5)~0 

(a more precise estimate of nc is given in ref 2). The second and 

third terms on the RHS of (5) together constitute the parity 

non-conserving electric dipole moment L . 
P 

At first sight one would 

guess that because it is proportional to G, & is extremely small. 
P 

However, on account of the Z3 effect (Z = 81 here) 8, is in fact not 

hopelessly minute -- a crude estimate is I",/ -1O-1o eaO (again, a 

more precise estimate is given in ref 2). 

Now when both AI and kp are present, one has the possibility of 

observing circular dichroism, which is a dependence of the absorption 

cross section on the circular polarization of the incoming photons. 

Employing the optics convention, according to which L, R circular 

polarization correspond to f,- helicity respectively, we can easily 

show that 

o(L) - o(R) +2 Im (6 M*) 
6= = P, 

2 rm* 
(6) 

o(L) + o(R) lW2 +l~p12 A4 

the last approximation being valid since /gpj << M. Furthermore, 

time reversal invariance implies that 14 is real and F. is pure 
P 

imaginary. Using the crude estimates for M, 1~~1 given abo'fe, we 

are thus led to expect 6 zz 10 -3 . 

Let us now consider the atomic structure of thallium a bit 

more carefully, in order to sharpen this estimate. The ground 

configuration of Tl (Z = 81) is ls22s2 . . ..5d1°6s26p and as has been 

understood for many years, all low-lying levels (see fig. 1) are 

described to a reasonably good approximation in terms of the 

spherica'ly symmetric core (1s' . . ..5d1'6s2) and the single valence 

electron in one or another state of excitation. (Thallium thus 

resembles an alkali atom.) This one-electron central field 

approximation is the basis fo,. detail.ed numxical calculetions carried 

out by Neuffer and myself. 2 Specifically, the Dirac equation is 

solved numerically for the valexe electron in a central potential 

of the Tietz type whose two frtxe parameters are chosen to give a 

2. f::t to the 6 Pl,2, 2 7 Pl,2 energy levels. Many other energy levels, 

hyperfine splittings, &lowed electric dipole transition strengths, 

and Stark matrix elements and the gJ anomaly in the ground state are 

all calculated and compared with abundant spectroscopic and atomic 

beam data on &dllium. The agreement is in all cases very good. 

In addition, the amplitude b4 is calculated and agrees well with 

observations of !A made in the course of this expcriment3. Thus to 

summarize, the agreement between calculations and observations are 

so good that we have reasonable confidence in our ability to 

estimate 8, and 6 with fair accuracy on the basis of the Weinberg- 

Salam model. We find 6 = (2.6 C 6) x 10 -3 . The main conclusion 

from this exercise, and answer to the question "Why the 
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2 2 
6 p1/2 - 7 pl/2 transition in Tl?" is that the atomic physics of 

thallium is reasonably "clean" and 6 is encouragingly large. 

2. Experimental Method 

Our first naive attempt to observe PNC is illustrated in figure 2. 

We simply illuminated a quartz cell containing Yl vapor (T - 950' K, 

*"2x10 14 atoms/cm3) with W light from a flash-lamp-pumped dye 

laser transmitted through an ADA doubling crystal, to give 2927 A 

photons corresponding to the 62P 2 
112 - 7 p1,2 resonance. 

By observing the fluorescence at 5350 A corresponding to 

2 2 
the 7 Sl12 + 6 P3,2 decay as we switched back an4 forth between 

left- and right-circular polarization, we hoped to determine 6. 

This did not work -- we could not even observe -be .1;. transition 

by this method, let alone determine the asymmetry -- because of 

background fluorescence at 5350 .& hundredn of time{ larger than 

the Ml, which did not go away when we turned oif the resonance, 

and which is propvrtJ,nal to laser power and varies approximatel> 

2 as n . This non-resonant background -- which is still with us, 

incidentally, albeit in diminished size, -- we call the "molecular" 

background, becau,;e it is presumably due to broadening and strength- 

ening of the 2 6 Pl12 - 2 7 Pl12 Lransition due to the random, momentary 

electric fields (Stark effect) which occur when Tl atoms collide, 

(and sometimes stick together to form "Rydberg" molecules or even 

real, bound molecular states). 

In order to overcome this difficulty we have found it necessary 

to make use of the Stark effect in a controlled wqby imposidg 

a uniform external electric field. In such a field the 
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L 

6 p1/2’ 
2 

7 PI/2 
states are mixed with n2S 2 

112’ * D312 states and the 

b2P 2 
l/2 + ’ pll2 transition acquires a Stark-induced parity-conserving 

electric dipole component. The transition intensity becomes observable 

at a finite E field because it varies as E2. In addition we are able 

to observe interference effects between 14 and the Stark amplitude; 

and also very recently between "p and the Stark amplitude. 

Let "6 consider these effects in some detail. Fig. 3 shows a 
A 

linearly polarized 2927 A laser beam along x with polarization E 

parallel to the external field E, along y. The quantization-detection 
^ 

axis is along z. For E / 1 E. the allowed hyperfine components of 

the 62P 2 
l/2 - 7 p112 Stark transition are F=O + F=O and F=l + F=l, 

Amf=O. Because M is also present and interferes with the Stark 

matrix element a, one obtains a polarization of the 72P 
l/2 

state, 

as indicated in fig. 3. of: 

r*l : p=4 d-4 =4M 
3 Ial2 + 21M12 3a 

for Jai >> IMJ (7) 

030 : P=o 
Similarly, one can choose linear polarization E 1 to E (see 

fig. 4.). I" this case thz hyperfine transitions which can occur are 

F=O -f ~~1 (Am 
f 

= +l), F=l -+ F=O (Am 
f 

= 21) and F=l + F=l (Am 
f 

= il). 

I" particular, the polarization of the 72P 
l/2 

state, again along z, 

for the F=O -+ F-l transition, is: 

p=-2i3M a-2 

Id2 + WI2 161 

where B is another Stark amplitude. According to 0"~' calculations, 

(8) 

m;-I 
Fzl 

F=O 

T 
a-m 

mF= 0 

F= I i 

a 

F= 0 

m; I 

aim 

F = 
(a + m+ ( a-m)* 

I-I (a+m)*+ (a-mP+* 
=” 4e 

P 
o-o = 0 

XBL 778-984(3 

Fig. 3 
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F=l 

F=O 

F= I 

rni -I m,=O m,= I 

72P 
'12 

62p I, 
2 

F= 0 

P 
(p-m)2-(p+mf N _ 2~ 

o-1= (P-mf++(+m)* - P 

Fig. 4 

a 
CdC 

= +7.4 x 10-8 E 
in atomic units, 
but E in volts/cm 

6 
CdC 

= +6.0 x 10 -' E 

with an uncertainty in each number of no more than 20%. 

3 

(9) 

In an early version of our experiment, we observed the 

polarizations of equations (7), (8) by detecting the circular pol- 

arization of the ensuing decay fluorescence at 5350 A along the 

+z axis (see fig. 1 and figs 5,6), at various values of electric field. 

As expected, the circular polarization varies as l/E, and the ratio 

of polarizations observed for the F=l + F=l (AmF=O) transition and the 

F=O + F=l transition (AmF=+l) is in agreement in sign and magnitude 

with formulae 7,8, with u,B given by formulae (9). Also as expected, 

the O-O line gives zero polarization. In this early experiment we 

calibrated our detectors by observing an effect illustrated in fig. 7. 

Here, for the 1 + 1 transition, using circularly polarized laser light, 

we obtain a polarization of the 7'P 
l/2 

state along the x axis. due to 

interference of the amplitudes a,5, both of which participate in 

this particular trans'tion. This polarizatio" 

T4aE P=y 
3c i IQ2 

(10) 

(where ? refers to L(R) circular polarization) is independent of the 

sign and mngnitude of E (eq. 10 valid in the limit a,B >> M). It was 

first observed by applying a static B field along y to cause precession 

of the polarization of the 72~ 
l/2 

to line up with the z axis. The 

results of this experiment were in good agreement with calculations, 

as show" in figure 8. Thus we were able to determine that 

M = (-2.11 t .30) x 10 
-5 '3 

"0' 
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Now, what modifications must be introduced when one takes into 

account the presence of "p? It can be shown (see fig. 9) that if one 

uses circularly polarized 2927 A radiation, the polarization of the 

2 7 ~1,~ state along z becomes for the 1 + 1 transition: 

p = (4a - 2B)M(lS 6/Z) 

3a2 + 2t32 
(11) 

while for the 0 + 1 transition, one has 

p = -2BM(lT 6/2) 

62 
(12) 

where 6 THEO 
= 2.6 x 10 

-3 and we use r for L(R) 2927 A circular 

polarization, respectively. Thus parity nonconservation brings in 

the additional factor (1T 6/2). The 0 -+ 1 transition is particularly 

attractive for observation of PNC because the polarization is 

relatively large, [P = +$ (17 6/Z), E in volts/cm] the 0 - 1 line 

can readily be compared with the nearby 0 - 0 line, which should 

exhibit no polarization, and finally the 0 - 1 line suffers less from 

possible dangerous systematic effects than the 1 + 1 line. 

One wjor defect of the original method of detection 

(7 
2 2 

‘112 + 6 ‘312 
fluorescence at 5350 A) is as follows: there is a 

factor of 12 dilution in the 72Pl,2 polarization. This comes abaut 

as follows: 

a) A factor of 3 is lost in going from 72Pl,2 to 7 
2 

Q2’ 

b) Another factor of 2 is 1o.s.L in going from 72Sl,2 to 

2 
6 ‘312’ 

Cl The branching ratio 7 
2 2 

Sl,2 + 6 Pl,2 is about 0.5. HOWeVer, 

this transition is resonantly trapped. The corresponding 3776 a 

TEST FOR PARITY NON CONSERVATION 

F = 1-I 
(4a-2P)m (, y b ,2) 

3a’+ 2 p’ 

22 (I 76/g 
b-1 = - p 

= - 2.57 (d2) 
E 

w-s: 68 2.6 X lO-3 
XBL 778 9843 

Fig. 9 
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photons are depolarized and converted to 5350 A photons, with a further 

loss of polarization of about a factor 2. 

To overcome this difficulty we ww measure the 7LP l,2 polarization 

by a different method, illustrated in fig. 10. The transition 

7 
2 

pl/2 + a 
2 

sl/z. (allowed El) is induced by a circularly polarized 

infra-red beam tuned to the resonance at 2.18 m, directed along the 

z axis with right or left circular polarization, and with sufficient 

power tea satul-ate the transition. The population of the 8 2 Sl,?. 

level depends on the polarizations of the 72P 112 and tt.e circular 

polarization of the infra-red. It is detected by obsorvatioc 

of the decay 2 2 8 Sl,2 + 6 P3,2 at 3230 8. A careful analysis of 

the rate equations for this process, including resonance trapping 

of the 
2 2 

8 Sl,2 + 6 P1,2 line (2580 A) and other small effects, 

shows that OUT analyzing power is now almost unity instead of 

a mere l/12. This is confirmed by the following calibration 

experiment, see fig. 11. We observe 3230 A decay ptmtons, using 

the 
2 

6 Pl,2 + 7 2 P1,2 1 + 1 line with circularly polarized W and 

the infra-red beam directed enti-parallel to the W beam. The 

expected polarization arisir.g from a.6 interference as in equation 

(10) is 

P 
T 4ei3 

THEO = 
3a2 + 2E2 

= T 0.75 (13) 

We observe: 

P 
EXPT 

= i 0.58 

which is consistent with an analyzing power of 

A=P EXPT/pTHEO 
0.58 

= 0.75 = .76 

(14) 

(15) 

6P312 

671/2 

mF -I 0 I 

FgI - - - 6p 
112 

F=o - 
XBL 778.9839 

Fig. 10 
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Fig. 11 

NW we describe the actual parity experiment, illustrated in 

figure 12. The IR beam intersects the W beam twice. Thus we have 

two interaction regions, each viewed separately by a pair of lenses, 

filters and photo-tubes for detection of 3230 A radiation. Since the 

infra-red polarization is oppvjite in the two regions, the asymmetries 

from the two regions are of opposite sign. Thus, when we take the 

difference between the signals fn regions 1 and 2, infra-red pulse- 

to-pulse intensity fluctuations cmcel to a large degree, but the 

ssymmetries add. Both lasers are pulsed synchronously 20 times per 

second. The UV and IR polarizrtions and E field direction ara 

reversed periodically as follow?: 

0 - 1 line: Pulse I w CP 

1 L 

2 R 

3 L 

4 R 

5 L 

. . . . . 

128 R 

129 I. 

. . . . . 

256 R 

etc. 

IR CP 

After 1024 pulses the data which has been computer-analyzed on-line 

is printed out. After 25 print-outs, the frequency is changed to 

the 0 - 0 line, and the sequence is repeated. A given run (approx. 

48 hours) cQoFLats of about 40 groups of 0 - 1, 0 - 0 sets of 
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observations. The data is analyzed in such a way that we separate 

the PNC and Ml dependent portions of the polarization. Thus we 

continuously observe the Ml polarization in the 0 - 1 and 0 - C lines 

aEd use it to normalize any observed PNC asymmetry. 

Great care has been taken to avoid possible sourws of systematic 

error. We note especially our method of producing circularly 

polarized 2927 ,&photons. This is done with a rotating crystalline 

quartz plate ground to extreme flatness, aligned with unusual care 

and rotated in a manner sucl? as to cancel several possible sources 

of systematic error. Detailed analysis shows that a false PNC 

asymmetry arising from the Ml asymmetry due to imperfect W polar- 

ization would affect both 0 - 0 and 0 - 1 lir.es with the same 

sign and approximately the fame magnitude, given our comiitions of 

observation. Also such an effect is expected to be at least an order 

of magnitude smaller in each line than the expected difference in 

in asymmetries A(O,l -- 0 0) between 0 - 1 and 0 - 0 lines due to 

PNC according to WeinberglSalam. It is in fact the difference A 

which we measure. 

On the basis of data taken so far at E = 300 V/cm we find: 

A (0,l -- 0,0) = -13 * 5 x 10-6 (16) 

Comparing to our observed Ml asymmetry we obtain: 

6 = (4.2 + 1.6) x 10 
-3 

FXPT (17) 

which is to be compared, in turn with the theoretical predic tion 

6 = (2.6 + .6) x 10 -3 (18) 

These values agree; therefore our very preliminary results suggest 

that the Weinberg-Salam model correctly describes PNC effects in atoms. 

In the immediate future we intend to continue taking data in the 

manner indicated both to improve the precision and to check for 

possible systematic errors. Major improvements in our W and IR 

lSSeE3, which are now being prepared together with a new cell and 

light collection system, should enable us to collect data much more 

rapidly at various Stark fields within the next 3 or 4 months. 

In addition we hope to observe the 6% 
112 -+ 8 

2 
pl/2 transition in Tl 

(2417 a). The Ml and PNC effects in ibis transition are quite 

comparable to that of 6% 2 
l/2 + 7 pl/2' and a comparison between the 

two should be useful in redusiqg Incertainties due to atomic theory. 

M.A. Bouchiat and C. Bowhiat. 
Phys. Lett, 48 B 111, 1974 
Jour. Phys. 35 899, 1974 
Jxr. Phys. 36 493, 1975 

D.V. Neuffer and E.D. Coaunins 
Phys. Rev. A 16, 844, 1977 

S. Chu, E.D. Commins and R. Conti 
Phys. Lett. 60A, 06, 1977 
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Search for Parity Non Conserving Neutral Current 

Effects in Atomic Bismuth 

Norval Forts"" 

University of Washington 

Seattle, Washington 98195 

The Weinberg-Salam theory of Weak Interactions 1.2 predicts the ex- 

istence of observable parity non-conservation (PNC) in atoms. Experi- 

ments to search for atomic PNC effects have been underway for many 

3-10 years, and of these, the most accurate thus far have been the search- 

es for optical rotation associated with magnetic-dipole transitions in 

atomic bismuth vapor. Two of the latter experiments, one at Oxford' 

using the 6476 1 line and the ot.rer a'. the University of Washington* 

using the 8757 1 line have reported no observable PNC effects at well 

below the level calculated 11-14 for bismuth on the basis of the Wein- 

berg-Salam mode?. 

Mo~c. recently, however, a group at Novosibirsk ' using the 6476 f; 

line has zlaimed to see a PNC effect in bismuth at a level consistent 

wit..) the Weinberg-Salam prediction. It is important to clear up the 

discrepancy among the atomic experiments, especially since outside of 

these experimc.rs the Weinberg-Salam theory has been remarkably success- 

ful. 

As a step in this direction, we report here early results 
15 from a 

new and more accurate bismuth experiment at the University of Washington. 

These results show no optical rotation of the size reported in the 

Novosibirsk experiment, but instead are consistent with the earlier 

Uw experiments. There is possibly a small effect that appears at the 

barely resolved level. 
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inside a magnetic coil which ],lroduces a Faraday modulation of the beam 

polaruatio" angle. The beam then passes through the bismuth cell with- 

in a magnetically-shielded oven, and finally through the second "analyz- 

ing" prism, after which it is detected and compared with the reference 

beam level. The resulting signal is matched with the Faraday modulation 

in a phase sensitive detectorend then stored as a function of laser 

wavelength. 

Figure 2 shows the expected Bi Faraday rotation pattern +f, to- 

gether with a portion of the observed pattern, with which it agrees in 

size and shape. Figure 2 also shows the shape of the dispersive rota- 

tion that is expected if there is a PNC effect. It is seen that there 

are many points of zero 0, where 0 
P"C 

should be nearly maximum. By 

stepping the laser wavelength to each of these points we obtain maximum 

changes in $ 
P"C 

while virtually eliminating the 0, background. 

Our remaining background comes from a residual angle which changes 

very slowly with wavelength due to interference effects in thp polarizers 

and in other optical components. This background is rejected quite 

adequately for the accuracies we report here by looking for the more 

rapid L dependence show" in Figure 2. 

The first data from this new experiment, taken in 8 hours of run- 

ning time, consists of 50,000 sweeps over a portion of the 8757 2 line 

having 4 alternating maxima and minima of 0 pnc . 
The data yields a new 

experimental value of R = El/Ml = -1.8 + 1.6 x 10 
-8 

. The quoted error 

is one standard deviation computed from the statistical variation of the 

measured values of R from sweep to sweep. Improved accuracy is expected 

in the coming months. 

The present result is shown below together with the results of the 

Oxford, Novosibirsk, and earlier Washington experiments, and also with 

the average of calculated values 
16 

expected in bismuth on the basis of 

PNC 
(REFRACTIVE INDEX) 

A I I ( ABSORPTION 

-875!.5[ 1 k8 fl 

LINES 

- 

FARADAY ROTAiION 
(CALCULATED) V 

FAHAGAY ROTATION 
(OBSERVED) 

Figure 2 Form of the PNC end Faraday rotation curves expected for the 

8757 8 line in Bi. The vertical scale assumes unit absorption on the 

strongest hfs component, and for the PNC curve, a value of R = 2.5 x 
-7 

10 . The observed Faraday rotation is also shown, but with a different 

vertical scale. 
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the Weinberg-Salam theory. 

R (87.17 9, (10-8) R (6476 2, 

Theory -14 -19 

Experiment -0.7 + 3.2 (UW, old) +2.7 i 4.7 (Oxford) 

-1.8 ?r 1.6 (UW, new) -22 f 6 (Novosibirsk) 

It is clear that more work needs to be done in order to resolve the 

experimental situation. Also, there remains a discrepancy between our 

results and the predicted value of R. 
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CHARM AND TAU MEASUREEIENTS FROM DELCO 
1* 

Jasper Kirkby 

Stanford Univcrslty 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DELCO has just completed its data-taking period of eighteen calendar 

months at SPEAR. The detector has distinguished itself from other '4~' 

spectrometers by emphasizing clean electron identification over a broad 

energy range at the expense of poorer momentum resolution. This character- 

istic allows a general purpose probe of both charm and 5 decays via the 

transitions c + s e+v and T- + " -'- 
e Tev e respectively. Both decays have the 

merit of large (2 10%) branching r.,tlos and consequently we have accumulated 

relatively strong data samples (1K eX events from T decays and 5K multi- 

prong electron events from charm and T decays). 

!<ost of our analysis so far has emphasized T studies (which are dis- 

cussed ir. sxtion V). However, I will also show you what we know from 

cross sectjcnal measurements (section III) and from preliminary studies of 

D semii.eptonic decays at the I#" (section IV). There will be very little 

discussion oE the interesting subject of di-electron events (2 electrons + 

L 1 charged particle f e) since our analysis is in an early stage. 

Finally, I :refer the reader to the excellent series of lectures by 

Stanley Wojcicki at this Summer Institute. These contain both a general 

discussion of how our measurements fit into the overall picture of weak 

decays and a far more thorough list of references on this broad subject. 

As a result I can, and will, primarily concentrate on simply presenting 

the experimental data. 

* Work supported by the U.S. National Science Foundation and Department 
of Energy.' 
(Presented to ':8- SLAC Summer Institute on Particle Physics, Stanford 
California 94305, July 1978) 



II. APPARATUS 

The apparatus (Figs. la) and 1b))consists of a tracking system of 

cylindrical multiwire proportional chamber and planar magnetostrictive wire 

spark chambers (WSC) separated by a one-atmosphere ethane threshold Cerenkov 

counter. The latter provides clean electrbn identification (Pn -t e < 10e3) 

down to a momentum of 0.2 GeV (below which the Cerenkov light images are 

displaced off the phototubes). A magnet provides an analyzing field inte- 

gral of 1.7 kG-m which results in a momentum accuracy of up/P = 8P (GeV)% 

due to measurement errors and 5.2% due to multiple Coulomb scattering. Tne 

outer-most detector layers are an array of Pb/scintillator shower counters 

which cover 60% of 4n steradians and a pair of Pb walls,followed by scintilla- 

tion counters and WSC,which allow n/p separation over 20% of 4n steradians. 

III. THE R AND Re PLOTS 

A. Hadronic Cross-Section 

Historically the R plot has been the single most fruitful measurement 

made in e+e- annihilations. (R is defined by R = o(e+e- + hadrons)/ 

o(e+e- -+ y'p-) and its variation is measured with centre-of-mass energy,) 

It was the first indicator of a new flavour, charm, it supports the colour 

hypothesis and measures the quark charges, it revealed an extra contribu- 

tion due to the T lepton and led to the spectacular observations of the 

J, and $I'. 

For the last couple of years or so it has been used as a R(oad) map 

to lead experimentalists to productive centre-of-mass energies. The most 

notable success has been the J, 702) which is found just above charm threshold 

at Em=3.77 GeV. At this energy 30% of the hadronic events are due to 
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Fig. 1. a) Polar and b) Azimuthal projections of the apparatus. 
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pure DE initial states (roughly half DoDo). Furthermore the D's have a 

low velocity (fP~O.14) so there are rather small differences between LAB 

and CM quantities. The studies of D semi-leptonic decays discussed in 

Section IV were made at this resonance. 

The value of R in the range 3.50 < Em < 4.8 GeV,after removal of the 

$J and $I' radiative tails, is shown in Fig. 2. No further radiative 

corrections have been applied to these data since they exagerate fluctua- 

tions which may be both statistical and authentic. This in turn leads to 

difficulties in identifying resonances and in making comparisons with 

other experiments. 

The hadronic detection efficiency has been determined from the 

m.05 observed prong and photon distributions and is O.85-o lo over this range. 

The bars indicate only statistical errors and thereby do not reflect an 

overall systematic error of *15% due to model uncertainties, event losses 

and backgrounds such as those due to beam gas scattering. Any variation in 

systematic erms vs. E CM is smooth and so the statistical error bars are 

appropriate indicators of structure. 

The value of R below charm and T thresoolds at Em=3.50 and 3.52 is 

2.0 f 0.1 * 0.33) . in good agreement with the coloured quark prediction 

of 3(Q u2 + 9,’ + Qs2) = 2. The dashed line in Fig. 2 represents the cons- 

tant contribution from 'old physics' at higher energies. 

Beyond the resonance region, R again assumes an approximately con- 

stant energy dependence with the new value 4.4 f 0.2 f 0.6. From our T 

measurements we determine a contribution (indicated by the dot-dashed 

line) of 0.85 i 0.15 to this increase and thereby infer a residue due to 

charm of 4.4 - 2.0 (old physics) - 0.85(~) = 1.55 f 0.2 + 0.2. Once mxe 

5- 

4- 

R - 

3- 

0 t-.-l-T 

3.5 ( 4.0 4.5 

10.,1 E c.m. (G*“) 1100.1 

Fig. 2. The hadronic cross section, R in the range 3.50~EG~c4.8 GeV after removal 

of the $ and I#' radiative tails. The dashed line represents the 

contribution from old physics and the dot-dashed line is the T contri- 

bution. Also indicated are the energy thresholds for T and 

D production. 
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this is compatible with the quark model prediction of 413. 

The residual charm component of the hadronic cross section (R') is 

shown in Fig. 3. The data display considerable structure: sharp rises just 

above thresholds for production of DE (centered at 3.77 GeV), DE* (3.92 GeV) 

and D*D* (4.03 GeV) and a sharp dip at Em = 4.25 GeV. The region between 

4.03 and 4.2 GeV is reasonably flat and the 4.4 GeV peak is rather modest 

in contrast with the observation$)of other experiments (Fig. 4). Part of 

these discrepancies is due to the afore-mentioned application of radiative 

corrections. The theoretical models for these structures include both 

s-channel poles due to a cc state 5, ( h c armonium) and bound states of two 

quarks and two anti-quarks 'j) (DE molecules). 

B. Hulti-Prong Electronic Cross-Section 

Both the T and the lightest charmed particles will give rise to 

'prompt' single electrons since they have weak-decay lifetimes (%few 10 -13 set) 

which are much shorter than those familiar from kaon decay (~10 -8 set). 

Since electromagnetic sources produce electrons in pairs, which can thereby 

be identified and rejected, the study of inclusive electron production 

provides a sensitive technique for observing the new particles. 

The inclusive electron cross section is expressed as Re = 

o(e+e- -+ e f + 1 2 charged particles)/o(e+e- -t p';'11-). The variation of 

this quantity in the range 3.5 < ECM < 4.8 GeV is shown in Fig. 5. Events 

containing two or more prompt electrons have been excluded from these data. 

A prompt electron is identified as a single track which appears to originate 

from the interaction region and possesses in-time Cerenkov and shower counter 

pulses. The minimum pulse heights correspond to 0.7 photo-electrons for the 

Cerenkov counter and 0.3 minimum ionizing particles for the shower counter. 

4 

IO -7, 

Fig. 3. The charm hadronic cross-section,R'. The contributions from old physics, 

T+T- pairs and the Ji and $' radiative tails have been removed. 
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The track is require,' to have at least one hit in either the first 

(innermost) or second cylindrical proportional chambers in order to decrease 

photon conversion backgrounds. 

We will now discuss the backgrounds to these data. The dominant 

electron source is pair production both by externally and internally con- 

verted photons from TI' decay. We can estimate this background assuming 

3 vo1s per hadronic event and a 1% beam-pipe radiator. The number of ex- 

ternal y conversions per hadronic event is % 6x .Ol x 0.5(Q) s 0.03 

which is approximately equal to the charm signal rate ~(1.3/5)x2x0.1x0.5a0.03 

per hadronic event (assuming a semileptonic branching ratio of 0.1). Most 

Dalitz pairs and photons which convert in the beam pipe are removed by re- 

quiring that the candidate electrons are unaccompanied by another track of 

opposite charge and small relative ('opening') angle. A fake signal is also 

generated by the spatial coincidence of a charged track with a photon con- 

version in the 'blind' region at the entrance to the Cerenkov counter or 

in the ethane radiator itself. We measure this process to occur at the 

level (4.2+0.3)10-3 per hadronic event and have applied this correction to 

Fig. 5. The probability for a non-electron to be detected by the Cerenkcv 

counter is (0.S*0.3)10-3, as determined from p+u- events. This is cm- 

sistent with the production rate of 6 rays above the electron Cerenkov 

threshold in ethane (14 MeV). This background is very small (~3% of the 

charm signal) since the majority of the pion momenta are below 500 MeV/c 

and thereby cannot give rise to 6 rays exceeding 14 MeV. 

After removal of these backgrounds, the value of Re at ECEI=3.50, 3.52 

CeV is 0.0310.01 which represents the residue from unsubtracted backgrounds 

such as asymetric Dalitz decay? and two-photon electron production. Until 

we have a better understanding of the nature of this residual background 

7 

5 

R 

3 

I 

5 

R 

3 

I 

5 

ic 

3 

5 

R 

3 

I 

DLCO (cj 
-I 

3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

9-m E cm. (GeV) Y7.a 

Fig. 4. -A comparison of the hadronic cross sections from a) PLUTO 

b) DASP c) DELCO and d) SLAC-LBL. Complete radiative corrections 

have been applied to all data with the exception of those fmrr, DELCO 

(which displays tkz raw data after removal of the j, and $' 

radiative tails). 
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Fig. 5. The multi-prong electronic cross-section, R,. The residual background 

is indicated by the dashed line and the dot-dashed line is the T 

contribution. 

we will naively assume it has a constant energy dependence as indicated by 

the dashed line. Above the T and D thresholds the data exhibit a strik- 

ing increase and a structure similar to the hadronic production. These 

data contain alarge contribution from T decays (dot-dashed-line) according to 

measurements described in Section V. 

It is instructive to compare quantitatively the electron production 

from charm Rz (Fig. 6) with the tota!. charm cross section (Fig. 3). ThiS 

comparison is made by plotting the ratio Rz/R' (Fig. 7). The value at 

Em=3.77 GeV provides a direct measuremen\ of the semileptonic branching 

ratio, b D =, averaged over an equal flux of Do and D+. In a 4 MeV energy 

range which is centred on the Ji",we find R' =.0.97 * 0.02 and 

Rz = 0.192M.021, where the quoted errors are statistical and events in- 

volving two detected electrons are excluded. We therefore measure, 

2b; (l-O.25 b;)= Rz/R' = 0.20f0.023 

i.e. bD e 
= 0.10fo.02. 

The final rrslJt includes an estimation of systematic er?xrs. 

The date of Fig. 7 display, within systematic errors, a constant or 

perhaps :lLghtly falling electron contribution from charm. It is especially 

interesting t3 note that electron production at the energies 4.16 and 4.4 

GeV,which are associ-.::d with F production,shows no significant departure 

from the D regions. This implies either a small F cross-section or semi- 

leptonic branching ratio similar to the D. 

C. Two-Electron Multiprong Cross SeCtiOn 

Events which contain two prompt electrons in addition to hadrons 

cannot arise from the decay of a sequential heavy l=pto* pair but will be 

generated by the simultaneous semi-leptonic decays of a pair of charmed particles, 

As such they pmride good sc?r.itivity to certain features of the charm semi- 

leptonic decays despite a statistical reduction by a factor of 20 relative to 
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the one-electron events. 

the important backgrounds are YI' Dslitz decays, the 

cascade decays ji- +X '4 + e+e- and electrons from the two-photon process. 

These are inhibited by the requirements that the e+e- pair mass exceed 

135 MeVlc2, the coplanarity angle $ee < 160' and that at least one non- 

electron track is present with a momentum above 200 &V/c and with a polar 

angle 55O < e < 125O. 

After applying these restrictions there remain 75 events in the 

range 3.1 < E GM < 4.25 (I)' excluded). The cross section R2,= o(e+e-+e+e-+ .z 1 

prong # e)/o(e+e-+ P+LI-) is shown in Fig. 8. We have arbitrarily allowed the 

rate in the range 3.5 < EM < 3.67 GeV to define the background level. 

The data are consistent with the charm production energy-dependence 

we saw earlier. At the I)" we measure, 

R2,/RC = (b;j2 = 0.015 * 0.005 

*=, bz = 0.12 + 0.02 + 0.04 

where the second (systematic) error reflects model uncertainties. For 

example, if the dominant decay mode is D -f Kev then the acceptance of D+D- 
- 

events is almost a factor of two lower than DoDo events. (This follows from 

the poor detection efficiency of neutral kaons.) The data of Fig. 8 assume 
- 

equal contributions from DoDo and D+D- events and equal Kev and K*ev partial 

rates; if we make the extreme assumption that only D+D- events contribute 

then b: = 0.14 f 0.02 f0.04. 

This measurement can be used to set limits on the separate D+ and Do 

semileptonic branching ratios (bz and bO,, respectively). For example, in 

the extreme case that b; %20% and b; ~0%) the one-electron data at the $" 

D would lead to a measurement be = 10%. Bowever we would observe an anomalously 

large (by a factor of two) di-electron yield since this is proportional to 

IO-78 

I I I I I I 

E c.m. (GeV) 35OOAl5 

Fig. 8. The two-electron multi-prong cross-section, R 
2e' 
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(b;)2 + (b;)'. Unfortunately, the present errors in R 
2e do not allow a 

useful measurement. 

The presence of a charm-changing neutral current would result in the 

decay D -+ e+e-X. The two-electron cross section therefore measures, 

(bD,)' + 2 b;e = R2e/RC 

D 
where bee is the branching ratio for D + e+e-X and we assume equal Do and 

D" semileptonic branching ratios (given by bi = 0.10 It 0.02). At the IJ," 

we find, 

(.lO f .02)2 + 2 bD,e = .015 zt .005 

*=, bze < 0.008 (95% CL). 

This measurement is an order-of-magnitude weaker than the limit 

determined by the Columbia-BNL group from the ratio p-e+e-/v-e+ from " 
v 

interactions in the FNAL 15' bubble chamber. 7) 

IV. D SEMI-LEPTONIC DECAYS 

A. Electron Spectrum 

Since the basic charmed quark electronic decay is c + s ef ve we 

expect the following channels to contribute to the semi-leptonic decays 

of D mesons: 8)9) 

D -+ Kev 
* 

D + K (890) e" 
** 

D+K (1420) ev 

D -+ Q (1290) e" 

D -+ K (nn) ev 

The decays are unlikely to contain three kaons due to phase-space suppres- 

sion. This argument also applies to K**(1420) and Q(1290). The decays to 

K(M) with n larger than 2 or so are not only suppressed by the available 

phase space but also by the low energy theorem which says that the semi- 

leptonic decay rate vanishes if any one of the pions is soft. 8) The anti- 

* 
cipated D semileptonic decays are therefore D + Kev, K ev and'K(nn)ev (n<2), 

with some prejudice that the Kn channel is dominated by the K* pole. 

In addition there will be smaller contributions from the Cabibbo- 

suppressed modes: 
D + rrev 

D + pev 

D+A 1 ev 

Of these only the vev mode may be significant sixe, in contrast with the 

other decays, it benefits from a modest phase-space enhancement so that, 

r (D + neu ) r '.D + Kev) = 1.6 tan20 c 

where Bc is the Cabibbo angle. 

The most direc' experimer+?l quantity which distinguishes between 

the various semi-leptonic decays is the electron mOmenturn SpeCtTum. The 

effect of decay to ii lzigher-mass hadronic state is of course to soften the 

electron momenta (as illustrated in Fig. 9). 

The elect-,,on spectrum obtained in the multiprong events at the #' 

(Fig. 10) must be corrected for backgrounds before it can provide information 

about the D decays. The 'I background (dot-dashed line) is well-determined 

ana 1s tne predominant source of high-energy electrons.The residual 

hadronic background spectrum (dashed line) has been determined 

from data taken in the energy range 3.50 < Em < 3.67 GeV (after removal of 

the T electrons) and from hadronic even+9 at the $I". The final spectrum 
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after removal of these backgrounds is shmm in Fig. 11. 

We will use these data to determine the relative contributions from 

K*eV and KeV on the assumption that these are the dominant semi-leptonic 

decay modes. The results of the fit (which includes a fixed nev: Kev frac- 

tion of 1.6 tan2ec) are illustrated in Fig. 11 and provide the following 

measurements: 

r(D -f Kev)/T(D + Xev) = 0.37 f 0.20 

and, T(D + K*e")/r(D + Xev) = 0.60 f 0.20 

where the errors include an estimate of systematic effects. Under the 
* 

assumption that the major semi-leptonic decays are K ev and Kev we therefore 

measure the branching ratios, 

BR (D + Kev) = (3.7 f 2.1)% 

and, BR (D + K*e") = (6.0 -f 2.3)% 

These errors are, of course, highly correlated. 

I" a separate fit we have varied the rev fraction while holding the 

K*ev: Kev ratio equal to 0.60:0.37. This sets a limit, 

r(D + nev)/r(D -, Xev) < 0.20 (95% CL) 

or, BR (D + nev) < 2.0% (95% CL) 

B. D Lifetime 

We may combine the results obtained from the branching ratio determin- 

ations and the electron spectra to measure the lifetime of the D mesons. 

As input we need a theoretical calculation of the T(D + Kev) 8)9) . 

This decay can be fairly rigorously calculated in contrast with pure.ly 

hadronic channels, as demonstrated by the successful analogous treatment 

applied to K and K 
e3 

113 decays. The result is r(D + Kev) = (1.420.3) 

10LLS~C-l where the error reflects form factor uncertainties. 

If we make the assumption that the Do and Df lifetimes (TD) are equal 

then by combining this theoretical calculation with our experimental 

branching ratio measurement we find, 

80 

60 

: 
y 40 
W 

- Total 
--- K*ev 1 
-.- Kev 
. . . . . . rev 

0 
0 0.5 1.0 

10-78 
3500*17 ELECTRON MOMENTUM (GeV/c) 

Fig. 11. Ihe D electron momentum spectrum at the $,'I. The fits indicate the 

contributions from K*ev (dashed line), Kev (dot-dashed line) and nev 

(dotted line) to the tocal (solid line). 
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TD = (0.037 f 0.021)/((1.4 f 0.3) 101') 

= (2.6 -f 1.5) lo-l3 set 

However, it may be invalid to assume that the hadronic decay rate of the 

DUand the D+ are equal since the Do can decay to both 1=1/2 and 312 final 

states whereas the D+ can decay only to 1=3/2 states. The conjecture of 

several authors") in fact is that r(D+ + all) ‘-c r(Dn -+ all). Since the 

semi-leptonic decay rates of both the D+ and Do must be equal we may test 

this hypothesis by measuring the separate semi-leptonic branching ratios. 

An alternative technique to that involving the two electron events 

is to compare single electron production at the $I" and in the range 

4.0 < E CM 
< 4.2. At each centre-of-mass energy we write, 

+ + 
R'b;+R be = Re 

where R" and R+ are, respectively, the Do and Df cross sections. 

In principle therefore, the separate semi-leptonic branching ratios may be 

determined if R', R' and R, are known at two centre-of-mass energies which 

involve different 
+ 

relative amounts of Do and D . This is the case for 

EM=3.77 and 4.03 GeV and th? measurements are summarized in Table 1 Here 

we have used MYk I data") for the relative D':D+ production at ECM=4.03 GeV 

and OUT absolute cross-section measurements in order to provide cancella- 

tion of some systematic errors. 

Table 1 

Inpuf Data Used to Determine the Do and 
D Semileptonic Branching Ratios 

The results are, 

b: 
= 0.10 f 0.05 

and e b+ = 0.10 f 0.08 

The values are very sensitive to input assumptions and the 

errors are highly correlated. Clearly at present the data are unable to 

test the hypothesis that the D+ and Do lifetimes are different. rhis conclu- 

sion may be reversed after a more careful analysis has been completed on both 

these measurements and the detailed characteristics of the two-electron events. 

C. DoDo Mixing 

0 In analogy with the K"-K system, a it is expected that the Do and D 

can transform into one anothei via intermediate states. However since 

these states must have zero s'xangeness the process is inhibited by tan48 
c 

(%10m3)and the mixing will be negligible within the short Do lifetime. 12) 

On the other hand, complete nil-ing occurs if IACt= neutral currents exist 

at the level of L 10 -3 of the normal weak coupling. A consequence of 

nixing Ls the observation of like-sign di-electron events resulting from 

t1.e process, 

e+e-+X Do'+0 ---f Do---+ me+ " 
e I 

I----+ e 
X e+ v 

In the D region (3.72 < ECEl < 4.14 GeV) we observe 46 two-electron 

events which satisfy the cuts described earlier. Of these, 1 event has 

like-sign electrons. In the background region, below charm threshold, we 

observe 7 events of which 2 are like-sign. After adjusting for the relative 

luminosities we find the single like-sign event in the charm region is con- 

sistent with background. On the assumption that half of the observed 
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electrons are produced by neutral D decay we find, 
- 

Probability (Do -+ Do) < 0.05 (90% CL) 

V. 'c DECAYS 

A. Cross Sections 

Since a large fraction (70%) of T decays involve only one-charged 

particle, they have primarily been studied by means of the anomalous two- 

prong lepton events, eui, eX and ux. In our case we have isolated a sample 

Of eX (Xfe) events which have survived certain requirements in order to 

remove backgrounds. The most important of these are that the X particle 

does not possess either a Cerenkov tag or a large shower counter pulse-height 

and that both tracks are acoplanar by at least 20'. (The acoplanarity angle 

is defined as the angle between the two planes containing a track and the 

beam axis). A minimum mOmentUm of 0.3 GeV/c is allowed for the X particle and 

0.2 GeV/c for the electron in order to enwre efficient Cerenkov detection. 

These cuts result in a very clean sample of T events: the background from 

misidentified radiative e+e- events is about 4% and the charm contamination 

is <5%, averaged aver the full energy range. 

2P The production cross section ratios, Rex = 

(o(e+e- -f eX) /a ce+e- -+ v+p-)) for eX events with no detected photons are 

shown in Fig. 12a) and for all eX events in Fig. 12b). The data exhibit 

a sharp rise at threshold followed by a smooth increase up to a constant 

high-energy value. This is precisely the energy dependence expected from 

leptonic pair-production and is in striking contrast with the multi-prong 

electron data (Fig. 5) which characterizes a charmed hadronic origin. 
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The fitteo curvzsindicate the (radiatively-corrected) cross section expected 

for a spin l/2 T lepton superimpose? on a constant background term. The latter 

predicts a background of (5*3)X due to particle misidentification in agree- 

ment with an independent shower counter pulse height study. 

The shape of the anomalous two-prong lepton cross-section has been a 

corner-stone in the argument for the existence of the T lepton. These data 

have been statistically limited until the past year and, given the proximity 

of the charm and two-prong lepton cross sections, the T was not considered 

to be completely established. The remaining doubts were eliminated by the 

observation 13) of eX events below charm threshold (ECM= DfI,o=3726.6+1.8 MeV) 

An expanded view of the threshold behaviour of the eX events (Fig. 13) clearly 

distinguishes them from charm. 

The data of Fig, 13 are sufficient to exclude all T spin asignments 

other than J=l/Z. 14) The solid line indicates a spin l/2 fit after account- 

ing for radiative corrections. These have the effect of reducing the 

annihilation centre-of-mass energy and thereby decreasing the cross-section 

(to a level which may reach zero for the collisions which suffer large 

radiative losses.). If these data result from a pair of integer spin particles 

then they musf be produced in a relative p-state since a boson and its 

anti-particle have the same parity. The resultant gentle increase in 

cross section at threshold isin contradiction with observation. (An ex- 

ample of a pair of spin 1 particles is indicated by the dashed line.) 

However the data are well fit by the steep s-wave threshold resulting from 

half-integer spins. Spins other than 5=1/2 are excluded since they lead 

to divergent high energy behaviour (an example, J=3/2, is illustrated by 

the dot-dashed line). 

0.1 0 

0.05 

0 

---J=l 
-.-.- J = 3/2 

Charm 
Threshold 

P-78 

3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.4 
E c.rc. VW) 317PBIO 

Fig. 13. R fi for all eX events with 3.50~E~~~4.40 GeV. The fitted curves indi- 

cate the (radiatively-corrected) threshold behaviour of a pair of 

particles with spin l/2 (solid), 1 (dashed) and 3/2 (dot-dashed). 
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Fig. 14. Total y,' of the fit to the data of Fig. 12b) VS. T mass ( Ea/2). 

The fit has 17 degrees-of-freedom. 

We have determined the precise threshold energy by fitting a radiative- 

ly-corrected spin 112 curve and constant background term to the data of 

Fig. 12b). The x2 variation of this f-t vs. threshold beam energy 

(Fig. 14) measures the T mass as, 

Although the two-prong electron data is relatively free of charm at 

all energies the same is certainly not true of the multi-prong electron 

data (Fig. 5). However there is a brief window between the f and charm 

thresholds where we can observe any T decay with zero charm contamination. 

The T cross-section is rather small (RTr 5 0.3) and so the hadronic and 

two-photon backgrounds are subs-antinl. A small systematic rise in the 

multi-prong electron production below charm threshold can be seen in Fig. 5. 

These data were selected automatically and a small improvement in background 

rejtction is possible by manually scanning a computer reconstruction of 

each event. This has been carried out for events in the range 

3.50<ECM. 3.725 GeV and ~he resultant Re plot (Fig. 15) provides direct evi- 

dewefor the existence of T decays into three-or-more charged particles. 

B. Bzanching Ratios - 

The major-Lty of the T decay rates can be calculated and so 

branching-ratio measurements test whether the standard weak current par- 

ticipates in T decays. The muon decay rate determines r(~-+e-;~v=) and 

r(T- -- -+lJv v ) and the pion lifetime measures F(T- + x-uT). 
u T 

The experi- 

mental measurements of e+e- + ~TI (n-even) at&~m are related to 
T 

5- + (nl+ (n-even) via cvc. The T axial-vector decay rates involving 

odd numbers of pions are less well-known 
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Fig. 15. Re for the multi-prong electron data below charm threshold. The $- 

point is excluded. (The nearby point was taken below the $' at 

Ea=3.67 GeV.) The fitted curve (x2/dof=4.1/4) corresponds to a spin 

l/2 T lepton, of mass 1782 MeV/c', superimposed on a constant 

background term. 

but are estimated using Weinberg6 sum rules. 10) The small decay rates 

involving strange particles are related to the multi-pion calculations via 

tan2e Recent theoretical calculations, 17) 
c' are summarized in Table 2 for 

T decays into one-charged-particle plus neutrals. 

Table 2 

T One-Prong Relative Rates and Brancding Ratios 

Relative Rate Branching Ratio 
(nrrmalized to 
be = 0.160) 

1.00 0.150 

0.97 0.155 

0.59 3.u94 

1.24 0.198 

0.27 0.343 

0.03 0.005 

0.05 0.008 

0.66 (Total) 

The leptonic b:r;.nching ratios are the most precisely measured among 

T decays. The branching rpt+o for T- + e-3, Ye (denoted be) is provided by 

the fit in Fig. 12a) which yields 2 b b 
= x,OY 

= 0.105f0.007, where b 
X,OY 

is the 

branching ratio for T- + vT + 1 charged particle (#e) + no detected photons. 

The value of b 
X,OY 

requires theoretical input of the rates, relative to 

T- + e -;v 
e 7' 

of the decay modes u- ; n- v 
LIVTI' T 

and 11-n' vT. Approximate- 

ly one-third of the n-n' decays contribute, corresponding to events where 

both photons escape detection. After accounting for small contributions 

from decays involving larger pion multiplicities we determine. 
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be = 0.160 f 0.013 

The error, which ic largely systematic, is rather small since this deter- 

mination of the cross section is proportional to be2. 

The validity of this approach depends on the existence of the three 

specified decay modes with the correct relative rates. Each are considered 

to be on solid theoretical ground and consequently the apparent absence of 

T- + ll vT, report= ha' by DASP at the Hamburg Conference last year, led 

to a variety of new descriptions of the nature of the T. 

The measurement of the branching ratio for T- + II- uT (denotedbnJ 

clearly became an important goal. However, experimentally it is difficult 

since not only is the branching ratio low but also muon backgrounds must 

be removed, and this substantially reduces the data samp].e. 

The first step in our analysis involves the isolation of a clean 

sample of T decays by selecting two-prong eX events according to the pre- 

vious criteria. In addition, the X particle is required to aim within a 

restricted sensitive area of the muon detector and have sufficient momentum 

to penetrate (typically 0.7 GeV/c). 

There are 54 events which survive the selection criteria,correspond- 

+- 
ing to a sample of 27,800 T I decays in the energy range, 3.57~EC~c7.4 GeV. 

We summarize these data in Table 3 according to particle composition. 

L- en+2ly 

Table 3 

Predicted a,.d Observed Event Category 
of the eX events 

r=p-; 

14.7 

0 

0.8 

0 

Predicted Events 

,++; e+v T e 

Y=T- 

2.0 

0 

12.4 

0 

Y -I-- 
l 

I 

Observed 
Events 

:ee background 
previously 
subtracted) 

23 (0) 

2 (0) 

17.4(0.6) 

9.5C1.5) 

The predicted numbers of events in Table 3 are based on the previous 

branching ratios (Table '2) a~ 1 i.clude small additional contributions from 

multi-prong T decays (0.2 events) and charm semi-leptonic decays (0.3 

events). The experimental d;.ta ,;how good agreement with the theoretical 

expectatio,ls. In particular, if the TIY~ (and KvT) decay modes are absent, 

th? predicted signal of en+O*, events would be 6.9-0.7 (Kv~) = 6.2 in con- 

trast to 17.4 events observed. The probability for this to be a fluctua- 

tion is << 10 -3 . 

We conclude that the decay T- + il- vT exists and measure its branch- 

ing ratio, b,, = 0.094 (17.4-6.9)/12.4 i.e. 

hn = 0.080 + 0.032 f 0.013 

Similarly we measure, bU = 0.155 (23-3.0)/14.7 i.e. 

bp = 0.21 + 0.05 f 0.03 

The observed u and n momentum spectra (Figs 16.x) and 16b) are consistent 

with those expected from T decays and in particular we observe that the 

pions do not cluster at the low momentum cut, which would suggest large 
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Fig. 16. a) Momentum spectrum of the p in the ep(Oy) events. 

b) Momentum spectrum of the v in the en(Oy) events. 

The dashed lines indicate the predicted shapes expected from T decays. 

The cut indicated corresponds to the average amount of material a 

track must penetrate to be identified by the muon detector. 

p or multipion contamination. Both these branching ratio measurements are 

consistent with the hypothesis that the T couples to the standard weak current. 

We will now consider b 
mP' 

the branching ratio for T- * vy + 1 

(3 charged particles)-. This has been determined in three independent ways. 

The fit to the data of Fig. 12b) determines ?o, (1-be-bmp) = 0.168$3.008 

which yields (for be = 0.160). 

bmp= 0.32 + 0.05 

The direct observation of multi-prong T decays (rig. 15) gives a qUanti- 

tativelY somewhat weaker result, 2b b 
e w 

= 0.092 i 0.021 or, 

b 
mP = 0.29 i 0.07 

Finally, we may plot (Fig. 17) the ratio of observed multi-prong to two- 

prong electron events, R'= N(e' + 2 2-prongs)/N(e' + 1 prong) above a 

minimum electron momentum. This ratio falls as the cutoff momentum is 

raised reflectlug the relatively soft electron spectrum resulting from 

charm decays. Abrve ~1.1 lGeV/c momentum the ratio has the constant value of 

1.9 f 0.2 and indicates a common source for the electrons in both the 

multiprong and ilwoprong data. The value of b 
mP 

is given by (b 6 )I 
mP mP 

(bx Ed) = 1.9 + 0.2, where E 
mp,x 

are the appropriate detection efficiencies 

and bx= l-be-b mp. (Note thnt the electron detection efficiency cancels 

and the dependency on b e i; fairly weak.) The result is, 

bmp= 0.34 + 0.05 

All three deteruinations agree within errors and are averaged to give the 

final result, 
b 

mP 
= 0.32 zk 0.04. 

At present we have not made detailed studies of the composition of the 

T multiprong decays. However it is clear from the uncorrected prong dis- 

tribution of multiprong electron data taken below charm threshold (Fig. 18~1) 

that the majority involve il.,!, three charged particles. The total pion 
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Fig. 17. The ratio, R', of the observed multi-prong electron events to the observed 

two-prong electron events at electron momenta above the value indi- 

cated on the horizontal axis. The curve is hand-drawn. 
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multiplicity will require a measurement of 3' production as indicated by 

the observed photon distribution (Fig. 18b)). (In order to decrease back- 

grounds these data have the additional requirement that the electron moden- 

ta exceed one third of the beam energy). 

C. Characteristics of the r-v,-W Vertex 

So far we have seen that the data support the hypothesis that the T 

is a spin l/2 lepton which, according to branching ratio measurements, 

couples to the conventional irte adiate vector boson. It is therefore 

natural to assume that the e-v e vertex in the decay T + v T eve is pure 

V-A and to use the electron ,.nergy spectrum to measure the V, A structure 

of the T-Y vertex. T 
The mDst general coupling is a linear combination of 

V and A amplitudes but, for s massless vT1 the anticipated couplings are 

I'ure V-A or V+A which correspond, respectively, to a left-handed vT and a 

right-handed u . T 

The stepe of the electron Ei>eCtrm in the T rest frame is determined 

by the one-parameter Michel Lormula: 

dr(x) = Gl (3(1-x) + 2 P (2 x-1) + r (x)) x2 dx 

where Gl = G2 mT5/4gri3 

rqci x = 2 P,/rn T is the scaled energy of the electron 

(0 < x < 1j.A V-A coupling is characterized by a Michel parameter, 

p = 0.75 and results in the spectral shape, di"(x)a(3-2x)x‘dx. In the case 

of V+A, p=O and the electron spectrum becomes dr(x)= (1-x) x2 dx. We see 

that a V-A coupling results in the most probable electron energy at x=1 

(as familiar in u decay) whereas a V+A spectrum peaks at x=2/3 and is in- 

deed zero at x=1. (Physically, the reason for this zero is that a 
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Fig. 18. a) The observed prong distribution of the multiprong electron events in 

the energy range 3.625~E~c3.72 GeV (,J,' excluded). 

b) The observed photon distribution in the same energy range. 

right-handed VT leads to a total angular momentum 3/Z at x=1.) Other 

combinations of V and A are characterised by intermediate values of p e.g. 

pure V or pure A, corresponding to equal left-right amplitudes. implies 

p = 3/a. 

The function r(x) accounts for radiativ. corrections to the standard 

spectral formula. Ali and Aydin") point out that the corrections can be 

approximately accommodated into the bare formula by using an effective 

Michel parameter, peff. They determine a substantial softening of the 

electron energies e.g. in the range 0.2 6 x i 0.95, peff = 0.66 for V-A 

and p eff = -0.18 for V+A. 

The experimental electron spectrum (Fig. 19a))has been obtained from 

a sample of 621 eX + 1 OY events in the rang< 3.-'i _< Em < 7.4 GeV 

(V' excluded). The spectrum observed below charm threshold (Fig. 19b)) is 

statistically weaker but benefits from a red,lced Lorentz smearing and 

consequent higher sensitivity. The events here selected according to the 

criteria'described earlier with a further requirement of at least one 

associated spark on the outer WSC for each track in order to provide a 

momentum measuremmt. In addition events were rejected if 

pJ+l~x~+lb, -'- ",I > 0.85 EC1? in order to remove residual e+e-y and 

grossly mis-measured events. (The latter occur if a spark in the outer 

WSC is incorrectly assigned to a track in the MWPC.) 

We summarize in Table 4 the fit results20f& pure V-A and V+A and for 

2 the p parameter giving the minimum x . At this stage we have not expllcit- 

ly included radiative corrections in the Monte-Carlo-generated spectra 

and so it is appropriate to compare the observed Michel parameter 

approximately with P eff Q 0.64(11-A) and -0.17 (V+A). 
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Fig. 19. a) The electron momentum spectrum of the eX events in the range 

3.57~E~27.4 GeV after excluding data taken at the 9". 

b) The spectrum observed below charm threshold in the range 3.57~E~~~3.725 GeV 

The solid (dashed) lines are V-A (V+A) fits with zero Ye mass and 

Table 4 

Summary of the Fits to the Data of Fig. 19 

r a) All Data b) Below Charm 

Hypothesis Threshold 

P x2 # dof p i x2 1 8 dof 

V-A 0.75 13.8 17 0.75 8.1 7 

V+A 0.0 57.9 17 0.0 21.7 7 
Free Fit 0.86HI.12 13.0 16 0.999.26 1.2 6 

M.15 fo.17 

We conclude that there is good agreement with a V-A coupling 

whereas V+A is completely excluded and pure V or pure A are disfavoured. 

It is interesting to note 7.1) that these data are the first to exclude 

the Pati-Salam integer-charge.) auaz-k 22) . mterpretation of the anomalous 

tw-prong lepton events. In this model the events arise by decay of a 

pair of unconfined, pointlike, spia l/2 quarks through intermediate real 

victor gluonr in the process, 

+ 
e+e- + q q- I L ", v- * "e e-; e - p+v !J 

hadrons 

'Ihe model is excluded on two counts: 

i) Below q threshold there should remain a signal of eX events, 

with an electron spectrum characteristic of two-body decay, arising from 

direct pair production of vector gluons, 

+- 
ee + V+V- + e+v, p-Z 

IJ 
This contradicts the observations made at ECM= 3.50 and 3.52 GeV (Fig.13). 

without radiative corrections. Events with pe > 1.3 GeV/c in spectrum 

b) are excluded fron the fit. 
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ii) The observed electron spectra (Fig. 19a) particularly below 

0.5 GeV/c, arein complete disagreement with gluon decay for any value of its 

21) mass. 

The effect of a non-zero Ye mass is to soften the electron spectrum. 

Since the V+A hypothesis is ruled out for any value of m we set the P 
"T 

parameter at 0.64 (V-A) and 0.86 (minimum x2) for this study. From the 

2 
measured x variations with "on-zero vy masses 23) we determine, 

m c 0.25 GeV/c' (95% CL) 
VT 

To swmnarize, it appears that the T- couples to a neutral object 

which is consistent with being massless and purely left-handed. However 

before simply introducing a new neutrino it is important to investigate 

whether the 'u T 
' is actually one of the old neutrinos. Experimentally, 

the assignment vT=vw has been excluded by neutrino experiments. Unfortu- 

nately, since ve beams are poor, they have not provided a test of the 

electron neutrino assignment. The latter possibility is unlikely since 

the branching ratio for T- + e-y is small (5 2.6% (9O%CL) as measured by 

the SLAC-LBL group). 

The exclusion of the old-neutrino assignment assumes a full-strength 

~-v~-w vertex. In a heavy-neutrino model with my > mT the T would decay 

via a small mixi"gz4) 
T 

between "e, v and " 
P 

T consistent with the experi- 

mental constaints from the neutrino experiments and u-e-8 universality. 

An immediate consequence is that the T lifetime (x0) is longer than 

that expected in the standard model, which predicts *n = T ~ h,,/mT? be. 

For an electronic branching ratio of 0.16 this lifetime is 2.6 10 -13 set 

which allows a flight path of about 0.1 mm at a beam energy of 3 GeV. 

The experimental technique for measuring the lifetime is to determine 

the apparent origin of the individual prongs in the eX events. In order to 

increase the sensitivity, the following addition& cuts are imposed. Only 

data above Em=6 GeV are considered and both tracks must be well-measured 

geometrically (1 5 hits in the MWPC and at least one WC spark in the 

+ and 0 views) and have a minimum momentum of 300 MeV/c. Events are select- 

ed containing a high-energy prong (P > 1.35 GeV/c) and another track making 

a coplanarity angle between 60° and 140'. The hie'l-energy prong presumably 

results from a forward decay of one T and can therefore define the direc- 

tion of the second T. The apparent projected ':,ight path of the second T 

is determined by the distance of closest approach of the second prong from 

the beam centre. This technique has the merit of a know" T flight direc- 

tion and, as a result of the angular cuts, the maximum sensitivity to a 

finite flight pagh. 

The 35 events wrlich swvive these critrrlado not display a systematic 

di=pl=cement away from the beam centre (Fig. 2~0)). (The mean (u) 

of the distribution is ~=O.OLZM.19 mm). As a check of the procedure, the 

same analysis of multi-orong hadronic events (Fig. 20a)) also produced a 

centred distribution. (The latter check is really only meaningful in the 

absence of null result for the T.) From Monte-Carlo studies we determine 

that a true c' value of 1 mm leads to projected flight distance of 0.37 mm 

integrated over the E CM range. We thereby determine the T lifetime limit, 

To < 2.8 lo-l* set (95% CL) 

Tne heavy T-neutrino model assumes that the ve-e and vp-p couplings 

are reduced by factors (l-c, *) and (l-E$ d ue to a small coupling between 

the T and the old neutrinos. The upper limit on the T lifetime provides a 
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lower bound on the coupling strength to ve and v,, given by, 

= 2.6 lo-l3 SW T 0 E2+E2 
e P 

i.e. 
2 2 E -kE > 0.09 e u 

The tight experimental limits on p-e-8 universality place upper 

bounds on the mixing amplitudes For example, the ratio of the coupling 

strengths (C'), 
G'(K,3) +G-(014 8 decay) 

= 1.003 f 0.004 
G'(p decayj 

This comparison removes the Cabibbo angle sod indicates, 

e2 
lJ 

= 0.003 f O.I-lL4 

In addition, 

r(n + ev) 
rcn + &Iv) 

= thsory x (1.03 f 0.02) 

2 
i.e. E - E 

2 = 0.03 f 0..02 
u e 

The combination of these two reslrlts measures, 

2 % = 0.003 f 0 004 and ce2 = -0.027 f 0.02 

There:o::e <he tctal 'missing' coupling strength is 

s2+s2= e v 
-0.024 + 0.02 

We o'xurve this is in contradiction with the lower bound provided by the 

T lifetime measurement and hence the heavy T neutrino possibility is excluded. 

In conclusion, there is now a very solid case for the existence of 

the third charged lepton, T, with all properties compatible with a coupling 

to its own massless neutrino and the standard intermediate vector boson. The 

T is indeed ready to receive that ultimate accolade, 'ready for the text-books'. 
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Abstract 

Results on m"ltLmuo" production by neutrinos and anti- 

neutrinos are presentm.. Opposite sign dfsauon rates have been 

determined and distributions are compared with a model of charm 

production. we present evidence for a prompt signal for w-p- 

events see" in neutrino interactions. Preliminary results o" a 

new sample of trimuon events will be presented a"d.a tetramuon 

candidate is described. 

Talk presented at the SJAC Sumner Institute on Particle 

Physics, July 1978 
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I. Introduction 

The observation of opposite sign dimuon events in neutrino 

interactions was one of the first indications of the production of 

new hsdrons. ' The first observations have been confirmed by later 
., 

experiments‘ and the new hadrons are now know" to be charmed particles. 

The observation of same sign dimuons and subsequently of trimuon3 and 

tetralepton events 
4 also may provide information about or set limits 

to the production of new heavy quark states or heavy leptons. 
5 

It is 

therefore interesting to study these rare processes and compare the 

different rates and distributions. 

I" this paper we first discuss opposite sign dimuon produc- 

tion by neutrinos and antineutrinos and use the measured rates to 

extract the fraction of strange quark sea in the nucleon. Distribu- 

tions are also compared with a charm model to obtain some information 

about charm particle production dynamics and to set approximate limits 

to the amount of non-charm signal in the n-n' data. we also present 

evidence for the production of prompt n-n- events by neutrinos and 

discuss c;'i.t+ production by antineutrinos. Preliminary results on a 

new sample of trimuon events are given and a new tetrsmuon candidate 

will be described. 

II. Beams and Detector 

The data discussed here were obtained in four runs in the 

Quadrupole Triplet (QT) and Bare Target Sign Selected V and ? beams 

(BTSSV~"~ BTSSL) at Fermilab. In the QT beam the pions and kaons 

produced by the 400 GeV proton beam are focussed by a triplet of 

quadrupoles but not charge selected before decay.6 The result is a 

beam with high mean energy but substantial v event cOntent.(l6%). The 

BTSS beams employ a "dog-leg" arrangement to select Lhe charge of the 

pion or kaon and thereby reduce the wrong sign background.7 Beam 

fluxes are given in Fig. 1. 

The E-310 detector is shown in Fig. 2. There are three 

separate targets of different densities;athree segment target of iron 

(250 tons); twelve modules of liquid scintillator calorimeter (50 

tons) ; and an iron plate-scintillator calorimeter (120 tons). Wide 

gap optical spark chambers are interspersed between calorimeter 

modules in both the liquid and iron plate calorimeters. 

Following the three targets is a muon spectrometer composed 

of three 7.3 m diameter, .61 m thick iron toroidsl magnets and four 

3.7 m diameter, 1.2 m thick toroids. Wide gap opilcal spsrk chambers 

located between each toroid provide the mesns to track muons. 

Scintillation counter hodoscopes sre located in the first two gaps 

of both the large and small toroid spectrometers. 

The energy resp?nre and resolution of the liquid snd iron- 

plate calorimeters has been measured between 10 and 100 GeV. The 

liquid (iron) calorimter resolution varies between 7-12% (15-23%). 

Muon beams of known momentrn~ were used to calibrate the muon 

spectrometer with a resultant ervT of 2 3% on the absolute momentum 

calibration. 

The primary emphasis of the experiment was to detect multi- 

muon events. Under norms1 conditions. the high neutrino flux in 

either the QT or BTSS beams would result in multiple charged current 

interactions in our detector during the 2 ms beam spill. Since the 

spark chambers could obviously be fired only once per spill, 

triggering on each charged current event would csuse a large dead- 

time resulting in the loss of the *&e multimuon events. The single 
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Fig. 2. The E-310 detector. 

Fig. 1. Neutrino and antineutrino fluxes for the Quadrupole 

Triplet and Bare Target Sign Selected beams. 
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muon triggers were, therefore, prescaled liy different factors (2-32) 

for each of the three targets. 

The counter hodoscopes in the gaps of the 7.3 m toroids, in 

coincidence with energy deposited in the calorimeters or with the 

counters in the iron target, generated the primary multimuon trigger. 

An additions1 trigger wss formed by requiring a 1.5x minimum ionizing 

pulse height in B majority of the liquid calorimeter modules together 

with one penetrating muon. 

The extent of our multimuon data sample is given in Table 1. 

The data obtained during the first QT run (QT I) and the BTSSV (v) 

runshavebeen completely analyzed. Preliminary results will be 

reported here on trimuons and a small sample of energetic dimuons 

obtained during the second QT run (QT II). 

III. Opposite Sign Dimuons 

we report here on 199 g-1;' events obtained in the QT I and 

BTSSv runs and 49 !I+P- events from the BTSSt run. The distributions 

and rates of the dimuons have been compared with calculations based 

on the standard model of charm in order to more fully understand the 

dynamics of charm production. 
8 In the comparison, the effects of 

geometrical acceptance, counter and chamber efficiencies and the 

background from pion and kaon decay have been taken into account. 

The fraction of dimuons arising from I[ and K decay (25%) was 

calculated by B Monte Carlo program based on measured distributions 

of pions and kaons produced in neutrino (or sntineutrino) inter- 

actions. 9 
The calculations were consistent with our measurement 

of the decay fraction using different density targets. 

E-310 Data Sample 

Beam POT x 1018 Dimuons Trimuons Tetramuon 

OPP. **me (Pv>2 GeV/-, (candidates) 

QT 1 0.8 136 27 5 0 

BTSS; 2.5 49 2 0 0 

BTSSV 0.4 63 19 3 1 

3.7 I-2OOG / -300 j 41 1 1 1 

Table 1. Multim-on data s&Llple. The number of dimuon 
event* for QT II is an estimate based on a 
small sample. 
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In Fig. 3 the distribution of the rcomentum asymmetry, 

a=(P - P+)/(P- + P+) is shown for the QT I and BTSS(V) samples 

for P& > 5 Gev/c. The curves, including charm meson production and 

fi and K decay, show the contributions from V and \ separately and 

the sum. The t contamination in the v sample is reduced to 4% or 

less by requiring a > - 0.3 and similarly the V in the c sample to 

8% by requiring a < 0.3. These cuts have been applied to the dis- 

tributions described below. 

The distributions of XVis and YVis for v and ; events sre 

shown in Fig. 4. kis = iI1 (E /Mp) (1 - .I@‘~ ) /YVis and Yvis = 1 

(E9 
+ EH) /Evis where for v(G) ~1 is P-(IL’) and w2 is I’.) In 

the charm model, neutrinos produce charmed particles from inter- 

actions with valence d quarks and sea strange quarks. Antineutrinos 

will produce chsm essentially only from the strange antiquark corn-- 

ponent of the sea. After correcting for x, K decay the everage values 

Of x”is from the v and ; data are 0.20 f 0.03 and 0.11 + 0.03, respec- 

tively. As anticipated, the ; sample has a lower average value of 

X Vis, while the v dsts is consistent with approximately equal contri- 

butiws from valence and sea quarks 

In Fig. 5 we show the distribution of z+ = P+/(P+ + EH) 

for the neutrino data along with curves assuming two different 

forms of the charm fragmentation function, F(Z) (Z = EI,/EH). 

The distribution favors an approximately flat distribution and 

rejects a distribution falling faster than e -32 or rising faster 

than e‘. The measured PI distribution for the v sample is shown 

in Fig. 6 (PI is the component of mmentum of the u+ perpendicular 

to the v - CI scattering plane). The superimposed curve was 

7 
m 

3; 
I- 

5 
> 
W 

20 

u=(p:p+MP-+P+) 
Fig. 3. The momentum asymmetry parameter 

a - (P- - P+)/(P- + P+). 
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obtained with the assumption that D mesons are produced with a P, to 

60 

50 

40 

30 
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IO 

0 

p, (GeVk) 
Fig. 6. The transverse momentum out of the V- P 

scattering plane. 

the exchanged W direction of the form dN/dPta e . The 

good agreement between Fig. 6 and the charm model calculation suggests 

that the contribution from non-chara sources, particularly heavy new 

qluerks, is small in the energy range covered by the experiment. A 

more quantitative statement awaits further data and comparison with 

specific heavy quark production models. 

The energy dependence of the dimuon/single muon ratio 

is shown in Fig. 7a and 7b for the v and ydata. 

The predictions of the charm model calculation are shown with and 

without a 5 GeV/c minimum monxe~tuw requirement. 10 The observed 

energy dependence arises from the momentum cut. With this cut, above 

100 GeV, R(~-P')/R(~-) is 0.6‘ 2 3.13 x 10m2 for V and R(P'~-)/R(~J') 

:s 0.70 + 0.25 x 10 
-2 

for L 

The fraction of strange quark sea (S or s) may be extracted 

fron the measured dimuon rstcs and single muon production. The 

ratios s/U and S/D (U(D) is the Cractional momentum carried by the 

J(d) quark?! may be detent ined independently from the v and v data 

after correcting for the minimum muon momentum requirement. This 

correction is sensitive to the Z distribution of charmed particle 

production.L' With the asslrmption of a flat 2 distribution, one 

obtains s/U = 0.076 + 0.027 and S/D = 0.099 + 0.035 for Ev > 100 GeV. 

If one uses the ratio ia(~'~-)/o(~')]/[o(u-~')/o(i;)] a'value of 

E/D = 0.066 2 0.061 is obtained and is independent of the dimuon 

correction factor and hence of the assumed Z distribution. 

Iv. Same Sign Dimuon Production 

Unlike opposite sign dimuons which are now known to arise 

predominanr'j, if not completely,from charm, the origin of like sign 
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Fig. 7. Energy dependence of the dimuon rate for 

neutrinos and antineutrinos. 

dimuon events is uncertain. The observed rate for such events is 

small and therefore the contribution from pion and kaon decay in 

ordinary charged current interactions is a substantial background. 

We present here an analysis of 49 v--; events from the QT I and 

BTSSv runs, 2 &+:c: events from the BTSS;and preliminary results 

on a small sample of the data from QT II. 

It is Important to emphasize two features of the E-310 

detector. First, the neutrino interactions occur in three targets 

of different hadronic absorption lengths(X). The effective 

absorption lengths for each target were calculated including gaps 

and end effects. They are: iron target = 31 c-; iron calorimeter = 

61 cm; and liquid calorimeter = 120 cm. Second', the 7.3 meter 

diameter toroids provide a very large accepta: :e Lhat is indepen- 

dent of muon sigr. 

The re'ative rates for R(+-pm)/R(P-) are difficult to deter- 

mine because of acceptance and trigger differences. The ratio 

N(!J-P*)/N(ir-w+). hcrever, in independent of wrtex position, trigger- 

ing, etc. The otserved numhers of events (from QT I and BTSSv) from 

each target are given in Table 2. A cut of 5 GeV/c (10 GeV/c) reduces 

the number of v."P- events to 38 (18). The ratio Nobs(~-~-)/Nobs(Ir-~+) 

is shown in Figs. 8a and 8b. This ratio may also be written as 

decay 
The quantity N (p-q') has been calculated by a Monte Carlo program. 

9 

The known distributions of pions and kaons produced by v (or i) have 

beenaused as input to the program. The primary pions and kaons are 

followed up to the fourth reinteraction. At present we estimate a 

25% error in the calculation which primarily comes from uncertainties 

in the input data on neutrino irtera,:ions. 
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For Pw > 10 GeV/c, the fr&CtiO" of W-U' from decay is 6-22x, 

depending upon the target (column labelled N~~~*~(~J-N') in Table 2). 

After this subtraction, the ratio N obs(ll-~-)/NPrompt(~-il+) should 

depend linearly on 1 and a finite intercept at X = 0 would indicate 

a prompt SoUrce. This ratio is shown in Figs. 8c and 8d and the data 

are well described by linear fits. Clearly for the 5 GeV/c cut data, 
- - 

a significant fraction of the observed w ir signal is from decay. 

The intercepts, however, are finite at X = 0 for both the 5 GeV/c 

(0.09 2 0.09) and 10 GeV/c (0.15 + 0.10) cut data. Also the fitted 

slopes are in reasonable agreement with the values obtained from the 

numbers NdecaY (v-p-) shown in Table 2. In particular for the 5 &V/c 

cut, the fitted value is 3.0 + 1.3 x 10 -3 
cm-l and the predicted value 

is 4.0 2 1.0 x 10 -3 IXI-~. One may then use the Monte Carlo values 

of N 
decay (IL-P-) to obtain NProwt(~-~-). 

Averaging over all three targets, we obtain NPrompt(~-+-)/ 

N~='~~(IL-&+) = 0.06 2 0.05 for the 5 GeV/c cut and.0.12 + 0.05 for 

the 10 GeV/c cut which indicates that a prompt signal may exist. It 

is somewhat more statistically powerful to observe that we see, 

for Pv > 10 GeV/c, 18 events and expect only 7.5 + 1.9 events. 

Some of. the properties of the W-W- events are shown in 

Figs. 9aand 1Oa. The same distributions for v-v events (from v) 

are shown in Figs. 9b and lob for comparison. One observes that 

there is no striking difference between the properties of v-l;' and 

&L-p- events. The Acp distribution suggests that the w-1~~ events 

are predominantly of hadronic origin. The Evis plot indicates a 

production energy dependence of a nature similar to charm production. 

Of course the substantial background from decay is included in the 

plots which would dilute any energy dependence dissimilar from charm. 

60 I I I I I 

! b 1 

A+ (Degrees) 
Fig. 9. The Acp distribution for (a) ~-1~ **d 

(b) v-w+ events. 
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There are at least two conventional origins for w-p- events. 

First, the same processes which yield trimuon events (v-~-p') may 

also result in g-w- events if the fi' is lost as a result of detection 

inefficiency. Second, the production of charm-anticharm pairs and 

subsequent decay could also result in same sign dimuons. It is pres- 

ently believed that the majority of trimuon events (2 80%) arise from 

radiative or direct muon pair production. If these virtual photon 

processes were entirely responsible for the prompt p-p- signal, one 

would expect R(il-l-r-)/R(p-p-i~+) < +, particularly for EV > 100 GeV 

where the trimuon acceptance is good. At present, the data do not 

support this hypothesis as R(;K-) is 6 k 3 times the trimuon rate. 

Current theoretical estimates for the production of charm-anticharm 

would predict rates lower than the tre.zsured value. 12 It is unlikely 

that the majority of the prompt IL-~- events come from production of 

hadronic flavors beyond charm. 'de do not observe a rate increase as 

EV increases as one would antictpate for a heavy new quark. Also the 

PI (out of the v-w plane) shown in Fig. 11 is consistent with the 

decay tf particles with masses i charm. 

At present we have analyzed a small fraction of the dimuon 

data obtained during the QT II run. In particular we have currently 

processed evl'r~>~: of the type in which both muons penetrate to at 

least the first spark chamber in the 3.7 meter toroid spectrometer. 

This yields 170 IL-P' and 32 S-IL- events with P > 10 GeV/c. 

Unfortunately this sample is not free of biases as was the old data 

since the acceptance now depends on muon sign. We have attempted 

to correct for acceptance by using a charm-like model of M-P- pro- 

duction with the result that a correction factor of 2 is necessary. 

With this nssumption,and after combining with the old QT and BTSS v 

> 
s 
0 

1.0, I I I I 
(a) p-p- 

O*Io: 
50 100 150 200 2: 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

OO 

-1 

I I I I i-l r 
50 100 150 200 2 

I& (GeV 1 

Fig. 10. The visible energy distribution for (a) IL-; and 

(b) v-;-11+ events. 

3 
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Fig. 11. Transverse momentum of w-w- and p-c: events out of 

the "- )i scattering plane. 

samples, we find 50 events and expect 28 + 7 for all three targets 

and 20 events and 8 + 2 expected for the iron target. 

We have observed two c;'tL' events in i,he BTSS; run. Neither 

of these events satisfies the 5 GeV/c minimum mmentum cut and both 

events are consistent with arising from x or K decay. 

V. Trimuon Data Sample and Distributions 

The number of trimuon events observed from each target is 

give" in Table 3 for a Pir > 2 GeV/c cut and for a TN 5 4.5 GeV/c 

momentum cut as indicated. There are a" additional 15 events with 

at least one muon below 2 GeV/c that have not been inclwbsd in the 

distributions that follow. The column labelled "3Q" corresponds 

to events where all three charges are kno~r,. Th., two observed 

-++ events are wmpletely consistent with the expectations of dimuon 

production plus pion or kaon decay.' For th.: ev'fnts labelled "2Q", 

one of the mum mmenta ha,3 been determined by range. In all dis- 

tributions - -+ proauction has been assumed, i.e. - - ? becomes - -+ 

and -+? becomes --..-. 

The dlstlibutions of muon momenta are shown in Fig. 12. 

The leading il- (Pi-) is defined by the w- with the larger transverse 

momentum with respect to v direction. In the plots that follow the 

leading LI- is labelled "l", non-leading @- "2" and the i;' "3". The 

shaded area in all distributions corresponds to a 4.5 GeV/c momentum 

cut. One observes in Fig. 12 that the soft II- and LL' have similar 

momentum distributions. 

Distributions are shown in Fig. 13 for three of the possible 

muon mass combinations. There is no striking feature. The Ml2 and 

%3 
distributions are rimilar. A plot of visible energy is shown in 

Fig. 14. We see no events below E 
vis 

of 40 GeV and the majority of 
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the events have E vi; > 100 GeV. The fraction of energy that goes 

into hadrons is shown in Fig. 15. On average, slightly more than 

one-half the energy in the interaction is contained in the hadronic 

shower. In Fig. 16 we show a scatter plot of Xvis and Yvis. The 

X vis distribution is typically neutrino like and the Yvis is con- 

sistent with being flat. The cutoff in Yvis results from a minimum 

muon momentum cut. 

Azimuthal angular distribution between Various muo*S are 

shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The angle f$ is defined by projecting tha 

muon mnta onto a plane perpendicular to the neutrino direction. 

The II' tends to be produced opposite to the leading &-(AQ = 180') 

and the non-leading or- in the same direction as the l.t+(Acp = 0). 

There are, however, events in which the ,' is produced in the same 

direction as the leading @-. 

In Fig. 18 we show the AT between the leading !J- and the 

vector Sum of the other IJ and P'. Most of the II pairs are pro- 

duced at the hadron vertex (Aq ss 18Oo) although there is some 

contribution at the lepton vertex as well. 

The invariant mass of the non-leading w- and K' is given 

in Fig. 19. There is a low mass peak, similar to that observed in 

hadronic production of muon pairs. Our ma58 resolution is approxi- 

mately 250 W/c2 at 1 GeV/c' and therefore we are unable to resolve 

any structure such as p production. The Same mass ccmbination is 

plotted in Fig. 20 for "lcpton-like" (A~Q < 6Oo) and "hadron-like" 

(Acp > 120'). The distributions are similar with the lepton-like 

possibly being somewhat flatter. 

8 

6 

r 
7 
w 4 
> 
W 

2 

n 
/ 
/ 
L 

Fig. 15. The fraction of hadronic energy for trimuon events. 
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Fig. 20. Muon pair mass for (a) Aq< 60' and (b) Aq> 120'. 

VI. Trimuon Rate Estimates 

We hsve estimated the production rate of trimuons compared 

to ordinary charge current neutrino induced events. Only events 

occurring in the two calorimeter targets SrS used SS we wish to 

investigate the energy dependence of the rate. For the QT II data 

the total number of Single muon events has been qbtsined by scaling 

up from S small analyzed sample (-3%) of the data. The err& in 

this estimate together with possible scanning and triggering biases 

is estimated to be 25% and has not been included in the preliminary 

rate calculations ,rhst follow. 

The trimuon rate for a Pv > 4.5 GeV/c cut is shown SS s 

function of visible energy in Fig. 21. The contribution from x 

and K decay has b&n subtracted. One sees tha 'he ri!te,sbove 

E,, of 100 GeV is corstsnt at S value of 1.2 2 0.5 x 10 -4 
. The 

smaller rate below 100 GeV may be accounted for jy reduced acceptance 

resulting from a fixed 4.5 Gev/c cut. 

There are s number of processes which may contribute to 

trimuon production. These may be divided into two convenient 

categories: virtusl photon production; arid charm-sntichSrm,'hasvy 

new quark (b,t) or heavy lepton production. Low Ins** muon pairs 

msy be crested by an internsi bremstrshlung-like process from the 

LI- or entering or exiting quarks in the interaction. 5, 13 This 

would lead to s AT distribution peaked both at O" and 180° depend- 

ing upon the particular subprocess. Direct muon pair production at 

the hsdron vertex would also create low msSS pairs and ACJ would be 

peaked at 180'. The production of charm-anticharm pairs and sub- 

sequent double decay would also result in events of apparent 

hsdronic origin. New hsdronic flavor production could also lead to 
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Fig. 21. Trimuon rate as a function af visible energy. 

trimuons via a cascade of semileptonic decays. 13 Such events would 

tend to have larger pair massis as a result of the heavy parent 

particle. Similsrly, new heavy lepton cascsdes would produce multi- 

muon events, sgsfn with larger pair mass than is observed. As yet we 

have not done qusntitstiva multiccrmponent fits to our distributions, 

but qualitatively the data sre consistent with coming from a mixture 

of the two virtual photon processes. If one interprets our observation 
_ - 

of prompt w + events ss coming from charm-anticharm production, then 

we would predict that 20 f 20% of the trimuons cona from the sama 

source after taking into account the additional branching ratio 

(.lO) and detection efficiency (,., l/3) for the third muon. 

VII. Tetrsmuon Candidate 

We have observed one tetrsmuon candidate in the QT II run. 

The properties of this event are given in Table 4. We estimate the 

probability that this event c-6 fran s trimuon plus decay or a 

diurlon and a double decay is 2V%. We cannot, therefore, unambiguously 

tell if the event is evidence for prompt four muon production. If the 

event is ass-d to be a result of prompt production, lthen the origin 

Of the other three muons is hadronic as they are produced opposite 

to the lesd??g ;. 

VIII. Sumnary of Rates and Conclusions 

In Table 5 we summsrize our meSSurementS of multimuon rates. 

The opposite sign dimuon events are consistent with the production and 

semileptonic decay of charmed particles. New scmrces of such events 

are not required although they cannot be completely excluded. We 

have presented evidence for the prompt production of G-P- evants by 

neutrinos at a rate of 10 + 5% of the opposite sign events. The like 



QP 
I 

- 1.0 43.9 -442 5 

- .l 60 f60 + 26 

.5 3.8 +3.a + 1 

3.0 ?3.0 + 1 

EH 
= 178 GeV 

E vi* 
= 289 GeV 

Table 4. Tetrsmuon event 

all E v Ey > 100 

R(@-l;t)/R()I-) 4.0 + 0.8 x lo-3 6.5 2 1.3 x lo-' 

R(N+Jfi-l-)/R(llf) 2.7 0.9 x lO-3 i 7.0 + 2.5 x lo-3 

R(p-p-)/R&-) 4.0 2.0 x 10 -4 2 6.5 + 3.5 x 10 -4 

R(i.rfll+)/R(II+) 6 10 -4 

R(F-F-;Crf)/R(ir-) 6 2 x lo-' + 1.2 2 0.5 x 10 -4 

R(4p)/R(il) 47x10 -6 - 

R(>4w)/R(p-) <5x10 -6 - 

sign events are predominantly, if not completely, of hsdronic origin. 

We have no evidence for prompt c;'p' products by antineutrinos. 

Trimuon production, is st present, consistent with arising entirely 

from radiative or direct muon,psir production and charm-anticharm 

production. The production of new heavy quarks or leptons certainly 

is not the sole source of the trimuon events but csrnot be ruled 

out st about the 20% level. Our new tetrsmuon candidate has a sub- 

stsntisl probability to come frw s trimuon plus x or K decay (20%). 

If interpreted as a prompt event, it is clear that the source of the 

non-leading muons is hsdronic. Finally, we have no csndidstes for 

events with more than four muons. 

The results presented here were obtained by members of the 

E-310 collsborstion from Fermilab, Harvard, Ohio Strte, Lniversity 

of Pennsylvania, Rutgers, and University of Wisconsin. Ilw members 

Sre: A. Benvenuti, F. Bobisut, D. Cline, P. Cooper, S. '1. Hesgy, 

R. Imlsy, T. Y. Ling, 1,. K. Man", S. Mori, D. D. Reeder, J. Rich, 

R. Stefsnski, and D. I?. Win". 

Table 5. Multimuon rates with momentum cuts given in the text. 
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RECENT RESULTS FROM THB CDHS E)IPERIMENT 

presented by M. Holder, CBRN 

Abstract 

Results are presented on two topics: charged current reactions and trimuon 

events. 

The charged current data consist of approximately 23 00 neutrino and 6 Ooo 

antineutrino events after all cut*. They were collected in narrow band beam 

runs with 200 GeV secondaries de;riv<d from 400 GeV proton - Al collisions. 

The neutrino spectrum extends from 30 GeV to 90 GeV for neutrinos from 

n-decays and from 90 GeV to 200 GeV for neutrinOS from K-decays. The detec- 

tor consists of a fiducial mass of 500 tons of magnetized iron, sandwiched 

with scintillators and drift chambers. 

The preliminary results are: 

1. The total cross sections per unit energy (u/E) are approximately constant 

in t1.e indicated energy range, with a possible change of f10 % between 

the l?per and the lo-.;er end, mainly due to the present uncertainty in the 

K/n - ratio. The average values are, in units of 10 -38 
cm2 G&-l : 

(o/E)” = 0.62f0.03, comv = 0.30t0.02 

with the ratio 

; 0 /ov = 0.48rO.02. 

* 
T. Hansl, M. Holder, J. Knobloch, J. May, H.P. Paar, P. Palazzi, 
F. Ranjard, D. Schlatter, J. Steinberger, 8. Suter, W. van Rfiden, 
H. Wahl, S. Whitaker, E.G.H. Williams (CERN); F. Eisele. K. Kleinknecht, 
H. Lierl, G. Spahn, H.-J. Willutzki (Dortmund); W. Do&h, F. Dydak, 
C. Geweniger, V. Hepp, K. Tittel, J. Wotschack (Heidelberg); P. Bloch, 
B. Devaux, s. I..oucato*, .J. Maillard, B. Peyaud, J. Fander, A. Savoy- 
N.3V?ZlTO, R. Turlav (S&.l*y); F.L. Navarria (Bologna). 
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2. The differential cross sections fU = $ 1 and f ; = do 
y-0 dy v I 

Y=o 
are consistent with being equal (charge symmetry of F2). The values 

are : 

1.05 + 0.07 for 30 GeV < E < 90 GeV 

1.06 $ 0.11 for 90 GeV c E < 200 GeV 

3. The Callan-Gross relation (spin l/2 par-tons) iS valid within about 10 %. 

From a fit to the average y distributions 6 = l- : 2xFldx/ i F2dx < 0.05. 

Radiative corrections, not included in this analysis, will probably 

raise 6 to a value of less than 0.10. 

4. The momentum carried by quarks and antiquarks is I F2dx = 0.44tO.03 

for 30 Ge" < E < 90 GeV and / F2dx = 0.47tO.05 for 90 GeV < E < 200 GeV. 

This result is from do/dy I y=o- 

5. The average amount of antiquarks, measured from the y distributions in 

neutrino and antineutrino reactions, is 

&s+c)/(q+;) = 0.08 i- 0.04 and (;+s-:)/(q+;)= 0.16 + 0.02 

with the mean $(qG) = 0.12 f 0.02, where q=u+d+s+c represents the 

sum of the quark densities in the proton. 

9. The values of F2 at low Q2 agree within about 10 % with the values 

expected on the basis of the quark model and the e-d data at the 

same Q2. 

10. The scaling violations in the Q2- range accessible to this experiment 

(roughly 2sQ291W (CeV/c)') Seem to be in agreeraent with QCD calcu- 

lations. 

The second topic discussed is the interpretation of tri-.lon events. 75 events 

have been observed in the CDHS detector during wide band beam neutrin0 running. 

For a detailed discussion of the results the reader j,j referred to ref. 1 

and ref. 2. The events are consistent with being due co charged current 

+ - 
reactions with additional creation of a low mass li 1. pair. This pair can be 

understood as being eitl:er produced from the hadron system, analogous to 

p-pair production in h...dron-hadron collisions, or as being created by 

internal BremSStrahlwg fra the muon. Heavy leptcns or heavy quarks can also 

contribute to trimuons through their leptonic decay nodes, but the average 

kinematical configuratlx wculd bx different from that of the observed events. 

Upper limits for the production of these particles are given. 

6. The ratio of antiquarks to quarks is consistent with being constant in 

the energy range 30 GeV < E < 200 GeV, with a maximum change of +0.04 

from the average of q/(q+G) = 0.12. 

RefSrencSS: 

7. If the average x- distributions for valence quarks and for antiquarks 

are parameterized by xF3(x)= &(l-~)~ and c(x) = U-x)m, the best values 

for the parameters are n=3.5+0.5 and m=6.7?0.5. 

8. Scaling deviations are observed, most directly in the shape of F2(x) 

as a function of neutrino energy. F2(x,Q 2 ) decreases with increasing 

Q2 for x20.2 and increases for xcO.1. 

1. T. Hans1 et al., Phys. Letters 77B (1978) 114. 

2. T. Hans1 et al., Characteristics of trimuon events etc., 

submitted to Nucl. Physics B. 
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I. Introduction 

Recent results from the Fermilnb 15' Bubble Chamber on charm pro- 

duction by neutrinos and antineutrinos and on the measurement of the 

elastic scattering of muon neutrinos on electrons are discussed. All 

the results come from exposures nf the char&r filled with a heavy 

neon-hydrogen (64% at. neon) mixtux. In this liquid electrons are 

easily identified through visible. brentnstrahlung since the radiation 

leng'h is only 40 ems. With any reasonably defined fiducial volume 

and the requirement that e1ectrol.s a.e identified by at least two 

signatures, the detection effirilncy for electrons is ", 85%. The 

int.xation length for hadrons i: 125 ems, so that hadrons typically 

intcrrct while muons leave the chamber without interacting and can, 

in general, be identified on the scan table. From the comparison of 

interacting and non-interacting tracks of both signs the background 

of fake u- from hadron punchthrough is estimated to be about 10%. 

The neutrino results presented (unless otherwise stated) are from 

the Brookhaven National Laboratory-Columbia University experiment 

(Exp. 53A).(l) The total exposure of 134,000 pictures contains 106,000 

charged current neutrino interactions. The present dilepton (p-e+) 

sample which is double the published data from this experiment (2) is 

clearly consistent with the GIM charm model. In addition, the non-leptonic 
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charm decay K%+71- of the Do has been observed.(3) The current 

status of the search for charmed baryons is presented. 

The cross-section for v - e- 
v 

elastic scattering has been 

measured.(4) When analyzed in terms of the Weinberg-Se&am model 

this result yields a value of sin2gw = 012 which is consistent 

with the value obtained from neutrino hadron scattering. This is 

in contrast to the recent GARGAMELLE results (5) which gave a 

Weinberg-S&am angle sin2Sw 10.73. 

Recently two group~(~'~) have reported on dilepton (p+e-) pro- 

duction by antineutrinos. While the number of events is still small, 

the results are clearly consistent with the expectations of the GIN 

model. 

II. Charm Production 

Dilepton production by neutrinos was first reported almost 

four years ago!S) Since then many arguments have been advanced as 

to why dilepton events are manifestations of GIM charm production. (9) 

However, these counter experiments were unable to investigate one 

of the basic premises of the GIM scheme; the strong correlation 

between charm and strangeness. This information is the province of 

bubble chambers and the current situation on the strange particle 

content of dilepton events will be emphasized in the following 

discussion. 

a) By Neutrinos 

Charm particles(1') can be produced in charged current neutrino 

interactions either by interactions on d quarks or on s quarks in 

the ss sea. 

Valence: 

d(x)sin2ec 

1 S.P. per event 

sea: 

s (x) cos*ec 

2 S.P. per event 

When they decay semileptonically, e+ particles are produced: Thus, 

one expects to find p-e+ events. In charm production from valence 

quarks, the total charm production rate is sin28 
c 15%). where ec 

is the Cabibbo angle. Sin;:e charm couples preferer.tially to strange- 

ness, one expects one strange particle per event. In charm produc- 

tion from sspairs in the sea, the production rate is %6(x) cos2Sc, 

where s(x) is the probabili:y of finding an s quark with fractional 

momentum x. Here one expects % 'rvn strange particles per event (one 

from the decay of c, the other from the leftover y). These two 

mechanisms may have comparable rates. They can be distinguished'by 

their characteristic x- distributions. The production on s quarks 

is expected to have a distribution peaked at small x, while produc- 

tion on a valence quark has a broader x distribution. In addition, 

the total strange particle content should be between one and two 

strange particles per event depending on the mixture of valence 
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and sea production. 

b) By Antineutrinos 

Antineutrinos can produce only anti-charm particles (10) either 

by interactions on ';i or s quarks in the sea. 

Sea: 

d(x)sin2ec 

1 S.P. per event 

6 k4 c0s2ec 

2 S.P. per event 

Since the production is always from sea quarks, the production frcxn 

s should dominate since its rate is proportional to cos2Sc. Con- 

sequently, one expects antineutrinos to give u+e- events with a 

characteristic "sea" x-distribution and approximately two strange 

particles per event. 

III. Dilepton Production 

4 By Neutrinos 

A total of 164 events with at least a IJ- and an e+ in the 

final state have been found in the analysis of 100,000 pictures, 

corresponding to 60,000 charged current neutrino interactions. The 

+ e IS required to have two signatures and a momentum over 300 MeV/c. 

With these cuts, the background from asymmetric Dalitz pairs is a 

few percent. The Jo- is identified as the fastest negative leaving 

track. No momentum cut is ma;=. From a comparison of interacting 

and noninteracting tracks of both signs, the background due to fake 

u- (hadron punchthrough) is determined to be about 10%. After car: 

recting for these backgrounds, scan efficiency (%90%), and e + identi- 

fication efficiency (G5%), the calculated dilepton rate is 

Y 
R= ' 

+ Ne -f ,.- + e' + . . . 

vp f Ne + !+- + ".. 
= (0.5 f 0.15)X. 

"his rate is calculated for half of the events for which there is 

an accurate normalization. Figure 1 shows the momentum distribu- 

tion of the e+, the U- and t2.e total visible energy. 

Various opening angles betwean selected particles as projected 

3n the plane perpendicular to the beam direction are shown in Fig. 2. 

In general, one expects these angles to be shifted toward O" for 

particles coming from the same production vertex and NO0 for those 

particles emitted at opposite vertices. These results are consistent 

with the premise that the e + LS associated with the hadron rather 

than the lepton vertex. 

The 164 p-e+ events were examined for associated KS -f fl+ll- 

and h + p"- decays. A total of 33 such vees (25 events with a 

single vee, 4 with a double vee) were found. After resolving the 

K'/f, ambiguities (10 of the 33 vees were ambiguous) there were 23 

KFi and 10 h decays. This corresponds to 0.6 + 0.2 neutral strange 
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with a single K". The data are not in good agreement with the distri- 

bution expected from the K”e+Ve decay of a spin zero D+ meson at 1868 

MeV. The distribution is consistent with a calculation by Barger 

et al.(l') assuming a Kmv decay. However, 3-body decay modes are 

not excluded (the only 3-body Do decay mode Do -+ K-e+V Can not con- 

tribute to the plot). 

b) By Antineutrinos 

Recently two groups working at FNAL have presented results on 

dilepton production (~+e-) by antineutrinos. (6,7) The statistics 

in each case (Table II) are low but the situation relative to neu- 

trim produced dileptons is rather clear. The strange particle 

content is higher s 0.5 (KS + X+TI- + A0 + p F) per event which, 

when corrected for missing neutrals and with reasonable assumptions 

on the relative production of charged and neutral strange particles, 

yields G2 strange particles per event. (7) The x-distribution peaks 

at small x-values consistent with production from sea quarks. The 

rate is probably lower than for neutrino production of dileptons. 

In all cases the results are in accord with the expectations of 

the GIM charm model. However, it is clear that improved statistics 

will greatly facilitate the comparison with the model. 

IV. Search for Non Leptonic Charm Decays 

All events with possible vees (K + x+vi- or A0 -f pn- decays) 
s 

in about 80,000 pictures, corresponding to 46.000 charged current 

events with a muon momentum over 2 GeV/c, were measured. Good 2 

or 3 constraint fits for 1815 KS + n+71- and 1367 A + pn decays 

. 

. 
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TABLE i1 

u+e- Events in Antineutrino Interactions 

Berkeley Fermilab-IHEP 

Hawaii-Seattle(') ITEP-Michigan(') 

- + 
v -+ 1~ . ..Events 2800 6320 

u + p+e- . ..Events 4 12 

; + u+e-V" Events* 2 7 

Rate u+e-/u+... (0.15 ;;.;",,x (0.22 f 0.07)% 

*0 V stands for Kz + .+,- or A0 + pn- decay associated 

with the primary vertex. 

were obtained. Correcting for branching ratios and detection effi- 

ciencies, this corresponds to a (K" + i?P, rate of (l'J.6 ?: 1.5)% of 

all charged current events, and a (ho + 9) rate of (5.0 f 0.51%. 

Cl+ Figures 6.3 and 6b show the KSrr o+- and the KS” n mass distribu- 

tions, respectively. 0 + -, There is a peak in the K T IT distribution 

in the mas.s region of the charmed Do meson seen at SPEAR. (la) The 

best fit of a polynomial background plus a Gaussian, shown by the 

curve on Fig. 7a gives the following parameters: 

M = 1850 f 15 MeV, (I = 20 i 8 MeV 

corresponding to 64 events above a background of 11.0, with a sta- 

tistical significance of four standard deviations. The width is 

consistent with the experimental mass resolution ok 20 MeV. NO 

corresponding peak is apparent near the D mass in the events without 

a JA- (Fig. 7b). This is consistent with the prediction of the GIM 

model that the charm charging neLtra1 current interactions are 

absent. If the peak were due to K* production, then one might 

expect it to be present in events with and without a u-. 

Correcting for branching ratios and detection efficiencies, 

the measured rate is 

"p + Ne -f !.I,- + Do + . . . . Do + K'n+v- 

v 
IJ 

+ Ne -f v- + . . . 
= (0.7 f 0.21%. 

There is no significant peak at the D+ mass in the K"n+ mass 

distribution. Fitting to a Gaussian with the width of the mass 

resolution centered on the D+ mass gives a result of 11 f 8 D+ + 

K”nc events, which is clearly not a significant signal. Using 

the branching ratios measured at SPEAR (19) of 4 + 1.3% for 
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Do -t K"n+n- and 1.5 + 0.6% for D+ + K"T+, the ratio of D+ to Do 

production by neutrinos is D+/D" = 0.5 + 0.4. 

The Do rate can be compared with the previously measured rate 

for vu + Ne + u- + e+ + . ../v +Ne+u - + . . . of (0.5 f o.15)%(2) 
IJ 

It is not possible to obtain an exact value for the ratio of semi- 

leptonic to K"n+n- decays of the Do since it is not known what 

fraction of the u-e+ events come from Do decays. If it is assumed 

that all of the u-e+ events are due to semileptonic Do decays, 

Do -r e+ + __., then the ratio R = (Do -f ec + . ..)/(DO + K"nf-) is 

R = 0.7 f- 0.3. -+ If, on the other hand, only a fraction of the LI e 

events is due to Do decays, which is more reasonable since there 

is likely to be some D+ and charmed baryon decays contributing to 

the p-e+ events, then the value for R is less than that given above. 

Recent measurements at SPEAR yield the branching ratios of (4.0 * 

1.3)% for Do -t KOn+rr-,(l') + and (7.2 f 2.8)% for D + e + . . . . (20) 

which correspond to a value of R = 1.8 2 0.9, assuming equal semi- 

leptonic branching ratios for the Do and the D+. The Brookhaven- 

Columbia values, with any assumption about the Do contribution to 

the !~-e+ events, are lower than the SPEAR value for R. However, 

the errors on all of these numbers are rather large at the present. 

V. Search for Charmed Baryons 

There is an indication of charmed baryon production in the 

dilepton sample. Since 10 events of the type u 
lJ 

+ Ne + u- + e + 

+ A0 + . . . are observed where about five events are expected from 

associated production. These hoIs can not come from D meson decay 

nor from the 5 quark left over when the et comes from charm produced 

on an s quark in the sea. 

The hadronic decays of charmed baryons into A's were searched 

for. Figures 8a and 8b show the A 0+ 7 and the A"ntntn- mass distri- 

bution from events of the type vu + Ne + U- + A0 C hadrons. There 

is no enhancement in the An ++- TI 71 mass at 2250 MeV. A small peak' 

with 20 f 9 events is present in the Ant mass at 2250 MeV but the 
* 

signal is not present if a cut in helicity angle (require co& > 

-0.6) is made. This, cut was chosen to remove a background of events 

with a slow A and a fast II and should have enhanced the A 
+ 
c 

signal 

to background. Thus, this is considered at this time to be a sta- 

tistical fluctuation. From these results the 9C- considence level 

limit for AZ )- An+n+n- is < 0.2% while the An + :rignal, if real, - 

leads to a rate for the Ad + Ant mode of (0.1 + 0 5)%. 

VI. " 
11 

- e- Elastic Scattering 

The observation of neutral current induced neutrino interac- 

tions gave strong support to t:., Gauge theories unifying weak and 

electromagnetic interactions. Presently all neutrino-hadron neutral 

current interactions are consistent with the SU(2) x U(1) gauge 

model proposed by Weinberg (21) and Salam(22) with a Weinberg angle 

sin2ew 4 l/4. One of the theoretically most stringant tests of 

this theory is provided by the purely leptonic process, vpe- -t 

vu=- which can proceed only via the weak neutral current interaction, 
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and the theory can be compared to experimental measurement without 

uncertainties introduced by using hadronic targets. Early experi- 

mental results on this reaction at neutrino energies of a few 

GeV(23,24,25) are consistent with the Weinberg-Salam model. A 

recent result at higher energies (5) lndxates a significantly higher 

cross section for this process than that expected from the 

Weinberg-Salam model. The Brookhaven-Columbia experiment, which has 

four times the charged current data sample, is in good agreement with 

the Weinberg-Salam model. 

The entire data sample of 134,000 photographs containing 106,000 

charged current " 
11 

interactions was subjected to a dedicated scan for 

isolated electromagnetic showers; 93,000 of the pictures were double 

scanned. + All forward energetic single e-, single e , or y + e+e- 

pairs with no other tracks originating at the interaction vertex were 

recorded. Electrons of either sign were identified by at least two 

signatures. All such events were examined by a physicist, measured, 

and geometrically reconstructed using the program, TVGP. By using 

the 93,000 double-scanned pictures the scanning efficiency was deter- 

mined(26' to be (61 + 15)% for a single scan, giving an overall scan 

efficiency of (78 + 151%. 

Events which had energy E 2 2 GeV and angle 9 c 3' and which - 

were not associated with other events were retained for further consid- 

eration. The subsequent procedures adopted were guided by the philos- 

ophy of retaining single electron events and rejecting y-ray conversions. 

An event was defined to be a single e- if there was no visible radiation 

on a negative track before there was observable curvature so that the 

event clearly had a single track at the origin. If there was 

early radiation within a short distance of the origin such that 

it was not possible to determine whether the event began as a 

single or double track (in all ambiguous cases this distance was 

less than 10 cm), then the event was still class:,fied as a single 

e- if, a) the fastest+rack was negative, b) the fastest positron 

coming from the confused region was less than 25% of the electron 

energy (EC/E- < l/4), and c) the energy of the seconP fastest 

electron was greater than 10% of the positron energy. Condition 

(b) removes fast symmetric pairs while condition (:) obviates the 

problem of low energy 6 rays on asymmetric pairs. In most instances 

the identification was clear cut; the spatial re?\,lutlon and lack 

of confusion being sufficient to clearly distinguish among the 

noted categories. In three cases it was not possible to distinguish 

between a single e- witi- early conversion and t'x production of a 

delta ray from a ccaverred y pair before clear s.?.?aration of the 

lepton tracks. Adop,izn of th? above rules relegated these three 

events to the y category (two of the three are consistent with 

vu=- + vue kinemata,). Corrections are made for real e- events 

being classified as y's by these procedures. The probability of 

an e- radiating more than l/4 of its energy in a singln radiation 

within the first 10 cm sufficiently asymmetrical to be classified 

as a Y has been calculated to be 3%. 

The final sample contains 11 unambiguous e- events, 5 unam- 

biguous e+ events, and 22 y pairs. The number of single e+ events 
- 

is quite consistent with what we expect from the reaction v,P -+ e+n 
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induced by the small 7 contamination in the beam. (27) The energies 
e 

and angles of the 11 single e- events, listed in Table III, are com- 

pared to the kinematics of Ulle- -f v,,e- scattering on Fig. 9. The 

curves show the expected correlation between E and 6 of the electrons 

in the lab frame for Ev = 30 GeV, the peak of our spectrum, and Ey 

= 10 and 100 GeV, which are the approximate limits of our spectrum. 

All 11 e- events are consistent with the kinematics of this reaction. 

The single e+ and the y events are not sharply peaked like the e- 

events but ax spread out up to the 52 mrad angle cut. An appro- 

priate variable to illustrate this difference is FXJ2, since the 

kinematic limit in Y,,e- + V,,e- scattering, Ee2 2 2 me (electron mass) 

is independent of the incident neutrino or outgoing electron energies. 

The distributions in Ee2 for the e-, e+ and y events are shown in 

Fig. 10. The e- events are peaked below the 2 m ("1 MeV) kinematic 
e 

limit, while the ec and y events are much more spread Jut. 

Three sources of background that could produce single electrons 

in this experiment were considered: 

a) Photons which Zompton scatter or convert to e+e- pairs so 

asymmetrically that the e+ is not seen are a negligible background. 

Another background canes from photons which convert into asymmetric 

e+e- pairs and have an early energetic 6 so as to be classified as 

an e- and not as a y by the criteria noted above. The probability 

for this is calculated to be ~1%. When multiplied by the total 

number of unassociated y's that are consistent with the kinematics 

of vPe- + vPe- (8 events with E02 < 3 MeV) this yields .08 events 

which is negligible. 

TABLE 111 

List of vp + e- + v + e- Events 
u 

Event Ee- (GeV) Be- (mrad) E8* (MeV) 

1 3.7 + 1.6 10 * 5 0.4 

2 4.7 -i 0.3 St8 0.1 

3* 5.6 + 2.6 5+7 0.1 

4 6.5 f 1.6 8+4 0.4 

5* 8.0 + 1.7 4f3 0.1 

6 9.0 f 1.0 8f5 0.6 

7 14.0 + 3.0 14 f10 2.7 

8'r 15.8 T 2.6 825 1.0 

.I 20.8 + 5.6 2+3 0.1 

10 27.5 ? 9.0 8+4 1.8 

11 34.6 i 4.0 4 +4 0.6 

- 
* 

Event out of fiducial volume used for the cross section calculation. 

ir 
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b) The process ven + e-p and ven + e-pr 0 
, where the proton is 

too low in energy to be seen, and the Y's from the no are mixed in 

with the shower of the e-. In this experiment, they also scanned 

for and measured events with an e- and hadrons, (27) and found 22 

events with an e- and a proton (with additional stubs which could 

be nuclear fragments) and possibly y's from a no. From the expected 

q2 distributions for these events, it was calculated (28) that 3% 

of these events would have an invisible proton and an e- at a small 

enough angle to be consistent with the kinematics of V,,e- + Vpe . 

This background is calculated to be 0.7 events or (6 * 6)% of the 

vu=- + vpe- signal. 
-_ -- -_ -- 

C) The reactions U,,e + Yue , Yee-, and vee + Vee are 

indistinguishable from the vue- + vye- reaction. However, since 

the relative fluxes in the beam are v,,/y,,/ve/Ye y 100/3/l/0.1, the 

contribution of these reactions in any reasonable model is expected 

to be small in this experiment. 

The 11 Vue- + Vlie- events and the corresponding 106,000 charged 

current " interactions are in a volume visible to all three cameras. 
u 

TO calculate the cross section for this process, one imposes a 

more restricted fiducial volume to insure a uniform (and essentially 

100%) detection efficiency for high energy electrons. (29) Then 8 

of the 11 vue- + vPe- events and 79% of the charged current " inter- 
u 

actions are in this fiducial volume. After subtracting (6 t 61% 

for the ven -+ e-p background, correcting for the (78 f 15)% scan 

efficiency, and for the following losses of single electrons: 10% 

for the 2 GeV cut13') on Ee, 3% for loss of e- classified as Y, 

and 3% miscellaneous losses such as a false association with another 

u event etc., one obtains the ratio 

v!J 
+ e- + v + e- 

lJ = (1.36 t 0.54) x 10 -4 
. 

vu + Ne + u- f . . . 

One can calculate the total cross section for this process by 

using the total charged current cross section atot = (0.67 f 0.06) 

x 1o-3S E" cm2/nucleon measured in the energy range of 20 to 60 GeV 

in a BEBC expesimentol) and by noting that the electron to total 

nucleon ratio in neon is l/2. The result is 

o(vp + e- + " + e-) = (1.8 2 0.8) x 10 -42 
lJ 

Ev cm2 

where E 
” 

is the incident neutr.ino energy in units of GeV. 

This result is in disayr~eme.lt. with a recent measurement in 

t'le GARGAMELLE experiment (5) at the CEP.W SPS. On the other hand, 

our result is in good agreement eeith the Weinberg-Salam model. 

r'igure lla shows a comparison. of the results with the prediction 

of Che model as a function of the mixing angle sin'ew. The data 

-estrict the value of sin26 +.16 +.07 w to be 0.20-~oB or 0.57-m17, the former 

vaiue being in excellent asreement with several previous neutral 

current measurements. (32) Figure 3b shows the energy distribution 

of the 11 vue -+ vpe- events. The curve on the figure is the pre- 

diction of the Weinberg-Salm model with sin2ew = .25 integrated 

over the incident neutrino energy spectrum. The agreement is quite 

good. 

This research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy 

and the National Science Foundation. 
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WEAK NEUTRAL-CURRENT INTERACTIONS* 

R. Michael Bamett 

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center 
Stanford University, Ctanford, California 94305 

a 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The structure of gauge theories of the weak and electromagnetic inter- 

actions can be studied with the weak neutral-current interactions of quarks 

and leptons. In gauge theories, the charged currents (CC) are related to 

the neutral currents (NC). In SU(2) x U(1) models, for example, the de- 

termination of the neutral cwflents f,llows from the relation (where for 

sim,,licity right-handed charged currents are ignored): 

JNC 
u 

= 4 co yp (1 + y5) q - 2 sin2 ew .J; (1.1) 

where q is the vector (u, c, d, s, . ..I and J em . 
!J 

1s the electromagnetic 

curren-. Co is a matrix obtained from 

co= c,c+ c 1 (1.2) 

w;xre C is a matrix giving the appropriate charged current of a given 

SU(2) x U(1) nodel, i.e., 

.J cc 
)1 

I; c yp (l+ Y5) 9. 

Thus information about neutral currents can determine the existence or 

non-existence of charged currents such as ;bR, fdR or E"eR where mt, 

mb and mEa can be arbitrarily large. 

*Research supported in part by the Department of Energy. 
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Fig. 1. The ratio of neutral to charged-current deep-inelastic scatter- 
ing cross sections for antineutrinos versus that ratio for neutrinos. 
The curve shows the predictions of the US model as a function of sin29W 
(each tick mark indicates a tenth value of sin2eW). The data are from 
Ref. 4. 

An overall sign ambiguity among the four couplings is resolved by requiring 

"L > 0. 

B. Inclusive Production of Pions by Neutrinos 

The allowed radii are well determined by deep-inelastic scattering. 

It remains to determine the allrwed angles in the left and right planes. 

Let us define 

BL z arctan (uL/dL) 

OR : arctan CstR/dR) 
(2.6) 

One means of determining the angles is through use of inclusive pion pro- 

duction (vN + nX). Again parton model assumptions are involved in the 

calculations. This analysis has been discussed by Sehgal, Hung and 

Scharbach.5 It is assumed that pions produced in the current-fragmentation 

region (leading pions) are decay products of the struck quark. If z is 

defined as En/Ehad (where Ehad = [total hadron energy] = energy of the 

struck quark), then D:(z) describes the probability that a given pion has 

a fraction z of energy of the struck quaric q. The calculations are sim- 

ilar ;o those for inclusive deep-inelastic scattering except that the 

limited specification of the final state requires that the u couplings be 

oultlplied by D:(z) and d couplings by D:(z). Then the ratio of r+ to II- 

production for neutrinos is (neglecting sea contributions for discussion 

only): 

(2.7a) 
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with 

/ 

=2 

dz D," 

5 

(2.7bj 

where one requires z > zl (leading pionsj, z < z2 (avoids resonance re- 

gion) and sad 5 E,,; the values of z 1' z2* and E,, depend on the partic- 

ular experiment. 

There are isospin relations 

rrf T- + 
D =D 

d 
and D= 

U U = D," (2.8) 

which help simplify Eq. (2.7). Furthermore, the ratio of D'+ u to D", 

can be measured in ep scattering and in charged-current neutrino scat- 

tering; the relevant ratio is 

z2 + z2 

Tl E J dz D; (zj 
1.i 

dz D; (zj 

5 =1 

Using Eq. (2.8) and (2.9) in Eq. 2.7, one obtains 

+ L u2 
3 R 

+ 22 u2 
" 3 R 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

For antineutrinos, Eq. (2.10) holds if one interchanges L and R. There 

are corrections to Eq. (2.10) f ram sea contributions and from experi- 

mental efficiencies. 

The data used here are low energy data from Gargemelle' at the 

CERN PS. These data are N N 
(i) n+ n- v 

= 0.77 f 0.14 and ~~+/N~_)~ = 

1.64 + 0.36 for 0.3 < z < 0.7 and F,ad > 1 GeV. These are shown in Fig. 3 

along with the predictions of the WS model. 

Recently, high energy data have become available. The neutrino 

data' are not for pions but for all charged particles (within the pre- 

scribed cuts); Abbott end I have used electroproduction data to estimate 

K and p contamination in the signal and find that t:,e results are con- 

sistent with the Gargamelle results. The preliminary antineutrino data' 

are also consistent with the low energy data. 

We find that the high energy data do not change our conclusions or 

the final values of the neutral-current couplings obtained from our enal- 

ysis. However, the error bars would be increased; this is due in part to 

the fact that the actual quantity used (see Eq. B3 ard 84 in the second 

paper of Ref. 1) involves differences between numbe'3 0; the.same magnitude. 

As can be seen in rig. 2, the Gargamelle pion-inclusive data (even 

with 90% confidence levels) place severe restrictio.16 cl the allowed 

angles. However, since the ratios (Eq. 2.10) are functions of the squares 

of the couplings, there are various sign ambiguities. 

C. Elastic Neutrino-Proton Scattering --- 

Further determination of the allowed angles along with resolution of 

some sign ambiguities CM be obtained from analysis 197 of elastic neutrino- 

proton scattering (vp * vpj. Unlike the calculations of Sections IIA and 

B, no parton model assumptions are needed here. The matrix element for 

the process is 

<~'lJ~ile> = ;(P') + i0;; qv F2 + y5yp FA "(P) 
I 

(2.11) 

The vector form factors Fi(q2j and F2(q2) 
I 

are related via CVC to 



Fig. 2. The left (a) and right (b) coupling-constant planes. The lower 
half of (a) is omitted due to our sign convention UL z 0. The annular 
regions are allowed by deep-inelastic data. The regions shaded with 
dots are allowed by inclusive-pion results, and the region shaded with 
lines is allowed by elastic and exclusive-pion data. Unique determina- 
tion of the quark coupling values is given by the region shaded with 
both dots and lines. 

1.8 

T-f- 1.4 

( ) - lr- i; 

1.0 

0.6 

0 0.4 0.8 1.2 

3,111’ 

Fig. 3. The ratio of if+ to r- multiplicities from inclusive-pion data 
for antineutrinos versus that ratio for neutrinos. The curve shows the 
predictions of the Weinberg-&lam model as a function of si11~8~. The 
data are from Ref. 5, and 90% confidence limits are shown. 
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the electromagnetic form-factors of protons and neutrons: 

Isovector Fi = F; - F; (2.12) 

Isoscalar Fi = F; + F; (2.13) 

The isovector part of the axial-vector form-factor has been measured 

and has the form: 

F,(q’) = 1.23 
(2.14) 

where m 2 
A 2. 0.79 GeV2 (our results are not very sensitive to variation 

of IDA). The isoscalar part of the axial-vector form factor is assumed 

to have the same Q 2 dependence. 

The appropriate factors between these four terms are obtained using 

the SU(6) wavefunctions of nucleons. The data of the Harvard-Pennsylvania- 

Wisconsin (HPW) group* are R 
NC CC v 5 (J /o = 0.11 f 0.02 and R-, = 0.19 i 0.05 

(statistical errors shown). These are shown in Fig. 4 along with the pre- 

dictions of the WS model. 

The resolution of the sign ambiguities remaining from the pion- 

inclusive data is difficult to see in Fig. 2, since correlations between 

the left and right planes are not evident. From the pion-inclusive data 

shown in Fig. 2, one might think that there are 2, 3, or 4 allowed regions. 

The correlations can be made evident by plotting BL vs BR (see Eq. 2.6) 

as in Fig. 5; this can be done "uniquely," because the radii in the left 

and right planes are well determined. The pion-inclusive data result in 

four allowed regions (appearing as ellipses in Fig. 5); there would be 

eight regions except that dR x 0 so that four pairs of regions coalesce. 

0.81 I I I 1 ,,, , I,, , , , , 

0.6 - 

RF 

0.4 - 

0.2 - 

0.6 

I 

. HPW 

: 
ws 

0 

7 

ui 

c.3 

I 
0.4 5 Q2 IO.9 1 

Fig. 4. The ratio of neutral to charged-current elastic vp scattering 
cross sections for antineutrinos versus that ratio for neutrinos where 
0.4 5 Q2 L 0.9 GeV2. The curve shows the predictions of the Weinberg- 
Salam model as a function of sin2eW. The data are from Ref. 8, and only 
statistical uncertainties are shown (at the 90% confidence level). 



By "inverting" the vp elastic scattering data (with the analysis de- 

scribed above), one can rule out two of these four regions completely and 

can rule out substantial portions of one other. Varying portions of two 

regions do remain allowed. Independent of the pion-inclusive data, the 

elastic data severely limit the allowed regions in coupling space. 

D. Production of Exclusive Pion Modes by Neutrinos 

Two of the three remaining allowed regions in Fig. 5 can be ruled out 

by consideration of the cross-section ratios for six exclusive channels 

containing a pion: 

O(VP + “Pn”~/ol (2.15) 

o(vn -+ vnn")/o 1 (2.16) 

atvn + VPn-MT~ (2.177) 

o(vp + vnn*)lol (P.18q 

[ 
o(;p + ;pn') f o(Lln * LnD)' lo2 1 (2.19) 

0Gn + ;pn-)/o, (2.20) 

with 

IT1 z o(vn + p-pn"j (2.21) 

o2 z c&p -F ,r+na") (2.22) 

where recent Gargamelle data' were used. 

To analyze the data, the detailed pion-production model developed 

by Adler 10 was used. This model is superior to all other pion-production 

models; it includes non-resonant production (an important feature), in- 

corporates excitation of the A(1232) resonance, and satisfies current 

algebra constraints. The model gives quite good descriptions of a variety _ 

of data and is crucial for analysis of rhe Gargamelle data. 

360 

240 

QR 

180 

120 
. 
. 
. 
. 
* 
. 
. 

60 

180 

Fig. 5. The allowed angles in the coupling 
planes of Fig. 2 for fixed radii taken at the 
center of the allowed annulus (q = 0.53) in the 
left-coupling plane and at the outer edge of the 
allowed annulus (r~ = 0.22) in the right- 
coupling plane. The ellipses indicate the re- 
gions allowed by inclusive-pion data; going 
clockwise from the upper-right, they are re- 
gions A, B, C and D, respectively. The are8 
shaded with lines and enclosed with a dotted 
curve is allowed by elastic data. The region 
which is cross-hatched is allowed by elastic 
and exclusive-pion results. The area shaded 
with dots is the only region allowed by all 
data. 
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One begins with the Born amplitudes shown in Fig. 6 which are given 

in terms of the form factors F 1, F2 and FA Cd escribed in Section IIIC), 

Fn (coming from Fig. 6~) and gr (the pion-nucleon coupling). There are 

two types of corrections applied. 

One comes from using the current algebra relation: 

(2.23) 

(where T indicates time-ordered product, and $ is the weak current of 

interest). Taking the Fourier transforms and then the matrix element be- 

tween nucleon states for each piece of Eq. (2.23, one finds from PCAC that 

the left side is proportional to the desired matrix element <NT/$' (O)IN>. 

The first term on the right side leads to additional form factor terms. 

The second term containing the J5 current with axial-vector couplings, 

rather than the pseudo-scalar coupling assumed for the pion, implies cer- 

tain vertex corrections. 

The second type of correction is for final-state interactions; the 

outgoing pion and nucleon can resonate. In particular, for the appropriate 

I =+ terms, one must account for the A(1232) resonance. There are the 
16 

usual phase shifts (e R, and enhancement effects for this P 
33 

resonance. 

It is crucial to keep the non-resonant (including I = $) pieces; both the 

analysis and the data say those pieces are significant. 

To avoid other (higher mass) resonances and for consistency with the 

soft-pion assumptions of current algebra, it is necessary to require that 

the invariant mass W of the pion-nucleon system be less than 1.4 GeV. Un- 

fortunately, the data are not available with this cut, and for modes with 

final-state neutrons it is, of course, quite difficult to obtain the in- 

variant mass. HOWeVer, the relevance of the cut to our conclusions is 

(cl ‘TT (b) 
.-7r 

V--b 

-T-- 

v 

e-77 

5-78 

PIA gr N 

(cl 

Fig. 6. Born diagrams for the exclusive-pion-production 
analysis, g, is the pion-nucleon coupling constant. 
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minimized because: (1) most data are below the W = 1.4 GeV cut; (2) ratios 

of cross sections are used; (3) application of the cut to the limited ex- 

perimental mass plots available indicates a strengthening of our conclu- 

sions; and (4) the model predictions are assumed to be valid only to with- 

in 30% and the data to the 90% confidence level (this is somewhat differ- 

ent from the procedure followed in the first paper of Ref. 1). This fourth 

point is approximately equivalent to allowing any theoretical values which 

lie within a factor of two of the various data. 

Our analysis of the six exclusive pion-production channels shows that 

small values of eL(eL < 90') are totally forbidden by these data. Recall 

that there were four regions in Fig. 5 allowed by pion-inclusive data, and 

that two were ruled out by the elastic data. A third region (with BL zz 40' 

and 9 R z 270' in Fig. 5) is now completely ruled out. The region with 

eL zz 140' and BR E 90°, which was forbidden by elastic data, is not al- 

lowed by these data either. The exclusion of this latter region by these 

data alone would be much more marginal than for the regions with BL z 40°. 

What remains is a single region (with BL c- 140' and BR z 270') which is 

in good agreement with all four types of neutrino experiments. This unique 

determination can be expressed in terms of the coupling constants so that 

the allowed region (see Fig. 2) is 

"L 
= 0.35 + 0.07 

"R = -0.19 r 0.06 
(2.24) 

dL = -0.40 + 0.07 dR = 0.0 f 0.11 

where the errors are 90% confidence levels and an overall sign convention 

(” L 2 0) has been assumed. 

E. Implications for Gauge Mode's 

In examining the structure of gauge models of weak and electromagnetic 

interactions, one of the important questions is whether, in the context of 

SlJ(2) x U(1) models, there is any evidence for right-handed charged cur- 

rents. The neutral-current results are directly relevant to this question 

and indicate that there are no right-handed charged currents for u or d 

quarks in SU(2) x U(1) models. 

This conclusion can be obtained by consideration of Fig. 7 which shows 

the allowed regions from Fig. 2. All SU(2) x U(1) models with the left- 

handed coupling doublet ;dL have values in the left-coupling plane (Fig. 7a) 

which are indicated by the line with tick marks. These models have sin' SW 

as a free parameter so that t\e position on the line (i.e., the value of 

sin2 0,) is dete&ned solely from the data. Clearly from Fig. 7a, the 

allowed value of sin2 eWis between 0.2 and 0.3. 

Now looking at the right coupling plane, Fig. 7b, one sees that for 

the WS model the values of sin2 BW = 0.2 - 0.3 are also allowed there. The 

overa?: magnitude of these neutral-current couplings was dependent on the 

~-ass ratio of m(Z')/m($) which is predicted by the WS model2 with the 

minimal Higgs boson structure (one or more doublets) to be: 

m =m 
z” wi 

ICOS e W (2.25) 

If this mass ratio were not as predicted, then the model would be ruled 

out (for example, one might find that sin2 SW = 0.1 was required by the 

left-coupling plane, Fig. 7a, but sinL BW = 0.4 by the right-coupling plane, 

Fig. 7b). The success of these predictions of the WS model is remarkable. 

For other SU(2) x U(1) models, if one chooses sin2 eW=0.3 from the 
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0 0.3 

Fig. 7. Various gauge models compared with the allowed coupling-constant 
region. The lines mark the Weinberg-Salem model for values of sin20W 
from 0.0 to 0.7. The points labeled A-E are the predictions of various 
models discussed in the text. For A, B, C, and E, UL and dL lie within 
the allowed region in the left-coupling plane. 

left-coupling plane, then the resulting points in the right plane are 

determined. Shown in Fig. 7b are the points for the cases where the 

models have the right-handed doublets UbR (labeled A), " ;dR (B)12, and 

both UbR and fdR (C). The latter model (C)l3 has been called the "vector" 

model. As can be seen, these models are ruled out by the data. Varying 

the ratio m(Z")/m(Wr) moves the points toward or away from the origin, 

but these models still cannot survive. There are other SU(2) x U(1) 

models 14 
involving - + and 5/3 charged quarks, and these ere also ruled 

out. 

The applicability of these results is not limited to SU(2) x U(1) - 

models. For example, there are two SU(3) x U(1) models which are ruled 

out by these data. One15 (labeled D in Fig. 7b) h..s thr '1 quark in a 

right-handed singlet and the other '6~ (E) has the u quark in a rikht-handed 

triplet (for this latter case the parameters of the model were chosen to 

place UL and dL in the allowed region in Fig. 7a). 

These results also app&y to the SU(2)L x SU(2)F x Uf.1) model.17 Since 

that model can be chosen tc have the same values of I+,, dL, uR and dR as 

the WS model, it is alLowad by the analysis of quark couplings. In fact, 

Georgi and Weinberg 18 zave generalized this conclusion by showing that et 

zero-momentum transfer, the neutrrl-,urrent interactions of neutrinos in 

an SU(2) X G X U(1) gauge theory are the same as in the corresponding 

SU(2) x U(1) theory if neutrinos are neutral under G. 

III. DETERMINATION OF ELECTRON COUPLING 

A. Analysis of Neutrino and Parity Violation Experiments 

There are two types of experiments which are used to obtain informa- 

tion about the weak neutral-current coupling of the electron. The first 
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is neutrino-electron scattering which can be analyzed in a model-independent 

fashion as was done for quarks. The second involves searches for parity- 

violation in electron-nucleon interactions. This analysis requires use of 

the uniquely determined quark couplings obtained in Section II. HOWeVer, 

if the results from analysis of parity-violation experiments are to be com- 

pared with those from ve scattering (i.e., if gA and gV are to be calcu- 

lated), then one must make the assumption that there is only one Z" boson 

which can carry the relevant weak neutral currents. 

One type of experiment involves the search for parity-violation in 

atomic transitions in bismuth. The details of these experiments have 

been given elsewhere. 19 Clearly such effects are proportional to the VA 

interference terms, and, in the case of bismuth, the (V hadro" A electron 1 

term is completely dominant. The optical rotation p which is measured is 

then proportional to this term, i.e., p = KC+ where K is a constant and 

(with the one 2" assumption) 

?J = -4 "had gA (3.1) 

If one defines eI, and eR as the coefficients in the effective neutral- 

current coupling: 

9 o( G y, e 
d c 

Y P (1 + Y5) e + e* e y 
II 

(1 - Y5)e 
I 

then 

gA E (e, - e,) 

g " E (e, + e,) 

and 

"had = (2uI, + dI, + 2uK + dK)Z 

+ (II,, + 2dL + uR + 2dK)N 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

where Z and N are the numbers or protons and neutrons (for bismuth, Z=83 

and N = 126). 

Although there is some question 20 about the atomic and nuclear cal- 

culations of K (where P = KQJ , present theoretical estimates for K are 

such that the optical rotation? p for the tw" transitions that have been 

measured are 

P = 1.1 x 10 -q 9, 
radians (for 8757 8) (3.5) 

P -1.5x10 -q 9, radi:ie (for 6476 2) (3.6) 

Two experiments report results consistent with zero: the Washington 

20 
group reports P = (-0.5 + 1.7) x lo-* for the 8757 2 transition while 

the Oxford group 21 reports P = (+2.7 f 4.7) x 10 -a for the 6476 x transi- 

tion. By contrast , the Novosibirsk experiment 22 found P = (-21 f 6) x10-* 

for the 6476 X transition. 

Assuming that there exists only one Z" boson, the" the quark couplings 

(Eq. 1. 24) imply that gA = 0 f 0.06 for the first two experiments, and 

RA = -0.4 f 0.17 for the Novosibirsk experiment. 

The other type of experiment for which results have been reported 23 

involves ve elastic scattering (with vve, G,,e and Gee measured by various 

groups). Th.- TOSS sections for v,,e and v,,e scattering are (no Z" ZXX"TCp- 

tion is involved here): 

doV,V G me 
---I = x [(- * gA)2+($ T gA)2 (I - $T+(& gqj 

dEe 
(3.7) 

where bottom signs are for antineutrinos. For Gee elastic scattering, 

there is an annihilation term (through a W- boson), so that in Eq. (3.7) 

gV -f gv + 1 and gA -+ gA C 1. Knowledge of these cross sections leads to 
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allowed regions in a gA-gV plot which are ellipsoidal annuli. 

Results have been reported for a SLAC experiment 24 involving the 

deep-inelastic scattering of polarized electrons off deuterium and hydrogen 

targets. In this experiment one measures the asymmetry between the cross 

sections op and oa with electrons polarized parallel and antiparallel to 

the beam. If there are weak parity-violating effects, the asymmetry will 

be non-zero. The asymmetry is sensitive to both the Vhad Aelec and 

41ad "elec temS' and furthermore involves no difficult atomic or nuclear 

calculations. 

For an isoscalar target (deuterium) the asymmetry (see Ref. 25) is, 

with the one Z" assumption: 

do - do 

dop + do; 
= 64 x IO-~ 92 

I[ 
;(u~+"~) -$dL+dR) 1 gA 

+ [; ; ;;~;;:]~("L-"R) - +k$, - dR)lgV/ (3.8) 

The SJ..AC experiment on the inelastic scattering of polarized electrons 

from deuterium has reported an asymmetry of (-9.5 + 1.6) x 10m5 Q2 where 

Q2 is about 1.6 GeV2 and y = 0.21. This is shown in Fig. 8 along with the 

predictions of the WS model and the "hybrid" model (described later). Sim- 

ilar results were obtained with hydrogen. A run at a higher value of y 

may be made in the future. 

B. Model Independent Analysis of Parity Violation Experiments 

Bjorken 26 has shown how to analyze parity violation experiments in 

a model-independent fashion (in particular, there is "0 need to assume 

that there is only one Z" boson). One defines the parity-violation 
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Fig. 8. The asymmetry in the SLAC experiment in which polarized elec- 
trons are inelastically scattered off deuterons, shown as a function of 
Y z (E< - E;)/Ee. The solid (dashed) curves are the predictions of the 
WS ("hybrid ) model for various values of sin20W. The data are from 
Ref. 24 and have Q2 = 1.6 GeV2 and y = 0.21. op and oa refer to cross 
sections for electrons polarized parallel and antiparallel to the beam. 
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e*q parameters C"A and E;;' as the coefficients in the effective Lagrangian 

e,d - 
E;i" ;YJ5 " + cVA dyP ~5 d 

(3.9) 

It turns out that more information can be obtained about E:(,' than about 

,e'q from present data. VA The implications of the results of the Novosibirsk, 

Oxford and Washington experiments 20-22 in bismuth and of a "hypothetical" 

y = 0 polarized-electron deuterium experiment are shown in Fig. 9, along 

with the predictions of the WS model. 

C. Implications for Gauge Models 

The WS model predicts gA = -0.5 (independent of sin2 Bw) which is 

not consistent with the results of the Oxford and Washington experiments, 

but it is consistent with the results of the Novosibirsk experiment. 

There is an SU(2) X U(1) model which predicts gA z 0. This model, called 

the "hybrid" model, is identical to the WS model except that in addition 

to the coupling (;e), there is a right-handed coupling (z e)R. However, 

Marciano and Sanda 27 have shown that higher order corrections in the 

hybrid model make gA large enough to already be in marginal conflict with 

the Oxford and Washington experiments. Furthermore, as can be seen in 

Fig. 8, measurements of the polarized-electron deuteron scattering asym- 

metry at different values of y should clearly distinguish the hybrid and 

WS models (it can already be said that the hybrid model is in some con- 

flict with the y = 0.21 measurement). 

The three varieties of we scattering lead to an allowed region in 

the g A - gv plot as shown in Fig. 10. The WS model with sin2 ew = 0.2-0.3 

EAV (e, d) 

0.6 

Novosibirsk 

Hypothetical e-D 
Asymmetry at y=O 

-2 
EAv(e,u) 

Fig. 9. Allowed values of Q$'?, assuming that the measured deep-inelas- 
tic polarized-electron deuteron scattering asymmetry represents its value 
at y = 0. 
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Fig. 10. Ninety percent confidence limits on gA and gV of the electron. 
The horseshoe-shaped area at the center of the figure is the overlap re- 
gion allowed by the three types of ve scattering experiments. The band 
shaded with lines is the allowed region from the SLAC polarized-electron- 
deuteron scattering experiment (Ref. 24) assuming a single Zo boson and 
values from Sec. II of quark couplings (including quark error bars). The 
upper (lower) band shaded with dots is for the Washington-Oxford (Novo- 
sibirsk) parity-violation experiments. 
are shown for tenth values of sin28W. 

The predictions of the WS model 

is clearly consistent with the data. Using the sing,e 2' boson assump- 

tion, one can also plot the regions allowed by the two types of parity 

violation experiments. 

The SLAC data rule out that version of the SU(2)L x SU(2)R x UC11 

model which predicted no parity-violation (to lowest order); however, 

other versions of that model reproduce the WS model's predictions for all 

neutral-current phenomena. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The discussion in Sections II and III indicated that mnst models are 

ruled out by present analyses, but that the WS model and certain corre- 

sponding SU(2) x U(1) x G models survive. In gent ral, those models which 

fail are ruled out by many standard deviations. In contrast, the 

SU(2) X U(1) model of Weinberg and Salam agrees within 90% confidence 

levels with 17 different experimental numbers as &own in the Table. Note 

that at the 90% confic!ewe level one would expect about 2 of the 17 numbers 

to disagree with the theory; the fact that none disagrees may indicate that 

the error bars are co.servative. Clearly one should not use only one stand- 

ard deviation since then 6 wmbers would be expected to disagree with the- 

my. Left out of the Table are ;',E results from the atomic parity-violation 

experiments since there are conflicting experimental results. 

If one chooses to believe both the Oxford-Washington result and the 

SLAC result (and assuming there is no large y dependence), then the stand- 

ard WS mods1 fails. However, there is a simple extwsion 26 of the model 

which can account for all of these phenomena. Consider the group 

SU(2) X U(1) X LJ(ljR where neutrinos are neutral under U(llR. Then all 
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TABLE 

Comparison of WS Theory with Experiment. The theoretical numbers for 

exclusive pion production contain 30% errors as discussed in the text. 

Process 

vN + vX 

;N + ;X 

vN + vnX 

;N -f ;nX 

VP + VP 

;p + ;p 

vp -+ upno 

vn + vnn' 

vn + vpn- 

f vp + vnr 

;N + <NT* 

G-t -+ ;pn- 

$e + $e 

;ee+;ee(l.5<Ee<3.0) 

;ee+;ee(3.0 cEec4.5) 

epol 
D+eX 

Quantity 
Measured 

R 

R 

N IN 
VT+ li- 

N /N 
r+ II- 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

R 

90%Confidence 
ExperimentalLimits 
(Statistical + 

Systematics) 

.295 + .02 

.34 ?r .05 

.77 f .22 

1.64 i .58 

.11 ? .05 

.19 ?r .lO 

.56 k .16 

.34 ?: .15 

.45 5 .20 

.34 i .12 

.57 A .16 

.58 + .26 

(1.5 f 1.5) x1o-42 

(1.9 + 1.8) x1o-42 

(5.9ch2.7) x1o-43 

(3.21k1.3) x10-43 

(9.5 +2.6) ~10-~ 

WS Theory 

sin2 Bw= 0.25 

.31 

.36 

.82 

1.18 

.11 

.12 

.42 t .13 

.43 ?: .13 

.28 f .08 

.28 f .08 

.39 f .12 

.29 t .09 

1.4 x 1o-42 

1.4 x 1o-42 

5.94 x 1o-43 

2.53 x 1O-43 

7.2 x 10 -5 

charged-current interactions ar,J all neutrino interactions are unaffected. 

The parity-violation experiments here reflect the current 

JWS + PJ I=0 
v P (4.1) 

where the current resulting from U(ljR is isoscalar (&I + zd), 

and P is a free parameter which is taken to be small (say 0.1 or 0.2). 

Since the SLAC result involves differences between uL and dL (u, and dR), 

it is little affected by an -Lsoscalar piece (which is multiplied by a 

small number). However, in thE bLsmuth experiment one measures sums of u L 

and d L, and one finds that it is possible to cancel the effect due to the 

WS current. While it is possible to achieve this cancellation, it might 

seem to be a rather artificial or "unnatural" solution to this problem-- 

obtaining zero by cancelling TWO large numbers against each other. 

For the time, it might be best to wait for further atomic physics 

results on bismuth, thallium and hydrogen before reaching final conclu- 

SiOlS None:theless, the essential nature of the weak neutral-current inter- 

actions has become quite clear and the success of the Weinberg-Salam model 

is evident. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 2. DYNAMICS OF NONLEPTONIC DECAYS 

It is generally anticipated that at least two more quark flavors will be 

discovered sooner or later, and I will discuss some of the properties that may help 

to identify them: lifetime, branching ratios, selection rules, lepton decay spectra. 

In addition, there is the exciting possibility that ‘CP violation may manifest itself 

more strongly in heavy particle decays than elsewhere, providing a new probe of its 

origin. 

The first step is to find the effective local operators which can induce 

transitions among the quarks in the hadron wave fur‘ction. For strangeness 

changing processes the most important operators are four fermion couplings. For 

example, the quark scattering process 

s+u + u+d 

Predictions of these properties, however, require some understanding of the 

dynamics of non-leptonic transitions, and I will first try to convince the reader that 

theorists have made considerable progress in the understanding of non-leptonic 

transitions among lighter quarks. As the technology of QCD has been developing 

there has been a feed-back of application to the long standing problems of non- 

Ieptonic K- and hyperon-decay, and a rather staisfactory description of these decay 

amplitudes has emerged. Within the same framework predictions were made for 

the decays of the P and of charmed particles; we shall see how they compare with 

the data now available. 

In addition to a framework for treating strong interaction effects, we need a 

modei for the weak coupling of heavy quarks; I will restrict my discussion to the 

Kobayashi-Maskawa model. After a brief justification of this choice, I will go into 

details of its implications for topology and bottomology. 

for all external momenta <<mW is obtained by summing diagrams of the type 

shown in Fig. 1. Since gluon exchange conserves helicit , the primary V-A coupling 

structure is unchanged, but the effective fermi couJing constant gets renor- 

m&zed, the renormalization factor depending on thr color representation of the 

scattering channel. FJr a V-A pointlike interaction, scattering occurs in an s-wave 

spin zero channel wh:ch is antisymmetric in the quarks. Tne color and flavor wave 

functions must therefore have the same symmetry prcmperties: the final state u and 

d quarks will have I = 0 f jr color 3 scattering and I = ! for color 6 scattering. Since 

the initial (s, u) state has I = K, C-s 3 scattering amplitude is pure AI : K, while the 

6 amplitude is a mixture of I : K and I = 3/2. It turns out that renormalization 

effects enhance the effective Fermi coupling constant in the 3 channel and 

suppress it in the 6 channel. In the leading log approximation,‘i.e. up to 

0 
( 

In(m 2/A2)-1 W ) 

Ceff 
F. = 1 

us = -2y6 : 12/(33-2Nf) 

(I) 

(2) 

-39% 



12n 1 
as(Q2\ = - ~ 

33 - 2Nf ln(Q2/A2) 
(3) 

Fig. 1. Effective local 1 AS 1 :.l 
quark scattering operator 

.* 
u,c 
he 

9 
Fig. 2. Generic penguin diagram 

x = -P&z +s*+e.. .q 4 
Fig. 3. Dominant effective local 
1 AS I= 1 operator generated by a 
penguin diagram. 

where mW is the intermediate boson mass, u is a typical hadron mass, O(1 GeV), N: 

is the number of quark flavors and A should be approximately the same as the 

parameter measured in deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering experiments.L 

Assuming Nf = 6, A = 500 MeV, the numerical results are 

G;jffO = 2.6 CF 

Czff(6) = 0.6 GF (4) 

giving a factor 4-5 enhancemer t of AI = l/2 over AI = 3/2 amplitudes, which is not 

by itself sufficient to explain the observed amplitude enhancement factor of about 

20. 

If the u and c quarks were degenerate (and the mixing with a t quark 

negligible), the operators discussed above (and denoted by a black circle as in Fig. 

1) wclld be the only operators contributing to O(l/mw2). However there is a class 

,of diagrams,3 generically referred to as “penguin diagrams,l14 which arise when the 

externjl u or c quarks of Fig. 1 are connected and communicate via gluon exchange 

with other r.arks in the hadron wave function as shown in Fig. 2. All these 

diagrams are pure AI I K because gluons cannot transmit isospin. Since these 

diagrams are unimportant for large internal momenta where the u, c mass 

difference can be neglected, their strength is characterized by mc2 rather than 

mw2- To leading order in u2/mc2, the dominant effective operator is again a 4- 

quark operator. 5 (In the valence quark model used below the only other relevant 

operator is a 6-quark local operator which may have a small matrix element, and 

operators involving external gluons vanish for soft gluons, so the approximation of 
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retaining only the 4-quark operator may not be too bad even for penguins.) It will 

be denoted by a solid square, and the effective coupling is obtained by summing 

diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 3. The effective quark operator is local because 

by gauge invariance the s-d-gluon vertex must have a q2 factor which cancels the 

pole in the gluon propagator. Again in the leading log approximation (this time to 

0 
( 

ln(m ‘/A2)-1 
C 

) , the effective Fermi coupling is given by the value of the lowest 

order diagram of Fig. 3 times a renormalization factor coming from the sum over 

extra gluon exchange: 

GEff(penguin) = In r$$ e (3) 2YT GF 

3GF/12 . (5) 

The effective Fermi coupling is small but the structure of the operator is not of the 

V-A type: 

0 penguin = (3 A iS)V-A (; x jqjv 63 

where the ~~ are color SIJ(3) matrices. In order to express the operator in terms of 

color singlet bilinears, we must perform a Fierz transformation. Writing 

Gix’q+ = Cq.Xiq)V-A + (;iXiq)V+A I 

the (V-A)x (V-A) structure is invariant under a Fierz transformation, but 

ca Jy),-,(;T 1 iq)V+A - - 
Fierz 

(dq)s+p(is)s~p ( 

(7) 

(8) 

For q = u, d, the bilinear @qlp has the quantum numbers of the pion, and this 

results in a considerable enhancement for certain matrix elements. 

The second step is to evaluate the matrix elements of the operators obtained 

above. This has been done5 assuming a simple valence quark model for the hadron 

wave functions. First consider baryon decays: B + B’+ 1~~. The penguin operator 

has enhanced matrix elements only when two quark lines are attached to the 

external pion, and we shall neglect it elsewhere. Then the relevant amplitudes are 

those shown in Fig. 4. Since the baryon wave function is totally antisymmetric 

under color SU(3), any quark pair is in a 3, and only the enhanced, AI = K part, of 

the quark scattering operator contributes if two quark 1 .gs irre connected to the 

same baryon stateP Therefore the diagrams 4a-4c are pi edominantly AI = K; they 

can be evaluated in the standard soft pion treatment’ hich relates both s and p 

wave amplitudes to the ‘.laryon-baryon transition matrix elements shown in Fig. 5. 

In the non-relativistic SU(6) model these are determned in terms of a single 

parameter, the probability ! q(O) I ’ for finding two quarks at the same point in the 

baryon wave function. Fig. 4d is pure AI = l/2; Fig. 4e i.; a mixture of 41= l/2 and 

3/2. It vanishes in the chiral sym?etry limit (mu,d, m ,’ + 0) while Fig. 4d does 

not. Neglecting gluon exchange effects other than those induded in the 

renormalized fermi colp:ing constants the amplitudes can be factorized in terms of 

matrix elements of quark bibnears: 

f,m s‘ 

msmu,d 
<B’la,, J,, jB> (9) 

-4oo- 

where J 
lJ 

is the usual V-A current operator and we have used the standard 

assumption (required in most gauge thPn:iesl ;:lat they are conserved up to quark 

mass terms. The pion decay constant fs is defined by 



-. 
B = B’ 

-G- 
(a) 

7r 

(d) 

F 7T 
(b) 

-Tr 

(e) 

O=Oor n 

Fig. 4. Matrix elements for baryon 
decay: B + B’n. 

Fig. 5. Matrix element for weak 
baryon to baryon transition. 

E?I”,n - = i-f 

4-1110> = fsP,u 

As a first remark we see that the AI = f/2 amplitudes, arising solely from Fig. 

4e in this approximation are completely determined in terms of the known matrix 

elements relevant to semi-leptonic decays. They agree 5 with experiment in both 

sign and magnitude up to a common factor of about 1.5, for both K- and baryon 

decay (with the possible exception of A + ps 1. Secondly, using conjectured values8 

for the “current quark” masses: 

m 
U 

= md = 5MeV , mS = 150 MeV 

we see that matrix element ratio 3f 4d ?c 4e is considerably enhanced: 

2 
M4dlM4e I mn --26 . 

msmu,d 

Absorb.ng this factor into the effective Fermi coupling constant Eq. (5) we get 

qff(penguin) = 2.2 

(11) 

(12) 

a coupling cc,l’.+.,able to the enhanced AI = 15 part of the quark scattering operator, 

Eq. (4). Putting everything together, a fit to all baryon decay amplitudes can be 

made,5 which determines the single unknown parameter I $(O) ] 2. 

Applying the above model to a- decay,9 the decay amplitudes are uniquely 

determined by the parameters used to fit baryon decay. In the Cl- case the 

amplitudes are particularly simple. For a-+ 9s only diagrams of the type 4d and 

4e can contribute (see Fig. 6a1 because only one strange quark can participate in 

the quark ycattering of Fig. 1. The matrix element factorizes: 

Fig. 6. Matrix elements for d decay: 
(a) Cl--+ En, (b) a-+ AK-. 
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In the SU(3) limit only the axial current contributes to the fl - E transition at low 

q2 (here q2 I m s2), and since only the axial current contributes to the II -vacuum 

transition, the amplitudes are predicted to be nearly parity conserving. For 

fZ-+ AK the only diagram is that of Fig. 4c. Phenomenologicaily, it should be 

dominated by the E” pole diagram of Fig. 6b, because of both the proximity of the 

pole and the large wave function overlap for the spectator baryon. It then depends 

on the wave function overlap IJ, (0) 12, and will again be predominantly parity 

conserving. The predicted rates9 agree with the experimental value” within about 

a factor two. This is well within the theoretical uncertainties on both I$ (O)l 2 and 

the n-+2- current matrix element. Free of these uncertainties are the 

predictions of vanishing asymmetry parameters 

a-=0 n 

and the violation of the AI = K rule9 

which are in remarkable agreement with the experimental results 10 

au = 0.06 + 0.14 

It should be emphasized that the large (20%) violation of the AI = K rule found in 

fi- + 9~ strongly supports the idea of a dynamical origin of the approximate AI : K 

rule. In the picture described here, it can be understood by the absence of the 

AI = K dominated diagrams of Figs. 4a-4c. 

We turn now to meson decays. The K + 3tr decay is successfully deter- 

mined” by soft pion theorems from the K + 2 B decay, so we need only’consider the 

latter. The possible diagrams all factorize and are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a gets a 

contribution only from the operator of Fig. 2 because the strangeness conserving 

part of the weak current is conserved and cannot create two pions in a zero angular 

momentum state: 

<Hlr(J = O,I Ju IO> = 0 . 

Fig. 7b is given by an plitudes similar to those of Eq. (9). The operator of Fig. I 

gives an amplitude ratio l/2 : 3/2 = 4-5, while the pe.lguin operator of Fig. 2 gives 

a contribution (Eq. (13)) si;nilar to the enhanced part 0: Fig. 1, so the overall AI = H 

enhancement for 7b is aboul. a facitir IO (module the appropriate Clebsh Gordan 

factors 1. Adding 7a and 7b, one finds5 the experimental enhancement factor of 20 

if one suppresses the AI = 3/2 part by an extra factor of 1.5 as needed for baryon 

decays. (This could be due to extra gluon exchange effects.) 

Next we tr’rn to charm decays. 3,5,12 First we note several reasons why 

strong interaction effects should be weaker than for strange particle decays. 

a) There are no penguins for the dominant AC : AS = *I transitions, since the 

basic four-fermi coupling (Fig. 8) involves no identical quarks. 

b) The coupling constant renormalization is weaker since the average 

momentum transfer is characterized by the charmed quark mass: 

r(“,,-)/r( E no, = 2.93 f 0.45 . 
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O= Oar R 
1 - Geff/C = 0 ln(mW2/mc2) instead of 0 In(mW2/p2) . 

d u 

Fig. 8. Dominant 1 AC I = 1 
transition process. 

Fig. 7. Matrix elements for K+ ~TI. 

C i=s,6 

(4 

DO 
C 

x 

S 

u iiT 

Fig. 9. Matrix element for Do 
annihilation decay channel. 

S 

Fig. 10. Matrix elements for inclusive 
charm decays: (a) non-leptonic and 
(b) semlleptonic. 

hadrons 

(b) ‘l+ 

Fig. 11. Matrix elements for 
exclusive charm decays: (a) D + K s, 
(b) D+ KI1+vL. 

c) Because of increased phase space, there is no dynamical suppression of 

diagrams of the type of Fig. 7b since pion emission, which is suppressed by 

approximate chiral symmetry, c-n be replaced by p emission, or more generally any 

spin-l hadronic system with a mass ~1 GeV. 

The processes which can be most readily estimated using QCD technology are 

inclusive decays and the exclusive channels D + K&V, D -f Kn. We shall neglect the 

contribution of Fig. 9 which has branching ratio -f 2m 2/m 4 
Ds c and should be small 

unless fD >> f s, where fD is de*ined similarly to f,,, Eq. (IO). Then the inclusive 

hadronic and leptonic decay rates, Figs. 1Oa and 1 Ob, respectively, are given by* 

(14) 

where T 
Ft 

is the muon decay rate. The total lifetime prediction 

TD = (1 - 41 lo-l3 

is sensitive to the value (1.5 - 2 GeV) used for mc, but this uncertainty disappears 

in the total leptonic branching ratio 

Be = B 
v 

= (lo-13)% 

where we have again used a 6-flavor model and A= 500 MeV to evaluate the Gi eff . 

The exclusive decay aa,plitudes, Fig. II, are given by* 
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A(D +Kn) = 1 ~ie~*/fl.K [Jp ID><n 1 Jp IO> 
i 

A(D -+K!Zv) = GPIfi’K IJp ID><kvl Jp IO> . (15) 

The D-K current matrix element may have large SU(4) breaking corrections. 

However the relative ratios for different K-n channels are sensitive only to the 

G eff 
i ’ We find 

ND+ + I?~+)/B(D~+ K-T+) = 0.77 , 

to be compared with the experimental value 0.68 C 0.33. If we assume SU(4) 

symmetry we predict 

B(D’+ K-X+) = (1 - 4)% . 

Using the experimental value of 2.2% to eliminate the uncertainty in the ratio 

hc/mJ5/l < JJ 1 J IK> 1 2, we can predict the fraction of )-body leptonic decays, 

finding: 

B(Kav)/B(hLv) = 0.44 . 

We conclude this section with an optimistic view of our present understanding 

of non-leptonic decays, and turn to the decays of still heavier quarks. As the quark 

mass increases, the effects of strong interactions should become weaker still: 

% eff/GP - I = O[ln(mQ2/mW2)] + 0 

as the quark mass approaches the W-mass. Penguin dia,rams may be present, but 

they contain explicit factors of a ,(m Q2) which vanish with increasing quark mass. 

However, before discussing dynamics we must have a model for the weak couplings, 

which we shall first present and discuss. 

3. THE KOBAYASHI-MASKAWA MODEL 

This modelL4 is a simple extension of the Cabibbo-GIM model 15v16 from four 

quarks to six. The charged current couplings are pure V-A and are given by 

(16) 

where U is a 3 x 3 generalized Cabibbo matrix. The I:lenomenological motivations 

for restricting our discussion to this model are by now many: 

a) It incorporates CP violation in a way which is consistent with low energy 

phenomenology. 17-19 

b) A V-A coupling is now strongly favored” for the T and its neutrino. 

Renormalizability of the “/ginberg-Saiam 20 model then requires 21 a new quark 

doublet (t, b) with a V.-A coupling. 

c) With the demise of the high-y anomaly, there is no evidence for right- 

handed charged couplings (e.g. a (u”!, coupling of the usual strength is ruled out). 

d) There is now evidence for parity violation in neutral currents. 22,23 While 

the situation in atomic physics is still controversial, 24 the SLAC result23 gives 

clear evidence for parity violation, removing another motivation for the intro- 

duction of-right-handed couplings. 

e) There are experimental limits 25,lO in the lifetime of the B-(b$, expected 

to be the lightest naked bottom state with a mass around 5 CeV: 



TJj ,> 5. 10-8- 5 * 10T9 if ‘J=, :“T 

as expected. This result argues against a new conserved quantum number 

associated with the b quark which has been suggested in the context of larger 

flavor groups than SU(2) x U(1) (unless the B decays into a lighter stable lepton). 

On more speculative theoretical grounds, the K-M model, as embedded in the 

Weinberg-Salam gauge model, provides the simplest viable possibility for the 

unification of strong, weak and electromagnetic interactions, namely the Georgi- 

Glashow SU(5) model.26 This model has had a certain amount of phenomenological 

success; it predicts vanishing masses for all neutrinos, and determines the Weinberg 

angle to be27128 

sin2 3 w = 0.20 . 

Assuming there are only 6 quarks, the “constituent” masses (roughly defined as half 

the threshold mass for production of the corresponding naked flavor) have been 

estimated to be28 

SIC3 

c,c2c3 b s2s3e i6 
%53 

c,c2s3 - s2c3e i6 

c,s2c3 - c2s3e i6 c,s2s3 + c2c3e ib ) . (18) 

where si zsin Bi, ci = cos 0 i. If si << 1 for all the mixing angles, the matrix (18) 

simplifies to 

( 

1 
u= -5, 

-sIs2 

S1 s1s3 

1 s3 - s2e i6 

s2 - s3e i6 1 ) 

. (19) 

In the limit where the t and b qllarks decouple,s2,s3 -f 0, we recover the Cabibbo- 

GIfw matrix with sf = sin Bc. 

[,re there any empirical limits on s2 and s3? The experimental verification of 

Zabibbo universality for the ud and us couplings: 

mb 1 (4.8 - 5.6)GeV 

9 
2 + S12C32 1 1 (20) 

m 
S 

z (380 - 500) MeV . 

What concerns us here are the charged current couplings as defined by Eq. 

(16). The U matrix acts between the quark vectors 

I iiL + (CC3 L (17) 

forbids s32 29 to be too large. Taking into accoilnt the experimental errors on the 

relation (20), one gets the constraint 19 

S3 < s, = sin 0 
C 

= 0.23 (21) 

and can be written explicitly as 
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A constraint on s2 is provided by the KL-KS mass difference which receives a 

contribution from top quark exchange: 

drnK 
2 2 2 2 

2 4 2 s2 mt mc -lI s12 mc + s2 mt + 2 2 

i 

2 Inmt 

I 
mc2 ’ 

(22) 
mK mt - mc 

Since the exchange of a charmed quark of mass 1.5-2 GeV accounts by itself 

(s 12=s c2, s22 = 0 in Eq. (22)) for the observed mass difference, the top quark 

contribution cannot be arbitrarily large. Assuming it to be no larger than the 

charm contribution gives 30 

if mt > 8 GeV as suggested by dimuon data. 31 In the 6-quark model CP violation is 

described by the single parameter 6. From the analysis of CP violation in the kaon 

system, one finds 30 

I Irn mK j- 1 = 1o-3 ‘i AmK = s2s3 sin 6 f(mt2/m c2‘ s22) . (24) 

Since s2 and s3 are bound from above, Eq. (24) bounds 6 from below, but the bound 

is very weak: 

6 > 10-3 for 8 CeV -< mt < mW (25) 

However, an arbitrarily large value of the parameter 6 is permitted by present 

phenomenology. 

4. VERY HEAVY QUARK DECAYS 

We now turn to the analysis of naked top and bottom decays. To simplify the 

discussion we 

a) ignore the renormalization of the effective coupling constant for the 

A8 = * 1 analogue of the operator in Fig. 1, since this ef feet is small. Using the 

same parameters as in section 2, we find 

GFeff/GF : 1.4 and 0.85 

for the 3 and 6 channels, respectively; 

b) characterize the mixing parameters s2 and s3 by a common parameter s, 

expected to be no larger than sc I sin 8 c = 0.2, and discount the. possibility of a 

i6 strong cancellation between s2 and s3 in the elements s3-s2e , s2-s3e i6 in the 

matrix (19); 

c) ignore phases. 

Then the mixing matrix (19) 1s of the approximate form: 

We further assume that the T(9.4) is a b5 bound state, so t)at 

(26) 

mt > mb = 5 GeV (27) 

We then obtain immediately a prediction for the relative strengths of 

different flavor changes in heavy quark ticLays: 
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I 400 MeV c-ts9.v T(t+b)/T(t+s)/r(t+d) = F ( mb2/m t2) /s2/s2sc 

(28) 

T(b +c)/l’(b-+ u) = s2F (mz/mb2) /s2sc2 = --$ = 6 

C 

where F(x) is the V-A phase space factor for the decay of a fermion of mass m into 

a fermion of mass xm and two massless fermions. The t + b branching ratio is very 

sensitive to the top quark mass; we find 

F(mb2/mt2) = ] “I’ if mt = I”:‘,” (29) 

But since we expect s2 2 sc2 = 0.06, we expect in any case a significant t + b 
._ 

branching ratio: 

r(t+b) > r(t+s) = 20r(t+d) (30) 

Since the b-quark is expected to decay predominantly into charm, we anticipate 

spectacular multilepton events, for example: 

t -t b + (hadrons or 11+< ) 

1 

a 

c + (hadrons or ll-v,) 

Ls + (hadrons or !J?vl?) 

with a (20-40)% probability for lepton emission at each step. The leptons will be 

characterized by a high t.‘ansverse momentum; if the average decay c.m. lepton 

energy is a third of the energy release we find 

. 

I 

1 GeV 0+ c9.v 
<PI 

> =<E > 
2 c.m. = Q/3 = 3 GeV T(9 GeV)+ sllv ’ 

2 GeV T(I 1 GeV) -, bRv 

(For charm decay we would naively predict < EIl>c m .P In,/3 J+ (500-600) MeV. . . 

The observed value of about 400 MeV may be attributable to gluon bremsstrah- 

lung32 which should be less important for higher mass systems.) 

Since the specifics of heavy quark decays are highly mass dependent, we shall 

nereafter concentrate on b-decay, under the assumptions (27). In Figs. 12 we 

show33 the lepton spectra for the process 

- 
c:‘?- + bb + hadrons 

at a c.m. energy of 20 GeV, assun ing an elementary 4-fermion V-A coupling for the 

tiecay, and under several assumptions for the quark fragmentation functions. While 

the mecise shape of the spectra are model dependent, their qualitative features are 

not and the leptons originating at the b + c vertex (primary) and c+ s vertex 

(secondary) appear to be separable. Fig. 13 shows transverse momentum 

distributions using different models for the decay processes. Again the primary and 

secondary leptons appear separable. 

Aside from observing multi-lepton events and measuring lepton decay 

spectra, we may hope to study final state quantum numbers and look for particular 

final state configurations such as 34 two-jet decay channels. The basic decay 

mechanisms are shown in Fig. 14, and the corresponding final state characteristics 

and estimated branching ratios 30 are given in Table 1. Figs. 14a, b show the 

dominant free 3-body quark decay mechanism dominated by charmed final states as 

discusset? above, Eq. (2Pj. 
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0.200 
1 4 

/i 0.160 . 
----- D (2 )=(1-Z) 

D ( Z ) = Constant 
--.----em D (2 ) = Z 

C.M.S. Energy = 20 GeV 

Bottom secondary leptons 

yttom primary leptons 

E, (GeV) 
Fig. 12. Energy spectra33 for primary and 
secondary leptons from bottom decay in the 
reaction e+e- + BOB0 + X at K= 20 GeV assuming 

“B - 
- 5.1 GeV, vc =,2.0 CeV, mS q 0.7 CeV, and 

a -A four fermlon Interaction, for different 
assumptions on the quark fragmentation functions. 

- p(v, (mg=5.1GeVl 

Fig. a 

I 
3.0 

Fig. 13. Transverse lepton distributions 33 for 
secondary and primary leptons from bottom 
decay WL.‘EI different assumptions for decay 
mechanisms. 
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(a) (b) 

b “,C 

x 

W 

a u 

d,s,l 

ii,E,ii 

(c) (4 

Figs. 14c, d are annihilation processes which can be more important than for charm 

decay (cf. Fig. 9) because of the relatively heavy charmed quark which suffers 

little helicity suppression and because the decay constant fg (analogue of fn, Eq. 

(IO)) may be large. Various estimates34’35 suggest 

f B = 500 MeV (31) 

Figs. I4e-g are the penguin diagrams. Fig. 14g is the bottom-changing analogue of 

the 4-quark operator of Fig. 3. Its importance depends on the t-quark mass, i.e. on 

the effectiveness of the generalized GIM cancellation 16 . Involving t-quark ex- 

change. In any case, there is an exolicit factor aS(mb2Nr for these diagrams, and 

their contribution is not expecter to erceed several percent of the total decay 

width. While operators containing external gluons are negligible in the valence 

quark model used to describe exclt.sive 1 AS 1 = 1 decay channels, they need not be a 

m:gligible cortribution to inclusive decays of a heavy quark. However explicit 

calctd;rtions7” suggest their contribution is quite small. 

.\dding up the contributions of table I, one expects a total branching ratio 

into charmed particles of (80-85)% and a total semi-leptonic branching ratio of 

?.bout 35%. Depending on the top quark mass, one can expect a 2-jet configuration 

in the final atate (including one fattish charmed jet) at a level of 5 or 10 percent. 

In addition there should be 
30 - 

B -+ ?-vC decays at a level of about one percent, and 

semi-leptonic decays into a (n, e) pair at a similar level. 

The total lifetime is estimated to be 
30 

TB = 4x IB”(s 2+s 2 2 3 + 2s*s3cos 6) -1 . (32) 

Fig. 14. Diagrams for B(b$ decay. 
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Fig. 15. Effective local operator for 
1 AF 1 = 2 transitions. 

c d,s,b ,u 

4 c 
u d,s,b c 

(b) 

s u,c,t b 

Cd) 

Fig. 16. Diagrams contributing to (a) K” _ p, 
(b) Do - p, (c) 8’ - B”, and (d) Bs” - 8s’ mixing. 

rD = 1, AT D = sc2, A mD = sc2ms4/mc2, sc2s4mb2 . (38) 

For the neutral B-system, the situation is more analogous to the kaon case; the 

decay rates are suppressed by the same small angles as the mass mixing (Fig. 16~1, 

or by phase space for the favored decay into charm. Ar arises only from non- 

charmed final states, and so should not be too large: 

22 12 rB= scs ,JS ; ATB=sc s 22 ; 22 2 AmB= sc s mt . (39) 

For the strange neutral bottom state Bs(b;), mixing will be enhanced even further 

since the Cabibbo suppression of b-s mixing (Fig. 16d) is weaker than for b-u 

mixing, while Cabibbo favored decay channels are st,d sup.lressed by phase space. 

AT will be very small, since the final states common to Bso and Es0 are highly 

suppressed by angles (Fig. 17a) or by phase space (Fig. I’rb): 

rBs 
e s zs7 I s-J 42 2 2 

c ‘3 ; ArB=ScS : AmB=Smt . (40) 
S S 

For the kaon system, the measured mixing parameters are 

llrnK 1 ATK 
-::- f -=’ 
rK 2 TK 

The measured value of fmK agrees in sign and magnitude with the value 

calculated36 neglecting top exchange if mc = 1.5 GeV. For neutral heavy quark 

systems, the predictions obtained from the analysis of the mixing (Fig. 16) and 

decay (e.g. Figs. 14 and 17) amplitudes are 

Fig. 17. B decays into flavor 
neutral fir&l states which are 
suppressed by (a) angles or (b) phase 
space. 

Fig. 18. Zweig suppressed CP 
violating contribution to 1 AS 1 = 1 
decay amplitudes. 
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Am 
c_ Ar, -4 

‘-C 

7 CT 10 
C 

for the Do - @ system,39*1y 

= (0.10 - 0.15) 

for the B’(b;i) system, 30 and 

s 10 -2 . 

(42) 

(431 

(44) 

for the Bso(ba system.40 

The six quark model was introduced by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973 as a 

mechanism for incorporating CP violation into the standard Weinberg-Salam-GIM 

mode1.20$‘6 Their observationi4*‘* was the following. For a theory with n weak 

isospin quark doublets, the mixing matrix U will be an n x n unitary matrix which is 

specified by n2 real parameters. Of these, (n2 - t-r)/2 define a real orthogonal 

matrix, so there will be (n2 + n)/2 phases. However since all couplings in the theory 

are flavor diagonal except for the charged current coupling, Eq. (161, the matrix U 

can be redefined by any flavor diagonal phase transofrmation 

u+e 
ia, 

u , d+e 
iad 

d, etc. f 

which leaves invariant the remainder of the Lagrangian. Any phase which can be 

removed from U by such a transformation is unobservable. There are a total of 2n 

quark flavors, and therefore 2n independent invariant phase transformations. 

However a phase common to all tire charge 2/3 quarks has the same effect on U as 

a phase common to all the charge -l/3 quarks, so there are 2n - 1 independent 

transformations which can be made to redefine U, leaving as the number tif 

observable phases: 

n2-3n + 2 
2 = I 

0 n=2 
1 n=3 
‘1 n>3 (45) 

There is no observable phase in the Y-quark model, while CP violation in the KM 

model is uniquely specified 41 by a single phase parameter. It will vanish in the 

limit where 

a) any quark pair decouples, sine D then the mixing matrix reduces to the 2 x 2 

case, and 

b) any two quarks of the *am? charge are degenerate in mass, since then 

there is an extra invariance whic:t can be exploited to remove the remaining phase, 

Por low energy CP violation phenomenology, the model mimics the super 

weak model. In order for CP violation to occur, the mixing of the light quarks to 

‘the heavy (t, b) doublet has to play a role. For lowest order [ AS 1 = 1 decay 

amplitudes, CP violation will depend on the highly Zweig suppressed component of 

a (ti) sea in ule hadron wave functions, and the CP violating amplitude, Fig. 18, is 

purely AI : K. CP violation in higher order weak transitions as in Fig. 16a arise 

from virtual top exchange. While it vanishes in the limit of quark mass degeneracy, 

Am q2/mw2 + 0, the large top mass splitting makes CP violation in the kaon mass 

matrix the dominant effect for transitions among light quarks. In particular the 

neutron dipole moment is predicted to be even smaller than in the super weak 

model.19*42 In all processes involving light quarks, CP violating amplitudes are 

characte,ized by the suppression factor 
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SEiARCH FOR n++e+y 

Martin D. Cooper 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 

University of California, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

Abstract 

Using the Stopped Muon Channel at LAMPF to produce a surface muon 

beam, 2.3x1o12 muons were stopred in a SO mg/cm2 target. The solid 

angle-efficiency product of the detector for the rare decay n+-+e+y was 

1.2%. Hence, 3x101’ + n decay: were examined. There is no indication of 

any signal, the data being consistent with a small background of random 

electron and gamma coinciden.cs. I’he new upper limit on the branching 

:‘atio is r(~‘~‘v)/r(~‘~e’v~~~) < 2~10~~~ with 90% confidence. 

‘Ihe development of guqe theories of weak and electromagnetic 

in’eractions has renewed interest in searching for the flavor violating 

decays of the muon. In particular, new searches for 1-1 +e y + + 1,21 and 

~-z&’ 3) have taken place in the last two years. The theories pre- 

dict that if all the masses of the neutrinos are not zero, then the 

flavors will not necessarily be eigenstates of mass and the physical 

particles will have admixtures of several flavors. Through these ad- 

mixtures, muon ntnnber conservation will be violated. The upper limit 

one obtains from using the known limits on the mass of the muon and 

electron neutrinos is -10 -24 and is experimentally uninteresting. 

The discovery4) of the T tells us that the spectrum of lepton 

flavors is richer than previously believed. Various theories involving 
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heavy neutral leptc,ns predict branching ratios as high as 10e8 for the 

muon number violating decays. The “standard” model uses the upper limit 

on the neutral T mass of less than 230 MeV to predict branching ratios 

of less than 10 -11 . This level of sensitivity has not yet been experi- 

mentally reached. 

Other possibilities are still not experimentally ruled out. For 

example, the right handed electron and muon could be coupled to heavy 

right handed neutrinos as suggested by Cheng and Li. 5) Mixing of 

these heavy neutral leptons would possibly produce muon number violation 

at higher levels. Additionally, having more than one set of Higgs dou- 

blets which are mixed6) would do the same. Other possibilities exist to 

produce muon number violation. 

These theories Ul involve unknown particles with unknown mixing 

between particles. Hence, muon number violation may be at a level 

which is experimentally unobservable,ornaturemay have made it an exact 

synunetry for reasons we do notunderstand. Thus, if it is found, it is 

a useful testing ground for guage theories; if not, it only puts a weak 

limit on theories. The present published upper limits on muon number 

violation are given in Table 1. 

The experiment described here was performed at the Clinton P. 

Anderson Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF) by a collaboration of scientists 

from Los Alamos, the University of Chicago, and Stanford University. 

They are listed in Table 2. 

To search for the decay n++e+y with a sensitivity of IO-l’, one 

must rely on kinematic separation from more favored processes. Normal 
> 

muon decay produces a positron spectrum, the Michel Spectrum, which is 

peaked near half the muon mass,1/2 x 105.6 MeV. In itself, it cannot be 

Table 1. Present published upper limit on muon number violating decays. 

Decay Upper Limit 
(90% Confidence) Reference 

Fi+-+e+y 

u-+Z+e-+Z (Sulfer) 

n-+Z+e++(Z-2) (Sulfer) 

p++e+Y-Y 

p+-+e+e+e- 

2x1o-1o This work 

1.1x1o-g 2 

4x1o-1o 3 

1x1o-g 3 

5x10-* 7 

1.9x1o-g 8 
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Name Institutions 

H. L. Anderson University of Chicago, Los Alamos 

J. D. Bowman Los Alamos 

R. Carrington Stanford University 

M. D. Cooper Los Alamos 

R. Eichler Stanford University 

M. E. Hanus Los Alamos 

C. M. Hoffman Los Alamos 

R. Hofstadter Stanford University 

E. B. Hughes Stanford University 

W. W. Kinnison University of Chicago 

H. S. Matis University of Chicago, Los Alamos 

T. McPharlane Stanford University 

R. E. Mischke Los Alamos 

D. E. Nagle Los Alamos 
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P. A. Thompson Los Alamos 

S. C. Wright University of Chicago 

c 

mistaken for u+-e+y because it does not decay with a photon emission. 

However, it provides the high electron rate which can be in random co- 

incidence with “photons” to simulate p++e+y. A prompt background comes 

from the radiative decay or internal bremsstrahlung in which a n+ decays 

into e+;*Jv . Being a bremsstrahlung process, the angular correlation be- 

tween the photon and positron IS peaked near zero degrees and vanishes 

as one approaches the p++e+y kinematics of positron and photon energy 

equal to 52.8 MeV and Bey= 180’. 

The experimental “tools” which have been used to distinguish be- 

tween signal and background are a ganrna ray resolution of 7.51, a posi- 

tron energy resolution of 8.3%, s timing resolution of 2.5 nsec, and an 

angular resolution of 5’. Using these resolutions, we can demonstrate 

that the process n++Z+(Z+l)+rr’--+ e y is rejected at a level of 10-17. 

Thr. radiative decay is rejected at a level of 10-l’. Random backgrounds 

a-e only rejected at about a ltvel of 10‘1” and provide the major back- 

ground for tt,e experiment. 

‘To discriminate against random coincidences, one must reduce the 

source of “photons” to a minimum. Cosmic rays and accelerator neutrons 

doing (n,p) reactions in the photon detector have been eliminated with 

shielding. The use of the surface muon beam, to be described below, 

eliminates positron annihilation-in-flight and external bremsstrahlung 

of positrons interacting in the target. Photons from radiative decay 

are always there and must be defeated with good energy resolution. 

A critical part of the experiment was the surface muon beam. 

This beam of 30 MeV/c muonswas derived fromstoppedpiondecayinthelast 

50 mg/cm2 of the proton production target. The 800 MeV beam of LAMPF 

was passed through a 6 pm/cm‘ C target. The low energy muons were 
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transported througF a magnetic channel where pions decayed away. The 

beam was momentum analyzed and, then, purified by using the differen- 

tial energy loss of positrons and muons in a 40 mg/cmL m2 degrader. 

Such a beam had the following advantages for a p++e+y experiment: 

1) Positron and pion contaminations of 10% and ~10~~ respectively, 

2) Contaminent positron momentum substantially less than 52.8 MeV, 

3) A rate of 2.5~10’ Hz, and 4) A residual range of 30 mg/cm’. The 

ability to use a 50 mg/cm’ target eliminated the backgrounds from ex- 

ternal bremsstrahlung and positron annihilation-in-flight as well as 

preserved the collinearity of e+ and y from n+-+e+y which might other- 

wise be lost due to multiple scattering in the target. 

c The experimental apparatus for detecting n++e+y is shown in 

Fig. 1. The beam enters the target through an iron shield to prevent 

deflection by the magnetic fields of the spectrometers. The target is 

supported by a cone shaped piece of 50 mg/cm’ polyethylene shielding. 

This shielding catches any stray muons so that their decay positrons 

cannot pass through a thick piece of matter on the way toward the photon 

detector. Both arms of the detector are filled with He. 

The positron arm consists of a magnetic spectrometer which bends 

52.5 MeV/c particles by 40’. The incident and exiting angles are meas- 

ured in four sets (x and y coordinates) of multiwire proportional coun- 

ters @WC). Behind the WPC’s is a hodoscope of scintillation counters 

which are used both for timing and the trigger. 

The photon arm consists of a photon detector and a sweeping mag- 

net which prevents charged particles from hitting the photon counter. 

The photon detector is a multi-cellular array of NaI(T1) made “p of 45 

hexagonal elements. A front view of these is shown in Fig. 2. Each 

LEAD COLLIMATORS, 
POLYETHYLENE 
SHIELDING 

Figure 1. The e, ,erimental apparatus. 
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crystal is 7.68 cm on a side and 20 radiation lengths deep. The edge 

crystals are shadowed by the sweeping magnet and its field clamp. They 

serve to contain showers which impinge on the fiducial crystals, which 

are cross hatched in the figure. The sweeping magnet keeps the singles 

rate in each crystal quite modest. The stack is also fronted by a 

charged particle veto counter. 

The data from a typical trigger consists of timing information from 

the NaI and positron scintillators, sparks from the MC’s, and pulse 

height information from the NaI array. The identification of uf+ece+y 

candidates is dependent on fi.nding time coincidence between the arms and 

a positron and photon, each of which has an energy 2 30 MeV. The posi- 

tron track is then reconstructed to give its initial positron and mo- 

mentum at the target. The sr-eaL of the electromagnetic shower in the 

PIa1 is used to give an interaction point for the photon in the NaI. 

Assuming the same origin for bot’l the photon and positron, the acollin- 

earity angle is calculated. 

lith this description of how :he apparatus is designed to work, it 

is now possible to understand the details of the experiment. The ele- 

me.its of a good n++e’f experiment are examining enough n decays and 

having enough background suppression to observe an effect at the level 

of the number of observed u decays. In this experiment, both of these 

limitations occur around a level of 10-l’. 

The nwlber of u decays in the experiment were measured in two ways. 

The first was to calculate the number of single positrons observed in 

the spectrometer. For an experiment dominated by random coincidences, 

the number of n decays observed is just 
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Nu = NV (observed in e+ arm) g 
Y 

where f corrects N,, (observed) for the energy acceptance of the spec- 

trometer, G is the solid angle overlap of the arms, Rv is the rate of y 

singles, and ‘I is the resolving time of the trigger. The second meas- 

urement was taken from the ntnnber of decays into a calibrated counter 

times the acceptance of the spectrometer, which is calculated by Monte 

Carlo techniques. The two techniques agree to better than 10%. For 

the sample of data reported in this talk, the number of u stops was 

2.3x10*2 and the number of u decays which were examined was 3 x 10 10 . 

This latter number is the denominator of the branching ratio calculation. 

In order to know the level of background suppression, it is nec- 

essary to calibrate the detector and measure the resolution functions. 

The four quantities for which this must be done are the relative time 

between the arms t, the positron energy Ee, the y-ray energy EY, and 

the . acollinearity angle 9 eY. 

To accomplish these measurements, an auxilliary calibration experi- 

ment was performed. The channel was reset to stop TI- in a liquid 

hydrogen target, where the reaction a-p+r’n produced two high energy 

y-rays from ITO decay. One u-ray was converted by pair production to a 

positron for observation in the positron spectrometer. The kinematics 

of the TI’ decay is dominated by Doppler shift from the ITO motion. Here 

9 ey is restricted to be greater than 157’. For 180’ decays, the two 

v-rays have an energy of 55 and 82 MeV. The auxiliary experiment 

helps with the measurement of t, EY, and eeY. 

The timing calibration was made with the ITO decays. Relative off- 

sets for each of the 45 NaI crystals and 10 hodoscopes were found so 

that the coincidence peak lay at the zero of time. The timing resolu- 

tion obtained from hydrogen was 2.2 nsec(FWU$. By relaxing the con- 

ditions on collinearity, a coincidence peak was observable in the data 

due to internal bremsstrahlung. The resolution of the peak was 

2.5 nsec(IWM) and is shown in Fig. 3. This resolution represents the 

coincidence requirement for the rejection of randoms since it is ob- 

served during the actual data taking. 

The calibration of the electron spectrometer was accomplished by 

an optical survey of the position of the WC’s, a map of the magnetic 

field along the entirety of the positron’s path, and an analysis of 

field off data to demonstrate that, within the limits of multiple scat- 

tering, the positrons traced out straight lines. Then,regular 

data was analyzed to measure the Michel spectrum, shown in Fig. 4. 

Folding a bremsstrahlung corrected Michel spectrum with a Gaussian, a 

resolution of 8.3% (?WiM) and an offset of 0.3 MeV was obtained. 

The energies and position algorithms for the NaI detector rely on 

the information from the crystal with the highest pulse height and its 

six adjacent neighbcLs as shown in Fig. 5. The choice of which crys- 

tals to include is a compromise between obtaining good resolution and 

preventing pile up. The energy algorithm consists of determining the 

energy deposited in each crystal as a function of the pulse amplitude. 

These functions are ideally linear, but may contain nonlinearities due 

to the phototubes and analog-to-digital converters. Once the crystal 

with the maximum energy is determined, events outside the feducial 

region are rejected. For the remaining events, the energy is the sum 

over the seven crystals. 

Since the modular nature of the detector implies that the energy 

is divided over a large dynamic re-.&e, an elaborate calibration was 
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done with sufficient frequency to prevent drifts. In Table 3, each of 

the calibration points are listed, along with their fitted energy, 

resolution and frequency. As an example, the Michol spectrum obtained 

with the beam intensity reduced and sweeping magnet cff is shown in 

Fig. 6. The fit with a Michel spectrum folded with a Gaussian gives a 

7.0% (FtWM) resolution. As a check, the NaI spectrum from the normal 

data was fit with a combination of sources including internal and ex- 

ternal bremsstrahlung,.positron annihilation in flight and a constant 

background from accelerator neutrons and cosmic rays. The results are 

shown in Fig. 7, where the fit region is above 45 MeV and the deviation 

at lower energies is most likely due to thick tarLet bremsstrahlung 

from the sweeping magnet’s pole faces. In the fit region, the x2/F is 

1.1, the resolution is consistent with the calibrdtions (7.2% FWM), 

and the normalization is consistent with the stop rate to 10%. 

The angular correlation measurement depends on both the positron 

and photon arms. Although it is; expected that the MUX’S will give 

accurate reconstruction of the positrons, multipl: scattering will in- 

troduce a non-negligiole uncertainty. The resolution of the WPC’s 

was measured by looking at decays of muons which were stopped in hori- 

zontal and vertical line targets (1 cm wide). The reconstructed tar- 

gets are shown in Fig. 8, and these spectra lead to a resolution of 

better than 1 cr,.. Since the line targets were surveyed, the locations 

are a check on the absolute position of the chambers. 

The algorithm for the entrance point of the ‘y-rays into the NaI 

crystals depends very heavily on a Monte Carlo simulation of the 

electromagnetic shower which leads to the pulses. The algorithm 

used was a weighting of the crystal coordinates by the observed energy 
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Table 3. NaI calibration points. 
- 

Source Energy Fitted Resolution Frequency 
Energy (b) of Measurement 

Pu+o+Be+12C+y 4.43 4.33 10.0 l/day 

p+1g+20Ne+160+a+y 6.13 5.90 8.0 1 /week 

p+7Li-+8Be+y 17.64 17.26 6.7 l/week 

u++e+u< (endpoint) 52.83 52.83 7.0 l/day 

’ +vc “.l” 55.05 7.5 twice 
(collinear) 

82.65 82.43 6.5 twice 

IT-+p+n+-f 129.36 128.30 5.5 twice - 

I I I I I I 
$0 42 44 46 48 50 52 

ELECTRON ENERGY (IkieV) 
Fig. 6. Michel spectrum in the NaI with the sweeping 

magnet off. 
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deposition 

i=l i=l 

where 5 is determined by the matching of mean lateral shower spread 

to the size of the NaI modules. Monte Carlo calculations suggest 

s I 0.4 and that the mean interaction depth is 4 radiation lengths 

into the crystals. 

In order to fine tune the algorithm empirically for 55 MeV y-rays, 

the face of the NaI was covered with a 5 cm thick wall of Pb. In the 

wall a 2.5 cm high slot of a2 was left for coincident photons from 8’ 

decay to pass. The setup is illustrated in Fig 5. For a substantial 

fraction of the events, no shower leakage into neighboring crystals 

occurs. The best estimator for these events is a crystal center, and 

this produces a peak in the projected position spectrum. The spectrum, 

when projected to the right, is given in Fig. 9. The best Monte Carlo 

prediction for the data (s I 0.36) is also shown. The Monte Carlo is 

then used to calculate the positron resolution, and the projected re- 

solution is 7 cm FWHM. 

With the resolutions and calibrations in hand, the data analysis 

may proceed. The operating conditions of the experiment are listed in 

Table 4, and the results reported here represent an analysis of about 

half the data. A first editing of that part of the data has yielded 

8518 events for use with the most refined algorithms and likelihood 

analysis. 

(21 

S- 

5 

I 

c 
0 MONTE CARLO 

A DATA 

. SLOT 
A 

1 

Figure 9. Position data and Monte Carlo simulations 
for the CR2 slot in the Pb wall. 
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Table 4. Typical operating characteristics of the apparatus. 

Rates 

Instantaneous n+ stops 

Average u+ stops 

Electron contamination 

Instantaneous e+ triggers 

Instantaneous y triggers/NaI crystal 

Triggers 

Solid Angle 

Efficiency for reconstruction 
- 

3.3x107/set 

2. 0x106/sec 

10% 

1 .4x106/sec 

103/set 

lO/sec 

2% 

x 60% 

1.2% 

n+ stops in sample reported 

p+ examined in sample reported 

Events on tape 

400 Tapes production data 

250 Tapes calibration data 

Hardware Cuts 

2.3x1012 

3xlolO 

6~10~ 

Ey>35 MeV 

-10 nsec < t<lO nsec 

If one were to make sharp cuts on all the kinematic variables at 

1.5 o, then one finds 8 events fall in the window. A backgromd of 9 

events are expected andthisyields a net for u++e’y of -1ifi events. 

The branching ratio upper limit at 90% confidence is then given as 1.5 

times the number of u++e+y events divided by the cut efficiency and the 

number of n decays examined. This would yield I’&‘+e+y)/T(u++ all) 
-10 <2.9x10 . 

The proper way to set the limit is to do a maxinnnn likelihood 

analysis. The experiment is sensitive to three processes: u++e’y, 

p++e+yw , and random coincidences. Hence, thelikelihoodfunction may 

be written 

l,(a,B) = -$ fl [aP(xi)+8Q(xi)+(N-a-B;K(xi)], 
11 

(3) 

where N is the total number of events (8518)) a is the nwnber of n++ef 

events, B is the nunber ‘of internal bremsstrahlung events, and xi are 

the measured properties of the ith event (E,, E 0 
Y’ e-f’ 

t). P(x), Q(x), 

and R(x) are probability density functions for u+ey, internal brems- 

strahlung, and random events, respectively. P(x) is taken as a pro- 

duct of the measured resolution iunctions; Q(x) is taken from Q.E.D. 

calculations of internal bremsstrahlung smeared with the measured 

resolution functions; R(x) is taken as the product of the shapes of 

the spectra of the individual parameters. L(a,g) can than be inter- 

preted at the joint probability density for CL and B. 

Figure 10 shows the likelihoodcontours for a and 8. The amount 

of internal hremsstrahlung observed is consistent with the geometry 
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4 
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Figure 10. 
NUMBER OF ,&-e”y 

A two dimensional contour plot of the likelihood 
function's dependence ori a, the nmbcr of i:++e*y, and B, the 
number of n+-+e+yvv.- 

for observing that decay. The fact that the contours are synmretric 

about horizontal and vertical axis shows that c1 and 13 are linearly 

independent; i.e., the signature for internal bremsstrahlung is dis- 

tinct from that for n+-+e;. 

Figure 11 shows the projection of Fig. 10 which displays the 

dependence on CL, and is labsled t=O. The curve labeled t=5 nsec is 

a likelihood function for purely random events and is consistent with 

the t=O curve in accordance with the statistics of small numbers. The 

90% confidence limit is the point where the area under the curve is 90% 

of the total area. This occurs at o=6 events. Hence, after dividing 

by the number of examined def.ays, the upper limit for u'+e'v is 

r(Il'~e'~)/r(u+-ta11)92.0x10-10 with 90% confidence. 
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interleaved lead and scintillator counters is placed in front of the 

chamber DC, to catch the gamma rays which cannot reach the g-a chamber. 

Under typical running conditions we work with a flux of lo6 particles 

per burst. This corresponds to about 3 x 10" protons incident on the 

target at 100 GeV/c and for a negative beam. 

2. S-l- DECAYS 

Early test runs ix 1977 established the existence of a significant 

flux of fl- in the CERN SPS charged hyperon beam. The results reported 

here correspond to 2/3 of the statistics obtained dI,ling a 25 day production 

run. 

We restricted our search to events which inclu&e a hJ -+ pir- amongst 

the decay products. Th s the trigger requirements were a coincidence 

between a signal from the DISC set at the pressure corresponding to n-, 

a pulse corresponding to more than one charged particle in a multiplicity 

counter situated 10 m downstream From the DISC anal a pulse from a proton 

counter which is located uownstream from the spectrcweter and covers the 

spot of protons from A0 decays. Wi.th these requirements the trigger rate 

was about 12 for lo6 particles entering the DISC. This rate was further 

reduced by a factor of 4 by rejecting high multiplicity charged particle 

showers using the on line computer. Under these conditions, we have 

collected 360 000 triggers which are still mainly multitrack events or 

true 2- whose early decay triggered the DISC and fulfilled the other 

trigger requirements. 

We have studied the following decay modes where we measure the 

momenta of all charged particles 

3 
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n- + A%- 

a- * 5-n+rr- 

n- + EQe-v- 

The presence of a A0 particle decaying into a proton and a IT- being a 

common feature of these channels, the reconstruction program starts the 

event search by computing the (p, IT-) effective mass and a possible vertex 

for these two tracks. Only those events having a (p, r-) effective mass 

within * 10 MeV/c'of the A0 mass, a vertex located before the multiplicity 

counter and at least one additional negative track are considered for further 

analysis. For each decay mode additional cuts are then made to reduce the 

background and the efficiency for the signal is determined. The central 

momentum of the sample analysed was measured to be 38.5 GeV/c. 

2.1 The R- + A'K- decay mode 

For this mode the additional requirements are: 

- the momentum balance between the beam particle momentum measured with 

the beam telescope and the (A', K-) momentum measured by the spectrometer 

is smaller than 10 GeV/c. The standard deviation for that momentum balance 

is about 2 GeV/c. 

- The (A', K-) effective mass is within ?: 50 XeVfc' of the Q- mess. 

For the other decay modes we will apply an additional cut requiring 

that the a- decay occurs after the end of the DISC counter to reduce 

the background for these decays. Fig. 4 shows the scatter plot of the 

(AOK-) mass versus the (A'a-) mass with the a- decay vertex cut applied. 

It clearly shows that the selected sample contains two main contributions: 

the R- + A'K- decays and the E- -t Aor- background. The projection of 

t!le events with a (AOv-) mass > 1.35 GeV/c2 on the (AOK-) axis is shown 

- 

. . * 
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. . . . . 
. ../. ,.: 
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. . .._ ., . . . 
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‘1 

mi=) effective mtlss , (GeVk”) 

Fig. 4 Scatter plot of the (A',K-) and (A',n-) effective masses for the 

n- + AOK- candidates. 
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in fig. 5. Within a mass range of f 10 IteV/c2 centered at the R- mass 

there are 1244 events with an estimated background of 20 events. Tiiis 

sample is used- for the branching ratio measurement. 

For the Q- lifetime measurement reported below, the n- decay vertex 

cut has not been applied, and with the kinematic selection criteria 

given above we obtain a sample of 1410 events with an estimated background 

of 23 events. One half of the background is due to R- -t Eon- decays, 

the other half is the residual E + Aon- contamination. 

2.2 The R- + fan- decay mode 

The selection of the Eon- candidates is made requiring that: 

- the (~--IT-) missing mass is within f 150 &V/c' of the Z" mass, 

- the R- decay takes place downstream from the end of the DISC counter, 

- the beam particle momentum is within + 10 GeV/c of the mean beam 

molnentum, 

- the momentum of the missing IT' is greater than 2 G&J/c. 

In fig. 6 the scatter plot of the (a- - -li ) missing mass versus the 

(AK ) effective mass shows a clear signal at the ED mass with the main 

background coming from the R- + AoK- decays Fig. 7 is a projection of 

these events on the (n- - n-) axis. The solid curve drawn in the figure 

represents the background estimate derived from a study of the AOK- events. 

We obtain a signal of 240 t 22 n- + Eon- events. 

The TT' detection will be essential to extract a measurement of the 

il- +: -TI' mode. We have used the n- + Z'IT- to determine the capability 

to detect a pi' accompanied by three charged tracks. The dashed histogram 

of fig. 7 is obtained by requiring the detection of at least one photon 

in the gamma detectors. The efficiency for the signal is 90% while the 

background is reduced by a factor of 3. Fig. 8 shows the 11' missing 

mass squared computed for the Eon- candidates which satisfy the one photon 

requirement. The in' detection efficiency has also been measured by inverting 

the beam polarity and detecting the C+ + pro decays. The solid curve of 
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Fig. 5 (A',K-) effective Russ distribution for events with (A',n-) 

mass > 1.35 GeV/c2. 
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Fig. 8 no missing mass squared for Son- events with at least one 

measured photon. 

fig. 9 shows the efficiency for detecting at least one photon 

decays as a function of the 1~' momentum. For comparison fig. 

also shows the photon detection efficiency measured from the 

themselves. 

2.3 The R- + f-77' decay mode 

The selection of the ?-no is made requiring that: 

- the (A', IT-) effective mass is equal to the f- mass 2 

- the beam momentum is within f 10 GeVic of the mean beam 

- the supposed missing no has a longitudinal momentum pL 

1 GeV/c. 

- the different decay vertices are ordered as follows 

z,- -c zz- < 2 
A’ 

The background in this sample comes from the 5- + Aall- 

is mainly concentrated at low pL (p, < 10 GeV/c) as shown in 

For a E- + h's- event interpreted IS Q- -t Aon + x0 one sets: 

m: = rc19; - +)/Pbeaml x PL = 0.01 PL. 

The scatter plot of fig. 10 shows clearly the correlation expected 

2 -. A%- background events. To eliminate most of this background 

a cut at pL = 10 GeV/c. Fig. 11 shws the projection of the 

events on the (a- - S-) missing mass squared axis. The hatched 

are those which do not satisfy the photon requirements. 'Jsing 

measured 90% photon detection efficiency and a background rejection 

3.5, we obtain a E-n' signal of 86 i 12 events for pL > 10 

2.4 Cl- Lifbtime 

The lifetime measurement is done using the a- + AOK- 

which is the most abundant. The event selection has been described 

sect. 2.1. We measure the n- iecay vertex distribution. How 

a lifetime can be deduced from this distribution has been 
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n p, > IO GeVk 

- ,032 0 ,032 ,064 

M2 TP (GeV/c212 

Fig. 11 (Q--E-) missing mass squared for R- + E-n' after elimination of 

the events with pL 6 10 GeV/c. The dashed events have no 

measured photon. 

comparing a Monte-Carlo (M - C) simulation with the decay vertex distribution 

of E + AOTT- events measured in the same apparatus. 

The M - C simulation includes: 

- the momentum and spatial distributions of the beam particles, 

- the trigger requirements, 

- the event selection criteria, 

- the tracking of charged particles through the magnet, 

- the measurement errors, 

- the effect of confusion between very close tracks in the wire chamber 

telescope located before the magnet. 

Fig. 12 shows the vertex position distributicn of the E- from a 

sample of 22 000 events. The dashed curve corlrnoonlc to a II - C simulation 

which does not include the effect of confusion between close tracks. There 

is clearly a loss of events in the data for large values of the decay vertex 

coordinate which gits more pronounced when the vertex gets closer to the 

chamber telescope located before the magnet. Tlat deficit of events is 

due to the effect of coufusion between very close tracks. The parametrization 

of the confusion effect has been optimized on tbe 5 + ii'lr- decays and the 

complete M - C siwlation gives the full curve of fig. 12. Fig. 13 displays 

the vertex position distribution for fi- + A'K- and the x2 of the fit 

between the data p3ilts and the Plonte-Carlo tried for different lifetime 

hypotheses is shown in fig. 14. l'he best fit is dbtained for 

Tn.- = 0.82 x 10 
-10 

set with a x2 of 15 for 11 degrees of freedom and a 

statistical error of 0.03 x 10 
-10 

sec. The full curve in fig. 13 corresponds 

to the best fit. The dashed curve is the fit obtained for a lifetime of 
-10 

1.4 x 10 sec. 

The-value obtained for 'I~- is stable if the start of the decay region 

isvaried between 175 and 375 cm. The correction due to the confusion effect 

is small in the region where the R- decays occur as can be seen from fig. 12. 

It corresponds to a change of 62 in the logarithmic slope. Taking into 

account possible systematic effects, w obtain: 

TV- = c.82 2 .06) x 10 
-10 

sec. 

P 
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Fig. 12 Vertex position distribution for E- + Aor-. The two curves 

correspond to M - C simulations taking TV- = 1.65 x 10 -10 
sec. 

The dashed curve does not include the effect of the loss due 

to close tracks. The parametrisation of this effect yields 

the full M - C curve. The arrows delimit the range of decay 

points used for the calculation. 

I- ’ I I I I I -I 

LIFETIME 

100 350 600 850 1100 1350 

Vertex position (cm 1 

Fig. 13 Vertex position distribution for R- -+ AOK-. The solid line is 

the Monte-Carlo fit for T 
a =0.82x 10ml' sec. The dashed curve 

correspond to ~~ = 1.4 x 10 
-10 

sec. The arrows delimit the 

range of at&y points used for the calculation. 
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Fig. 14 Chi-squared of the fit between the data points and the Monte- 

Carlo for different n- lifetime hypotheses. 

This value is in disagreement with the Particle Data Group average [ZJ 

and the measurement of M. Deutschmann et al. 131 who get a value of 

(1.41 + 0.15 -10 

- 0.24 ) x 10 sec. It agrees with the recent results of two 

bubble chamber experiments [4,51 each based on about 40 events. 

2.5 Branching ratios for the main ti- decay modes 

We have computed the selection efficiency and the relative acceptances 

using the M - C simulation with our own measured value of the fi- lifetime. 

From the data described above, assuming r(AK) + r(E'a-) + r(Z-*O) = r (all) 

i.e. neglecting rarer 3eca.y modes, we obtain the following ratios: 

gg) = (67.0 f 2.2) x 10 --2 

w = (24.6 + 1.9) x 10 -' 

r(s-aO) - = (8.Q i 1.1) x 10 
-2 

rbii) 

The systematic uncertainties being negligible, the quoted errors 

are statistical only. We a'.so get: 

r(E0*-)/r(z-r3) = 2.93 + 0.50. 

If the R- decay proceejed through a pure AI = h amplitude a ratio of 2 would 

be expected. But wittin the framework of QCD, the AI = 4 contribution to the 

n- decay amplitude is expected to be less important than for other hyperon 

decays and in a recent theoretical paper J. Finjord 161 predicts 

r(z%-)/r(z a0) = 3. 

2.6 The decay asyxmnetry parameter a for R- + A'K- 

As we measure completely all the particles involved in the AoK- 

decay, we have used these events to compute the weak decay asynrmetry 

parameter clAK This parameter describes the interference of the two 

partial waves a. 
J-4 

and a. 
J+5 

which contribute to the transition matrix. 

It is a measure of the parity riolation ip ::hat decay. Let 'd be the angle 
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between the direction of the proton in the A' rest frame and the direction 

of the A0 in the a rest frame. The proton angular distribution is given 

by: 

I(cosB) .-l, 1 + a*aAK co&, 

knowing aA (a, = .642 + .013) and fitting the angular distribution with 

such a representation. we obtain: 

an ~ /LK = .06 * .14, 

where we quote the statistical uncertainty only. As a check we have 

also measured aZ with the Z + A%- events. We obtain czz = - .312 f. . 078 

in good agreement with the world average (-.392 f .021). 

Our measurement is in good agreement with theoretical expectations 161 

that the n- + AOK- decay mode be nearly parity conserving. 

2.7 The rare decay modes 

We have made a search in our data sample for the decay R- + AT- which 

would correspond to a AS = -2 transition. We have found no events and 

conclude that: 

r(n + A n) -3 
T(all) < 1.5 x 10 at 90% confidence level. 

The decay channel R- + Z-n+n- has been analysed. At the present stage 

of the analysis, one clear event has been found with coherent vertices 

and a (!-a+) effective mass of 1533 MeV/c' near the f*(1530) mass. 

The @*(1530)x is expected to dominate in the 3 body decay mode 

and with a AI = k decay amplitude the analysed channel represent 4/9 

of all Z*n decays. Thus the observed event corresponds to a branching 

ratio of about 2 x 
* 

10 --) for R- + E IT. 

We have searched for the decay R- -, :'e- V- followed by f0 + AO~O. 

We have found 3 candidates which have an identified electron, a reconstructed 

no and correct 71' and (A0aQ) masses. We are still investigating possible 

residual backgrounds from the decays Q + Eon- and R- + Z-n'. With the 

relative efficiency for that decay mode, 3 events would correspond to a 

branching ratio r lept/rall = 10~~. 

3. HYPERON AND ANTIHYPERON PRODUCTION 111 

In this section I will briefly review the main features of the 

production of hyperon and antihyperou by 200 and 210 GeV protons at 

x = 0.48. Fig. 15 shows the ratioe baryon/;i- and antibaryon/baryon 

as a function of the baryon strangeness. For the ratios baryonlrr-' 

we have assigned 15% uncertainties which account for the reproducibility 

of the measurements under diffaent beam conditions. For the n-/a- ratio, 

the larger uncertainty is almost entirely due to the 6% lifetime uncertainty. 

The ratio baryon/;r- decreases ,.spi?ly with the strangeness from 10 

for PA- to 2.9 x lo+ for a-/n-. In contrast the antibaryonfbaryon 

ra:io increases rapidly with the strangeness. Hyperons can be produced 

urough the decay of an exciteu state of the incoming baryon (leading 

p;rticle effnct) or as a pair aith an antihyperon. The observed ratios 

reflec: the progressive disappearance of the first process when the 

strangeness and the mass of the produced hyperon increase. 

4. _CONCLLSIONS 

From a !~r~:e sample (1713 events) of Q- decays we have obtained 

a precise determination of: 

(i) The n- lifetime 'n = (.82 + .06) 10-l' sec. 

(ii) The Q- branching ratios into AOK- :oTI- --TIC3 ,- ,- 

ruw /Tall = (67.0 i 2.2) lo-' 

r(a%-) /rail = (24.6 f 1.9) lo-' 

r(s-nO) /Tall - (8.4 + 1.1) lo-*. 

(iii) The weak decay asymmetry parameter for a- + AOK- 

aAK = .06 i .14. 
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Fig. 15 Particle ratios as a function of strangeness. 

The fact that the SI- + A'K- is nearly parity conserving and the observed 

ratio r(ZOn-)/r(Z-nO) =l 2.93 + 0.50 are in good agreement with theoretical 

expectations within the QCD framework. The importance of the Sl- decay 

parameters as a test of current theoretical ideas will be discussed in 

detail by M.K. Gaillard [7] in her talk. 

The search for rare decay modes has allowed us to set an upper 

limit on the AS = -2 forbidden transition, R- + Aon-. 

i-w- + A%-) < 1.5 x lo+ at 90% confidence level. 
r(a) 
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